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TYPE OF FILE

Microdata

UNIVERSE DESCRIPTION

All persons and housing units in the United States .

SUBJECT MATTER DESCRIPTION

Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) contain

records representing 5% or 1% samples of the housing units
in the U.S . and the persons in them. Selected group

quarters persons are also included. The file contains

individual weights for each person and housing unit which,

when applied to theindividual records, expand the sample to
the total population. Most population andhousing items are
listed below. Please see the Data Dictionary for a complete
listing of variables and recodes. Both the 5% and 1%
samples have the same subigo -- content and--vary-only-in
geographic composition of the Public Use Microdata Area
(PUMA). A3% elderly sample will be available later.

Items on the housing record include:

Allocation Flags for Housing

	

Cost of Utilities
Items

	

Family Income in 1989
Bedrooms

	

Family, Subfamily and
Condominium Status

	

Relationship Recodes
Contract Rent

ABSTRACT

ABSTRACT

The user should note that there are limitations
to many of these data. - Please refer to the -
technical documentation provided with the
Public Use Microdata Samples for a further
explanation on the limitations of the data.

Farm Status and Value

Fire, Hazard, Flood Insurance

Fuels Used

Gross Rent

House Heating Fuel

Household Income in 1989

Household Type

Housing Unit Weight

Kitchen Facilities

Linguistic Isolation

Meals Included in Rent

Mortgage Status and Selected

Monthly Owner Costs

Plumbing Facilities

Presence and Age of Own

Children

Presence of Subfamilies in

Household

Property Value

Items on the person record include:

Ability to Speak English

Age

Allocation Flags for

Population Items

Ancestry

Children Ever Born

Citizenship

Class of Worker

Disability Status

Educational Attainment

Hispanic Origin

Hours Worked
Income in 1989 by Type

Industry

Language Spoken at Home

Marital Status

Means of Transportation

Real Estate Taxes

Rooms

Sewage Disposal

Source of Water

State (Residence)

Telephonein HousingUni

Tenure

Units in Structure

Vacancy Status

Vehicles Available

Year HouseholderMoved

into Unit

Year Structure Built

Migration PUMA

Migration State

Military Status, Periods

of Active Duty Military

Service, Veteran Period

of Service

Mobility Status

Occupation
Person's Weight

Personal Care Limitatior
Place of Birth

Place of Work PUMA

Place of Work State

Poverty Status in 1989

Race
Relationship

AB-1



Each PUMS file provides records for States

and many of their geographic levels. The hierarchy is

shown below: The 5% sample identifies every State and

various subdivisions of States called "Public Use Microdata

Areas", each with at least 100,000 persons. These PUMAS

were primarily based on counties, and may be whole

counties, groups of counties, and places . When these entities

have more than 200,000 persons, PUMAS can represent

parts of counties, places, etc. None of these PUMAS on the

5% sample crosses state lines.

On the other hand, the 1% sample was based

primarily on metropolitan/nonmetropolitan areas, and

contains PUMAswhichwere made from wholecentral cities,

wholeMSAs or PMSAs, MSA or PMSAs outside the central

city, groups of MSAs or PMSAs, and groups of areas outside

MSAs or PMSAs. When the areas have more than 200,000

persons, 1% PUMAs can represent parts of central cities,

MSA/PMSAs, and so forth. 1% PUMAS may cross State

lines and in that case State codes are not shown. See

examples of PUMAS in figures 2-4.

RELATED PRINTED REPORTS

Since individual weights are provided on PUMS,

most estimates derived from PUMS tabulations can be

checked for reasonableness against other 1990 printed

reports, STF's or microfiche produced from sample data.

Listed below are the 1990 census printed

reports containing sample data from summary tape products

STF 3 and STF 4 which may be used to verify estimates

provided from PUMS files. These reports will be available

from Superintendent of Documents; --U.S. Government

Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. An order form

follows this abstract.

1990 CPH-3, Population and Housing

CharacteristicsforCensus Tracts andBlockNumberingAfeas .

One report will be published for each metropolitan area

(MA) and one for the non-metropolitan balance of each

State, Puerto Rico and the U.S . Virgin Islands showing data

for most of the population and housing subjects included in

AB-2

Columbia which provides both 100-percent and sample data

for States, congressional districts, and, within congressional

districts, counties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants,

county subdivisions of 10,000 or more inhabitants in 12

States, and American Indian and Alaska Native areas.

[Scheduled for release in 1994 .]

1990 CPH-5, Summary Social, Economic,

and Housing Characteristics. These reports, issued for the

United States, States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and

the U.S . Virgin Islands, provide sample population and

housing data for states and local government units, (i .e .,

counties, places, towns, and townships) other county

subdivisions and American Indian andAlaska Native areas.

1990 CP-2, Social and Economic

Characteristics. These reports are issued for the

United States, States, District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,

and the U.S . Virgin Islands. They focus on the population

subjects collected on a sample basis in 1990. Data are

shown for States (including summaries such as urban and

rural), counties, places of 2,500 or more inhabitants,

county subdivisions of 2,500 or more inhabitants in

selected States, and the State portions of American Indian

and Alaska Native areas. [Scheduled for release in 1993 .]

1990 CP-2-1A, Social andEconomic Characteristics

for American Indian and Alaska Native Areas. Data are

shown for American Indian and Alaska Native areas.

[Scheduled for release in 1993 .]

1990 CP-2-1B, Social andEconomic Characteristics

for Metropolitan Areas. Data are shown for MA's.

[Scheduled for release in 1993 .]

1990 CP-2-1C, Social andEconomic Characteristics

for UrbanizedAreas. Data are shown for UAs.

1990 CP-3, Population Subject Reports. Thirty

reports are planned covering populations subjects and

subgroups. These include migration, income, and the older

population. Geographic areas generally will include the

United States, regions, and divisions; some reports may

include data for highly populated area such as States, MA's,

counties and large places . Scheduled for release in 1993 .

ABSTRACT

School Enrollment and Weeks Worked in 1989 the 1990 census . Some tables will be based on the

Type of School Work Status in 1989 100-percent tabulations, others on the sample tabulations.

Time of Departure for Work Work Limitation Status [Scheduled for release in 1992-93.]

Travel Time to Work Year of Entry

Vehicle Occupancy 1990 CPH-4, Population and Housing

Characteristics for Congressional Districts of the 103rd

Congress . A report for each State and the District of

GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE



1990 CH-2, Detailed Housing Characteristics.

These reports, issued for the United States, States, District

of Columbia, Puerto Rico, andthe U.S . Virgin Islands focus

on the housing subjects collected on a sample basis in 1990 .

Data are shown for State (including summaries such as

urban and rural), counties, places of 2,500 or more

inhabitants, MCD's of 2,500 or more inhabitants in selected

States, Alaska Native areas and the State portion of

American Indian areas. [Scheduled for release in 1993.]

1990 CH-2-1A, Detailed Housing Characteristics for

American Indian andAlaska Native Areas. Data are shown
for American Indian and Alaska Native areas. [Scheduled
for release in 1993 .]

1990 CH-2-1B, Detailed Housing Characteristics for
Metropolitan Areas. Data are shown for MA's . [Scheduled
for release in 1993.]

1990 CH-2-1C, Detailed Housing Characteristics for

UrbanizedAreas. Data are shown for UA's. [Scheduled for

release in 1993 .]

1990 CH-3, Housing Subject Reports. Ten Housing

subject reports are planned covering 1990 census items such

as structural characteristics and space utilization.

Geographic areas generally include the United States,

regions, and divisions; some reports may include data for

other highly populated geographic areas such as States,
MA's, counties, and large places. [Scheduled for release in

1993 .]

RELATED ELECTRONIC MEDIAPRODUCTS

PUMS data on compact disk-read only memory

(CD-ROM) are issued after the all tape files are released .

CENDATA, the Census Bureau's online system, carries

PUMS Technical Documentation. STF 3 data are available

also on CD-ROM and magnetic tape. Contact Customer

Services (301-763-4100) for additional information on

electronic media products .

FILE AVAILABILITY

PUMS files are provided for each State and the
District of Columbia and are released on a State-by-State
basis. All files and pricing information are available from
Customer Services, Data User Services Division, Bureau of
the Census, Washington, DC 20233. (See above for phone
and FAXinformation.) A machine-readable data dictionary
is included on thetape without charge. Options include 6250

ABSTRACT

or 1600 bpi, ASCII or EBCDIC, labeled or unlabeled. The

files are also available on tape cartridges (IBM3480 or

compatible format) for the same price. When ordering,

please use the order form at the end of this Chapter.

Files for the individual States are priced according

to the number of megabytes of data they contain; each

megabyte is priced at $1.25 regardless of the tape

specifications. The minimum charge for a computer tape is

$175 for one or more files. See the enclosed order blank for

prices of the various PUMS files.

Although a user can order a single file, we have
packaged the files by census division for sale since many

users order all of the states or at least states which border

their state. Discount prices are available where all files in a

group are paid for at the time of ordering. See order blank

for specific prices .

RELATED REFERENCE MATERIALS

1990 Census Population andHousingTabulation and
Publication Program . This booklet provides descriptions of
the data products available from the 1990 census. Available
without charge from Customer Services (see above) .

Census '90 Basics. This booklet provides a general
overview of census activities and detailed information on
census content, geographic areas, and products . Available
without charge from Customer Services (see above) .

Census ABC'sApplications in Business and

Community. This booklet highlights key information about

the 1990 census and illustrates a variety of ways the data can

be used. Available without charge from Customer Services

(see above) .

A comprehensive 1990 Census of Population and
Housing Guide is available. It provides detailed information
about all aspects of the census, a comprehensive glossary of
census terms, and an index to summary tape files. Contact
Customer Services for ordering information.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The file contains two record types a "housing"
record and a "person" record each consisting of 231
characters of data. Each housing unit record is followed by
avariable number ofpersons records, oneforeach occupant.
Vacant housing units will have no person record, and
selected persons in group quarters will have a dumm~
housing record and a person record .

AB-3



The 5% (A) sample includes a separate file for

	

will be addressed.

	

The user must be familiar with the

each state. The 1% (B) sample includes a file for each State

	

processing system's limitations and the efficiency of the

and a file containing PUMAS which cross State lines. The

	

procedures within the software packages.

3% (O) sample (elderly file) has the same geographic

composition as the 5% sample, (but includes housing units

	

Users mayalso write their own code enabling them

with at least one person age 60 and over or group quarters

	

to perform custom tabulations on their system of choice.

persons age 60 and over.)

The block size for the files varies with each

user's specifications, however the standard block size is

32,340 characters for 1990 PUMS.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The 1990 Public Use microdata files are a special

type of nonrectangular file-hierarchical . That is, the file

contains several record types each with different variables,

rather than one gigantic record with all the variables. We

release the PUMS in this format because of the tremendous

amount of data contained in one record . The file is sorted

to maintain the relationship between both record types.

Although these records are extremely large they can

be handled by most statistical or report writing software.

There are two basic record types: the housing unit record

and the person record. For 1990, each of the records

contains a serial number which links the persons in the

housing unit to the proper housing unit record, so that a

user no longer needs to worry about keeping the record

sequence as the file was delivered.

In today's information processing environment, most

standard statistical software packages are now capable of

handling the file in either format : hierarchical or rectangular

structure. Most software packages, such as SAS, SPSS,

BMDP, and some relational data base systems, will in fact

rectangularize hierarchical files. Further, the manuals

accompanying most packages contain samples of code

showing how to process the files. Several of the packages

also have extract procedures alreadycoded into the software.

The 1990 PUMS will be accompanied by electronic -

data dictionaries in a format which will allow the user to

read in ASCII characters and prepare statements

transforming the variables and their corresponding

descriptions and values to the proper statements required by

the software package of choice.

The files will be ASCII, with no special software

appended, so as to be compatible with most software

packages. But the technical documentation will include a

section on "how to use this file", where software concerns

AB-4
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Order Form (Prelim.) : 1990 Public Use Microdata Samples on Computer Tape

ProductOverview

The 1990 Public UseMicrodata Samples(PUMS) contain individual records of responses to questionnaires with unique identifiers (names,

addresses, etc.) removed so that the confidentiality of respondents is protected. These files, on computer tape, enable users to produce theirown

tabulations within the limits of the data provided . For 1990, the Bureau will producePUMS for the United States and those outlying areas which

meet a 100,000 minimumpopulation size threshold. Currently, the standard PUMS products are the5% and 1%samples for the United States

andPuerto Rico, anda special 3% sample dealing specifically with the elderly population . The5% and 1%samples are similar in content to the

"A" and "B" files made available in 1980.

Besides the obvious difference in file size, the5% and 1% files differ in the geography around which the files are constructed. For example, the

Public Use Microdata Area (PUMA) is the lowest level of geography identified on any PUMS file . The5% sample is basically a county level file ;

	

,

that is the PUMA canbe asingle county (county equivalent), agroup of counties, aplace, or county/place parts if that county had more than

200,000 persons. On the other hand, the 1% sample is basically ametropolitan area file. For this, the PUMA will be an MSA, groups of MSAs,

parts of MSAs when the MA is larger than 200,000 persons, andgroups of nonmetropolitan areas.

The file structure of all PUMS files is hierarchical, with special features to aid in their use with commerciallexisting software packages . While no

"value-added" user software will be provided by the Census Bureau, the technical documentation will include asection with suggestions and

pointers on howto usethese files. All PUMS files have two record types; one for housing units, andone for persons. Thenumber of records per

file are determined by the sample size .

All 1990 5% and1%PUMS files on computer tape will be available by the endof 1992. These files will also be released on CD-ROM, at adate

to be determined . TheElderly 3% PUMS files will be made available early 1993, on computer tape only .

Customer Typology
To enable us to learn more about

our customers, Please check one:

OPrivate Citizen

Governmental Sector

OCongressional/Legislative

OFederal Govemment

OStateGovemment

0Local/CountylRegional Gov.

0Tribal Organizations

AcademiclResearch Sector
College/University - Faculty

0College/University - Student

OOther Academic

OResearch Organizations

Business Sector
OMedia (radio, television, print)

Manufacturing Businesses

D Retail, Wholesale, Service

Businesses

OFinancial, Insurance, Real

Estate Organizations

DMarket Research, Advertis-

ing, Consulting

Organizations

Trade and Professional Orgs.

OOther

Public Service Sector
0Social Service and Religious

Organizations

O Civic Organizations

O National Minority

Organizations

0Political Organizations

International Sector
OForeign Govemment

OOther

Also, please complete the

following:

Is your organization affiliated with

the Census Bureau in anyway?

Please check one:

OState Data Center/Business

andIndustry Data Center/

Affiliate

0 National Services Information

Center/Affiliate

0Clearinghouse Organization

DNone

Do youwork in your organiza-

tion's library?

OYes

ONo

Customer address (please print legibly or type):

Companyor personal name

Additional address/attention line

Total this Order:

Shipping address: (if different than customer address)

Companyor personal name

Additional address/attention line

OCheck payable to Commerce-Census

	

0Census deposit account:

0VISA or MasterCard Account:

Expiration

date : month:LU year.m Name

on card :

Census use only: Order taken by. Date:

Street Address (No P.O. box numbers please, if this is also the shipping address.

The shipping service we use cannot deliver to a P.O . box.)

Street Address (No P.O. box numbers please-the shipping servicewe use

cannot deliverto a post office box.)

City, State, ZIPcode City, State, ZIP code

Telephone: Voice Fax Telephone: Voice Fax

To be completed by customer: Method of Payment (Please check one):



File Availability

The 1990 Public Use Microdata Sample

(PUMS) files on computer tape are provided

for each State and the District of Columbia,

andare available for purchase State-by-State,

by division, or as a complete set.

Tape Format Options

The PUMS files are available in the following

formats. Please specify the format of choice

when ordering. Remember, the format

selection has no bearing on product pricing.

Computer tape reels are industry standard 9

track, 2400 foot reels.

Density:

1990 Public Use Microdata Samples on Computer Tape
Yes, Please send all states for the

	

5% ($4000) ;

	

1% ($800) ;

	

3% - Elderly ($2400) PUMS Files .

6250 BPI

1600 BPI

Translation coding:
1771 EBCDIC

ASCII

Labeling:
0

	

Standard IBM Label

Unlabeled

or, you may select:

IBM 3480 Tape Cartridge

A machine-readable data dictionary is

included without charge .

Product Pricing

PUMS files on computer tape are priced

according to file size . Specific State prices for

the 5% sample are shownbelow. Otherwise,

the 1% and 3% (Elderly) samples are priced

by Division only. Aspecial discount price is

available for those wishing to purchase all

States/divisions in a PUMS file at one time .

Priority shipping and handling service is

available at additional cost. Call for details.

Upon receipt, an acknowledgment letter will

be sent noting an approximate shipping date.

Return this Orderto:

For regular US Postal delivery, usethe

following mailing address:

Customer Services

Bureau of the Census

Washington, DC 20233

or fax it to 301-763-4794.

Customer Services

Washington Plaza Bldg.

Room 326

8903 Presidential Pkwy

UpperMarlboro, MD 20772

However, if youare sending your order by any
specialized courierservice ( such as Federal

Express for example) , please useour special

direct delivery address instead:

Division/State 5% 1% 3% (Elderly) Division/State 5% 1% 3% (Elderly)

New England Division $275. . . . .. . . . .. . . . .$175 . . . ... . . . .. .$175 LJ South Carolina 175

Connecticut 175 Florida 275

11 Maine 175 Georgia 175

Massachusetts 175 East South Central Div. $300. . . .. . . ... . .$175 . . ... . . ... . . . ... .$175D NewHampshire 175 Alabama 175

0 Rhode Island 175 Kentucky 175

0 Vermont 175 0 Mississippi 175

Middle Atlantic Div. $750.. . . .. . . . .. . . . .$175. . . . ... . . . .. .$450 0 Tennessee 175

0 NewYork 350 West South Central Div. $550. . . .. . . .. . . .$175 . . ... . . ... . . ... . .$325

0 NewJersey 175 0 Arkansas 175

0 Pennsylvania 225 0 Louisiana 175

East North Central Div. $825.. . . .. . . . .. . . . .$175 . . . . ... . . . .. .$500 0 Oklahoma 175

0 Indiana 175 0 Texas 350

0 Ohio 225 Mountain Division $275 . . ... . . .. . . .$175 . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . .$175

0 Illinois 225 0 Arizona 175

0 Michigan 175 0 Colorado 175

0 Wisconsin 175 O Idaho 175

West North Central Div. $350 .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .$175 . . . . ... . . . .. .$225 0 Montana 175

0 Minnesota 175 0 Nevada 175

Missouri 175 0 New Mexico 175

0 South Dakota 17&- -: --! - =Utah 175

0 Iowa 175 0 Wyoming 175

0 Kansas 175 Pacific Division $750 . ... . . .. . . . .$175 . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . .$450

Nebraska 175 0 Alaska 175

0 North Dakota 175 0Hawaii 175

South Atlantic Division $925 . . . ... . . . .. . . ..$175. . . . .. . . . .. . .$550 0Oregon 175

0Delaware 175 0Washington 175

0District of Columbia 175 0California 575

O Maryland 175

0Virginia

West Virginia

175

175
Special Package Price $4000 . . .. . . ... . . .$800 . . ... . . ... . . ... . .$2400

0 North Carolina 175
(discounted)



OVERVIEW

Public-use microdata samples are computer accessible files

which contain records for a sample of housing units, with

information on the characteristics of each unit and the

people in it . We exclude information which would identify

a household or an individual in order to protect the

confidentiality of respondents. Within the limits of the

sample size and geographic detail, these files allow users to

prepare virtually any tabulations they require.

Separate public-use microdata samples are available, each

representing five percent or one percent of the population

and housing of the United States :

o 5% Sample, identifying all States and

various subdivisions within them, including

most counties with 100,000 or more inhabitants ;

o 1% Sample, identifying all metropolitan territory

and most MAs with 100,000 or more inhabitants

individually, and groups of [MAs] elsewhere; A 3%

elderly sample will be available also .

WHAT IS MICRODATA?

We provide computer accessible data products in several

formats as summary data or as microdata . Summary data

are the type of data found in census printed reports,

summary tape files, microfiche, and most special tabulations ;

microdata are the information collected from each person

and housing unit on the questionnaire .

In summary data, the basic unit of analysis is a specific

geographic area (for example, a census tract, county or

State) for which counts of persons or housing units (or

aggregated data) in particular categories are provided . In

microdata, the basic unit is an individual housing unit and

the persons who live in,*.- = Figure 1 illustrates"the tiasic-

distinctions between summary data and microdata .

Often, there are two types of microdata: Confidential

microdata include the census basic record types,

computerized versions of the questionnaires collected from

households, as coded and edited during census processing .

The Census Bureau tabulates these confidential microdata in

order to produce the summary data that go into the various

reports, summary tape files (STFs), and special tabulations .

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Public-use microdata samples are extracts from the

confidential microdata taken in a manner that avoids

disclosure of information about identifiable households or

individuals .

PROTECTING CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

All data released (in print or electronic media) by the

Bureau of the Census are subject to strict confidentiality

measures imposed by the legislation under which our data

are collected : Title 13, U.S . Codes which protects the

confidentiality of individual respondents. Responses to the

questionnaire can be used only for statistical purposes, and

Census Bureau employees are sworn to protect respondents'

identities .

Records on public-use microdata samples are selected after

the confidentiality edit is performed, and contain no names

or addresses . Also, the Bureau limits the detail (topcodes,

recodes) on place of residence, place ofwork, high incomes,

and other selected items to further protect the confidentiality

of the records.

Microdata records identify no geographic area with fewer

than 100,000 inhabitants . Microdata samples include only a

small fraction of the population, drastically limiting the

chance that the record ofa given individual is even contained

in a public-use microdata file, much less identifiable.

Uses Of Microdata Files

Public-use microdata files essentially make possible

"do-it-yourself" pecial tabulations. Since the 1990 files

furnish nearly all of the detail recorded on long-form

questionnaires in the census, subject to the limitations of

'sample size and geographic identification, users can construct

an infinite variety of tabulations interrelating any desired set

of variables . Users have the same freedom to manipulate the

data that they would have if they had collected the data in

their own sample survey, yet these files offer the precision of

census data collection techniques and sample sizes larger

than would be feasible in most independent sample surveys .

Microdata samples will be useful to users (1) who are doing

research that does not require the identification of specific

small geographic areas or detailed cross tabulations for small

populations, and (2) who have access to programming and

computer time needed to process the samples . Microdata



users frequently study relationships among census variables

not shown in existing census tabulations, or concentrate on

the characteristics of certain specially defined populations,

such as unemployed homeowners or families with four or

more children .

SAMPLE DESIGN AND SIZE

Each microdata file is a stratified sample of the population,

actually a subsample of the full census sample

(approximately 15.9% of all housing units) that received

census long-form questionnaires . Sampling was done

housing unit-by-housing unit in order to allow study of family

relationships and housing unit characteristics. Sampling of

persons in institutions and other group quarters was done on

a person-by-person basis. Vacant units were sampled also .

There are two independently drawn samples, designated

"5% (A)" and "1% (B),", each featuring a different

geographic scheme, as discussed below. Samples from the

1970 and 1960 censuses also employed a 1% sample size, the

5% sample was new for 1980. Nationwide, the 1990 5%

Sample gives the user records for over 12 million persons

and over 5 million housing units . On the other hand, since

processing a smaller sample is less expensive, some users will

want to produce extracts using the subsample numbers

provided in the housing record. Sample design is discussed

more thoroughly in chapter 4.

Unlike 1980, each file contains individual weights for both

the housing unit and the persons in the unit . The user can

estimate the frequency of a particular characteristic for the

entire population by summing the weight variables for

records with that characteristic from the microdata file. A

section of Chapter 4 discusses the preparation and

verification of estimates (see page 4-1).

Reliability improves with increases in sample size, so the

choice of sample size must represent a balance between the

level of precision desired and the resources available for

working with microdata files. By=using tables pravided-iu

chapter 3 (see page 3-2), one can estimate the degree to

which sampling error will affect any specific estimate

prepared from a microdata file of a particular sample size.

Many factors affect the user's decision on which file to use.

Users of microdata files for State or MSA estimates would

normally use a 1% or 5% sample, while users concerned

only with national figures can frequently get by with a

smaller sample, say a 0.1-percent (one-in-a-thousand)

sample . Although we no longer provide the 0.1% file we do

provide subsample numbers which allow scientifically

designed extracts of various sizes to be drawn .

	

Even

national users may need a 1% or a 5% sample if extremely

detailed tabulations are needed, or if users are concerned

with very small segments of the population, for example,

females 75 years old or over of Italian ancestry.

One of the examples in chapter 3 discusses the selection of

the appropriate sample size for a particular study.

SUBJECT CONTENT

Microdata files contain the full range of population and

housing information collected in the 1990 census : 500

occupation categories, age by single years up to 90, wages

in dollars up to $140,000, and so forth . Because the samples

provide data for all persons living in a sampled household,

users can study how characteristics of household members

are interrelated (for example, income and educational

attainment of husbands and wives) .

Information for each housing unit in the sample appears on

a 231-character record with geographic and housing items,

followed by a variable number of 231-character records with

person's information, one record for each member of the

household . Items on the housing record are listed beginning

on page 5-1; items on the persons record are listed beginning

on page 5-4 . Although each of the items as collected is

further defined in the glossary (reprinted from the 1990

Census Users' Guide) presented as appendix B to this

document, it is important to note that we modified several

items on the microdata file to provide protection for

individual respondents . We also include many transformed

variables (recodes), such as those appearing on the STF 3A

files, so that users can analyze many complex relationships

between records. Data users will frequently want to

generate additional variables or develop recodes to meet

their individual needs .

While it is impossible to predict all the transformations

(recodes) required by data users, we included many of the

-more common ones (household income, selected monthly

owner costs, poverty status, and so forth) . Transformations

such as these, as well as corrections that apply to certain

subjects, are discussed in appendix C.

We edited the sample questionnaires for completeness and

consistency, and made substitutions or allocations for any

missing data . Allocation flags appear at the end of each

record indicating each item which has been allocated . Thus,

a user desiring to tabulate only actually observed values can

eliminate variables with allocated values . Editing and

allocation flags are discussed beginning on page 3-15.

INTRODUCTION



Figure 1 . Comparison of Summary Data With Information on NGarodata Files

ILLUSTRATIVE SUMMARY DATA

ILLUSTRATIVE MICRODATA*

" Basic unit is an identified geographic entity
" Data summarized on people and housing in specified entity
" Available for small areas

" Basic unit is an unidentified housing unitand its occupants

" Unaggregated data to be summarized by the user

" Allows detailed study of relationships among characteristics

Not available for small areas

`c a

	

m

	

mocyra

Q Q

y4

~~fi J
r

name
Virginia

Area
oor code --

	

Yes

	

Yes
5525
549

2 Married-couple family

PUBLIC-USE MICRODATA

SUMMARY DATA

Postsecondary
Persona 2 Householder F 62 B Alabama economics $45,300

teacher

Housing unit !13

	

Virginia

	

Area
code

e

	

0

	

N/A

	

Yes

	

$3
201

NlA Vacant

' Public-use mlcrodata samples do not actually contain alphabetic Information.Such information is converted to numerk codes; for
example, the State of Virginia has a numeric code of 51 .

Gross rent

Place
Total

population

Occupied

units
housing Persons

per unit

Renter
occupied

units
Under
$100

$100-
149

$150-
199

Weston City 110,938 49,426 2.2 31,447 158 1,967 6,282

Smittm'lle 21,970 7,261 3.1 2,492 17 90 766

Junction 17,152 5,494 2.7 822 11 29 238

1 Householder M 37 W Kansas Plumber $28,100

1 Spouse F 35 W Virginia NA 0

1 Child M 6 W Virginia NA 0



GEOGRAPHIC IDENTIFICATION

The 5% and 1% Samples each feature a different

geographic scheme : We call the geographic areas PUMAS

for Public Use Microdata Areas . We use the term to apply

to each of the areas identified on these files . A 5-digit

number, unique within State, identifies each PUMA. The

first three digits is the PUMA code and the last two are the

sub-PUMA . The sub-PUMA is used when counties or

metropolitan areas are subdivided by groupings of census

tracts. For example, the PUMAS for Bronx County, New

York consist of several groups of census tracts numbered

from 05101 through 05111, whereas the PUMA numbered

03500 is made up of I counties : Courtland, Tioga and

Tompkins Co.

The State Data Center provided the PUMAS for

most states. For the states of Georgia, Indiana, and Oregon,

the Census Bureau developed the PUMAS with input from

the respective State Data Center.

o

	

The 5% Sample identifies every State, most

individual counties or county equivalents with

100,000 or more inhabitants, many individual cities

or groups of places with 100,000 or more

inhabitants, and for counties with at least 200,000

inhabitants groupings of Census tracts are also

identified .

14

Areas with populations under 100,000 have been

grouped into reasonable analytic units often

equivalent to State planning district boundaries. In

New England, areas are defined in terms of cities

and towns rather than counties .

The 1% Sample identifies MAs of 100,000 or more

inhabitants. The remaining MAs are paired

together so that metropolitan and nonmetropolitan

territory can be separately analyzed.

Many large cities, groupcofcities, and counties are

identified within large MAs. Outside MAs, counties

are grouped according to State planning districts or

into other reasonable analytic units with populations

of 100,000 or more.

On the 1% sample, when PUMAS cross state

boundaries, states are not separately identified. All

of these records appear on a separate file where the

state is identified as "99". (See Appendix G).

The characteristics of the different geographic

schemes are compared in the maps and charts which follow

in figures 2, 3, and 4.

Purchasers of the 1% Sample for any of the States

which include area in a county group crossing State lines

may want to request that the "State Code 99" file be stacked

onto a tape being purchased . Estimates of the number of

tapes required for specified groups of files at a given density

and blocking factor are available on request from Customer

Services .

At the time of this printing, we have not produced

files for all States, and estimates of the number of tapes

required for specified groups of files at a given density and

blocking factor are available on request from Customer

Services . We will issue a user note updating this information

when all files are produced .

CORRESPONDING MICRODATA FROM EARLIER

CENSUSES

PUMS files exist for the 1960, 1970 and 1980

censuses . Very little comparability exists between geographic

identifiers on each of the previous files, but housing and

population characteristics are similar. And because of this

similarity, microdata files from the most recent censuses are

a rich resource for analysis of trends . Items which were

added, dropped, or substantially changed between 1980 and

1990 are listed in figure 5 . Appendix B discusses historical

comparability of items in greater detail.

INTRODUCTION



ALABAMA 5% PUMA Boundaries

FIGURE 2
Counties

ALABAMA (5% PUMA BOUNDARIES)
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ALABAMA 1% PUMA Boundaries

FIGURE 3
Counties

ALABAMA (1 % PUMA BOUNDARIES
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OOMPONENTSOF596 SAMPLE PUMAM

FIGURE : 4

STATE: 06

	

PUMA.-06901

	

MSAIPMSA.6780

	

TOTALPOPULATION : 193668

TYPEOF AREA. COUNTYANDEPENDENT CITY(PART)

--------------------------- --------------

STATE: Ol

	

PUMA: 00000

	

MSA/PMS& 9999

	

TOTALPOPULATION: 12W3

TYPEOFAREA. COUNTIESJINDEPENDENTCITIES (2ORMORE)

NAME	POPULATIONU=MMPLACE TRACr MSALPMSA
BIBBCOUNTY

	

16576 Ol 007

	

9999

FAYETTECOUNTY

	

17962 Ol 057

	

9999

GREENECOUNTY

	

10153 Ol

	

063

	

9999

HALE COUNTY

	

15498 01

	

065

	

9999

LAMARCOUNTY

	

15715 Ol 075

	

9999

MARIONCOUNTY

	

29630 01 093

	

9999

PICKENSCOUNTY

	

20699 Ol 107

	

9999

COMPONENTS OF 196SAMPLE PUMAS

STATE: 06

	

PUMA: 01802

	

MSA/PMSA. 5775

	

TOTALPOPULATION: 122246

TYPE OFAREA. MSMPMSA-OUTSIDE CENTRALCITY (PART)

NAME	POPULATIONSL=M=PIACE TRAQMSA(PMSA

CLAYTON

	

7317 06 013

	

0537

	

5775

CONCORD

	

111348 06 013

	

0595

	

5775

CONTRAOOSTA000NTY(PART)

	

1061 06 013

	

028

	

9999

	

315099

	

5775

00NTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

655 06 013

	

078

	

9999

	

333100

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

126 06 013

	

028

	

9999

	

338100

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

7 06 013

	

028

	

9999

	

355200

	

5775

-COj~RRACOSTA000NTY(PAR'1)- - -,-:-

	

517 06 013 028 9999 315000

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

-

	

114 06

	

013

	

028

	

9999

	

355305

	

5775

CONTRACOSTA0OUNTY(PART)

	

81 06

	

013

	

028

	

9999

	

355304

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

238 06 013

	

028

	

9999

	

355303

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

6 06 013

	

028

	

9999

	

355301

	

5775

00NTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

68 06 013

	

018

	

9999

	

355302

	

5775

CONTRACOSTACOUNTY(PART)

	

708 06

	

013

	

107

	

9999

	

355102

	

5775
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NAME POPULATION JTC=M42PLdCE TRACLMSALPMSA
CATHEDRALCITY 30085 06 065 0465 6780

COACHELLA 16896 06 065 0555 6780

DESERTHOTSPRINGS 11668 06 065 0765 6780

INDIANWELLS 2647 06 065 1327 6780

INDIO 36793 06 065 1330 6780

L.AOUINTA 11215 06 065 1492 6780

PALM DESERT 23252 06 065 2080 6780

PAUL SPRINGS 40181 06 065 2085 6780

RANCHOMIRAGE 9778 06 065 2261 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 3869 06 065 010 9999 044903 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 13 06 065 010 9999 044901 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 1719 06 065 020 9999 045201 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 1951 06 065 020 9999 045202 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 3533 06 065 030 9999 044502 6780

RIVERSIDECOUNTY (PART) 88 06 065 075 9999 044803 6780



This chapter serves as a guide for data users to both

the tape and the technical documentation. Novice users

trying to understand how to use the documentation and the

file should read this chapter first.

DOCUMENTATION CHAPTERS

TheAbstract chapterin this documentation provides

a quick overview of the file, including the formal title,

geographic coverage, subject coverage, and file availability.

Also shown are citations for related reference materials and

printed reports. Their titles and geography are included in

this section, along with purchasing information .

Chapter 1 describes microdata, chapter 3 describes

accuracy of the data, and chapter 4 describes the sample

design and estimation for PUMS.

USER NOTES

Information about file or documentation changes

sometimes becomes available after the documentation has

been printed . User notes inform the user community about

these changes . These are issued in a numbered series . If

there are technical documentation changes, revised pages

usually accompany them . The revised pages should be

inserted in their proper location, but the user note cover

sheet should be filed in the User Notes chapter. Technical

notes, which contain file errata, are also issued by the

Census Bureau . We suggest filing these following

appendix I.

DATA DICTIONARY

The data dictionary (code book) describes the file

and provides character locations for each variable .

The components include a short mnemonic or field

name for use with software packages; field size ; starting

position ; and a descriptioq: of - field .contents with-possible

values.

There also is a machine-readable data dictionary file

on the data tape . This dictionary is designed to be converted

for use with various software packages .

APPENDIXES

Detailed information on geographic areas is in

appendix A followed by subject-matter definitions in

HOW TO USE THIS FILE

CHAPTER 2. HOWTO USE THIS FILE

appendix B . Appendix C provides information about the

data changes on PUMS while appendix D outlines the data

collection and processing procedures . Facsimiles ofboth the

respondent instructions and 1990 census long-form

questionnaire are in appendix E.

Appendix F furnishes detailed information on all the

data products of the 1990 census, as well as suggested

sources of information and assistance . Map information is

included in appendix G (to be supplied as user notes) . The

record layout for the machine-readable data dictionary file

that accompanies each tape order is in appendix H.

Appendix I contains the code lists used in

processing the data for most sample products. These are

especially helpful in determining the components included in

categories such as race, and group quarters . On the PUMS,

the information on these lists may be changed for disclosure

protection purposes . Those changes are indicated in the

data dictionary and further explained in appendix C.

INTERNAL FILE LABELS

System Labels

Tape orders which specify labeled tapes will have a

standard American National Standards Institute (ANSI)

label . The system label consists of 17 characters, but only

the first 12 are active . The remaining five characters will be

'x' filled . The 1990 PUMS files have a Data Set Name

(DSN) of PUMStXss.Fnnxaoooc where t is A, B, or Q

depending on the file, ss is the United States Postal Service

(USPS) State abbreviation, and nn is a two-digit number

with leading zeroes identifying the tape volume sequence .

(The "X", "F", and
"x"

in the DSN remain constant) .

User Labels

Each user tape will have two user header labels and

two user trailer labels . These labels combine information

from the system label and the identification portion of the

first and last record . These labels enable the user to quickly

identify the beginning and ending records on each tape.

User Header Labels

The user header labels are designated UHL1 and

UHL2. UHL1 and UHL2 repeat information from the

system label in HDR1 and HDR2.



User Trailer Labels

The user trailer labels are designated UTL1 and

UTL2. UTL1 and UTL2 contain information from the

system trailer label.

STATE-SPECIFIC FILE INFORMATION

State-specific fileinformation, such as record counts,

is not provided in the technical documentation . However,

each tape order is accompanied by a tape creation sheet .

This sheet provides the file name, file label (HDR1), record

size, block size, and record count .

The tape creation sheet received with the tape

should be filed in the technical documentation notebook or

with other tape information maintained by the user.

File Structure

Each file consists of a series of 231-character logical records

of two types ; housing and persons . Each housing unit record

is followed by a variable number of person records, one for

each member of the housing unit or none if vacant, as

illustrated in figure 1 . Each person in group quarters has

two records--a dummy "housing unit" record (most

nongeographic fields are not applicable), as well as a person

record. For 1990, we made several improvements to the file

to aid in processing the data . Two improvements allowing

users more processing flexibility are the inclusion of the

housing unit serial number on both record types and the

inclusion of individual weights on each record. Including the

housing unit serial number on both records affords the user

an option as to how to process the data-either rectangularly

or hierarchically. With the introduction of individual

weights, users can more closely approximate published data .

Another improvement for 1990 is providing many of the

records (data transformations) which appear on the

summary tape file (STF 3A) . While the changes increase

the file size, we should see an associative increase in file

utility.

In the text of this document, the numeric identification of a

particular data item is the same as its character location

within a record . Items on the housing record are prefixed

with an H, items on the person record with a P . For

instance, Race, item P12-14, is a two-digit code beginning in

character 12 of the person record. We continue to provide

in the data dictionary, or record layout, mnemonic

identifiers, many of which are the same as those used in

1980 . Geographic identifiers and subsample identifiers

2-2

appear only on the housing unit record . Thus, most

tabulations of person characteristics require manipulation of

both housing and person records . An item on the housing

record indicates the exact number of person records

following before the next housing record (PERSONS). This

feature allows a program to anticipate what type of record

will appear next, if necessary.

In today's data manipulation environment, users have many

options for processing data and are limited only by the

amount and type of resources. Most statistical software

packages (e.g. BMDP, SAS, SPSS, to name a few) are

capable of handling the data either hierarchically or

rectangularly. Many users may still want to create extract

files with any desired household data repeated with each

person's record . Users with limited resources (funds,

personnel, software/hardware) may want to create or obtain

extracts containing only those variables of interest .

All fields are numeric, except for the Record Type which are

"H" and "P ."

File Size

Every file purchased from the Census Bureau includes a

printout showing the total record count . Estimated file sizes

are not shown now, but in a future user note record counts

for each state will be identified .

Record Sequence

We release these files on a state-by-state basis . Records on

these files are sorted by geographic area within state . On

the 5% and 1% Samples, all households sampled within a

particular PUMA appear together . PUMAS are sequenced

in ascending order within State . On the 1% Sample, this

means that all PUMAS with State code suppressed (i .e.,

shown as 99) appear on a separate file . In order to provide

an extra measure of protection from disclosure of individual

households within each geographic area, we scramble the

records to avoid any implication of geographic information

beyond that which meets Census Bureau disclosure rules for

the 1990 PUMS. Person records within household are

sequenced by relationship code (P2) . The householder

record always immediately follows the housing unit record

for an occupied unit . This feature simplifies tabulation of

households or families by race of householder, ancestry of

householder, and even poverty status--since the desired

indicators are always on the first person record . Where the

household contains more than one person of a given

relationship, person records appear in sequence of

decreasing age (P8-9) .
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Persons sampled from within the same group quarters are

not identifiable as such, since each has an independent

dummy housing unit record.

Machine-Readable_ Documentation

Every file includes a machine readable "data dictionary" or

record layout. Irrespective of the PUMS sample used, the

record layout is the same . A user can produce hard copy

documentation for extract files or labels for tabulations

created; or with minor modifications, can use the data

dictionary file with software packages or user programs to

automatically specify the layout of the microdata files .

Also available in machine-readable form is the PUMA

Equivalency File, which lists the geographic components

(counties or MCDs, places, tracts where available) and their

assigned PUMA codes for the 5% and 1% samples .

Handling Invalid Codes

The data dictionary shows each category as having a unique

representation. Although we reviewed test files for several

states, we may have a small number of cases outside the

specified range for a variable . We will correct these errors

when found, but users may follow the standard census

practice to assign invalid codes to the next lower numbered

valid category. For example, on an allocation flag with valid

codes 0, 2 and 3, a 1 would be counted with code 0, and a

code of 4 or more would be counted with 3 . Exceptions to

this rule occur in occupation and industry codes, where

invalid codes are assigned to the next higher valid category.

Preparing and Verifying Tabulations

Estimation of totals - Estimates of complete-count census

figures may be made from tabulations of public use

microdata samples by using a simple inflation estimate - that

is, summing the weights associated with that variable ; (e .g .

for housing characteristics, use the housing unit weight ; for

persons characteristics, use the person weight.) Those users

using subsample numbers tovarythe sample size must apply-

an appropriate factor, or, otherwise adjust the weights to

derive an appropriate estimation of totals . We further

explain the use of weights and subsample numbers in

Chapter 4.

Estimation of percentages - a user can estimate percentages

by simply dividing the weighted estimate of persons or

housing units with a given characteristic by the weighted

sample estimate for the base . Normally, this yields the same

as would be obtained if one made the computation using
sample tallies rather than weighted estimates. For example,
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the percentage of housing units with air conditioning in a

one-in-one-hundred sample can be obtained by simply

dividing the tally of sample housing units with air

conditioning by the total number of sample housing units .

Verifying tabulations - Producing desired estimates from the

public-use microdata samples is relatively easy. File

structure and coding of items is straightforward . There are

no missing data (see the section on allocations, page 3-38) .

Records not applicable for each item are assigned to specific

"NA" categories, and it is frequently not necessary to

determine in a separate operation whether a record is in the

universe or not. PUMS "universe" and "variable" definitions

may differ from other products produced from sample data

primarily because of concerns about disclosure risks (e.g.

PUMs files may have different topcodes from STF 3A, or

the recodes may vary because the components were

topcoded) . A user must, however, anticipate the possibility

of errors in his or her own processing. Thus, user

tabulations should be verified against other available tallies.

Two ways for the user to verify estimates follow:

1 .

	

Using control tabulations from the samples .

As each public-use microdata sample was

produced, counts of persons, housing units,

vacant housing units, and group quarters

persons selected into the sample were

tallied within each identified geographic

area . These control counts will be

published as a supplement to this

documentation. (In the interim, counts for

specific areas may be requested from

Customer Services.) If users cannot

replicate these exact counts, review of the

user's programs, and the shipping advices

accompanying the files are in order.

2.

	

Using published data from the 1990

censuses . Tabulations from the 1990 census

data base are available in the printed

census publications and on summary tape

files. Users may check the reasonableness

of ' statistics derived from public-use

microdata samples against these sources .A

familiarity with summary data already

available may also facilitate planning of

tabulations to be made from microdata .

Those publications series likely to be of

greatest use for this purpose are listed in

Figure 5 . In comparing sample tabulations

with published data one must carefully note

the universe of the published tabulation .
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For instance, on microdata records,
Industry (P87-89) is reported for the
civilian labor force and for persons not in
the labor force who reported having
worked in 1985 or later . Industry
tabulations in 1990 census publications are
presented only for the employed population
or the experienced civilian labor force .
Thus, a tally of Industry for all persons
from whom industry is reported in
microdata records would not correspond
directly to any published tabulation. "A
user should always pay particular
attention to concept definitions as
presented in the glossary." One cannot, of
course, expect exact agreement between
census publications which are based on the
complete census count, full sample
estimates, or a subsample of the census
sample and user estimates based on tallies
ofa 5-percent or smaller sample. They will
inevitably differ to some extent due to
chance in selection of actual cases for
Public Use Microdata Samples . Since the
amount of likely chance variation for a
given statistic can be measured, any
discrepancy beyond a certain level can be
identified as a likely error in programming.
Chapter 3 discusses sampling variability
and its measurement . User experience has
indicated that careful verification ofsample
tabulations is essential -- so important that
it may frequently be advisable to include
additional cells in a tabulation for no other
reason than to provide counts or to yield
marginal totals, not otherwise available,
which may be verified against available
tabulations .

24
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Figure S. 1980-1990 Subject Comparability

Most of the items for 1990 are comparable to 1980 . Several items found in 1980 PUMS are not in the 1990 file primarily because
the inquiries were not asked or because we are providing a measure of protection for respondents. Full descriptions of item
comparability are given in appendix B. However, users should read appendix C for differences in PUMS definitions
of other census products .

Concepts Substantially changed

Grade & Finished Highest Grade - now combined and grouped to show
Race - Several categories added including 25 American Indian tribes
Spanish origin - Now Hispanic origin showing an expanded list of countries
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highest level completed

2-5

and those

1990 Items not on 1980 Files 1980 Items Not on 1990 Files

Condominium fees Access to unit
Employment status of parents recode Age at first marriage
Flag indicating all 100% person's data Bathrooms
substituted Cooking Fuel
Flag indication all 100% housing unit Heating equipment
data substituted Passenger elevator
Gross rent as a percentage of 1989 Place of work SMSA recode
Household Income Place of work place size recode
Household language recode Place of work central city recode
Housing unit/GQ person serial number Quarter of birth
Housing unit weight Spanish surname
Time of departure for work Stories in structure
Linguistic isolation recode

Married, spouse present/absent recode
Mobile home costs
Number of related children in
household recode
Number of stepchildren in
household recode

Number of persons in family recode
_Person's weight

Presence of subfamilies in household
Presence of person under 65 years
in household

Presence of person under 60 years
in household
Presence of nonrelatives in household
Presence of person under 18 years
in household
Rental unit recode
Selected monthly owner costs as a
percentage of 1989 household_ income
Value unit recode

Workers in family recode
Years of active military duty



CHAPTER 3 - ACCURACY OF THE MICRODATA SAMPLE ESTIMATES

INTRODUCTION

The tabulations prepared from a public use

microdata sample are based on a subset of the 1990

Census sample . The data summarized from this file

are estimates of the actual figures that would have

been obtained from a 100-percent enumeration.

Estimates derivedfrom this sample are expected to be

different from the 100-percent figures because they

are subject to sampling and nonsampling errors .

Sampling error in data arises from the selection of

persons and housing units to be included in the

sample . Nonsampling error affects both sample and

100 percent data. Errors are introduced during the

collection and processing phases of the census . A

more detailed discussion of both sampling and

nonsampling error is given below.

In microdata samples, the basic unit is an

individual housing unit and the persons who live in

occupied housing units or group quarters . However,

microdata records in these samples do not contain

names or addresses. A more detailed discussion of

methods to protect confidentiality of individual

responses follows.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE DATA

To maintain the confidentiality required by

law (Title 13, United States Code), the Bureau of the

Census applies a confidentiality edit to the 1990

census data to assure that published data do not

disclose information about specific individuals,

households, or housing units. As a result, a small

amount of uncertainty is introduced into the estimates

of census characteristics. The sample itself provides

adequate protection for most areas for which sample

data are published since the resulting data are

estimates of the actual counts ; however, small areas

require more,.protection. The edit .is- controlled so
that the basic structure of the data are preserved.

The confidentiality edit is implemented by

selecting a smallsubset of individual households from
the internal sample data files and blanking a subset of
the data items on these household records.
Responses to those data items were then imputed

using thesame imputation procedures that were used
for nonresponse. A larger subset of households is
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selected for the confidentiality edit for small areas to

provide greater protection for these areas.

The editing process is implementedin such away that

the quality and usefulness of the data were preserved.

Since microdata records are the actual

housing unit and person records, the Bureau of the

Census takes further steps to prevent the identification

of specific individuals, households, or housing units.

The main disclosure avoidance method used

is to limit thegeographic detail shown in the files. A

geographic area must have a minimum of 100,000

population to be fully identified. Furthermore, certain

variables are topcoded, or the actual value of the

characteristics is replaced by a descriptive statistic,

such as the median.

SOURCES OF ERRORS IN THE DATA

Since the estimates that users produce are

based on a sample, they may differ somewhat from

100-percent figures that would have been obtained if

all housing units, persons within those housing units,

and persons living in group quarters had been

enumerated using the same questionnaires,

instructions, enumerators, and so forth. The sample

estimate also would differ from other samples of

housing units, persons within those housing units, and

persons living in group quarters . The deviation of a

sample estimate from the average of all possible

samples is called the sampling error. The standard

error of a sample estimate is a measure of the

variation among the estimates from all the possible

samples, and thus, is a measure of the precision with

which an estimate from a particular sample

approximates the average result of all possible

samples. The sample estimate and its estimated

standard error permit the construction of interval
estimates with prescribed confidence that the interval

includes the average result of all samples. The

method of calculating standard errors and confidence

intervals for the data in the microdata samples, is
described in the next section.

In addition to the variability whicharises from
the sampling procedures, both sample data and 100-
percent data are subject to nonsampling error.
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Nonsampling error may be introduced during any of

the various complex operations used to collect and

process census data . For example, operations such as

editing, reviewing, or handling questionnaires may

introduce error into the data .

A detailed discussion of the sources of nonsampling

error is given in the section on "Control of

Nonsampling Error" in this chapter.

Nonsampling error mayaffect the data in two

ways . Errors that are introduced randomly will

increase the variability of the data and should,

therefore, be reflected in the standard error. Errors

that tend to be consistent in one direction will make

both sample and 100-percent data biased in that

direction. For example, if respondents consistently

tend to under report their income, then the resulting

counts of households or families by income category

will tend to be understated for the higher income

categories and overstated for the lower income

categories. Such biases are not reflected in the

standard error.

CALCULATIONS OFSTANDARD ERRORS USING

TABLES

A standard sampling theory text should be

helpful if the user needs more information about

confidence intervals and nonsampling errors .

Two methods for estimating standard errors

of estimated totals and percentages are described in

this section. The first method is very simple. This

method uses already calculated standard errors for

specific sizes ofestimated totals andpercentages given

in tables A through F, shown later in this section.

The estimated standard errors shown in tables A

through F were calculated assuming simple random

sampling while the microdata sample (and the census

sample) were selected using a systematic sampling

procedure. The numbers shown in table G, referred

to as design factors, are defined as the ratio of the

	

1.

standard error from the-actual-Sample design to -the -- -f - .
standard error from a simple random sample .

The standard errors in tables A through F

used in conjunction with the appropriate design
factors from table G produce a reasonable measureof
reliability for microdata sample estimates. Public use

microdata sample data users will receive table G, the

Table of Design Factors, as a supplement to the
technical documentation. An alternative methodology
by which more precise standard errors can be

obtained requires additional data processing and file

manipulation. The trade off is more precision for

more data processing. However, with the technology

available today, the second method is preferable and

strongly recommended. However, the standard error

tables could be very useful . For instance, they would

be useful when one is trying to determine, prior to

purchase, whether a 1-percent sample will yield

estimates of adequate precision for a given study,

or whether it is necessary to use the 5-percent sample

instead. For these purposes the method described in

this section should produce an acceptable

approximation. On the other hand, for many

statistics, particularly from detailed cross-tabulations,

standard errors using the second method are also

applicable to a wider variety of statistics, e.g., means

and ratios.

To produce standard error estimates, one

obtains (1) the unadjusted standard error for the

characteristic that would result from a simple random

sample design (of persons, families, or housing units)

and estimation technique; and (2) a design factor,

whichpartially reflects the effects of the actual sample

design and estimation procedure used for the 1990

census public use microdata sample, for the particular

characteristic estimated. The design factors provided

in this chapter are based on computations from the

full census sample and, as such, do not reflect the

additional stratification used in the selection of the

public use microdata samples (see Chapter 4) . In

general, these factors will provide conservative

estimates of the standard error. In addition, these

factors only pertain to individual data items (e.g .,

educational attainment, employment status) and are

not entirely appropriate for use with detailed cross-

tabulated data. To calculate the approximate standard

error of a 5-percent or 1-percent sample estimate

follow the steps given below.

Obtain the unadjusted standard error for the

sampling rate to be used from table A, C, or
E, for estimated totals or from tables B, D,

or F for estimated percentages. Alternately,

the formula given at the bottom of each table

may be used to calculate the unadjusted
standard error (for sample sizes other than 5

or 1-percent see the subsampling section) .

In using tables A, C, or E, or corresponding

formulas for estimated totals, use weighted

figures rather than unweighted sample counts
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to select the appropriate row. To select the

applicable column for person characteristics,

use the total population in the area being

tabulated (not just the total of the universe

being examined), or use the total count of

housing units if the estimated total is a

housing unit characteristic. Similarly in using

table B, D, or F, or the corresponding

formula for estimated percentages, use

weighted figures to select the appropriate

column.

2.

	

Use table G to obtain the design factor for

the characteristic (e.g., place of work or

educational attainment). If the estimate is a

cross-tabulation of more than one

characteristic, scan table G for each

appropriate factor and use the largest factor .

Multiply the unadjusted standard error from

step 1 by the factor obtained in step 2 .

Example 1: Standard Error of a Total - Suppose we

tally a 5-percent public usemicrodata sample for state

A. Further, suppose that for county A, thesum ofthe

PUMS weights for all persons is 131,220 . The sum of

the PUMS weights for those persons who are age 16

years and over and in the civilian labor force is 59,948 .

The basic standard error for the estimated

total is obtained from table A or from the formula

given below table A. To avoid interpolation, the use
of the formula will be demonstrated here. The

formula for the basic standard error, SE, is:

SE(59,948) = 19(59,948) (1-59,948/131,220)

787 persons

The standard error of the estimated 59,948

persons 16 years and over who were in the civilian

labor force is found-by multiplying the.basic.standard

error

	

787

	

fey_
.:
the

	

appropriate

	

design 1actor
(Employment Status) from table G. Suppose the

design factor for Employment Status is 1.2, then the

standard error is

sE(59,948) = 787(1 .2) = 945 persons

Note that in this example the total weighted
count of persons in countyA of 131,220 was used .
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Example 2: Standard Error of a Percent - Suppose

there are 95,763 persons in countyAin state Aaged

16 years and over. The estimated percent of persons

16 years and over who were in the civilian labor force

is 62.6 . Using the formula given in table B, the

unadjusted standard error is found to be

approximately 0.68 percent. The standard error for

the estimated 62.6 percent of persons 16 years and

over who were in the civilian labor force is

0.68 (1.2) = 0.82 percentage points . Note that in this

example the base is defined as the weighted count of

persons 16 years old and over.

A note of caution concerning numerical values

is necessary. Standard errors ofpercentages derived in

this manner are appraximate.

	

Calculations can be

expressed to several decimalplaces, but to do so would

indicate more precision in the data than is justifiable.

Final results should contain no more than two decimal

places.

Sums andDifferences - Thestandard errors estimated

from these tables are not directly applicable to sums

of and differences between two sample estimates. To

estimate thestandard error of a sum or difference, the

tables are to be used somewhat differently in the

following three situations :

1.

	

For the sum of or difference between a

sample estimate and a 100-percent value, use

the standard error of the sample estimate.

The complete count value is not subject to

sampling error.

2.

	

For the sum of or difference between two

sample estimates, the appropriate standard

error is approximately the square root of the

sum of the two individual standard errors

squared, that is, for standard errors :

SE, and SEA of estimates JIB and ?

SE(t , t, = SE(t - t, _

	

(SEt? + (SEp~

This method, however, will underestimate

(overestimate) the standard error if thetwo
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items in a sum are highly positively

(negatively) correlated or if the two items in

a difference are highly negatively (positively)

correlated. This method may also be used

for the difference between (or sum of)

sample estimates from two censuses or from

a census sample and another survey. The

standard error for estimates not based on the

1990 census sample must be obtained from

an appropriate source outside of this

appendix .

3 .

	

For the differences between two estimates,

one of which is a subclass of the other, use

the tables directly where the calculated

difference is the estimate of interest.

For example, to determine the estimate of

non-Black teachers, one may subtract the estimate of

Black teachers from the estimate of total teachers .

To determine the standard error of the estimate of

non-Black teachers apply the above formula directly.

Ratios - Frequently, the statistic of interest is the ratio

of two variables, where the numerator is not a subset

of the denominator . For example, the ratio of

teachers to students in public elementary schools.

The standard error of the ratio between two sample

estimates is estimated as follows :

1.

	

If the ratio is a proportion, then follow the

procedure outlined for "Totals and

Percentages."

2.

	

If the ratio is not a proportion, then

approximate the standard error using the

formula below.

sE . (sEt) (sEr)
2

W1)

Medians - For the standard error of the median of a

characteristic, it is necessary to examine the

distribution from which the median is derived, as the

size of the base and the distribution itself affect the

standard error. An approximate method is given here.

As the first step, compute one-half of the number on

which the median is based (refer to this result as

N/2) . Treat N/2 as if it were an ordinary estimate

and obtain its standard error as instructed above .

Compute the desired confidence interval about N/2.

Starting with the lowest value of the characteristic,

compute the frequencies in each category of the

characteristic until the sum equals or first exceeds the

lower limit of the confidence interval about N/2. By

linear interpolation, obtain a value of the

characteristic corresponding to this sum. This is the

lower limit of the confidence interval of the median.

In a similar manner, continue cumulating frequencies

until the sum equals or exceeds the count in excess of

the upper limit of the interval about N/2. Interpolate

as before to obtain the upper limit of the confidence

interval for the estimated median .

When interpolation is required in the upper

open-ended interval of a distribution to obtain a

confidence bound, use 1.5 times the lower limit of the

open-ended confidence interval as the upper limit of

the open-ended interval.

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS AND INFERENCES

BASED ON THE SAMPLE

A sample estimate and its estimated standard

error may be used to construct confidence intervals

about the estimate . These intervals are ranges that

will contain the average value of the estimated

characteristic that results over all possible samples,

with a known probability. For example, if all possible

samples that could result under the 1990 census

sample design were independently selected and

surveyed under the same conditions, and if the

estimate and its estimated standard error were

calculated for each of these samples, then :

1 .

	

Approximately 68 percent of the intervals

from one estimated standard error below the

estimate to one estimated standard error

above the estimate would contain the average

result from all possible samples.

2.

	

Approximately 90 percent of the intervals

from 1.645 times the estimated standard error

below the estimate to 1.645 times the

estimated standard error above the estimate

would contain the average result from all

possible samples .

3 .

	

Approximately 95 percent of the intervals

from two estimated standard errors belowthe

estimate to two estimated standard errors
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Table A: Unadjusted Standard Errors for Estimated Totals, 5 Percent Sample

or estimate

	

totals larger tan

	

,

	

,

	

, t e scan

	

error is somewhat large than the table values.

	

e formula given

	

e ow should be used

to calculate the standard error.

SE(h

	

191 (1

	

Where:

	

N-Size of area

?

-

Estimate of characteristic total

2Total count of persons, housing units, or families in area if the estimated total is a person, housing unit, or family characteristic, respectively.

Table B: Unadjusted Standard Error for Estimated Percentages, 5 Percent Sample (Standard errors expressed in percentage points)

'For a percentage and/or base of percent age notshown in the table, the formula given belowmaybe used to calculate the standard error.
Where:

	

B - Hase of estimated pes

	

tage

SE40) - ~-L.'(100 -18)

	

(weighted total)

" Estimated percxataga
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3-5

Estimated Size of Geographic area Tabulated

Totals
100,000 250,000 500,000 750,000 1 M 5M 10 M 25 M

1,000 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140

2,500 220 220 220 220 220 220 220 220

5,000 300 310 310 310 310 310 310 310

10,000 410 430 430 430 430 440 440 440

15,000 490 520 530 530 530 530 530 530

25,000 600 650 670 680 680 690 690 690

75,000 600 1,000 1,100 1,130 1,150 1,180 1,190 1,190

100,000 - 1,070 1,230 1,280 1,310 1,360 1,370 1,380

250,000 1,280 1,890 2,120 2,150 2,170

500,000 - - - 1,780 2,180 2,920 3,000 3,050

750,000 - - - - 968 3,480 3,630 3,717

1,000,000 - - - - - 3,900 4,140 4,270

5,000,000 6,980 8,720

10,000,000 - 110,680

Estimated Base (weighted total) of percentages

Percent
1000 1500 2500 5000 7500 10000 25000 50000 100000 250000 500000

2or98 1.9 1.6 1.2 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1

5or95 3.0 2.4 1.9 13 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.4 03 0.2 0.1

10or90 4.1 3.4 2.6 1.8 1.5 1.3 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2

15 or 85 4.9 4.0 3.1 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.0 0.7 0S 03 0.2

20 or 80 5.5 4-5 3.5 2.5 2.0 1.7 1.1 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.2

25 or 75 6.0 4.9 3.8 2.7 2.2 1.9 1.2 0.8 0.6 0.4 03

30 or 70 6.3 5.2 4.0 2.8 23 2.0 13 0.9 0.6 0.4 03

35 or 65 6.6 5.4 4.2 2.9 2.4 2.1 13 0.9 0.7 0.4 0.3

50 6.9 5.6_;:: '-".- 4.4 3.1' ' - -- 2.5 2.2 1.4 1.0 0.7-F 04 03



Table C: Unadjusted Standard Errors for Estimated Totals, 1Percent Sample

or estimate

	

totals larger than

	

,000,000, the standard error is somewhat larger than the table values.

	

eformula given below should be u

to calculate the standard error.

SE(h

	

99)
7

1 -

	

Where:

	

N- Size of area
=

	

~

	

~)

	

- Estimate of charactefstlc total

2Total count of persons, housing units, or families in area if the estimated total is aperson, housing unit, or family characteristic, respectively.

Table D: Unadjusted Standard Error for Estimated Percentages, 1 Percent Sample (Standard errors expressed in percentage points)

or apercentage and/or base o percentage not sown in the tale, the ormu a given belowmaybe use

	

to calculate the standard error.

SE(5) =

	

Bx(100 -ls)

Where: B - Base of estimated percentage
(weighted total)

J$ . Fstimated perreatage

3-6

	

ACCURACY OF THE MICRODATA SAMPLE ESTIMATES

Estimated Size of Geographic area TabulatecF

Totat
100,000 250,000 500,000 750,000 1 M 5M 10M 25 M

1,000 310 310 310 310 310 310 310 310

2,500 490 500 500 500 500 500 500 500

5,000 690 700 700 700 700 700 700 700

10,000 940 970 980 990 990 990 990 990

15,000 1,120 1,180 1,200 1,210 1,210 1,220 1,220 1,220

25,000 1,360 1,490 1,530 1,550 1,550 1,570 1,570 1,570

75,000 1,360 2,280 2,510 2,590 2,620 2,700 2,710 2,720

100,000 - 2,440 2,810 2,930 2,980 3,110 3,130 3,140

250,000 - - 3,520 4,060 4,310 4,850 4,910 4,950

500,000 - - - 4,060 4,970 6,670 6,860 6,960

750,000 - - _ - 7,462 7,944 8,287 8,787

1,000,000 - - - - - 8,900 9,440 9,750

5,000,000 - - 15,730 19,900

10,000,000 - - - - - - - 24,370

Estimated Base (weighted total) of percentage)

Percent
1000 1500 2500 5000 7500 10000 25000 50000 100000 250000 500000

2or98 4.4 3.6 2.8 2.0 1.6 1.4 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.2

5or95 6.9 5.6 4.3 3.1 2.5 2.2 1.4 1.0 0.7 0.4 0.3

10or90 9.4 7.7 6.0 4.2 3.4 3.0 1.9 13 0.9 0.6 0.4

15 or 85 11.2 9.2 7.1 5.0 4.1 3.6 2.2 1.6 1.1 0.7 0S

20 or 80 12.6 103 8.0 5.6 4.6 4.0 2.5 1.8 13 0.8 0.6

25 or 75 13.6 11 .1 8.6 6.1 5.0 43 2.7 1.9 1.4 0.9 0.6

30 or 70 14.4 11 .8 9.1 6.4 53 4.6 2.9 2.0 1.4 0.9 0.6

35 or 65 15.0 12.8 9.5 6.7 5.5 4.7 3.0 2.1 1.5 0.9 0.7

50 15.8 12.8 1---k§: 7.6' 5.7- 3.6 f 3.1 - 2.2 1.6 1.0 0.7



TableE. Unadjusted Standard Errors for Estimated Totals, 3 Percent Sample

For estimate

	

tots

	

larger than 16,000,

	

, the standard error is somewhat larger than the table values .

	

eformula givenbelow should be used

to calculate the standard error.

Where:

	

N- Size of area

SE(1)

	

~~11

	

Nl - Estimate of cbaractaisdc total

TableF: Unadjusted Standard Error for Estimated Percentages, 3 Percent Sample (Standard errors expressed in percentage points)

'For apercentagean&/orbaseof percentage not sown in the tale, the formula given

	

lowmay

	

use to calculate the standard error.

Where: B - Base (Weighted totaW estimate! percentage

SE(P) -
~
~~(100 - is)

.0 - Estimated perrentage.

ACCURACY OF THE MICRODATA SAMPLE ESTIMATES

	

3-7

Estimated Size of Geographic area Tabulated

Told
50K 100K 250K 500K 1,000K 5,000K 10,000K 25,000K

1,000 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 180

2,500 280 280 290 290 290 290 290 290

5,000 390 390 400 400 410 410 410 410

10,000 510 540 560 570 570 570 570 570

15,000 590 650 680 690 700 700 700 700

25,000 640 780 860 880 890 900 900 900

75,000 - 780 1,310 1,440 1,500 1,550 1,560 1,560

100,000 - - 1,400 1,610 1,710 1,780 1,790 1,800

250,000 - -- - 2,010 2,470 2,780 2,810 2,830

500,000 _ _ _ _ 2,850 3,820 3,920 3,980

750,000 - _ _ _ 2,460 4,540 4,736 4,850

1,000,000 - _ - _ _ 5,090 5,400 5,580

5,000,000 _ _ _ _ _ - 8,990 11,380

10,000,000 E - - _ 13,930

Estimated Base (weighted total) of percentages

Percent
1000 1500 2500 5000 7500 10000 25000 50000 100000 250000 500000

2or 98 25 20 1.6 1.1 .9 .8 .5 .6 .2 .1 .1

5or 95 3.9 3.2 2.4 1.7 1.4 1.2 .8 .0 .4 .2 .2

10 or 90 5.4 4.4 3.4 2.4 2.0 1.7 1.1 .3 .5 .3 .2

15 or 85 6.4 5.2 4.1 2.9 2.3 2.1 13 .6 .6 .4 3

20 or 80 7.2 5.9 4.5 3.2 2.6 2.3 1.4 1.0 .7 .5 3

25 or 75 7.8 6.4 4.9 3.5 2.8 2.5 1.6 1.1 .8 .5 3

30 or 70 8.2 6.7 5.2 3.7 3.0 2.6 1.6 1.1 .8 .5 3

35 or 65 8.6 7.0 5.4 3.8 3.1 27 1.7 1.2 .9 .5 .4

50 9.0 ~~ -73 - 5.7 - 44 --1-33 2.8 1.8 13 .9 .6 .4



Table G. Standard Error Design Factors-United States
[Percent of persons or housing units In sample]

Characteristic

	

Design
factors

POPULATION
e.. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . ... .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... ... ... . ... ... . .... .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... ... . .. . ... ... ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . ... . 1.2

Sex.. .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. 1.2

Race.. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . ... ... . ... ... . ... . ... ... . ... ... . ... .. . . .. . ... . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. 1.2

Hispanic origin (ofanyrace). . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. 1.2

Marital status . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ... ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . ... ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. 1.2

Household type and relationship ...... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... ... . ... . 1.3

Children ever born.. . ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . 2.6
Work disability and mobility limitation status . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . ... ... . 1.2

Ancestry... . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 2.1

Place of birth. .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . ... ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . 2.2
Citizenship.. . ... . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. 1.8

Migration (Residence in 1985). . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . ... . .. 2.1
Year of entry.. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ...... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . . 1.5
Language spoken at home and ability to speak English.. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . . .. . .. 1.7

	

,

Educational attainment ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . 13

School enrollment.. . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . 1.8

Type of residence (urban/rural)... . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . ... ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . 2.2
Household type .. . . .. ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . 1.3
Family type. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... .......... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . 1.2
Group quarters ...... . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 1.0
Subfamily type and presence of children . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . ... .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. 1.2
Employment status.. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... .. . . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . 1.2
Industry.. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 13
Occupation.. . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. 1.2
Class of worker.. . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . ... . 1.5
Hours per week and weeks worked in 1989. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . ... ... . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. ... . .. 1.2

Number of workers in family . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. 1.3
Place of work.. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . 1.5

Means of transportation to work ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. 1.5
Travel time to work.. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . 13
Vehicle occupancy.. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. 1.5
Time of departure for work ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . . 1.3
Type of income in 1989.. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .... .l. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... ... . .:. . .. 1.4
Household Income in 1989. . .. . ... . .. . ...... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... ... . ... ... . ... ... . .. . ... . ... . :. .... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . . 1.2
Family income in 1989 ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . 1.2
Poverty status in 1989 (persons).. . ... ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . ... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . ... . ... . . 1.6
Poverty status in 1989 families). .. . .. . ... ...... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . 1.2
Armed Forces and veteran status ... . .. . .. . ... .. . . .. . .. . ... ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . ... . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. . .. . .. . . .. . .. . ... . .. . ... . .. 1.5

3-S

	

ACCURACY OF THEMICRODATA SAMPLE ESTIMATES



Table G Con't.

HOUSING

Age of householder.. .... . .. .. ..... . . ... .... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. 1.2

Race of householder... . .. .. ..»... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..... . . ... .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ... .... . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. ..... . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . 1.2

Hispanic origin of householder.. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. ..... . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. ..... . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . ... ......... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ..

	

1.2

Type of residence (urban/rural......, . . .. ....... . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..»»... . .. .. 1.1

Condominium status.... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ... .... . . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . ... ........... . .. .. ..... . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . 1.2

Units in structure. . . . .. ..»... . . ... .. . .. .. .. . . . .. ... .. . . . .. . .»... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .... . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .... . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . ..» .. . . . 1.2

Tenure.. ...... . ...» .... . . . .. .. ..»... . .... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . ..» . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. ... ....» ..». . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . 1.2

Occupancy status..» ......... . ...». . .. .... . .. .. . .. ..»........ . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .......... . . . ...».... . . . .. ... ...........»... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . ... .. . .. .. . . . .. .. ..... . . . 1.2

Value.. . .. .. . . ... .. . .. .. ..»... . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ......» ..» . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .».... . .. .. . ..» .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ................... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . 1.2
Gross rent .... . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ................ . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ... ....... . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. ....... . .. ...» .. . .. .. ..... . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ....... . .. .. .... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ....... . .. .. ....... . . . . 1.2

Household income in 1989..»..... . .. .. .. . .. ....... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .......... . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ....... . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .... 1.2

Year structure built.. . . ... ......... . .. .. .. . .. .. . ......... . ...». . .. .. . .». . . . .. ... .............. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . ... ....... . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. ....... . .. .. ....... . . . .. .. 1.2

Rooms, bedrooms.......... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ....... . .. .. ............ . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .......... . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ... .... . .. .. . . . .. .. .... . .. .. . .. .. ......... . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . 1.2
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above the estimate would contain the average result

from all possible samples .

The intervals are referred to as 68 percent, 90

percent, and 95 percent confidence intervals,

respectively.

The average value of_ the estimated

characteristic that could be derived from all possible

samples is or is not contained in any particular

computed interval. Thus, we cannot make the

statement that the average value has a certain

probability of falling between the limits of the

calculated confidence interval . Rather, one can say

with a specified probability of confidence, that the

calculated confidence interval includes the average

estimate from all possible samples (approximately the

100-percent value) .

Confidence intervals also may be constructed

for the ratio, sum of, or difference between two

sample figures . This is done by first computing the

ratio, sum, or difference, then obtaining the standard

error of the ratio, sum, or difference (using the

formulas given earlier), and finally forming a

confidence interval for this estimated ratio, sum, or

difference as above . One can then say with specified

confidence that this interval includes the ratio, sum, or

difference that would have been obtained by averaging

the results from all possible samples.

The estimated standard errors given in this

chapter do not include all portions of the variability

due to nonsampling error that may be present in the

data. The standard errors reflect the effect of simple

response variance, but not the effect of correlated

errors introduced by enumerators, coders, or other

field or processing personnel. Thus, the standard

errors calculated represent a lower bound of that total

error. As a result, confidence intervals formed using

these estimated standar-d:rribrs may not -meet-the---_-

stated levels of confidence (i.e., 68, 90, or 95 percent).

Thus, some care must be exercised in the

interpretation of the data in this data product based

on the estimated standard errors .

In example 1, the standard error of the 59,948

persons 16 years and over in county A in state A who

were in the civilian labor force was found to be 945.

Thus, a 90 percent confidence interval for this

estimated total is found to be :

[59,948 -1.645 (945)] to [59,948 + 1.645(945)]

or

58,393 to 61,502

One can say, with about 90 percent

confidence, that this interval includes the value that

would have been obtained by averaging the results

from all possible samples.

The following is an illustration of the

calculation ofstandard errors and confidence intervals

when a difference between two sample estimates is

obtained. For example, suppose the number of

persons in county B age 16 years and over who were

in the civilian labor force was 69,314 and the total

number of persons 16 years and over was 116,666.

Further, suppose the population of county B was

225,225 . Thus, the estimated percentage of persons 16

years and over who were in the civilian labor force is

59.4 percent. The unadjusted standard error from

table B is 0.63 percentage points. The design factors

table (table G) shows the design factor to be 1.1 for

"Employment Status." Thus, the approximate standard

error of the percentage (59.4 percent) is 0.63 x 1.2 =

0.76 percentage points .

Now suppose that one wished to obtain the

standard error ofthe difference between countyA and

county B of the percentage of persons who were 16

years and over and who were in the civilian labor

force . The difference in the percentages of interest

for the two cities is :

62.6 - 59 .4 = 3.2 percent.

Using the results of the previous example :

=.2) - (=62.5)

	

" 4SE(39.4)

	

(O.t2

	

(.7

= 1.12 percentage points

The90 percent confidence interval for the difference is

formed as before :

[3.20 -1.645(1.12)] to [3.20 + 1.645(1 .12)]

or

1.36 to 5.04
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One can say with 90 percent confidence that

the interval includes the difference that would have
been obtained by averaging the results from all
possible samples. When, as in this example, the

interval does notinclude zero,onecanconclude, again

with 90 percent confidence, that the difference

observed between the two counties on this

characteristic is greater than can be attributed to

sampling error.

For reasonably large samples, ratio estimates

are normally distributed, particularly for the census

population . Therefore, if we can calculate the

standard error of a ratio estimate, then we can from

a confidence interval around the ratio. Suppose that
one wished to obtain the standard error of the ratio of

the estimate of persons who were 16 years and over
and who were in the civilian labor force in county A

to the estimate of persons who were 16 years and over

and who were in the civilian labor force in county B.
The ratio of the two estimates of interest is :

59,948 / 69,314 = .86

s486) - 59948

	

9452

	

+ 11452

69314) (59948)2 (69314

= .02

Using the results above, the 90 percent
confidence interval for this ratio would be:

[.86 -1.645( .02)] to [0.86 + 1.645(.02)]

or

.83 to .89

Selecting an Appropriate Sample Size - One virtue in
the use of the tables A through F for calculating
standard errors and confidence intervals is that this
method can be employed prior to making any sample
tabulation, andthus_, can help the.user decide prior to
purchase whetter a'5-percent or 1-percent sample size
is most appropriate for a proposed study.

Suppose that in the foregoing example, the 59,948
figure was a guess, perhaps based on published data.
The confidence interval couldbe calculated as above.
In this case, tabulating a 5-percent sample for this
particular characteristic would result in a 90 percent
confidence interval 58,393 to 61,502. Thewidth of this
interval is 3,109. Tabulating from a 1-percent sample
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for the same characteristic would result in a

confidence interval of 56,403 to 63,492. The width of

the interval from the 1-percent sample is 7,089 (over

two times the width of the confidence interval from

the 5-percent sample). Another criterion used in
making this type of decision is the coefficient of

variation (CV). The CV is a measure of reliability
andis defined as the ratio of the standard error of the

estimate and the absolute value of the expected value
of the estimate. To get an estimate of the CV,
substitute the estimate itself for the expected value in
the CV formula. In this example, if the 59,948
estimate is obtained from the 5-percent sample, the
CV would be 1.4 percent. If the 1-percent sample is
tallied to get the estimate then the CV would be 3
percent. The smaller the CV, the more reliable the
estimate . There is no particular rule of thumb that
dictates how large a confidence interval or CV is
acceptable. This depends on the relative precision
necessary for a particular application as balanced
against the relative cost of tabulating microdata
samples of the various sizes.
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USING TABLE ATHROUGHFFOROTHER SAMPLE SIZES

Tables Athrough Fmay also be used to approximate the unadjusted standard errors for other sample sizes by adjusting

for the sample size desired. The adjustment for sample size is obtained as follows:

Let

fl be the sampling rate in any of the tables A through F, and

f2 be the sampling rate for the sample size to be used . The adjustment for sample size can be read from the following table:

For example, if the user were to select a
subsample of one half of a 1-percent sample, i.e ., f2 =
.005, then the standard errors shown in tables C or D

	

S.(1')

	

1~Al -

	

1h

for a 1-percent sample must be multiplied by 1.42 to
obtain the standard errors for a .005 sample. The
factor of 1.42 shows that the standard errors increase

by 42 percent when the sample size is halved.

	

where
N = size of area tabulated

The principle is also applicable when
combining microdata samples to achieve asample size

	

$= estimate (weighted) of characteristic total.
larger than 5 percent. If, for example, all three
samples are combined for the same area to obtain an

	

Example 1 shows the unadjusted standard
estimate of a characteristic for the elderly population,

	

error for the figure 59,948 to be 787. Using the above
the standard errors for this sample size (i.e., 11

	

formula with f2 = .11 yields an unadjusted standard
percent) can be obtained-by: multiplying those shown "° =error SE(~') = 513 for a 35 percent reduction in the
in tables A and B by .65. Thus, the increase from a

	

standard error as shown in the above table.
5-percent to a 11-percent sample reduces the standard
error by 35 percent.

	

For a estimated percentage, calculate

Alternatively, the user may wish to use the

	

S.0
.

	

1 _ 1 Am - j~
following formulas to directly calculate the unadjusted

	

!2
standard errors. For estimated totals, calculate
as

where IP = estimated percentage and
B = base ofestimated percentage (weighted estimate)

3-12
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f2 Sample Size Adjustment Factor

.11 .65 Multiply the standard errors

.10 .69 in tables A or B (where fl = .05)
.06 .91 by this factor.
.04 1.12

.03 1.30

.02 1.61

.009 1.05 Multiply the standard errors

.007 1.20 in table C or D (where fl = .01)

.005 1.42 by this factor .

.003 1.83

.002 2.25



ESTIMATION OF STANDARD ERRORS

DIRECTLY FROM THEMICRODATASAMPLES

Use of tables or formulas to derive

approximate standard error as discussed above is

simple and does not complicate processing.

Nonetheless, amore accurate estimate ofthe standard

error can be obtained from the samples themselves,

using the random group method. Using this method

it is also possible to compute standard errors for

mean ratios, indexes, correlation coefficients, or other

statistics for which the tables or formulas presented

earlier do not apply.

The random group method does increase

processing time somewhat since it requires that the

statistic of interest, for example a total, be computed

separately for each of up to 100 random groups . The

variability of that statistic for thesample as a wholeis

estimated from the variability of the statistic among

the various random groups within the sample. The

procedure for calculating a standard error by the

random group method for various statistics is given

below.

Totals - to obtain the standard errors of estimated

totals the following method should be used . The

random groups estimate of variance of X is given by

VIVO - (it, ) tE

	

- i ~t xs

or the computational formula

where

t = number of random groups

Xx = the weighted microdata sample total of the

characteristic of interest from the g-th random group.

e

xr =

	

xit, the average random group total

The standard error of the estimated total is

the square root of var(k) .
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It is suggested that t=100 for estimating the

standard error of a total since, as it is discussed in the

next chapter, each of thesample records was assigned

a two-digit subsample number sequentially from 00 to

99. The two-digit number can be used to form 100

random groups.

For example, a sample case with 01 as the

two-digit number will be in random group 1. All

sample cases with 02 as the two digit number will be

in random group 2, etc., up to 00 as the one-

hundredth random group. The reliability of the

random groupvariance estimator is afunction ofboth

the kurtosis of the estimator and the number of

groups t. If t is small, the coefficient of variation

(CV) will be large, and therefore, the variance

estimator will be of low precision. In general, the

larger t is, the more reliable the variance estimator

will be .'

Percentages, Ratios, and Means - To obtain the

estimated standard error of apercent, ratio, or mean,

the following method should be used. Let f = x
be

y

the estimated percent, ratio, or mean

where

and y = the estimated totals as defined above for the

Xand Ycharacteristics.

For the case where bQLh numerator and

denominator are obtained from the full microdata

sample then the variance of f is given by

y

y`

(ttl) ('1'~ S

	

(X.

where t and xg are defined above,

the weighted full microdata sample total for

the y characteristic, and

the corresponding weighted total for the g-th

random group.

Correlation Coefficients, and Regression Coefficients

and Complex Statistics - The random group method

for computing thevariance of correlation coefficients,

regression coefficients, and other complex nonlinear

statistics may be expressed as :

Var(A) -

	

t

	

(0i
- 6),
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where

8g =

	

the weighted estimate (at the tabulation area
level) of the statistic of interest computed
from the g-th random group, and

=

	

corresponding weighted estimate computed

from the full microdata sample.

Care must be exercised when using this

variance estimator for complex nonlinear statistics as
its properties have not been fully explored for such
statistics . In particular, the choice of the number of
random groups must be considered more carefully.

When using the 5-percent sample, use of t=100 for all

areas tabulated is recommended. When using the
1-percent sample or samples having a smaller

sampling fraction, the user should consider using a
smaller number ofrandom groups to insure that each

random group contains at least 25 records. Fewer

than 100 random groups can be formed by
appropriate combination of the two-digit subsample
numbers. For example, to construct 50 random

groups assign all records in which the subsample
number is 01 or 50 to the first random group; all
records in whichthe subsamplenumber is 02 or 52 to
the second random group, etc. Finally, assign all
records in whichthe subsample number is 00 or 50 to
random group 50. Ten random groups can be
constructed by including all records having subsample

numbers with the same "units" digit in a particular
random group. For example, subsample numbers
00,10,. . .,90 would form one random group; subsample
numbers 01,11, . ..,91 would form a second random
group, etc.

STANDARD ERRORS FORSMALL ESTIMATES

Percentage estimates of zero and estimated

totals of zero are subject to both sampling and

nonsampling error. While the magnitude of the error
is difficult to quantify, users should be aware that such

estimates are nevertheless subject to both sampling

and nonsampling error even though in the case of
zero estimates the corresponding random groups
estimate of variance will be zero .

A second point concerning standard errors,

the standard error estimates obtained using the
random groups method.danot include all components- -,
of the variability due to nonsampling error that may
be present in the data. Therefore, the standard error

calculated using themethods described in this section

represent a lower bound for the total error. Data
users should be aware that in general confidence
intervals formed using these estimated standard errors

do not meet the stated levels of confidence. Data

users are advised to be conservative when making
inferences from the data provided in this data product.

CONTROL OF NONSAMPLING ERROR

As mentioned earlier, both sample and 100-
percent data are subject to nonsampling error. This
component of error could introduce serious bias into
the data, and the total error could increase
dramatically over that which would result purely from
sampling. While it is impossible to eliminate
completely nonsampling error from an operation as
large andcomplex as the decennial census, the Bureau
of the Census attempted to control the sources of
such error during the collection and processing
operations. Described below are the primary sources
of nonsampling error and the programs instituted for
control of this error. The success of these programs,

however, was contingent upon how well the
instructions actually were carried out during the

census. As part of the 1990 census evaluation
program, both the effects of these programs and the

amount of error remaining after their application will
be evaluated.

Undercoverage--It is possible for some households or
persons to be missed entirely by the census . The

undercoverage of persons and housing units can
introduce biases into the data.
Several coverage improvement programs were
implemented during the development of the census
address list and census enumerationand processing to
minimize undercoverage of the population and
housing units. These programs were developed based

on experience from the 1980 census and results from
the 1990 census testing cycle. In developing and
updating the census address list, the Census Bureau
used a variety of specialized procedures in different
parts of the country.

In the large urban areas, the Census Bureau
purchased and geocoded address lists.

Concurrent with geocoding, the United States
Postal Service (USPS) reviewed and updated .

this list. After the postal check, census
enumerators conducted a dependent canvass
and update operation. Prior to mailout, in
the fall of 1989, local officials were given the
opportunity to examine block counts of
address listings (local review) and identify

possible errors, and the USPS conducted a
final review.
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In small cities, suburban areas, and selected

rural parts of the country, the Census Bureau

created the address list through a listing

operation. The USPS reviewed and updated

this list, and the Census Bureau reconciled

USPS corrections and updated through a

field operation. In the fall of 1989, local

officials participated in reviewing block

counts of address listings . Prior to mailout,

the USPS conducted a final review.

The Census Bureau (rather than the USPS)

conducted a listing operation in the fall of

1989 and delivered census questionnaires in

selected rural and seasonal housing areas in

March of 1990 . In some inner-city public

housing developments, whose addresses had

been obtained via the purchased address list

noted above, census questionnaires were also

delivered by Census Bureau enumerators.

Coverage improvement programs continued

during and after mailout. A recheck of units initially

classified as vacant or nonexistent further improved

the coverage of persons and housing units. All local

officials were given the opportunity to participate in a

post-census local review, and census enumerators

conducted an additional recanvass. In addition, efforts

were made to improve the coverage of unique

population groups, such as the homeless and

parolees/probationers. Computer and clerical edits

and telephone and personal visit followup also

contributed to improved coverage .

More extensive discussion of the programs

implemented to improve coverage will be publishedby

the Census Bureau when the evaluation of the

coverage improvement program is completed.

Respondent and Enumerator Error--The persons

answering the questionnaire or responding to the

questions posed by an enumerator could serve as a

source of error, although the questions were phrased

as clearly as possible based on precensus tests, and

detailed instructions forcompleting thequestionnaire

were provided to each household. In addition,

respondents' answers were edited for completeness

and consistency, and problems were followed up as

necessary.

The enumerator may misinterpret or
otherwise incorrectly record information given by a
respondent; may fail to collect some of the
information for a person or household; or maycollect
data for households that were not designated as part
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of the sample. To control these problems, the work

of enumerators was monitored carefully. Field staff

were prepared for their tasks by using standardized

training packages that included hands-on experience

in using census materials. Asample ofthehouseholds

interviewed by enumerators for nonresponse were

reinterviewed to control for the possibility of data for

fabricated persons being submitted by enumerators.

Also, the estimation procedure was designed to

control for biases that would result from the collection

of data from households not designated for the

sample .

Processing Error--The many phases involved in

processing thecensus data represent potential sources

for the introduction of nonsampling error. The

processing of the census questionnaires includes the

field editing, followup, and transmittal of completed

questionnaires; the manual coding of write-in

responses; and the electronic data processing. The

various field, coding andcomputer operations undergo

a number of quality control checks to insure their

accurate application.

Nonresponse--Nonresponse to particular questionson

the census questionnaire allows for the introduction of

bias into the data, since the characteristics of the

nonrespondents have not been observed and may

differ from those reported by respondents. As a

result, any imputation procedure using respondent

data may not completely reflect this difference either

at the elemental level (individual person or housing

unit) or on the average. Some protection against the

introduction of large biases is afforded by minimizing

nonresponse. In the census, nonresponsewasreduced

substantially during the field operations by thevarious
edit and followup operations aimed at obtaining a
response for every question. Characteristics for the

nonresponses remaining after this operation were
imputed by the computer by using reported data for

a person or housing unit with similar characteristics.

EDITING OF UNACCEPTABLE DATA

The objective of the processing operation is
to produce a set of data that describes the population

as accurately and clearly as possible. To meet this
objective, questionnaires were edited during field data
collection operations for consistency, completeness,

and acceptability. Questionnaires also were reviewed
by census clerks for omissions, certain specific

inconsistencies, and population coverage . For

example, write-in entries such as "Don't know" or
"NA" were considered unacceptable . Forsome district

offices, the initial edit was automated; however, for
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the majority ofthe district offices, it was performed by

clerks. As a result of this operation, a telephone or

personal visit followup was made to obtain missing

information. Potential coverage errors were included

in the followup, as well as a sample of questionnaires

with omissions and/or inconsistencies.

Subsequent to field operations, remaining

incomplete or inconsistent information on the

questionnaire was assigned using imputation

procedures during the final automated edit of the

collected data. Imputations, or computer assignments

ofacceptable codes in place of unacceptable entries or

blanks, are needed most often when an entry for a

given item is lacking or when the information reported

for a person or housing unit . on that item is

inconsistent with other information for that same

person or housing unit. As in previous censuses, the

general procedure for changing unacceptable entries

was to assign an entry for a person or housing unit

that was consistent with entries for persons or housing

units with similar characteristics . The assignment of

acceptable codes in place of blanks or unacceptable

entries enhances the usefulness of the data.

Another way in which corrections were made

during the computer editing process was through

substitution ; that is, the assignment of a full set of

characteristics for a person or housing unit . When

there was an indication that a housing unit was

occupied but the questionnaire contained no

information for the people within the household or

the occupants were not listed on the questionnaire, a

previously accepted household was selected as a

substitute, and the full set of characteristics for the

substitute was duplicated . The assignment of the full

set of housing characteristics occurred when there was

no housing information available . If the housing unit

was determined to be occupied, the housing

characteristics were assigned from a previously

processed occupied unit . If the housing unit was

vacant, the housing characteristics were assigned from

a previously processed vacant unit.

USE OF ALLOCATION FLAGS IN THESE FILES

As a result of the editing there are no blank

fields or missing data in public use microdata sample

files .

	

Each field contains : 'a data value --or a- "not' °-='

applicable" indicator, except for the few items where

allocation was not appropriate and a "not reported"

indicator is included. For every subject item it is

possible for the user to differentiate between entries

which were allocated, by means of "allocation flags" in

items H161 through H198, and P186 through P233 in

the microdata files . For all items it is possible to

compute the allocation rate and, if the rate is

appreciable, compute the distribution of actually

observed values (with allocated data omitted) and

compare it with the overall distribution including

allocated values. The flags indicate the changes in

values between input and output.

These flags may indicate up to four possible

types of allocations :

A.

	

Pre-edit - When the original entry was

rejected because it fell outside the range of

acceptable values.

B .

	

Consistency - Imputed missing characteristics

based on other information recorded for the

person or housing unit.

C.

	

Hot Deck - Supplied the missing information

from the record of another person or housing

unit.

D .

	

Cold Deck - Supplied missing information

from a predetermined distribution.

In general, the allocation procedures provide

better data than could be obtained by simply

weighting up the observed distribution to account for

missing values. The procedures reflect local variations

in characteristics as well as variations among the

strata used in imputation. There are, however, certain

circumstances where allocated data may introduce

undesirable bias . It may be particularly important to

analyze allocations of data in detailed studies of

subpopulations or in statistics derived from cross-

classification of variables, such as correlation

coefficients or measures of regression. The degree of

editing required was greater for some subjects than

for others. While the allocation procedure was

designed to yield appropriate statistics for the overall

distribution or for specific subpopulations (the strata

used in the allocation process), allocated

characteristics will not necessarily observe a valid

relationship with other observed variables for the

same individual . For example, consider a tabulation

of persons 80 years old and over by income . Income

allocations were made separately for different age

.groupings, including the category 65 years old and

over, but not separately for persons 80 years old and

over.

Since persons 65 to 70 or 75 are more likely

to have significant earnings than persons 80 or over,

allocated income data for the latter group might be
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biased upward. Thus, if the rate of allocations for the

group is appreciably large, and a bias in the allocated

value is evident, it may be desirable to exclude

allocated data from the analysis.

It should also be apparent from this

illustration that knowledge of the spec allocation

procedures is valuable in detailed subject analysis.

Descriptions of the editing and allocation procedures

for each item are being incorporated in the History of

the 1990 Census of Population and Housing to be

published later. A user may contact either the

Population Division or Housing and Households

Economic Statistics Division, Bureau of the Census, if

more information is desired on the allocation scheme

for a specific subject item.
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SAMPLE DESIGN AND ESTIMATION FOR THE PUBLIC

USE MICRODATA SAMPLES

PRODUCING ESTIMATES OR TABULATIONS

CHAP'T'ER 4 - SAMPLE DESIGN AND ESTIMATION

This chapter discusses the selection procedure for

the public use microdata samples in terms of four major

operations, (1) the selection of the full 1990 census sample,

(2) the estimation procedure for the full census sample, and

(3) the selection of the public use microdata samples from

the persons and housing units included in the full 1990

census sample, and (4) estimation for the PUMS samples.

Estimation of totals and percentages - The 1980

Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) were self-weighted.

It is very important to note that the 1990 PUMS samples ire_,

not self-weighted . To produce estimates on tabulations of

100 percent characteristics from the PUMS files simply add

the weights of all persons or housing units that possess the

characteristic of interest . For instance, if the characteristic

of interest is total number of Hispanic males aged 5-17,

simply determine the sex, age, and Hispanic origin of all

persons and cumulate the weights of those who match the

characteristic of interest. The PUMS weight is a function of

the full census sample weight and the PUMS sample design.

To get estimates of proportions simply divide the

weighted estimate of persons or housing units with a given

characteristic by the base sample estimate . For example, the

proportion of owner occupied housing units with pll

facilities is obtained bydividing the PUMS estimate of owner

occupied housing units with plumbing facilities by the PUMS

estimates of total housing units.

SAMPLE DESIGN
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To get estimates of characteristics such as the dal

number of related children in households for (housing unit

level aggregates), simply multiply the PUMS weight by the

value of the characteristic and sum across all household

records . If the desired estimate is the number ofhouseholds

with at least one related child in household add the PUMS

householder weight for all households with a value n e ual

to zero for the characteristic.

Every person and housing unit in the United States

was asked certain basic demographic questions (for example,

race, age, relationship, housing value, or rent). A sample of

these persons and housing units was asked more detailed

questions about such items as income, occupation, and

housing costs in addition to the basic demographic and

housing information . The primary sampling unit for the

1990 census was the housing unit, including all occupants.

For persons living in group quarters, the sampling unit was

the person. Persons in group quarters were sampled at a 1-

in-6 rate.

The sample designation method depended on the

data collection procedures . Approximately 95 percent ofthe

population was enumerated by the mailback procedure. In

these areas, the Bureau of the Census either purchased a

commercial mailing list, which was updated by the United

States Postal Service and Census Bureau field staff, or ,

prepared a mailing by canvassing and listing each address in

the area prior to Census Day. These lists were

computerized and the appropriate units were electronically

designated as sample units . The questionnaires were either

mailed or hand delivered to the addresses with instructions

on how to complete and mail back the form . Housing units

in governmental units with a precensus (1988) estimated

population offewer than 2,500 persons were sampled at 1-in-

2. Governmental units were defined for sampling purposes

as all incorporated places, all counties, all county equivalents

such as parishes in Louisiana, and all minor civil divisions in

Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,

New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island, Vermont, and Wisconsin. Housing units in

tracts and block numbering areas (BNAs) with a precensus

housing unit count below 2,000 housing units were sampled

at 1-in-6 for those portions not in small governmental units.

Housing units within census tracts and BNAs with 2,000 or

more housing units were sampled at 1-in-8 for those portions

not in small governmental units .

In list/enumerate areas (about 5 percent of the

population) each enumerator was given a blank address

register with designated sample lines. Beginning about

Census Day, the enumerator systematically canvassed the

area and listed all housing units in the address register in the

order they were encountered . Completed questionnaires,

including sample information for any housing unit listed on

a designated sample line, were collected . For all

governmental units with fewer than 2,500 persons in

list/enumerate areas, a 1-in-2 sampling rate was used. All

other list/enumerate areas were sampled at 1-in-6.
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Housing units in American Indian reservations,

Tribal Jurisdiction Statistical areas, and Alaska Native
villages were sampled according to thesame criteria as other

governmental units, except the sampling rates were based on
the size of the American Indian and Alaska native
population in those areas as measured in the 1980 census.

Trust lands were sampled at the same rate as their

associated American Indian reservations. Census designated
places in Hawaii were sampled at the same rate as
governmental units because the Census Bureau does not
recognize incorporated places in Hawaii .

The purpose of using variable sampling rates was to
provide relatively more reliable estimates for small areas and

decrease respondentburden in more denselypopulated areas
while maintaining data reliability. When all sampling rates
were taken into account across the nation, approximately one

out of every six housing units in the nation was included in
the 1990 census sample.

ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

Estimates from the census sample were obtained
from an iterative ratio estimation procedure (iterative
proportional fitting) resulting in the assignment of a weight

to each sample person or housing unit record. For anygiven
tabulation area, a characteristic total was estimated by
summing the weights assigned to the persons or housing
units processing the characteristic in the tabulation area.
Estimates of family or household characteristics were based

on the weight assigned to the person designated as
householder. Each sample person or housing unit record

was assigned exactly one weight to be used to produce
estimates of all characteristics . For example, if the weight

given to a sample person or housing unit had the value 6, all
characteristics of that person or housing unit would be

tabulated with the weight of 6. The estimation procedure,
however, did assign weights varying from person to person
or housing unit to housing unit. The estimation procedure

used to assign the weight was performed in geographically
defined "weighting areas" . Weightingareas were generally
formed of contiguous portions of geography which closely
agreed with census tabulation areas within counties.
Weighting areas were never allowed to cross state or county
boundaries . In small counties with a sample unit below400
persons, theminimumrequired sample condition wasrelaxed
to permit the entire county to become a weighting area.

Within a weighting area, the ratio estimation
procedure for persons was performed in four stages . For
persons, the first stage applied 17 household-type groups .
The second stage used two groups : sampling rate of 1-in-2

4-2

and sampling rate below 1-in-2. The third stage used the

dichotomy householder/nonhouseholders . Thefourth stage
applied 180 aggregate age/sex/Hispanic origin/race

categories .

The stages were as follows:

Stage I: Type of Household

Group Persons in Housing Units With a Family With Own
Children Under 18

1

	

2persons in housing
unit

2

	

3persons in housing

unit
3

	

4persons in housing

unit
4

	

5 to 7 persons in
housing unit

5

	

8 or more in housing
unit

Persons in Housing Units With a Family
Without Own Children Under 18

6-10

	

2 through 8 or more persons in housing

unit

Persons in All Other Housing Units

11

	

1 person in housing unit

12-16

	

2through 8 or more persons in housing

unit

Persons in Group Quarters

17

	

Persons in Group Quarters

Stage II:

	

Sampling Rates

1

	

Sampling rate of 1-in-2

2

	

Sampling rate less than 1-in-2

Stage III: Householder/Nonhouseholder

1 Householder
2 Nonhouseholder

SAMPLE DESIGN AND ESTIMATIONS



Stage IV:

	

Age/Sex/Hispanic
origin/Race

White
Persons of Hispanic origin

Male

1

	

0 to 4 years of age
2

	

5to 14 years of age

3

	

15 to 19 years of age
4

	

20 to 24 years of age
5

	

25 to 34 years of age

6

	

35 to 54 years of age
7

	

55 to 64 years of age

8

	

65 to 74 years of age

9

	

75 years of age
or older

SAMPLE DESIGN AND ESTIMATIONS

Female
10-18

	

Same age categories as groups 1

through 9.

Persons Not of Hispanic origin

19-36

	

Same age and sex categories as groups 1

through 18 .
Black

37-72

	

Same age/sex/Hispanic origin categories as

groups 1 through 36
Asian or Pacific Islander

73-108

	

Same age/sex/Hispanic origin categories as
groups 1 through 36
American Indian, Eskimo or Aleut

109-144

	

Same age/sex/Hispanic origin categories as

groups 1 through 36
Other Race (includes those

races not listed above)

145-180

	

Same age/sex/Hispanic origin categories as
groups 1.Jhrough 36

Within a weighting area, the first step in the estimation
procedure was to assign an initial weight to each sample
person record . This weight was approximately equal to the
inverse of the probability of selecting a person for the census
sample .

The next step in the estimation procedure, prior to
iterative proportional fitting, was to combine categories in
each of the four estimation stages, when needed, to increase
the reliability of the ratio estimation procedure. For each

stage, any group that did not meet certain criteria for the

unweighted sample count or for the ratio of the 100 percent

to the initially weighted sample count, was combined, or

collapsed, with another group in thesame stage according to

a specified collapsing pattern. At the forth stage, an

additional criterion concerning the number of 100-percent

persons in each race/Hispanic origin category was applied.

As the final step, the initial weights underwent four

stages of ratio adjustment applying the grouping procedures

described above. At the first stage, the ratio of the 100

percent to the sum of the initial weights for each sample

person was computed for each stage I group. The initial

weight assigned to each person in a group was then

multiplied by the stage I group ratio to produce an adjusted

weight .

In stage II, the stage I adjusted weights were again

adjusted by the ratio of the 100-percent to the sum of the

stage I weights for sample persons in each stage II group.

Next, at stage III, the stage II weights were adjusted by the

ratio of the 100-percent to the sum of the stage II weights

for sample persons in each stage III group. Finally, at stage
IV, the stage III weights were adjusted by the ratio of the

100-percent to the sum of the stage III weights for sample

persons in each stage IV group. The four stages of ratio

adjustment were performedtwo times (two iterations) in the

order given above. The weights obtained from the second

iteration for stage IV were assigned to the sample person
records. However, to avoid complications in rounding for

tabulated data, only whole number weights were assigned .

For example, if the final weight of the persons in a particular

group was 7.25 then 1/4 of the sample persons in this group

were randomly assigned a weight of 8, while the remaining

3/4 received a weight of 7.

The ratio estimation procedure for housing units
was essentially the same as that for persons, except that

vacant units were treated differently. The occupied housing

unit ratio estimation procedure was done in four stages, and

the vacant housing unit ratio estimation procedurewasdone
in a single stage. The first stage for occupied housing units

applied 16 household type categories, while the second stage
used the two sampling categories described above for

persons. The third stage applied three units-in-building

categories, i.e . single units, multiunit less than 10 and

multiunit 10 or more . The fourth stage could potentially use
200 tenure/race/Hispanic origin/rent value groups . The

stages for ratio estimation for housing units were as follows:
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Stage III: Units in Building

	

1 through 20

1
2

Renter

Single unit structure

	

White Householder

Multiunit consisting of fewer than 10

	

Householder of Hispanic origin

individual units
Multiunit consisting of 10 or more

	

Group

	

Rent categories
individual units

3

OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS 4 $60,000 to $79,999

5 $80,000 to $99,999

Stage I: Type of Household 6 $100,000 to $149,999

7 $150,000 to $249,999

Group Housing Units With a Family With Own 8 $250,000 to $299,999

Children Under 18. 9 $300,000+
10 Other

1 2 persons in housing unit _

2 3 persons in housing unit Householder Not of Hispanic origin

3 4 persons in housing unit
4 5 to 7 persons in housing unit 11-20 Same value categories as groups 1 through 10

5 9 or more persons in housing unit
Black Householder

Housing Units With a Family Without Own

Children Under 18. 21-40 Same Hispanic origin/value

categories as groups 1 through 20

6-10 2 through 8 or more persons in housing

unit Asian or Pacific Islander
Householder

All Other Housing Units 41-60 Same Hispanic origin/value categories as groups

1 through 20

11 1 person in housing unit
American Indian,

12-16 2 persons in housing unit through 8 or more Eskimo, or Aleut

persons in housing unit Householder

Stage II: Sampling Rate Category 61-80 Same Hispanic origin/value categories as groups

1 through 20

1 Sampling rate of 1-in-2

2 Sampling rate less than 1-in-2 Other Race Householder

81-100 Same Hispanic origin/value categories as groups

101 Less than $100
Stage IV: Tenure/Race and origin of Householder/ 102 $100 to $199

Value of Rent 103 $200 to $299
104 $300 to $399

Group Owner 105 $400 to $499

White Householder 106 $500 to $599
Hispanic origin (Householder) 107 $600 to $749
Value of Housing Unit 108 $750 to $999

1 Less than $20,000 109 $1000+
2 $20,000 to $39,999 110 No cash rent

3 $40,000 to $59,999
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Householder Not of Hispanic

origin

111-120

	

Same rent categories as groups

101 through 112

Black Householder

121-140

	

Same Hispanic origin/rent

categories as groups 101 through 120

Asian or Pacific Islander

Householder

141-160

	

Same Hispanic origin/rent origin

categories as groups 101 through 120

American Indian, Eskimo, or

Aleut Householder

161-180

	

Same Hispanic origin/rent categories

as groups 101 through 120

Other Race Householder

181-200

	

Same Hispanic origin/rent categories

as groups 101 through 120

VACANT HOUSING UNIT

Group

1

	

Vacant for Rent

2

	

Vacant for Sale

3

	

Other Vacant

The estimates produced by this procedure realize

some of the gains in sampling efficiency that would have

resulted if the population had been stratified into the ratio

estimation group before sampling, and the sampling rate had

been applied independently to each group . The net effect is

a reduction in both the standard error and the possible bias

of most estimated character;_§dc.to levels below what would

have resulted from simply using the initial (unadjusted)

weight . A by-product of this estimation procedure is that the

estimates from the sample will for the most part be

consistent with the 100-percent figures for the population

and housing unit groups used in the estimation procedure .

SELECTION OF THE PUBLIC USE MICRODATA

SAMPLES

A stratified systematic selection procedure with

equal probability was used to select each of the public use

SAMPLE DESIGN AND ESTIMATIONS

microdata samples. The sampling universe was defined as

all occupied housing units including all occupants, vacant

housing units, and GO persons in the census sample . The

sample units were stratified during the selection process .

The stratification was intended to improve the reliability of

estimates derived from the public use microdata samples by

defining strata within which there is a high degree of

homogeneity among the census sample households with

respect to characteristics of major interest .

A total of 1,049 strata were defmed; 936 household

strata, 104 strata for GO persons, and 9 strata for vacant

housing units. First, the units were divided into three major

groups; households, vacant housing units, and GO

population. The household universe was stratified by family

type and non-family, race/Hispanic origin of the

householder, tenure, and age within sampling stratum. For

the census sample selection the population was stratified by

geographic size into three sampling strata, i.e., units in small

governmental units were sampled at 1-in-2, units in small

tract/BNAs were sampled at 1-in-6, and the remainder of

the units were sampled at 1-in-8 .

The vacant housing units universe was stratified by

vacancy status and sampling rate. Finally, the GO

population was stratified by GO type (institutions, non

institutions), race, Hispanic origin, and age. The

stratification matrices are defined in tables A, B, and C .

SUBSAMPLING THE PUMS FILES

The sample selection procedures were as follows .

The number of 1-percent public use microdata samples for

a given state was determined by the full census sample size

for that state . For instance, if the full census sample for a

state was 20 percent, then the census sample was divided

into 20 subsamples of equal size . The 1-percent public use

microdata sample was designated at random from the 20

subsamples . From the remaining 19 subsamples, five 1

percent subsamples were designated at random and merged

to produce the 5-percent public use microdata sample. The

3-percent elderly public use microdata sample was produced

in the same way as the 5-percent but required an extra step.

The 3 subsamples were merged and the elderly household

and person records, households with at least one person age

60 years or more, or GO persons 60 years and older, were

selected and designated as the elderly PUMS file.

During the sample selection operation, consecutive

two-digit subsample numbers from 00 to 99 were assigned to

each sample case in the 5-percent and 1-percent samples to

allow for the designation of various size subsamples and, as
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discussed in the preceding chapter, to allow for the

calculation of standard error. As an example, for a

1-percent public use microdata sample, the choice ofrecords

having subsample numbers with the same "units" digit (e.g .,

the two "units" digit includes subsample numbers

(2,12,22, . .. . .92) will provide a 1-in-1000 subsample .

Samples of any size between 1/20 and 1/10000 may

be selected in a similar manner by using appropriate two-

digit subsample numbers assigned to either of the microdata

samples. Care must be exercised when selecting such

samples . If only one "units" digit is required, the units digit

should be randomly selected . If two "units" digits are

required, the first should be randomly selected and the

second should be either 5 more or 5 less than the first .

Failure to use this procedure, e.g ., selection of records with

the same "tens" digit instead of records with the same "units"

digit, would provide a 1-in-10 subsample but one that would

be somewhat more clustered and as a result subject to larger

sampling error.

'Wolter, Kirk M., Introduction to Variance Estimation, 1985, pp. 55-71.

'Value of units in this category results from other factors besides housing value alone,

for example, inclusion of more than 10 acres of land, or presence of a business establishment on the premises .
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Table A

	

Stratification Matrix - Sausebolds

"wt.t x

	

-tn"

Table H:
PUMS Stratification Matrix - Vacant Housing Units

Table C :

	

PUMS Stratification Matrix - Group Quarters

CH - Chinese

	

KO - Korean

	

AI - Asian Indian

	

OT - Other, Asian
FI - Filipino

	

VI - Vietnamese

	

SA - Samoan

	

and Pacific
HA - Havaiian

	

ZTA - Japanese

	

GU - Guamanian

	

Islander
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INDEX TO HOUSING ITEMS (BY DESCRIPTION)

CHARACTER
MNEMONIC

	

LOCATION DESCRIPTION

CHAPTER 5 : RECORD CONTENTS

This chapter, in conjunction with several appendices, defines the record layout and applicable codes for the public-use microdata
samples . The detailed data dictionary begins on page 5-10 for the housing record and page 5-18 for the person record, with
explanatory notes on page C-1 in appendix C.

For user convenience, we are providing several indexes which can be used for either PUNS file. Again, the only difference
between the files is the PUMA .

	

Note the variable PSA is only applicable to the 3x elderly file--a file which was sponsored by
agencies outside the Census Bureau.

	

It contains Planning Services Areas" identified by the states) health planning agencies .
Purchasers of that file will receive a geographic database which equates PSAs to 5% PUKAs if and only if the PSAs match the
PUMAS. There is no additional geography.

Below is an index to the basic data items. The index by character location of the items on the housing and person records
follows . In these introductory pages, data fields are specified in the form "H9u or uP12-14,u where the letter indicates the
Housing or Person record and the numbers indicate the character positions occupied on that record . For example, "P12-14u is a
three-character field beginning in character 12 of the person record .

	

In the data dictionary, itself, the uPu or uHn designation
appears only at the top of the page, and location is expressed in terms of two separate elements, the beginning location and the
size for each mnenanic . The mnemonic is a name for a variable or item.

AGSALES

	

H68

	

1989 sales of agricultural products
AAGSALES

	

H189

	

1989 sales of agricultural products allocation
HUSFLAG

	

H41

	

All 100% housing unit data substituted
PDSFLAG

	

H42

	

All 100% person data substituted
AREATYPE

	

H18-19

	

Area type
BEDROOMS

	

H57 Bedrooms
VACANCY3

	

H54

	

Boarded up status
AVACNCY3

	

H175

	

Boarded up status allocation
COMMUSE

	

H46

	

Business or medical office on property
ACOMMUSE

	

H170

	

Business or medical office on property allocation
KITCHEN

	

H59

	

Complete kitchen facilities
AKITCHEN

	

H180

	

Complete kitchen facilities allocation
PLUMBING

	

H58

	

Complete plumbing facilities
APLUMBNG

	

H179

	

Complete plumbing facilities allocation
ACNDOFEE

	

H202

	

Condominium fee allocation
CONDOFEE

	

H108-111

	

Condominium fee (monthly amount)
DIVISION

	

H10

	

Division code
ELECCOST

	

H69-72

	

Electricity (yearly cost)
AELECCST

	

H190

	

Electricity (yearly cost) allocation
RFAMINC

	

H134-140

	

Family income
RFARM

	

H116

	

Farm/nonfarm status
HFILLER1

	

H36-38 Filler)
HFILLER2

	

H87-89 Fillerl
HFILLER3

	

H123

	

Filler3
AINSAMT

	

H195

	

Fire, hazard, flood insurance allocation
INSAMT

	

H90-93

	

Fire/hazard/flood insurance (yearly amount)
GASCOST

	

H73-76

	

Gas (yearly cost)
AGASCST

	

H191

	

Gas (yearly cost) allocation
RGRENT

	

H117-120

	

Gross rent
RGRAPI

	

. H121-122

	

- . __nross-rent as a percentage of household income in 1989
GGINST

	

H35

	

Group yuaeters institution code
FUELHEAT

	

H62

	

House heating fuel
AFUEL

	

H183

	

House heating fuel allocation
FUELCOST

	

H81-84

	

House heating fuel (yearly cost)
ONEACRE

	

H67

	

House on less than 1 acre
AONEACRE

	

H188

	

House on less than 1 acre allocation
CONDO

	

H66

	

House or apartment part of condominium
ACONDO

	

H187

	

House or apartment part of condominium allocation
AFUELCST

	

H193

	

Household heating fuel (yearly cost) allocation
RHHINC

	

H141-147

	

Household income
RHHLANG

	

H149

	

Household Language
RHHFAMTP

	

H151-152

	

Household/family type
SERIALNO

	

H2-8

	

Housing unit/GG person serial number
HOUSWGT

	

H29-32

	

Housing weight

RECORD CONTENTS
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RECORD CONTENTS

CHARACTER
MNEMONIC LOCATION DESCRIPTION

RLINGISO H150 Linguistic isolation
MEALS H51 Meals included in rent
AMEALS H173 Meals included in rent allocation
AMOBLHME H203 Mobile home costs allocation
MOBLHOME H112-115 Mobile home costs (yearly amount)
RENT1 H49-50 - Monthly rent
ARENT1 H172 Monthly rent allocation
VACANCY4 H55 Months vacant
AVACNCY4 H176 Months vacant allocation
MORTGAG3 H95-99 Mortgage payment (monthly amount)
14ORTGAG H94 Mortgage status
AMORTG H196 Mortgage status allocation
MSAPMSA H2O-23 MSA/PMSA
ABEDROOM H178 Number of bedrooms allocation
RNATADPT H153-154 Number of own natural born/adopted children in household (unweighted)
RSTPCHLD H155-156 Number of own stepchildren in household (unweighted)
RFAMPERS H157-158 Number of persons in family (unweighted)
PERSONS H33-34 Number of persons records following this housing record
RRELCHLD H159-160 Number of related children in household (unweighted)
ACRE10 H45 On ten acres or more
AACRES1 H169 On ten acres or more allocation
INSINCL H101 Payment include fire, hazard, flood insurance
AINSINCL H199 Payment include fire, hazard, flood insurance allocation
TAXINCL H100 Payment include real estate taxes
ATAXINCL H198 Payment include real estate taxes allocation
PSA H24-26 Planning service area (elderly sample only - state dependent)
RNONREL H161 Presence of nonrelatives in household
R60OVER H163 Presence of person 60 years and over in household
R650VER H164 Presence of person 65 years and over in household
R18UNOR H162 Presence of person under 18 years in household
RSUBFAM H165 Presence of subfamilies in household
RTAXAMT H85-86 Property taxes (yearly amount)
VALUE H47-48 Property value
PUMA H13-17 Public Use Microdata Area (state dependent)
RECTYPE H1 Record type
AMORTG3 H197 Regular mortgage payment allocation
ROOMS H43 Rooms
AROOMS H167 Rooms allocation
SAMPLE H9 Sample identifier
MORTGAG2 H102 Second mortgage or home equity loan status
AMRTAMT2 H201 Second mortgage payment allocation
MORTAMT2 H103-107 Second mortgage payment (monthly amount)
AMORTG2 H200 Second mortgage status allocation
ROWNRCST H124-128 Selected monthly owner costs
RNSMOCPI H129-131 Selected monthly owner costs as a percentage of household income in

1989
SEWAGE H64 Sewage disposal
ASEWER H185 Sewage disposal allocation
WATER H63_ _Source of water
AWATER --'=-H184 - -Source of Weter-allocation
RRENTUNT H132 Specified rent unit
RVALUNT H133 Specified value unit
STATE Hll-12 State code
SUSSAMPL H27-28 Subsample number (use to pull extracts - 1/1000/etc.)
ATAXAMT H194 Taxes on property allocation
TELEPHON H60 Telephone in unit
APHONE H181 Telephones in unit allocation
TENURE H44 Tenure
ATENURE H168 Tenure allocation
UNITSI H39-40 Units in structure
AUNITS1 H166 Units in structure allocation
VACANCY2 H53 Vacancy status
AVACNCY2 H174 Vacancy status allocation
VACANCY1 H52 Vacant usual home elsewhere (UHE)
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AVALUE H171 Value allocation
AVEHICLE H182 Vehicles available by household allocation
AUTOS H61 Vehicles (1 ton or Less) available
WATRCOST H77-80 Water (yearly cost)
AWATRCST H192 Water (yearly cost) allocation
YRMOVEO -- H56 When moved into this house or apartment
AYRMOVED H177 When moved into this house or apartment allocation
YRBUILT H65 When structure first built
AYRBUILT H186 When structure first built allocation
RWRKR89 H148 Workers in family in 1989
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RECORD CONTENTS

CHARACTER
MNEMONJC LOCATION DESCRIPTION

ENGLISH P71 Ability to speak English
AENGLISH P201 Ability to speak English allocation flag
AGE P15-16 Age
AAGE P187 Age allocation flag
AINCOME8 P231 All other income allocation flag
INCOME8 P178-182 .- All other income in 1989
ANCSTRYI P53-55 Ancestry first entry
ANCSTRY2 P56-58 Ancestry second entry
AAUGMENT P183 Augmented person
AVAIL P113 Available for work
AFERTIL P209 Children ever born allocation flag
CITIZEN P47 Citizenship
ACITIZEN P191 Citizenship allocation flag
CLASS P121 Class of worker
ACLASS P220 Class of worker allocation
AHISPAN P189 Detailed Hispanic origin allocation flag
HISPANIC P38-40 Detailed Hispanic origin code
ARACE P186 Detailed race allocation flag
RACE P12-14 Detailed race code
RELAT2 P35 Detailed relationship (other relative)
YEARSCH P51-52 Educational attainment
REMPLPAR P26-28 Employment status of parents
RLABOR P91 Employment status recode
ALABOR P210 Employment status recode allocation flag
AINCOME3 P226 Farm self-employment income allocation flag
INCOME3 P151-156 Farm self-employment income in 1989 (signed)
PFILLER2 P81 Filler
PFILLERI P22-25 Filler
AANCSTRI P195 First ancestry allocation flag
AYEARSCH P194 Highest education allocation flag
HOURS P93-94 Hours worked last week
AHOURS P211 Hours worked last week allocation flag
SERIALNO P2-8 Housing unit/GG person serial number
INDUSTRY P115-117 Industry
AINDUSTR P218 Industry allocation flag
INCOME4 P157-162 Interest, dividend, and net rental income
AINCOME4 P227 Interest, dividend, and net rental income allocation flag (signed)
ALANG1 P199 Language other than English allocation flag
LANG1 P67 Language other than English at home
LANG2 P68-70 Language spoken at home
ALANG2 P200 Language spoken at home allocation flag
LOOKING P112 Looking for work
MARITAL P17 Marital status
AMARITAL P188 Marital status allocation flag
RSPOUSE P31 Married, spouse present/spouse absent
MEANS P102-103 Means of transportation to work
AMEANS P213 Means of transportation to work allocation flag
MIGPUNA P62-66 Migration PUMA (State dependent)
AMIGSTATE P198 Migration State allocation flag
MIGSTATE -'S-P60-61 '- Migration State-or foreign country code
ASERVPER P203 Military periods of service allocation flag
MILITARY P72 Military service
AVETS1 P202 Military service allocation flag
M0BILLIN P87 Mobility Limitation
AM08LLIN P207 Mobility limitation status allocation flag
AMOBLTY P197 Mobility status allocation flag
MOBILITY P59 Mobility status (lived here on April 1, 1985)
AINCOME2 P225 Nonfarm self-employment income allocation flag
INCOME2 P145-150 Nonfarm self-employment income in 1989 signed
FERTIL P89-90 Number of children ever born
OCCUP P118-120 Occupation
AOCCUP P219 Occupation allocation flag
ROWNCHLD P32 Own child
POVERTY P41-43 Person poverty status recode
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CHARACTER
MNEMONIC LOCATION DESCRIPTION

PERSCARE P88 Personal care limitation
APERCARE P208 Personal care limitation allocation flag
PWGTl P18-21 Person's weight
POB P44-46 Place of birth
ABIRTHPL P190 Place of birth allocation flag
RPOB P29-30 Place of birth recode
POWSTATE P95-96 Place of work - State
POWPUMA P97-101 Place of work PUMA (state dependent)
APOWST P212 Place of work State allocation flag
RAGECHLD P33 Presence and age of own children
AINCOME6 P229 Public assistance income allocation flag
INCOME6 P168-172 Public assistance income in 1989
RECTYPE P1 Record type
RRELCHLD P34 Related child
RELAT1 P9-10 Relationship
ARELATI P184 Relationship allocation flag
AINCOME7 P230 Retirement income allocation flag
INCOME7 P173-177 Retirement income in 1989
SCHOOL P50 School enrollment
ASCHOOL P193 School enrollment allocation flag
AANCSTR2 P196 Second ancestry allocation flag
OTHRSERV P82 Served any other time
FE855 P78 Served February 1955 - July 1964
KOREAN P79 Served Korean conflict (June 1950 - January 1955)
MAY75880 P76 Served May 1975 to August 1980
SEPT80 P75 Served September 1980 or later
VIETNAM P77 Served Vietnam ERA (August 1964 - April 1975)
WWII P80 Served World War II (September 1940 - July 1947)
SEX P11 Sex
ASEX P185 Sex allocation flag
AINCOMES P228 Social security income allocation flag
INCOME5 P163-167 Social security income in 1989
SUBFAM2 P36 Subfamily number
SUBFAMI P37 Subfamily relationship
TMPABSNT Pill Temporary absence from work
DEPART P105-108 Time of departure for work - hour and minute
ADEPART P215 Time of departure for work allocation flag
REARMING P127-132 Total person's earnings (signed)
RPINCOME P133-138 Total person's income (signed)
TRAVTIME P109-110 Travel time to work
ATRANTME P216 Travel time to work allocation flag
AHOUR89 P223 Usual hours worked per week in 1989 allocation
HOUR89 P125-126 Usual hours worked per week last year (1989)
RIDERS P104 Vehicle occupancy
ARIDERS P214 Vehicle occupancy allocation flag
RVETSERV P73-74 Veteran period of service
AINCOME1 P224 Wages and salary income allocation flag
INCOME1 P139-144 Wages or salary income in 1989 (signed)
AWKS89 P222 Weeks worked in 1989 allocation flag
WEEK89 P123-124 Weeks worked last year (1989)
DISABLI P85 Work limitation status
ADISABLI P205 Work limitation status allocation flag
DISABL2 P86 Work prevented status
ADISABL2 P206 Work prevention status allocation flag
WORKLWK P92 Worked last week
AWORK89 P221 Worked last year allocation flag
WORK89 P122 Worked last year (1989)
YEARWRK P114 Year last worked
ALSTWRK P217 Year last worked allocation flag
IMMIGR P48-49 Year of entry
AIMMIGR P192 Year of entry allocation flag
YRSSERV P83-84 Years of active duty military service
AYRSSERV P204 Years of military service allocation flag
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RECORD CONTENTS

MNEMONIC LOCATION SIZE DESCRIPTION

RECTYPE H1 1 Record type
SERIALNO H2-8 7 Housing unit/GQ person serial number
SAMPLE H9 1 Sample identifier
DIVISION H10 1 Division code
STATE H11-12 2 State code
PLMiA H13-17 5 Public use microdata area (state dependent)
AREATYPE H18-19 2 Area type
MSAPMSA H2O-23 4 MSA/PMSA
PSA H24-26 3 Planning service area (elderly sample only state dependent)
SUBSAMPL H27-28 2 Subsample number (use to pull extracts - 1/1000/etc .
HOUSWGT H29-32 4 Housing weight
PERSONS H33-34 2 Number of persons records following this housing record
GQINST H35 1 Group quarters institution code
HFILLER1 H36-38 3 Fillerl
UNITS1 H39-40 2 Units in structure
HUSFLAG H41 1 All 100% housing unit data substituted
PDSFLAG H42 1 All 100% person data substituted
ROOMS H43 1 Rooms
TENURE H44 1 Tenure
ACRE10 H45 1 On ten acres or more
COMMUSE H46 1 Business or medical office on property
VALUE H47-48 2 Property value
RENT1 H49-50 2 Monthly rent
MEALS H51 1 Meals included in rent
VACANCY1 H52 1 Vacant usual home elsewhere (UHE)
VACANCY2 H53 1 Vacancy status
VACANCY3 H54 1 Boarded up status
VACANCY4 H55 1 Months vacant
YRMOVED H56 1 When moved into this house or apartment
BEDROOMS H57 1 Bedrooms
PLUMBING H58 1 Complete plumbing facilities
KITCHEN H59 1 Complete kitchen facilities
TELEPHON H60 1 Telephone in unit
AUTOS H61 1 Vehicles (1 ton or less) available
FUELHEAT H62 1 House heating fuel
WATER H63 1 Source of water
SEWAGE H64 1 Sewage disposal
YRBUILT H65 1 When structure first built
CONDO H66 1 House or apartment part of condominium
ONEACRE H67 1 House on less than 1 acre
AGSALES H68 1 1989 sales of agriculture products
ELECCOST H69-72 4 Electricity (yearly cost)
GASCOST H73-76 4 Gas (yearly cost)
WATRCOST H77-80 4 Water (yearly cost)
FUELCOST H81-84 4 House heating fuel (yearly cost)
RTAXAMT H85-86 2 Property taxes (yearly amount)
HFILLER2 H87-89 3 Filler2
INSAMT H90-93 4 Fire/hazard/flood insurance (yearly amount)
MORTGAG H94 1 Mortgage status
MORTGAG3 H95-99 __ 5 Mortgage payment (monthly amount)
TAXINCL H100 - 1

Payment-include-real
estate taxes

INSINCL H101 1 Payment include fire/hazard/flood insurance
MORTGAG2 H102 1 Second mortgage or home equity loan status
MORTAMT2 H103-107 5 Second mortgage payment (monthly amount)
CONDOFEE H108-111 4 Condominium fee (monthly amount)
MOOLHOME H112-115 4 Mobile home costs (yearly amount)
RFARM H116 1 Farm/nonfarm status
RGRENT H117-120 4 Gross rent
RGRAPI H121-122 2 Gross rent as a percentage of household income in 1989
HFILLER3 H123 1 Filler3
ROWNCST H124-128 5 Selected monthly owner costs
RSMOCPI H129-131 3 Selected monthly owner costs as a percentage of household

in 1989
RRENTUNT H132 1 Specified rent unit
RVALUNT H133 1 Specified value unit
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CHARACTER
MNEMONLC LOCATION SIZE DESCRIPTION

RFAMINC H134-140 7 Family income
RHHINC H141-147 7 Household income
RWRKR89 H148 1 Workers in family in 1989
RHHLANG H149 1 Household Language
RLINGISO H150 2 Linguistic isolation
RHHFAMTP H151-152 2 Household/family type
RNATADPT H153-154 2 Number of own natural born/adopted children in household (unweighted)
RSTPCHLD H155-156 2 Number of own stepchildren in household (unweighted)
RFAMPERS H157-158 2 Number of persons in family (unweighted)
RRELCHLD H159-160 2 Number of related children in household (unweighted)
RNONREL H161 1 Presence of nonrelatives in household
R18UNDR H162 1 Presence of person under 18 years in household
R60OVER H163 1 Presence of person 60 years and over in household
R650VER H164 1 Presence of person 65 years and over in household
RSUBFAM H165 1 Presence of subfamilies in household
AUNITS1 H166 1 Units in structure allocation
AROOMS H167 1 Rooms allocation
ATENURE H168 1 Tenure allocation
AACRES1 H169 1 On ten acres or more allocation
ACOMMUSE H170 1 Business or medical office on property allocation
AVALUE H171 1 Value allocation
ARENT1 H172 1 Monthly rent allocation
AMEALS H173 1 Meals included in rent allocation
AVACNCY2 H174 1 Vacancy status allocation
AVACNCY3 H175 1 Boarded up status allocation
AVACNCY4 H176 1 Months vacant allocation
AYRMOVED H177 1 When moved into this house or apartment allocation
ABEDROOM H178 1 Number of bedrooms allocation
APLUMBNG H179 1 Complete plumbing facilities allocation
AKITCHEN H180 1 Complete kitchen facilities allocation
APHONE H181 1 Telephones in unit allocation
AVEHICLE H182 1 Vehicles available by household allocation
AFUEL M183 1 House heating fuel allocation
AWATER H184 1 Source of water allocation
ASEWER H185 1 Sewage disposal allocation
AYRBUILT H186 1 When structure first built allocation
ACONDO H187 1 House or apartment part of condominium allocation
AONEACRE H188 1 House on less than 1 acre allocation
AAGSALES H189 1 1989 sales of agricultural products allocation
AELECCST H190 1 Electricity (yearly cost) allocation
AGASCST H191 1 Gas (yearly cost) allocation
AWATRCST H192 1 Water (yearly cost) allocation
AFUELCST H193 1 Household heating fuel (yearly cost) allocation
ATAXAMT H194 1 Taxes on property allocation
AINSAMT M195 1 Fire, hazard, flood insurance allocation
AMORTG H196 1 Mortgage status allocation
MORTG3 H197 1 Regular mortgage payment allocation
ATAXINCL H198 1 Payment include real estate taxes allocation
AINSINCL H199 1 Payment include fire, hazard, flood insurance
AMORTG2 ---H200 1 - _ Second mortgage status allocation
AMRTAMT2 - H201 1 Second mortgage payment allocation
ACNDOFEE H202 1 Condominium fee allocation
AMOBLHME H203 1 Mobile home costs allocation
FILLER H204-H231 28 Filler
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RECORD CONTENTS

CHARACTER
MNEMONIC LOCATION SIZE DESCRIPTION

RECTYPE P1 1 Record type
SERIALNO P2-8 7 Housing unit/GO person serial number
RELATI P9-10 2 Relationship
SEX P11 1 Sex
RACE P12-14 3 Detailed race code
AGE P15-16 2. Age
MARITAL P17 1 Marital status
PWGT1 PI8-21 4 Person's weight
PFILLER1 P22-25 4 Filler
REMPLPAR P26-28 3 Employment status of parents
RPOS P29-30 2 Place of birth (recode)
RSPOUSE P31 1 Married, spouse present/spouse absent
ROWNCHLD P32 1 Own child
RAGECHLD P33 1 Presence and age of own children
RRELCHLD P34 1 Related child
RELAT2 P35 1 Detailed relationship (other relative)
SUBFAM2 P36 1 Subfamily number
SUBFAMI P37 1 Subfamily relationship
HISPANIC P38-40 3 Detailed hispanic origin code
POVERTY P41-43 3 Person poverty status recode
POB P44-46 3 Place of birth
CITIZEN P47 1 Citizenship
IMMIGR P48-49 2 Year of entry
SCHOOL P50 1 School enrollment
YEARSCH P51-52 2 Educational attainment
ANCSTRYI P53-55 3 Ancestry first entry
ANCSTRY2 P56-58 3 Ancestry second entry
MOBILITY P59 1 Mobility status (lived here on April 1, 1985)
MIGSTATE P60-61 2 Migration State or foreign country code
MIGPUMA P62-66 5 Migration PUMA (State dependent)
LANG1 P67 1 Language other than English at home
LANG2 P68-70 3 Language spoken at home
ENGLISH P71 1 Ability to speak English
MILITARY P72 1 Military service
RVETSERV P73-74 2 Veteran period of service
SEPT80 P75 1 Served September 1980 or later
MAY75880 P76 1 Served May 1975 to August 1980
VIETNAM P77 1 Served Vietnam ERA (August 1964 - April 1975)
FE655 P78 1 Served February 1955 - July 1964
KOREAN P79 1 Served Korean conflict (June 1950 - January 1955)
WWII P80 1 Served World War II (September 1940 - July 1947)
PFILLER2 P81 1 Filler
OTHRSERV P82 1 Served any other time
YRSSERV P83-84 2 Years of active duty military service
DISABLI P85 1 Work limitation status
DISABL2 P86 1 Work prevented status
MOBILLIM P87 I Mobility Limitation
PERSCARE P88 1 Personal care limitation
FERTIL P89-90 2 Number of children ever born
RLABOR P91 . -1 Employment-s"tus recode
WORKLWK P92 1 Worked last week
HOURS P93-94 2 Hours worked last week
POWSTATE P95-96 2 Place of work - State
POWPUMA P97-101 5 Place of work PUMA (State dependent)
MEANS P102-103 2 Means of transportation to work
RIDERS P104 1 Vehicle occupancy
DEPART P105-108 4 Time of departure for work - hour and minute
TRAVTIME P109-110 2 Travel time to work
TMPABSNT P111 I Temporary absence from work
LOOKING P112 1 Looking for work
AVAIL P113 1 Available for work
YEARWRK P114 1 Year last worked
INDUSTRY P115-117 3 Industry
OCCUP P118-120 3 Occupation
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CHARACTER
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CLASS P121 1 Class of worker
WORK89 P122 1 Worked last year (1989)
WEEK89 P123-124 2 Weeks worked last year (1989)
HOUR89 P125-126 2 Usual hours worked per week last year (1989)
REARNING P127-132 6 Total person's earnings (signed)
RPINCOME P133-138 6 Total person's income (signed)
INCOME1 P139-144 6 Wages or salary income in 1989 (signed)
INCOME2 P145-150 6 Nonfarm self-employment income in 1989
INCOME3 P151-156 6 Farm self-employment income in 1989 (signed)
INCOME4 P157-162 6 Interest, dividends, and net rental income in 1989 (signed)
INCOMES P163-167 5 Social security income in 1989
INCOME6 P168-172 5 Public assistance income in 1989
INCOME7 P173-177 5 Retirement income in 1989
INCOMES P178-182 5 All other income in 1989
AAUGMENT P183 1 Augmented person
ARELAT1 P184 1 Relationship allocation flag
ASEX P185 1 Sex allocation flag
ARACE P186 1 Detailed race allocation flag
AAGE P187 1 Age allocation flag
AMARITAL P188 1 Marital status allocation flag
AHISPAN P189 1 Detailed hispanic origin allocation flag
ABIRTHPL P190 1 Place of birth allocation flag
ACITIZEN P191 1 Citizenship allocation flag
AIMMIGR P192 1 Year of entry allocation flag
ASCHOOL P193 1 School enrollment allocation flag
AYEARSCH P194 1 Highest education allocation flag
AANCSTRI P195 1 First ancestry allocation flag
AANCSTR2 P196 1 Second ancestry allocation flag
AMOBLTY P197 1 Mobility status allocation flag
AMIGSTATE P198 1 Migration state allocation flag
ALANG1 P199 1 Language other than english allocation flag
ALANG2 P200 1 Language spoken at home allocation flag
AENGLISH P201 I Ability to speak english allocation flag
AVETS1 P202 1 Military service allocation flag
ASERVPER P203 1 Military periods of service allocation flag
AYRSSERV P204 1 Years of military service allocation flag
ADISABL1 P205 1 Work limitation status allocation flag
ADISABL2 P206 1 Work prevention status allocation flag
AMOBLLIN P207 1 Nobility limitation status allocation flag
APERCARE P208 1 Personal care limitation allocation flag
AFERTIL P209 1 Children ever born allocation flag
ALABOR P210 1 Employment status recode allocation flag
AHOURS P211 1 Hours worked last week allocation flag
APOWST P212 1 Place of work state allocation flag
`AMEANS P213 1 Means of transportation to work allocation flag
ARIDERS P214 1 Vehicle occupancy allocation flag
ADEPART P215 1 Time of departure to work allocation flag
ATRANTME P216 1 Travel time to work allocation flag
ALSTWRK P217 1 Year last worked allocation flag
AINDUSTR P218 Industry allocation flag
AOCCUP P219 1 -Occupation allocation flag
ACLASS P220 1 Class of worker allocation
AWORK89 P221 1 Worked last year allocation flag
AWKS89 P222 1 Weeks worked in 1989 allocation flag
AHOUR89 P223 1 Usual hours worked per week in 1989 allocation flag
AINCOME1 P224 1 Wages and salary income allocation flag
AINCOME2 P225 1 Nonfarm self-employment income allocation flag
AINCOME3 P226 1 Farm self-employment income allocation flag
AINCOME4 P227 1 Interest, dividend, and net rental income allocation flag
AINCOME5 P228 1 Social security income allocation flag
AINCOME6 P229 1 Public assistance allocation flag
AINCOME7 P230 1 Retirement income allocation flag
AINCOME8 P231 1 ALL other income allocation flag



1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
HOUSING UNIT RECORD

DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

	

DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

D RECTYPE

	

1

	

1

	

D MSAPMSA

	

4

	

20
Record Type

	

MSA/PMSA
V

	

H

	

Housing Record

	

V

	

0040 . .
FIPS/MSA/PMSA code, selected MSA/PMSA
(See appendix G)
Mixed MSA/PMSA NONMSA/PMSA area
2 or more MSAs
Not in MA

3

	

24
ng service area (elderly sample only -
dependent)
N/A (Elderly PUNS only)
Planning service area codes (See appendix G)

2

	

27
ple number (Use to pull extracts - 1/1000/etc .)
See text . pp 4-45.

4

	

29
g Weight

Integer weight of housing unit

2

	

33
of person records following this housing
d
Vacant unit
One person record (one person in household
or any person in group quarters)
Number of person records (number of persons
in household)

1

	

35
quarters institution
N/A (housing unit)
institutionalized
Not institutionalized

3

	

36

2

	

39
ts in structure

N/A (GG)
Mobile home or trailer
One-family house detached
One-family house attached
.2 Apartments
.3-4 Apartments
.5-9 Apartments
.10-19 Apartments
.20-49 Apartments
.50 or more apartments
Other

1

	

41
100% housing unit data substituted
No
Yes

5-10

	

RECORD CONTENTS

Area type revised for PUNS equivalency file D UNITS1
V 10 Central city Un
V 11 Central city part V 00
V 20 MSA/PMSA - outside central city V 01
V 21 MSA/PMSA - Outside central city (part) V 02
V 22 Central city (part) & outside central city V 03
V .(part) V 04
V 30 Entire MSA -V 05
V 31 .2 or more MSAs/PMSAs V 06
V 40 Mixed MSA/PMSA/NON-MSA/PMSA area V 07
V 50 Outside MSA/PMSA V 08
V 60 Place V 09
V 61 Place - part V 10
V 70 MCDs/Towns (New England only)
V 80 Counties/independent Cities (2 or more) D HUSFLAG
V 81 County/independent city - part All
V 82 County/independent city V 0

V 1

D SERIALNO 7 2
V 0000000. .

9999999 Housing unit/GC person serial number unique
.identifier assigned within state or state group

D SAMPLE 1 9

V
V
V
V
V

D

9340

9997
9998
9999

PSA
Sample identifier Plann

V 1 .5% sample state
V 2 .1% sample V 000
V 3 Elderly V 1AA. .186

D DIVISION 1 10 D SUSSAMPL
Division code Subsa

V 0 Region/division not identifiable V 00 . .99
V .(Selected MSA/PMSAs on 1% sample)
V 1 New England (Northeast region) D HOUSWGT
V 2 Middle Atlantic (Northeast region) Housi
V 3 East North Central (Midwest region) V 0000 . .
V 4 West North Central (Midwest region) V 1152
V 5 South Atlantic (South region)
V 6 East South Central (South region) D PERSONS
V 7 West South Central (South Region) Number
V 8 Mountain (West region) reco
V 9 Pacific (West region) V 00

V 01
D STATE 2 11 V

State Code V 02 . .29
V 01 . .56 DIPS state code (See appendix I) V
V 99 PUMA boundaries cross state lines - 1% file

D GOINST
D PUMA 5 13 Group

Public use microdata area (state dependent) V 0
V 00100. . V 1
V 99999 PUMA code (Includes tract groups) 1st 3 V 2
V Digits = main PUMA - generally county place
V Last 2 digits = groups of tracts, BNA, etc. D HFILLER

Filler
D AREATYPE 2 18
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SIZE BEGIN

	

DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

D POSFLAG

	

1

	

42

	

V

	

20 3150000 - $174999

RECORD CONTENTS
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All 100% person data substituted
V 0 No
V 1 Yes

D ROOMS 1 43
Rooms

V 0 N/A (GO)

V
V
V
V
V

D

21
22
23
24
25

RENT1

.5175000 - $199999
.1200000 - 5249999
.5250000 - $299999
.5300000 - 5399999
.1400000 or more

2 49
V 1 .1 Room Monthly rent
V 2 .2 Rooms V 00 N/A (GO/not a rental unit)
V 3 .3 Rooms V 01 Less than 1 80
V 4 .4 Rooms V 02 .$ 80 - 5 99
V 5 .5 Rooms V 03 S 100 - $124
V 6 .6 Rooms V 04 .$ 125 - $149
V 7 .7 Rooms V 05 .$ 150 - $174
V 8 .8 Rooms V 06 S 175 - 5199
V 9 .9 or more rooms V 07 .$ 200 - 5224

V 08 S 225 - $249
D TENURE 1 44 V 09 .$ 250 - $274

Tenure V 10 .$ 275 - 5299
V 0 N/A (GO/vacant) V 11 S 300 - $324
V 1 Owned with mortgage or loan V 12 .$ 325 - 5349
V 2 Owned free and clear V 13 S 350 - 5374
V 3 Rented for cash rent V 14 S 375 - 5399
V 4 No cash rent V 15 S 400 - 5424

V 16 .$ 425 - 5449
D ACRE10 1 45 V 17 .$ 450 - $474

On ten acres or more V 18 S 475 - $499
V 0 N/A (GO/not a one-family house or mobile home) V 19 S 500 - 5524
V 1 House on ten or more acres V 20 S 525 - $549
V 2 House on less than ten acres V 21 S 550 - $599

V 22 S 600 - 5649
D COMMUSE 1 46 V 23 S 650 - 5699

Business or medical office on property V 24 S 700 - 5749
V 0 N/A (GO/not a one-family house or mobile home) V 25 .1 750 - $999

1 Yes V 26 .51000 or more
V 2 No V 27 No cash rent (NCR)

D VALUE 2 47 D MEALS 1 51
Property value Meals included in rent

V
V

00
01

N/A (GO/rental unit/vacant, not for sale only)
Less than S 10000

V
V

0
1

N/A (GO/not a rental unit/rental-NCR)
Yes

V
02
03

S 10000
S 15000

- S 14999
- S 19999

V 2 No

V 04 .1 20000 - 5 24999 D VACANCYI 1 52
V 05 S 25000 - S 29999 Vacant usual home elsewhere (UHE)
V 06 S 30000 - S 34999 V 0 N/A (occupied or regular vacant/GO)
V 07 .1 35000 - 5 39999 V 1 Vacant UHE-owner
V 08 S 40000 ;_-1-44999 V 2 Vacant UHE-renter
V 09 .$ 45000 :- '1 -49999 V 3 Vacant UHE-undetermined
V 10 S 50000 - S 54999
V 11 .5 55000 - 5 59999 D VACANCY2 1 53
V 12 .$ 60000 - S 64999 Vacancy status
V 13 .1 65000 - 5 69999 V 0 N/A (occupied/GO)
V 14 .1 70000 - 5 74999 V 1 .For rent
V 15 S 75000 - S 79999 V 2 .For sale only
V 16 S 80000 - S 89999 V 3 Rented or sold, not occupied
V 17 S 90000 - S 99999 V 4 .For seasonal/recreational/occasional use
V 18 .5100000 - 1124999 V 5 .For migratory workers
V 19 .1125000 - 5149999 V 6 Other vacant
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1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
HOUSING UNIT RECORD

DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D VACANCY3 1 54 V 5 .4 Vehicles
Boarded up status V 6 .5 Vehicles

V 0 N/A (occupied/GO) V 7 .6 Vehicles
V 1 Yes V 8 .7 or more vehicles

V 2 No
D FUELHEAT 1 62

D VACANCY4 1 55 House heating fuel
Months vacant V 0 N/A (GC/vacant)

V 0 N/A (occupied/GO) V 1 Gas: Underground pipes
V 1 Less than 1 month V 2 Gas: Bottled, tank, or LP

V 2 .1 up to 2 months V 3 Electricity
V 3 .2 up to 6 months V 4 Fuel oil, kerosene, etc.

V 4 .6 up to 12 months V 5 Coat or coke
V 5 .12 up to 24 months V 6 Wood
V 6 .24 or more months V 7 Solar energy

V 8 Other fuel
D YRMOVED 1 56 V 9 No fuel used

When moved into this house or apartment
V 0 N/A (GC/vacant) D WATER 1 63

V 1 .1989 or 1990 Source of water
V 2 .1985 to 1988 V 0 N/A (GO)

V 3 .1980 to 1984 V 1 Public system or private company

V 4 .1970 to 1979 V 2 Individual drilled well

V 5 .1960 to 1969 V 3 Individual dug well
V 6 .1959 or earlier V 4 Other source such as a spring, creek, etc .

D BEDROOMS 1 57 D SEWAGE 1 64
Bedrooms Sewage disposal

V 0 N/A (GO) V 0 N/A (GO)
V 1 No bedrooms V 1 Public sewer

V 2 .1 Bedroom V 2 Septic tank or cesspool
V 3 .2 Bedrooms V 3 Other means
V 4 .3 Bedrooms
V 5 .4 Bedrooms D YRBUILT 1 65

V 6 .5 or more bedrooms When structure first built
V 0 N/A (GC)

D PLUMBING 1 58 V 1 .1989 or 1990
Complete plumbing facilities V 2 .1985 to 1988

V 0 N/A (GO) V 3 .1980 to 1984
V 1 Yes, all three facilities V 4 .1970 to 1979
V 2 No V 5 .1960 to 1969

V 6 .1950 to 1959
D KITCHEN 1 59 V 7 .1940 to 1949

Complete kitchen facilities V 8 .1939 or earlier
V 0 N/A (GO)
V 1 Yes D CONDO 1 66

V 2 No House or apartment part of condominium
V 0 N/A (GO)

D TELEPHON 1 V 1 Yes
Telephone in Unit V 2 No

V 0 N/A (GC/vacant)
V 1 Yes D ONEACRE 1 67
V 2 No House on less than 1 acre

V 0 N/A (GO, two or more units in structure)

D AUTOS 1 61 V 1 Yes
Vehicles (1 ton or less) available V 2 No

V 0 N/A (GO/vacant)
V 1 No vehicles
V 2 .1 vehicle
V 3 .2 vehicles
V 4 .3 vehicles
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1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA
HOUSING

DATA SIZE BEGIN

D AGSALES 1 68

SAMPLES, U.S .
UNIT RECORD

DATA

DATA DICTIONARY

SIZE

1989 Sales of Agriculture Products V 05 .$ 150 - S 199
V 0 N/A (less than 1 acre/Go/vacant/ V 06 .S 200 - S 249
V .2 or more units in structure) V 07 S 250 - S 299
V 1 None __ V 08 .5 300 - 5 349
V 2 .51 to $999 1i 09 .$ 350 - S 399
V 3 31,000 to $2,499 V 10 S 400 - S 449
V 4 32,500 to 14,999 V 11 S 450 - S 499
V 5 35,000 to $9,999 V 12 S 500 - S 549
V 6 310,000 or more V 13 S 550 - 5 599

V 14 .$ 600 - $ 649
D ELECCOST 4 69 V 15 .$ 650 - 1 699

Electricity (yearly cost)* V 16 S 700 - S 749
V 0000 N/A (GO/vacant) V 17 S 750 - S 799
V 0001 Included in rent or in condo fee V 18 .$ 800 - S 849
V 0002 No charge or electricity not used V 19 S 850 - S 899
V 0003 . . V 20 .$ 900 - S 949

3099 33 to 53,099 V 21 S 950 - $ 999
V 3100 Jopcode V 22 .51000 - $1099
V 3101+ .53101 or more = state median of topcoded V 23 .51100 - 51199

.values V 24 .51200 - 51299
V 25 .51300 - 51399

D GASCOST 4 73 V 26 .51400 - 51499
Gas (yearly cost)* V 27 .51500 - $1599

V 0000 N/A (GO/vacant) V 28 .51600 - $1699
V 0001 Included in rent or in condo fee V 29 .51700 - 51799
V 0002 No charge or gas not used V 30 .51800 - $1899
V 0003 . . V 31 .51900 - 11999

2099 33 to 52,099 V 32 .52000 - 52099
V 2100 Jopcode V 33 .52100 - 52199
V 2101+ .12101 or more = state median of topcoded V 34 .52200 - 52299

.values V 35 .52300 - $2399
V 36 .52400 - 52499

D WATRCOST 4 77 V 37 .52500 - 52599
Water (yearly cost) V 38 .52600 - 52699

V 000 N/A (GO/vacant) V 39 .52700 - 52799
V 001 Included in rent or in condo fee V 40 .52800 - $2899
V 002 No charge V 41 .52900 - 52999
V 003. .999 33 to $999 V 42 .53000 - 53099
V 1000 Jopcode V 43 .53100 - 53199
V 1000+ .51001+ or more = state median of topcoded V 44 .53200 - 53299

.values V 45 .53300 - 53399
V 46 .$3400 - $3499

D FUELCOST 4 81 V 47 .53500 - 53599
House heating fuel (yearly cost) V 48 .53600 - 53699

V 0000 .N/A (GO/vacant) V 49 .53700 - 53799
V 0001 Included in rent or in condo fee V 50 .53800 - $3899
V 0002 No charge or these fuels not used V 51 .13900 - 53999
V 0003 . . _ V 52 .14000 - $4099

1899 33 to 51,899 V 53 .14100 - 54199
V 1900 Jopcode V 54 .54200 - 54299
V 1,901+ 31,901 or more = state median of topcoded V 55 .54300 - 14399

.value V 56 .14400 - $4499
V 57 .54500 = Topcode

D RTAXAMT 2 85 V 58 .14501 - 55499 RAN
Property taxes (yearly amount) V 59 .15500 - $7499 FOR

V 00 N/A (GO/vacant/not owned or being bought/not a V 60 .17500 or mor M
.one-family house, mobile home or trailer or
.condo) D HFILLER2 3

V 01 None
V 02 S 2 - S 49
V 03 3 50 - S 99
V 04 .5 100 - S 149



1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
HOUSING UNIT RECORD
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RECORD CONTENTS

DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D INSAMT 4 90 V 01000 Jopcode
Fire/hazard/flood insurance (yearly amount) V 01001+ .51001 or more = state median of topcoded

V 0000 N/A (not owned or being bought/not a one values
V .family house, mobile home, or condo/GO/vacant)
V 0001 .None - D CONDOFEE 4 108
V 0002 . . Condo fee (monthly amount)

3099 .S2 to $3,099 V 0000 N/A (not owned or being bought/not
V 3100 Jopcode V .condo/GQ/vacant/no condo fee)
V 3100+ .$3,100 or more=state median of topcoded values V 0001 . .

0599 .$1 - $599
D MORTGAG 1 94 V 0600 Jopcode

Mortgage status V 0601+ .5601 or more = state median of topcoded values
V 0 N/A (not owned or being bought/not a one family

.house, mobile home, or condo/GO/vacant) D MOBLHOME 4 112
V 1 Mortgage deed of trust, or similar debt Mobile home costs (yearly amount)
V 2 Contract to purchase V 0000 N/A (GQ/vacant/not owned or being bought/
V 3 None V not mobile home/no costs)

V 0001 . .
D MORTGAG3 5 95 V 3399 .51 - $3,399 (cost in dollars)

Mortgage payment (monthly amount) V 3400 Jopcode
V 00000 N/A (not owned or being bought/not a one V 3401+ .$3401 or more = state median of topcoded

.family house, mobile home, or condo/GQ/vacant) V values
V 00001 .No regular payment required
V 00002. . D RFARM 1 116

01999 .52 to $1,999 Farm/nonfarm status
V 02000 Jopcode V 0 N/A (urban)
V 02001+ . $2,001 or more = state median of topcoded V 1 Rural farm

.values V 2 Rural nonfarm

D TAXINCL 1 100 D RGRENT 4 117
Payment include real estate taxes Gross rent

V 0 N/A (GO/vacant/not owned or being bought/ V 0000 N/A (GO/vacant, not rented for cash rent)
.not a one family house or condo/not mortgaged/ V 0001 . .
.No regular mortgage payment) 1499 Gross rent (dottars)

V 1 Yes, taxes included in payment V 1500 Topcode
V 2 No, taxes paid separately or taxes not required V 1501+ .1501 or more = state median of topcoded values

D INSINCL 1 101 D RGRAPI 2 121
Payment include fire/hazard/flood insurance Gross rent as a percentage of household income in

V 0 N/A (GO/vacant/not owned or being bought/ 1989
.Not a one family house, MHT or condo/not V 00 N/A (GQ/vacant/not rented for cash rent/owner
.mortgaged/no regular mortgage payment) occupied/no household income)

V 1 Yes, insurance included in payment V 01 . 1% to 9%
V 2 No, insurance paid separately or no insurance V 02 .10% to 14%

V 03 .15% to 19%
D MORTGAG2 1 102 V 04 .20% to 24%

Second mortgage or home equity loan status V 05 .25% to 29%
V 0 N/A (GQ/vacant/not owned. or being bought/. . .. �_ V 06 .30% to 34%_ _

.not a one family housL;~ mobile home, trailer or " -- V 07 .35% to 39%

.condo/not mortgaged/no second mortgage) -2 V 08 .40% to 49%
V 1 Yes V 09 .50% to 59%
V 2 No V 10 .60% to 69%

V 11 .70% to 79%
D MORTAMT2 5 103 V 12 .80% to 89%

Second mortgage payment (monthly amount) V 13 .90% to 99%
V 00000 N/A (GO/vacant/condo/not owned or being V 14 .100% or more

.bought/not a one family house/not mortgaged/
.no second mortgage) D HFILLER3 1 123

V 00001 .No regular payment required Filler
V 00002. .

00999 32 to $999



1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
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DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D ROWNRCST 5 124 D RLINGISO 1 150
Selected monthly owner costs Linguistic isolation

V 00000 N/A (not owned or being bought/not a one V 0 N/A (GQ/vacant)
V family house, mobile home, or V 1 Not linguistically isolated
V .condo/GQ/vacant/no costs) V 2 Linguistically isolated
V 00001 . .

20299 Monthly owner costs to dollars D RHHFAMTP 2 151
V 20300 Jopcode Household/family type

V 00 N/A (GO/vacant)
D RNSMOCPI 3 129 V 01 .Married-couple family household

Selected monthly owner costs as a percentage of V Other family household:
household income in 1989 V 02 Male householder

V 000 N/A (not owned or being bought/not a one family V 03 .Female householder
.house, mobile home, or condo/GQ/vacant/no HH V Nonfamily household:
.income) V Male householder:

V 001 . .100 .1% to 100% V 11 Living alone
V 101 .101% or more V 12 Not living alone

V Female householder:
D RRENTUNT 1 132 V 21 Living alone

Specified rent unit V 22 Not living alone
V 0 Not specified rent unit
V 1 Specified rent unit D RNATADPT 2 153

Number of own natural born/adopted children in
D RVALUNT 1 133 household'(unweighted)

Specified value unit V 00 .11/A(GQ/vacant/no own natural born/adopted
V 0 Not specified value unit V children)
V 1 Specified value unit V 01 . .28 Number of own children natural born/adopted

.children in household
D RFAMINC 7 134

Family income D RSTPCHLD 2 155
V 0000000 .N/A(GQ/vacant/no income) Number of own stepchildren in household (unweighted)
V -999999 . . V 00 .N/A(GQ/vacant/no own stepchildren)
V 9999999 Total family income in dollars (See user notes V 01 . .28 Number of own stepchildren in household

.for state maximum and minimum values)
D RFAMPERS 2 157

D RHHINC 7 141 Number of persons in family (unweighted)
Household income V 00 N/A (GQ/vacant/non-family household)

V 0000000 .N/A(GQ/vacant/no income) V 01 . .29 Number of persons in family
V -999999.

9999999 Total household income in dollars (See user notes D RRELCHLD 2 159
.for state maximum and minimum values) Number of related children in household (unweighted)

V 00 N/A (GO/vacant/no related children)
D RWRKR89 1 148 V 01 . .28 Number of related children in household

workers in family in 1989
V 0 N/A (GQ/vacant/non-family household) D RNONREL 1 161
V 1 No workers Presence of nonrelatives in household
V 2 .1 worker V 0 N/A (No nonrelatives in household/GQ/vacant)
V 3 .2 workers _ V 1 .1 or more nonrelatives in household
V 4 .3 or more workefts in family

D R18UNDR 1 162
D RHHLANG 1 149 Presence of person under 18 years in household

Household Language V 0 N/A (No person under 18 in household/GQ/vacant)
V 0 N/A (GO/vacant) V 1 .1 or more person under 18 in household
V 1 English only
V 2 Spanish D R60OVER 1 163
V 3 Other Indo-European Language Presence of persons 60 years and over in household
V 4 Asian or Pacific Island Language V 0 N/A (No person 60 and over/GQ/vacant)
V 5 Other Language V 1 .1 person 60 and over (unweighted)

V 2 .2 or more person 60 and over (unweighted)



Number of bedrooms allocation
D AUNITS1

	

1

	

166

	

V

	

0 No
Units in structure allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D APLUMBNG

	

1

	

17'9
Complete plumbing facilities allocation

D AROOMS

	

1

	

167

	

V

	

0 No
Rooms allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 .No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D AKITCHEN

	

1

	

180
Complete kitchen facilities allocation

D ATENURE

	

1

	

168

	

V

	

0 No
Tenure allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D APHONE

	

1

	

181
Telephones in house allocation

D AACRES1

	

1

	

169

	

V

	

0 No
on ten acres or more allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D AVEHICLE

	

1

	

182
Vehicles available by household allocation

D ACOMMUSE

	

1

	

170

	

V

	

0 No
Business or medical office on property allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D AFUEL

	

1

	

183
House heating fuel allocation

D AVALUE

	

1

	

171

	

V

	

0 No
Value allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D AWATER

	

1

	

184
Source of water allocation

D ARENT1

	

1

	

172

	

V

	

0 No
Monthly rent allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D ASEWER

	

1

	

185
Sewage disposal allocation

D AMEALS

	

1

	

173 .

	

V

	

0 No
Meals included in rent aL16c'stion

	

-V

	

1

	

Yes
V

	

0 .No
V

	

1 Yes

	

D AYRBUILT

	

1

	

186
When structure first built allocation

D AVACNCY2

	

1

	

174

	

V

	

0 No
Vacancy status allocation

	

V

	

1

	

Yes from not answered
V

	

0

	

No

	

V

	

2

	

Yes "don't know"
V

	

1 Yes
D ACONDO

	

1

	

187
D AVACNCY3

	

1

	

175

	

House or apartment part of condominium allocation
Boarded up status allocation

	

V

	

0

	

No
V

	

0 No

	

V

	

1 Yes
V

	

1 Yes

5-16

	

RECORD CONTENTS

1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA
HOUSING

DATA SIZE BEGIN

SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
UNIT RECORD

DATA SIZE BEGIN

D R650VER 1 164 D AVACNCY4 1 176
Presence of person 65 years and over in household Months vacant allocation

V 0 N/A (No person 65 and over/GQ/vacant) V 0 No
V 1 .1 person 65 and over (unweighted) V 1 Yes
V 2 .2 or more person 65 and over (unweighted)

D AYRMOVED 1 177
D RSUBFAM 1 165 When moved into this house or apartment allocation

Presence of subfamilies in Household V 0 No
V 0 N/A (No subfamilies or not V 1 Yes
V .applicable/Go/vacant)
V 1 .1 or more subfamilies D ABEDROOM 1 178



D A140BLH14E

	

1

	

203
D AGASCST

	

1

	

191

	

Mobile home costs allocation
Gas (yearly cost) allocation

	

V

	

0 No
V

	

0 No

	

Y

	

1 Yes
Y

	

1 Yes

D AWATRCST

	

1

	

192
Water (yearly cost) allocation

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D FUELCST

	

1

	

193
House heating fuel (yearly cost) allocation

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D ATAXAMT

	

1

	

194
Taxes on property allocation

Y

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AINSA14T

	

1

	

195
Fire, hazard, flood insurance allocation

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AMORTG

	

1

	

196
Mortgage status allocation

V

	

0 .No
V

	

1 Yes no answer
V

	

2 Yes from junior mortgage

D AMORTG3

	

1 . __

	

197
Regular mortgge payment allocation"

V

	

0 No
Y

	

1 Yes

D ATAXINCL

	

1

	

198
Payment include real estate taxes allocation

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AINSINCL

	

1

	

199
Payment include fire, hazard, flood insurance
allocation

Y

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D FILLER

	

28

	

204

RECORD CONTENTS
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1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA
HOUSING

DATA SIZE BEGIN

SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
UNIT RECORD

DATA SIZE BEGIN

D AONEACRE 1 188 D AMORTG2 1 200
House on less than 1 acre allocation Second mortgage status allocation

Y 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AAGSALES 1 189 D AMRTAMT2 1 201
1989 Sales of Agricultural Products allocation Second mortgage payment allocation

V 0 No V 0 NO
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AELECCST 1 190 D ACNDOFEE 1 202
Electricity (yearly cost) allocation Condominium fee allocation

V 0 No V 0 No
Y 1 Yes Y 1 Yes
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RECORD CONTENTS

1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S. DATA DICTIONARY
PERSON RECORD

DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D RECTYPE 1 1 D REMPLPAR 3 26
Record Type Employment status of parents

V P Person Record V 000 N/A (not own child of householder, and not
child in subfamily)

D SERIALNO 7 2 - V Living with two parents:
V 0000000. . V Both parents in labor force:
V 9999999 Housing unit/GO person serial number unique V 111 Both parents at work 35 or more hours
V identifier assigned within state or state group V 112 Father only at work 35 or more hours

V 113 Mother only at work 35 or more hours
D RELATI 2 9 V 114 Neither parent at work 35 or more hours

Relationship V Father only in labor force:
V 00 Householder V 121 Father at work 35 or more hours
V 01 Husband/wife V 122 Father not at work 35 or more hours
V ' 02 Son/daughter V Mother only in labor force:
V 03 Stepson/stepdaughter V 133 Mother at work 35 or more hours
V 04 Brother/sister V 134 Mother not at work 35 or more hours
V 05 Father/mother V 141 Neither parent in labor force
V 06 Grandchild V Living with one parent :
V 07 Other relative V Living with father:

Not related V 211 Father at work 35 or more hours
V 08 .Roomer/boarder/foster child V 212 Father not at work 35 or more hours
V 09 Housemate/roommate V 213 Father not in labor force
V 10 Unmarried partner V Living with mother :
V 11 Other nonrelative V 221 Mother at work 35 or more hours

Group quarters V 222 Mother not at work 35 or more hours
V 12 Institutionalized person V 223 Mother not in labor force
V 13 Other persons in group quarters

D RPOB 2 29
D SEX 1 11 Place of birth (Recore)

Sex V 10 Born in State of residence
V 0 Male V Born in other State in the U.S . :
V 1 .Female V 21 Northeast

V 22 Midwest
D RACE 3 12 V 23 South

Recoded detailed race code (Appendix C) V 24 West
V 001-037 .(See appendix C) V U.S . outlying areas :
V 301-327 American Indian Tribes V 31 Puerto Rico

V 32 American Samoa
D AGE 2 15 V 33 Guam

Age V 34 Northern Marianas
V 00 Less than 1 year V 35 US Virgin Islands
V 01 . .89 Age in years V 36 Elsewhere
V 90 .90 or more years old V 40 Born abroad of American parents

V Foreign born :
D MARITAL 1 17 V 51 Naturalized citizen

Marital status V 52 Not a citizen
V 0 Now married, except separated
V 1 Widowed D RSPOUSE 1 31
V 2 Divorced - Married, spouse present/spouse absent
V 3 Separated V 0 N/A (less than 15 years old)
V 4 Never married or under 15 years old V 1 Now married, spouse present

V 2 Now married, spouse absent
D PWGT1 4 18 V 3 Widowed

Person's weight V 4 Divorced
V 0001 . . V 5 Separated
V 1152 Person's weight V 6 Never married

D PFILLERI 4 22
Filler



1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S. DATA DICTIONARY
PERSON RECORD

DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

	

DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

D ROWNCHLD

	

1

	

32

	

D POVERTY

	

3

	

41
own child

	

Person poverty status recode (See appendix B)

V

	

0

	

Own child

	

V

	

000 N/A
V

	

1

	

Not own child

	

V

	

001. .500 .% Below or above poverty status value
. .

	

V

	

501 .501% or more of poverty value
D RAGECHLD

	

1

	

33
Presence and ape of own children

	

D POS

	

3

	

44
V

	

0 N/A (male/female under 16 years old)

	

Place of birth (Appendix I)
V

	

1 With own children under 6 years only

	

V 001 . .056

	

DIPS State code (U.S . States and D.C.)
V

	

2 .With own children 6 to 17 years only

	

V 060. .099

	

Puerto Rico (072) or U.S . outlying area
V

	

3 With own children under 6 years and 6 to 17

	

V 100. .553

	

.Foreign country
.years

	

V

	

554

	

At sea
V

	

4 No own children

	

V

	

555

	

Abroad, not specified

D RRELCHLD

	

1

	

34

	

D CITIZEN

	

1

	

47
Related child

	

Citizenship
V

	

0 Related child

	

V

	

0

	

Born in the U.S.
V

	

1 Not related child

	

V

	

1

	

Born in Puerto Rico, Guam, and outlying areas
V

	

2

	

Born abroad of American parents
D RELAT2

	

1

	

35

	

V

	

3

	

.U .S . citizen by naturalization
Detailed relationship (other relative)

	

V

	

4

	

Not a citizen of the U.S
V

	

0 N/A (GO/not other relative)
V

	

1 .Son-in-law/daughter-in-law

	

D IMMIGR

	

2

	

48
V

	

2 .Father-in-law/mother-in-law

	

Year of entry
V

	

3 .Brother-in-law/sister-in-law

	

V

	

00

	

Born in the U.S .
V

	

4 Nephew/niece

	

V

	

01

	

.1987 to 1990
V

	

5 Grandparent

	

V

	

02

	

.1985 to 1986
V

	

6 Uncle/aunt

	

V

	

03

	

.1982 to 1984
V

	

7 Cousin

	

V

	

04

	

.1980 or 1981
V

	

8

	

Other related by blood or marriage 5+h<.~ rteG

	

V

	

05

	

.1975 to 1979
V

	

9 Other relative

	

V

	

06

	

.1970 to 1974
V

	

07

	

.1965 to 1969
D SUBFAM2

	

1

	

36

	

V

	

08

	

.1960 to 1964
Subfamily number

	

V

	

09

	

.1950 to 1959
V

	

0 N/A (GO/not in a subfamily)

	

V

	

10

	

Before 1950
V

	

1 In subfamily 1
V

	

2 In subfamily 2

	

D SCHOOL

	

1

	

50
V

	

3 In subfamily 3

	

School enrollment
V

	

0

	

N/A (less than 3 years old)
D SUBFAM1

	

1

	

37

	

V

	

1

	

Not attending school
Subfamily relationship

	

V

	

2

	

Yes, public school, public college
V

	

0 N/A (GO/not in a subfamily)

	

V

	

3

	

Yes, private school, private college
V

	

1 Husband/wife
V

	

2 Parent in a parent/child subfamily

	

D YEARSCH

	

2

	

51
V

	

3 Child in subfamily

	

Educational attainment
V

	

00 N/A (less than 3 years old)
D HISPANIC

	

3

	

38

	

V

	

01 No school completed
Detailed Hispanic origin code (See appendix I)

	

V

	

02 Nursery school
V 000,006. . .

	

V

	

03 Kindergarten
V

	

04 .1st, 2nd, 3rd, or 4th grade
V

	

05 .5th, 6th, 7th, or 8th grade
V

	

06 .9th grade
V

	

07 .10th grade
V

	

08 .11th grade
V

	

09 .12th grade, no diploma
V

	

10 High school graduate, diploma or GED
V

	

11 Some college, but no degree
V

	

12 Associate degree in college, occupational program
V

	

13 Associate degree in college, academic program

RECORD CONTENTS

	

5-19

199 .
V 001,210 . .

Not hispanic

220 Mexican, mex-am
V 002,261 . .

270 Puerto Rican
V 003,271 . .

274 Cuban
V 221 . .230 Central American
V 231 . .249 South American
V 275. .289 Dominican
V 004,200. .

209,250. .
260

V 290. .401 Other Hispanic



1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S. DATA DICTIONARY
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V

V

D

V
V
V
V
V
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RECORD CONTENTS

DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

V 14 Bachelor's degree D MILITARY 1 72
V 15 Master's degree Military service
V 16 Professional degree V 0 N/A (less than 16 years old)
V 17 Doctorate degree V 1 Yes, now on active duty

V 2 Yes, on active duty in past, but not now
D ANCSTRY1 3 53 V 3 Yes, service in reserves or national guard only

Ancestry - first entry (See appendix I) V 4 No service
V 001 . .998 Ancestry codes - first entry
V 999 Not reported D RVETSERV 2 73

Veteran period of service
D ANCSTRY2 3 56 V 00 N/A (less than 16 years old, no active duty)

Ancestry - second entry (See appendix I) V 01 September 1980 or later only
V 000 No secondary ancestry V 02 May 1975 to August 1980 only
V 001 . .998 Ancestry codes V 03 May 1975 to August 1980 and September 1980
V 999 Not reported V or later only

V 04 Vietnam era, no Korean conflict, no WWII
D MOBILITY 1 59 V 05 .Vietnam era and Korean conflict, no WWII

Mobility status (lived here on April 1, 1985) V 06 Vietnam era and Korean conflict and WWII
V 0 .N/A(Less than 5 years old) V 07 February 1955 to July 1964 only
V 1 Yes same house (normovers) V 08 Korean conflict, no Vietnam era, no WWII
V 2 No, different house (movers) V 09 Korean conflict and WWII, no Vietnam era

V 10 WWII, no Korean conflict, no Vietnam era
D MIGSTATE 2 60 V 11 Other service

Migration - State or foreign country code
(Appendix I) D SEPT80 1 75

V 00 N/A (person less than 5 years old/lived Served September 1980 or later
V .in same house in 1985) V 0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years
V 01 . .56 FIPS state code (U.S . States and D .C.) V old)
V 72 Puerto Rico V 1 Served this period
V 98 Other abroad in 1985
V 99 State not identified (B sample) D MAY75880 1 76

Served May 1975 to August 1980
D MIGPUMA 5 62 V 0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years

Migration PUMA (state dependent) V old)
V 00000 N/A (person less than 5 years old/lived in V 1 Served this period

.same house in 1985)
V 00100 . . D VIETNAM 1 77

99800 Migration PUMA Served Vietnam era (August 1964 - April 1975)
V 99900 Abroad V 0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years

V . old)
D LANG1 1 67 V 1 Served this period

Language other than English at home
V 0 N/A (less than 5 years old) D FEB55 1 78
V 1 Yes, speaks another language Served February 1955 - July 1964
V 2 No, speaks only English V 0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years

V old)
D LANG2 3 68 V 1 Served this period

Language spoken at home (See appendix I)
000. .600 N/A (less than 5 years:-old/speaks only

.English)
601 . .999 Specific language codes

ENGLISH 1 71
Ability to speak English

. -:D

V
V
V

KOREAN 1 79
Served Korean conflict (June 1950 - January 1955)
0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years

old)
1 Served this period

0 N/A (less than 5 years old/speaks only English) D WWII 1 80
1 Very well Served World War II (September 1940 - July 1947)
2 Well V 0 .(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years
3 Not well V old)
4 Not at all V 1 Served this period

D PFILLER2 1 81
Filler
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DATA

	

SIZE BEGIN

D OTHRSERV

	

1

	

82

	

D RLABOR

	

1

	

91
Served any other time

	

Employment status recode
V

	

0

	

.(Did not serve this period/less than 16 years

	

V

	

0 N/A (less than 16 years old)
V

	

old)

	

V

	

1 Civilian employed, at work
V

	

1

	

Served this period

	

-

	

V

	

2 Civilian employed, with a job but not at work
V

	

3 Unemployed
D YRSSERV

	

2

	

83

	

V

	

4 Armed forces, at work
Years of active duty military service

	

V

	

5 Armed forces, with a job but not at work
V

	

00

	

N/A (less than 16 years/no active duty military

	

V

	

6 Not in labor force
V service)
V

	

01

	

.1 Year or less of service

	

D WORKLWK

	

1

	

92
V

	

02. .49

	

.2 to 49 years of service

	

Worked last week
V

	

50

	

.50 or more years of service

	

V

	

0 N/A (less than 16 years old/not at work/
V

	

.unemployed/NILF/021A not reported)
D DISABLI

	

1

	

85

	

V

	

1 Worked
Work limitation status

	

V

	

2 Did not work
V

	

0 N/A (less than 16 years, and selected persons in
V

	

GOs - See appendix C)

	

D HOURS

	

2

	

93
V

	

1 Yes, limited in kind or amount of work

	

Hours worked last week
V

	

2 No, not limited

	

V

	

00

	

N/A (less than 16 years old/not at
V .work/unemployed/NILF)

D DISABL2

	

1

	

86

	

V

	

01 . .98

	

.1 to 98 hours worked last week
Work prevented status

	

V

	

99

	

.99 or more hours worked last week

E 2

	

95
ace of work - state - (Appendix I)

N/A (not a worker--not in the labor force,
including persons under 16 years; unemployed;
employed, with a job not at work; Armed Forces,
With a job but not at work)
DIPS state code (U.S . States and D .C.)
Abroad
State not identified

5

	

97
ace of work PUMA (State dependent)

.N/A (not a worker--not in the labor force,
.including persons under 16 years;
unemployed ; employed, with a job but not at
work ; Armed Forces, with a job but not at
work)

PUMA of work
Abroad

2

	

102
ans of transportation to work

N/A (not a worker--not in the labor force,
including persons under 16 years; unemployed;
employed, with a job but not at work ; Armed
.Forces, with a job but not at work)
.Car, truck, or van
Bus or trolley bus
Streetcar or trolley car
Subway or elevated
Railroad

.Ferryboat
Taxicab
Motorcycle
Bicycle
Walked
Worked at home
Other method

RECORD CONTENTS
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D

V

FERTIL 2 89
Number of children ever born

00 N/A (less than 15 years/male)
D MEANS

M
V 01 No children V 00
V 02 .1 Child - V
V 03 .2 Children V
V 04 .3 Children V
V 05 .4 Children V 01
V 06 .5 Children V 02
V 07 .6 Children V 03
V 08 .7 Children V 04
V 09 .8 Children V 05
V 10 .9 Children V 06
V 11 .10 Children V 07
V 12 .11 Children V 08
V 13 .12 or more children V 09

V 10
V 11
V 12

V 0 .N/A(Less than 16 years, and selected persons in
V GOs - See appendix C) D POWSTA
V 1 Yes, prevented from working P
V 2 No, not prevented from working V 00

V
D MOBILLIM 1 87 V

Mobility Limitation
V 0 N/A (less than 15 years/institutionalized V 01-56
V person, and selected persons in Gos - V 98
V See appendix C) V 99
V 1 Yes, has a mobility limitation
V 2 No, does not have a mobility limitation D POWPUMA

D PERSCARE 1 88 V
P

00000
Personal care limitation V

V 0 N/A (less than 15 years/institutionalized V
V person, and selected persons in GOs - V
V See appendix C) V
V 1 Yes, has a personal care limitation V 00100 . .
V 2 No, does not have a personal care limitation 99800

V 99900
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SIZE BEGIN

3

	

115
stry
N/A (less than 16 years old/unemployed who
never worked/nilf who last worked prior to
.1985)
specific industry codes (see appendix I)

3

	

118
cupation

N/A (less than 16 years old/unemployed who
never worked/nilf who last worked prior to
.1985)
specific occupation codes (see appendix I)

1

	

121
ass of worker

N/A (less than 16 years old/unemployed who
never worked/NILF who last worked prior to
.1985)
employee of a private for profit company or
business or of an individual, for wages,
salary, or commissions
Employee of a private not-for-profit,

.tax-exempt, or charitable organization
Local government employee (city, county, etc.)
State government employee

.Federal government employee
Self-employed in own not incorporated
business, professional practice, or farm
Self-employed in own incorporated
business, professional practice or farm
Working without pay in family business or farm
Unemployed, last worked in 1984 or earlier

1

	

122
rked last year (1989)

N/A (less than 16 years old)
Worked last year
Did not work last year

2

	

123
worked last year (1989)
N/A (less than 16 years old/did not work in
.1989)
.1 to 52 weeks worked last year

2

	

125
hours worked per week last year (1989)
N/A (less than 16 years old/did not work in
.1989)
.1 To 98 usual hours
.99 Or more usual hours

6

	

127
person's earnings
N/A (no earnings)
Loss of $19996 or more

Total person's earnings in dollars
.5284000 = Topcode
State medians included

RECORD CONTENTS

V 0

V 1
V 2

D AVAIL

N/A (less than 16 years old/at work/did not
.report 026A)
.Yes
No

1 113

D

V

V

WEEK89
Weeks
00

01 . .52
Available for work

V 0 N/A (less than 16 years/at work/not looking/ D HOUR89
.026A = 0/did not.report 02_68) Usual

V 1 No, already has a V 00
V 2 No, temporarily ill
V 3 No, other reasons (in school,etc.) V 01 . .98
V 4 Yes, could have taken a job V 99

D YEARWRK 1 114 D REARMING
Year last worked Total

V 0 N/A (less than 16 years old) V 000000
V 1 .1990 V -19996
V 2 .1989 V -19995 . .
V 3 .1988 283999
V 4 .1985 to 1987 V 284000
V 5 .1980 to 1984 V 284001+
V 6 .1979 or earlier
V 7 Never worked

V 3 .3 People
V 4 .4 People
V 5 .5 People
V 6 .6 People
V 7 .7 to 9 people
V 8 .10 or more people

D OCCUP
O

V 000

V 003. .909

D DEPART 4 105 D CLASS
Time of departure for work - hour and minute C

V 0000 N/A (not a worker or worker who worked at V 0
.home) V

V 0001 . . V
2400 .Time (hour and minute of departure for V 1

.work) (2400 midnight) V
V

D TRAVTIME 2 109 V 2
Travel time to work V

V 00 N/A (not a worker or worker who worked at home) V 3
V 01 . .98 .1 to 98 minutes to get to work V 4
V 99 .99 Minutes or more to get to work V 5

V 6
D TMPABSNT 1 111 V

Temporary absence from work V 7
V 0 N/A (less than 16 years old/at work/did not V

.report 025) V 8
V 1 Yes, on layoff V 9
V 2 Yes, on vacation, temporary illness, labor

.dispute D WORK89
V 3 .No W

V 0
D LOOKING 1 112 V 1

Looking for work V 2

DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA

D RIDERS 1 104 D INDUSTRY
Vehicle occupancy Ind

V 0 N/A (not a worker or worker whose means of V 000
V transportation to work was not car, truck,
V or van) -
V 1 Drove alone V 010. .992
V 2 .2 People
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DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D RPINCOME 6 133 V 17000 Topcode
Total person's income (signed) V 17001+ .17001 or more = state median of topcoded

V 000000 N/A (no income) values
V -29997 Loss of $29997 or more
V -29996 . . - D INCOME6 5 168

400999 Total person's income in dollars Public assistance income in 1989

V 401000 Topcode of total person's income V 00000 N/A (less than 15 years/none)
V 401001+ State medians included V 00001. .

9999 S1 To $9999
D INCOMEI 6 139 V 10000 Topcode

Wages or salary income in 1989 V 10001+ .510001 or more = state median
V 000000 N/A (less than 16 years old/none)
V 000001 . . D INCOME7 5 173
V 139999 S1 - 139,999 Retirement income in 1989
V 140000 Topcode V 00000 N/A (less than 15 years/none)
V 140001+ .140001 or more = state median of topcoded V 00001 . .
V values 29999 Sl to $29999

V 30000 Topcode
D INCOME2 6 145 V 30001+ .530001 or more = state median of topcoded

Nonfarm self-employment income in 1989 (signed) values
V 000000 N/A (less than 16 years/none)
V -09999 Loss of 59,999 or more D INCOMES 5 178
V -00001 . . All other income in 1989
V -09998 Loss $1 to 59,998 V 00000 N/A (less than 15 years/none)
V 000001 Break even or Sl V 00001 . .
V 000002 . . 19999 S1 to $19999

089999 32 To 589999 V 20000 Topcode
V 090000 Topcode V 20001+ .520,001 or more = state median of topcoded
V 090001+ 390,001 or more = state median of topcoded values

.values
D AAUGMENT 1 183

D INCOME3 6 151 Augmented person (see text pp . C-5)
Farm self-employment income in 1989 (signed) V 0 No

V 000000 N/A (less than 16 years/none) V 1 Yes
V -09999 Loss of 59,999 or more
V -00001 to D ARELATI 1 184

-09998 Loss S1 to 59,998 Relationship allocation flag
V 1 Break even or $1 V 0 No
V 000002 . . V 1 Yes

053999 32 To 553999
V 054000 Topcode D ASEX 1 185
V 054001+ .554001 or more = state median of Sex allocation flag

.topcoded values V 0 No
V 1 Yes

D INCOME4 6 157
Interest, dividends, and net rental income in 1989 D ARACE 1 186
(signed) Detailed race allocation flag

V 000000 N/A (less than 15 years/none) V 0 No
V -09999 Loss of S9-,-999r ;or - more V 1 Yes
V -00001 to

-09998 Loss Sl to 59,998 D AAGE 1 187
V 1 Break even or $1 Age allocation flag
V 000002 . . V 0 No

039999 32 To $39999 V 1 Yes
V 040000 Topcode
V 040001+ .540001 or more = state median of D AMARITAL 1 188

.topcoded values Marital status allocation flag
V 0 No

D INCOME5 5 163 V 1 Yes
Social security income in 1989

V 00000 N/A (less than 15 years/none)
V 00001 . .

16999 Sl to 516999
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DATA SIZE BEGIN

D AHISPAN 1 189 D AENGLISH 1 201
Detailed Hispanic origin allocation flag Ability to speak English allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D ABIRTHPL 1 190 D AVETS1 1 202
Place of birth Military service allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D ACITIZEN 1 191 D ASERVPER 1 203
Citizenship allocation flag Military periods of service allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AIMMIGR 1 192 D AYRSSERV 1 204
Year of entry allocation flag Years of military service allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 .No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D ASCHOOL 1 193 D ADISABL1 1 205
School enrollment allocation flag work limitation status allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 .No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AYEARSCH 1 194 D ADISABL2 1 206
Highest education allocation flag Work prevention status allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 .No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AANCSTR1 1 195 D AMOBLLIM 1 207
First ancestry allocation flag Mobility limitation status allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AANCSTR2 1 196 , . D APERCARE 1 208 - -
Second ancestry allocation flag Personal care limitation status allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AMOBLTY 1 197 D AFERTIL 1 209
Mobility status allocation flag Children ever born allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 .No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D AMIGSTATE 1 198 D ALABOR 1 210
Migration state allocation flag Employment status recode allocation flag

V 0 .No V 0 .No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D ALANG1 1 199 D AHOURS 1 211
Language other than English allocation flag Hours worked last week allocation flag

V 0 .No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes

D ALANG2 1 200 D APOWST 1 212
Language spoken at home allocation flag Place of work state allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 Yes



V 0 No
D AWORK89

	

1

	

221

	

V

	

1

	

No (derived)
Worked last year allocation flag

	

V

	

2

	

Yes
V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AWKS89

	

1

	

222
Weeks worked in 1989 allocation flag

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AHOUR89

	

1

	

223
Usual hours worked per week in 1989 allocation flag

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 Yes

D AINCOME1

	

1

	

224
Wages and salary income allocation flag

V

	

0 No
V

	

1 No (derived)
V

	

2 Yes

1990 PUBLIC USE MICRODATA SAMPLES, U.S . DATA DICTIONARY
PERSON RECORD

RECORD CONTENTS
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DATA SIZE BEGIN DATA SIZE BEGIN

D AMEANS 1 213 D AINCOME2 1 225
Means of transportation to work allocation flag Nonfarm self-employment income allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 No (derived)

_ V 2 Yes
D ARIDERS 1 214

Vehicle occupancy allocation flag D AINCOME3 1 226
V 0 No Farm self-employment income allocation flag
V 1 Yes V 0 No

V 1 No (derived)
D ADEPART 1 215 V 2 Yes

Time of departure to work allocation flag
V 0 No D AINCOME4 1 227
V 1 .Yes interest, dividend, and net rental income allocation

flag
D ATRANTME 1 216 V 0 No

Travel time to work allocation flag V 1 No (derived)
V 0 No V 2 Yes
V 1 .Yes

D AINCOME5 1 228
D ALSTWRK 1 217 Social security income allocation flag

Year last worked allocation flag V 0 No
V 0 No V 1 No (derived)
V 1 Yes V 2 Yes

D AINDUSTR 1 218 D AINCOME6 1 229
Irxiustry allocation flag Public assistance allocation flag

V 0 No V 0 No
V 1 Yes V 1 No (derived)

V 2 Yes
D AOCCUP 1 219

Occupation allocation flag D AINCOME7 1 230
V 0 No Retirement income allocation flag
V 1 Yes V 0 No

V 1 No (derived)
D ACLASS 1 . 220 V 2 Yes

Class of worker allocation flag
V 0 No D AINCOMES 1 231
V 1 Yes All other income allocation flag



User Notes supply file purchasers with additional or corrected

information which becomes available after the technical

documentation or files are prepared. They are issued in a

numbered series and automatically mailed to all users who

purchase technical documentation from the Census Bureau.

Other users may obtain them by subscribing to the User Note
series. Contact Customer Services (301-763-4100) for

subscription information.

USER NOTES

Each User Note has a cover sheet which should be filed

following this page . Technicaldocumentationreplacement pages

will follow the cover sheet. These pages need to be filed in their

proper location and the original pages destroyed. Replacement

pages can be readily identified, since they have the User Note

date on the lower outside portion of each page.
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This section contains definitions for geographic entities used in various census products . 1990 PUMS products
include a non-standard census geographical entity called the Public Use Microdata Area (PUMA) of which the
lowest level released on the file is "groups of census tracts." All geography on the PUMS must represent

areas with 100,000 or more persons.

CONTENT'S

Alaska Native Regional Corporation (ANRC) (See American
Indian andAlaska Native Area)

Alaska Native Village (ANV) (See American k7dan andAlaska
Native Area)

Alaska Native Village Statistical Area (See American Indian
andAlaska Native Area)

American Indian and Alaska Native Area_--------------------
American Indian Reservation (See American Indian andAlaska

Native Area, see County Subdivision)
American Indian Reservation and Trust Land (SeeAmerican

Indian andAlaska Native Area)
American Samoa (See Outlying Areas ofthe United States, see

State)
Area Neaswernent-----------------------------------------
Assessment District (See County Subdivision)
Block -----------------------------------------------------

Block Group (BG) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Block Numbering Area (BNA) (See Census Tract andBlock
NumberingArea)

Borough (See County Subdivision see Place)

Borough and Census Area (Alaska) (See county)
Boundary Changes ----------------------------------------
Census Area (Alaska) (see C
Census Block (See Block)
Census Code (See Geographic Code)
Census County Division (CCD) (See county subdivision)
Census Designated Place (CDP) (See Place)

Census Division (See Census Region and Census Division)

Census Geographic Code (See Geographic Code)
Census Region and Census Division -----------------------
Census Subarea (Alaska) (See County subdivision)
Census Tract and Block Numbering Area _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Central City (See Metropolitan Area)
Central Place (See UrbanizedArea)
City (See Place)
Congressional District (CD) --------------------------------
Consolidated City (See Place)
Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area (CIIRSA) (See
Metropolitan Area)

county ---------------------------------------------------
County Subdivision________________________________________
(rows of Vessels (See Area Measurement, see Block see
Census Tract andBlock NunberingArea)

Division (See Census Region andDiii,

	

eCounty Subdivisivsonse on)
Election District (See County Subdivision, see Voting District)
Extended City (See Urban and Rural)
Famr (See Urbanand Rural)

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) Code
(See Geographic Code)

Geographic Block Group (See Block Group)
Geographic Code ----- _ . .:-.: -------------------------------:'A-:7

Inventory Presentation (See Geographic Presentation)
Land Area (See Area Measurement)

AREA CLASSIFICATIONS

APPENDIX A.
Area Classifications

Geographic Presentation ----------------------------------

	

A-7
Gore (See County Subdivision)
Grant (See Coarty Subdivision)
Guam (See OutlyingAreas of the united States, see State)
Hierarchical Presentation (See Geogfaphk Presentation)
Historic Areas of Oklahoma (See American lindran and
Alaska Nat" Area, Tribal Aaisdrchon StatisticalArea)

Historical Counts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

	

A-8
Incorporated Place (See Place)
Independent City (See County)
Internal Point ---------------------------------------------

	

A-8

These definitions are for all geographic entities and
concepts that the Census Bureau will include in its stand-
ard 1990 census data products. Not all entities and con-
cepts are shown in any one 1990 census data product. For
a description of geographic areas included in each data
product, see appendix F.

AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALASKA NATIVE AREA

Alaska Native Regional Corporation (ANRC)

Alaska Native Regional Corporations (ANRC's) are cor-
porate entities established undertheAlaska Native Claims
Settlement Act of 1972, Public Law 92-203, as amended
by Public Law 94-204, to conduct both business and
nonprofit affairs of Alaska Natives. Alaska is divided into

Latitude (See Intemal Paw)
Longitude (See Internal Port)
Magma District (See County Subdivision)
Metropolitan Area (MA) - . . _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _- . _ _ . _ _ A-8
Metropogun Statistical Area (MSA) (See Metropobtan Area)
1liror Civil Division (IIACD) (see County subdivision)

Northern Malaria Islands (See OutlyingAreas of the United

A-1
States, see State)

Outlying Areas of the United States ----------------------- A-9

PRISU (See OutlyingAreas ofthe United States, see State)
Parish (Louisiana) (see County)
Parish Governing Authority District (See Comfy Subdivision)
Place ---------------------------------------------------- A-9

A-3
Plantation (See caanry subdivision)
Population or Housing Unit Density ----------------------- A-11

A-3
Precinct (See county Subd4vis~ see Voting District)
Prinary Metropoltan Statistical Area (PMSA) (see

A-4 Metropolitan Area)
Puerto Rico (See OutlyingAreas of the United States, see State)
Purchase (See County Subdivision)

Region (See Census RegionandCensus Division)

A-4 RUrai (See Urban and Rural)
selected States (See County Subdivision, see State)
State ---------------------------------------------------- A-11

visors' District (See county Subdivisi-)
Tabulation Block Group (See Block Group)
TIGER --------------------------------------------------- A-11
Town (See County Subdvksior>, see Place)
Township (See County SuMvision)

A-4
Tract (See Census Tract and Block NunbefingArea)

Tribal Designated Statistical Area VIM) (See American
A-5 Indian andAlaska Native Area)

Tribal Jurisdiction Statistical Area (TJSA) (see American
Indian andAlaska Nat" Area)

Trust Land (See American Indian and Alaska Native Area)

A-6 United States -------------------------------------------- A-11
Unorganlmed Territory (unorg.) (See County Subdivision)
Urban and Rural ----------------------------------------- A-11
Urbanized Area (UA) ------------------------------------- A-12

A-6
Village (See Place)

A-6
Virgin Islands (See Outlying Areas of the United States, see State)
Voting District (VTD) ------------------------------------- A-13
Water Area (See Area Measurement)
ZIP Code* ----------------------------------------------- A-13



12 ANRC's that cover the entire State, except for the

Annette Islands Reserve. The boundaries of the 12

ANRC's were established by the Department of the

Interior, in cooperation with Alaska Natives. Each ANRC

was designed to include, as far as practicable, Alaska

Natives with acommon heritage andcommon interests.

The ANRC boundaries for the 1990 census were iden-

tified by the Bureau of Land Management . A 13th region

was established for Alaska Natives whoare not perma-

nent residents andwho chose not to enroll in one of the

12 ANRC's; no census products are prepared for the

13th region. ANRC's were first identified for the 1980

census .

Each ANRC is assigned a two-digit census code

ranging from 07 through 84. These census codes are

assigned in alphabetical order of the ANRC's.

Alaska Native Village (ANV) Statistical Area

Alaska Native villages (ANV's) constitute tribes, bands,

clans, groups, villages, communities, or associations in

Alaska that are recognized pursuant to the Alaska

Native Claims Settlement Act of 1972, Public Law

92-203. Because ANV's do not have legally designated

boundaries, the Census Bureau has established Alaska

Native village statistical areas (ANVSA's) for statistical

purposes . For the 1990 census, the Census Bureau

cooperated with officials of the nonprofit corporation

within each participating Alaska Native Regional Corpo-

ration (ANRC), as well as other knowledgeable officials,

to delineate boundaries that encompass the settled

area associated with each ANV. ANVSA's are located

within ANRC's and do not cross ANRC boundaries .

ANVSA's for the 1990 census replace the ANV's that

the Census Bureau recognized for the 1980 census .

Each ANVSA is assigned a four-digit census code

ranging from 6001 through 8989 . Each ANVSA also is

assigned a five-digit FIPS code . Both the census and

FIPS codesare assigned in alphabetical order of ANVSA's.

American Indian Reservation and Trust Land

American Indian Reservation-Federal American Indian

reservations are areas with boundaries established by

treaty, statute, and/ or executive or court order, and

recognized by the Federal Government- as territory in.
which American Indian tribes have jurisdiction. State

reservations are lands held in trust by State govern-

ments for the use and benefit of a given tribe. The

reservations andtheir boundaries were identified forthe

1990 census by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA),

Department of Interior (for Federal reservations), and

State governments (for State reservations). The names

of American Indian reservations recognized by State
governments, but not by the Federal Government, are
followed by "(State) ." Areas composed of reservation
lands that are administered jointly and/or are claimed

A2

by two reservations, as identified by the BIA, are called

"joint areas," and are treated as separate American
Indian reservations for census purposes .

Federal reservations may cross State boundaries,

and Federal and State reservations may cross county,

county subdivision, and place boundaries . For reserva-

tions that crossState boundaries, only the portion of the

reservations in a given State are shown in the data

products for that State; the entire reservations are

shown in data products forthe United States .

Each American Indian reservation is assigned a

four-digit census code ranging from 0001 through4989 .

These census codes are assigned in alphabetical order
of American Indian reservations nationwide, except that

joint areas appear at the end of the code range. Each

American Indian reservation also is assigned afive-digit

FIPS code ; because the FIPS codes are assigned in

alphabetical sequence of American Indian reservations

within each State, the FIPS code is different in each

State for reservations in more than one State.

Trust Land-Trust lands are property associated with a
particular American Indian reservation or tribe, held in
trust by the Federal Government. Trust lands may be

held in trust either for a tribe (tribal trust land) or for an

individual member of a tribe (individual trust land). Trust

lands recognized for the 1990 census comprise all tribal

trust lands and inhabited individual trust lands located

outside of a reservation boundary . As with other Amer-

ican Indian areas, trust lands may be located in more

than one State. Only the trust lands in agiven State are

shownin the data products for that State; all trust lands

associated with a reservation or tribe are shown in data

products for the United States . The Census Bureau first

reported data for tribal trust lands for the 1980 census .

Trust lands areassigned afour-digit census code and

a five-digit FIPS code, the same as that for the reser-

vation with which they are associated . Trust lands not

associated with a reservation are presented by tribal

name, interspersed alphabetically among the reserva-

tions.

Tribal Designated Statistical Area (TDSA)

Tribal designated statistical areas (fDSA's) areareas,

delineated outside Oklahoma by federally- and State-

,recognized tribes without a land base or associated
trust lands, to provide statistical areas for which the
Census Bureau tabulates data. TDSA's representareas

generally containing the American Indian population

over which federally-recognized tribes have jurisdiction

and areas in which State tribes provide benefits and

services to their members. The names of TDSA's
delineated by State-recognized tribes are followed by

"(State) ." The Census Bureau did notrecognizeTDSA's

before the 1990 census.

Each TDSA is assigned a four-digit census code

ranging from 9001 through 9589 . The census codesare
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assigned in alphabetical order of TDSA's nationwide .
Each TDSA also is assigned a five-digit FIPS code in

alphabetical order within State.

Tribal Jurisdiction Statistical Area (i'JSA)

Tribal jurisdiction statistical areas (TJSA's) areareas,
delineated by federally-recognized tribes in Oklahoma
without a reservation, for which the Census Bureau
tabulates data. TJSA's represent areas generally con-
taining the American Indian population over which one
or more tribal governments have jurisdiction ; if tribal
officials delineated adjacent TJSA's so that they include
some duplicate territory, the overlap area is called a

"joint usearea," which is treatedas aseparate TJSA for
census purposes.

TJSA's replace the "Historic Areas of Oklahoma
(excluding urbanized areas)" shown in 1980 census
data products. The Historic Areas of Oklahoma com-
prised the territory located within reservations that had
legally established boundaries from 1900 to 1907; these
reservations were dissolved during the 2- to 3-year
period preceding the statehood of Oklahoma in 1907 .
The Historic Areas of Oklahoma (excluding urbanized
areas) were identified only for the 1980 census.

Each TJSA is assigned a four-digit census code
ranging from 5001 through 5989. The census codesare
assigned in alphabetical order of TJSA's, except that
joint areas appear at the end of the code range. Each
TJSA also is assigned a five-digit FIPS code in alpha-
betical order within Oklahoma.

AREA NEASURENENT

Area measurements provide the size, in square kilo-
meters (also in square miles in printed reports), recorded
for each geographic entity for which the Census Bureau
tabulatesdata in general-purpose data products (except
crews-of-vessels entities and ZIP Codes). (Square kilo-
meters may be divided by 2.59 to convert an area
measurement to square miles.) Area was calculated
from the specific set of boundaries recorded for the
entity in the Census Bureau's geographic data base
(see "TIGER") . On machine-readable files, area mea-
surements are shown to three decimal places ; the
decimal point is implied. In printed reports and listings,
area measurements are shown to one decimal.

TheCensus Bureau provides measurements for both
land area and total water area for the 1990 census ; the
water figure includes inland, coastal, Great Lakes, and
territorial water. (For the 1980 census, the Census
Bureau provided area measurements for land andinland
water.) The Census Bureau will provide measurements
for the component types of water for the affected
entities in aseparate file. "Inland water" consists of any
lake, reservoir, pond, or similar body of water that is
recorded in the Census Bureau's geographic data base.
It also includes any river, creek, canal, stream, or similar
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feature that is recorded in that data base as a two-

dimensional feature (rather than as a single line). The

portions of the oceans and related large embayments

(such as the Chesapeake Bay and Puget Sound), the

Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea that belong to

the United States and its territories are considered to be

"coastal" and "territorial" waters ; the Great Lakes are
treatedas a separate water entity. Rivers and bays that

empty into these bodies of water are treatedas "inland

water" from the point beyond which they are narrower

than one nautical mile across. Identification of land and

inland, coastal, and territorial waters is for statistical

purposes, and does not necessarily reflect legal defini-

tions thereof.
By definition, census blocks do not include water

within their boundaries ; therefore, the water area of a

block is always zero . Land area measurements may
disagree with the information displayedon census maps

and in the TIGER file because, for area measurement
purposes, features identified as "intermittent water"
and "glacier" are reported as land area . Forthis reason,

it may not be possible to derive the land area for an
entity by summing the land area of its component

census blocks . In addition, thewaterarea measurement
reported for some geographic entities includes water
that is not included in any lower-level geographic entity.
Therefore, because water is contained only in a higher-
level geographic entity, summing the water measure-

ments for all the component lower-level geographic
entities will not yield the waterarea of that higher-level
entity . This occurs, for example, where water is associ-
ated with acounty but is not within the legal boundary of
any minor civil division, or the water is associated with a
State but is not within the legal boundary of any county.
Crews-of-vessels entities (see "CensusTract and Block
Numbering Area" and "Block") do not encompass
territory andtherefore have no area measurements. ZIP
Codes do not have specific boundaries, and therefore,
also do not have area measurements .
The accuracy of any area measurement figure is

limited by the inaccuracy inherent in (1) the location and
shape of the variousboundary features in thedata base,
and (2) rounding affecting the last digit in all operations
that compute and/or sum the area measurements .

BLOCK

Census blocks are small areas bounded on all sides
by visible features such as streets, roads, streams, and
railroad tracks, and by invisible boundaries such as city,
town, township, and county limits, property lines, and
short, imaginary extensions of streets and roads.

Tabulation blocks, used in census data products, are
in most casesthe same as collection blocks, used in the
census enumeration. In some cases, collection blocks
have been "split" into two or more parts required for
data tabulations. Tabulation blocks do not cross the
boundaries of counties, county subdivisions, places,
census tracts or block numbering areas, American



Indian and Alaska Native areas, congressional districts,

voting districts, urbanor rural areas, or urbanized areas.
The 1990 census is the first for which the entire United
States and its possessions are block-numbered

Blocks are numbered uniquely within each census

tract or BNA. A block is identified by a three-digit
number, sometimes with a single alphabetical suffix.

Block numbers with suffixes generally represent collec-

tion blocks that were "split" in order to identify separate
geographic entities that divide the original block. For

example, when a city limit runs through data collection
block 101, the data for the portion inside the city is
tabulated in block 101A andthe portion outside, in block

101B. A block number with the suffb(
"Z"

represents a
"crews-of-vessels" entity for whichthe Census Bureau

tabulates data, but that does not represent a true
geographic area; such a block is shown on census
maps associated with an anchor symbol and a census

tract or block numbering area with a .99 suffix .

BLOCK GROUP(BG)

Geographic Block Group

A geographic block group (BG) is a cluster of blocks
having the same first digit of their three-digit identifying

numbers within a census tract or block numbering area
(BNA). For example, BG 3within a census tract or BNA
includes all blocks numbered between 301 and 397. In
most cases, the numbering involves substantially fewer
than 97 blocks . Geographic BG's never cross census
tract or BNA boundaries, but may cross the boundaries
of county subdivisions, places, American Indian and
Alaska Native areas, urbanized areas, voting districts,
andcongressional districts . BG'sgenerally contain between
250 and 550 housing units, with the ideal size being400
housing units.

Tabulation Block Group

In the data tabulations, a geographic BG may be split

to present data for every unique combination of county
subdivision, place, American Indian and Alaska Native
area, urbanized area, voting district, urban/ rural and
congressional district shown in the data product; for
example, if BG 3 is partly in a city and partly outside the
city, there will be separate tabulated records for each
portion of BG 3. BG's are used in tabulating decennial
census data nationwide in the= 1990 -census, -- in all
block-numbered areas in the 1980 census, and in Tape
Address Register (TAR) areas in the 1970 census. For
purposes of data presentation, BG's are a substitute for
the enumeration districts (ED's) used for reporting data
in many parts of the United States for the 1970 and
1980 censuses, and in all areas for pre-1970 censuses .

BOUNDARY CHANGES

The boundaries of some counties, county subdivi-
sions, American Indian and Alaska Native areas, and
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many incorporated places, changed between those
reported for the 1980 census and January 1, 1990 .
Boundary changes to legal entities result from :

1 . Annexations to or detachments from legally estab-
lished governmental units.

2. Mergers or consolidations of two or more govern-
mental units.

3. Establishment of new governmental units.

4. Disincorporations or disorganizations of existing
governmental units.

5. Changes in treaties and Executive Orders .

The historical counts shown for counties, county
subdivisions, and places are not updated for such
changes, and thus reflect the population and housing
units in the area as delineated at each census . Informa-
tion on boundary changes reported between the 1980
and 1990 censuses for counties, county subdivisions,
and incorporated places is presented in the "User
Notes" section of thetechnical documentation of Sum-
mary Tape Files 1 and 3, and in the 1990 CPH-2,
Population andHousingUnit Counts printed reports. For
information on boundary changes for such areas in the
decade preceding other decennial censuses, see the
Number of Inhabitants reports for each census . Bound-
ary changes are not reported for some areas, such as
census designated places and block groups .

CENSUS REGION ANDCENSUS DIVISION

Census Division

Census divisions are groupings of States that are
subdivisions of the four census regions. There are nine
divisions, whichthe Census Bureau adopted in 1910 for
the presentation of data The regions, divisions, and
their constituent States are:

Northeast Region

NewEngland Division.

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut

Middle Atlantic Division:

New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania

NGdwest Region

East North Central Division :

Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin

West North Central Division:

Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, NorthDakota, SouthDakota,
Nebraska, Kansas
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South Region

Sodh Atlantic Division:

Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia,

West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida

East South Central Division:

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi

West South Central Division:

Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas

West Region

Mountain Division:

Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico,

Arizona, Utah, Nevada

Pacific Division:

Washington, Oregon, California, Alaska, Hawaii

Census Region

Census regions are groupings of States that subdi-

vide the United States for the presentation of data.

There are four regions-Northeast, Midwest, South, and

West. Each of the four census regions is divided into

two or more census divisions. Priorto 1984, the Midwest

region was named the North Central region . From 1910,

when census regions were established, through the

1940's, there were three regions-North, South, and

West.

CENSUS TRACT AND BLOCK NUMBERING
AREA

Block Numbering Area (BNA)

Block numbering areas (BMA's) are small statistical

subdivisions of a county for grouping and numbering

blocks in nonmetropolitan counties where local census

statistical areas committees have not established cen-

sus tracts. State agencies and the Census Bureau

delineated BMA's for the 1990 census, using guidelines

similar to those for the delineation of census tracts .

BMA's do not cross county boundaries:

	

- .

BMA's are identified -by a four-digit basic number and

may have a two-digit suffix ; for example, 9901 .07 . The

decimal point separating the four-digit basic BNA num-

ber from the two-digit suffix is shown in printed reports,

in microfiche, and on census maps; in machine-readable

files, the decimal point is implied Many BMA's do not

have a suffix; in such cases, the suffix field is left blank

in all data products. BNA numbers range from 9501

through 9989.99, and are unique within a county (num-

bers in the range of 0001 through 9499.99 denote a

census tract) . The suffix .99 identifies a BNA that was
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populated entirely by persons aboard one or more

civilian or military ships . A "crews-of-vessels" BNA

appears on census maps only as an anchor symbol with

its BNA number (and block numbers on maps showing

block numbers) ; the BNA relatesto the ships associated

with the onshore BMA's having the same four-digit basic

number. Suffixes in the range .80 through .98 usually

identify BMA's that either were revised or were created

during the 1990 census data collection activities . Some

of these revisions produced RNA's that have extremely

small land area and may have little or no population or

housing. For data analysis, such a BNA can be summa-

rized with an adjacent BNA.

Census Tract

Census tracts are small, relatively permanent statis-

tical subdivisions of a county. Census tracts are delin-

eated forall metropolitan areas (MA's) and otherdensely

populated counties by local census statistical areas

committees following Census Bureau guidelines (more

than 3,000 census tracts have been established in 221

counties outside MA's). Six States (California, Connect-

icut, Delaware, Hawaii, New Jersey, and Rhode Island)

and the District of Columbia are covered entirely by

census tracts. Census tracts usually have between

2,500 and 8,000 persons and, when first delineated, are

designed to be . homogeneous with respect to popula-

tion characteristics, economic status, and living condi-

tions . Census tracts do not cross county boundaries.

The spatial size of census tracts varies widely depend-

ing on the density of settlement . Census tract bound-

aries are delineated with the intention of being main-

tained over a long time so that statistical comparisons

can be made from census to census . However, physical

changes in street patterns caused by highway construc-

tion, new development, etc ., may require occasional

revisions ; census tracts occasionally are split due to

large population growth, or combined as a result of

substantial population decline . Census tracts are referred

to as "tracts" in all 1990 data products.

Census tracts are identified by a four-digit basic

number and may have a two-digit suffix ; for example,

6059.02 . The decimal point separating the four-digit

basic tract number from the two-digit suffix is shown in

printed reports, in microfiche, and on census maps; in

machine-readable files, the decimal point is implied.

Many census tracts do not have a suffix ; in such cases,

the suffix field is left blank in all data products . Leading

zeros in a census tract number (for example, 002502)

are shown only on machine-readable files .

Census tract numbers range from 0001 through

9499.99 and are unique within a county (numbers in the

range of 9501 through 9989.99 denote a block number-

ing area) . The suffix .99 identifies a census tract that

was populated entirely by persons aboard one or more

civilian or military ships. A "crews-of-vessels" census

tract appears on census maps only as an anchor



symbol with its census tract number (and blocknumbers

on maps showing block numbers) . These census tracts

relate to the ships associated with the onshore census

tract having the same four-digit basic number. Suffixes

in the range .80 through .98 usually identify census

tracts that either were revised or were created during

the 1990 census data collection activities . Some of

these revisions may have resulted in census tracts that

have extremely small land area andmayhave little or no

population or housing. For data analysis, such acensus

tract can be summarized with an adjacent census tract.

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT (CD)

Congressional districts (CD's) arethe435 areasfrom

which persons are elected to the U.S. House of Repre-

sentatives . After the apportionment of congressional

seats among the States, based on census population

counts, each State is responsible for establishing CD's

for the purpose of electing representatives. Each CD is

to be as equal in population to all other CD's in the State

as practicable, based on the decennial census counts .

The CD's that were in effect on January 1, 1990 were

those of the 101 st Congress . Data on the 101 st Con-

gress appear in an early 1990 census data product

(Summary Tape File 1 A) . The CD's of the 101st Con-

gress are the same as those in effect for the 102nd

Congress. CD's of the 103rdCongress, reflecting redis-

tricting based on the 1990 census, are summarized in

later 1990 data products (STF's 1D and 3D, and 1990

CPH-4, PopulationandHousingCharacteristics for Con-
gressionalDistrictsofthe 103rdCongress printed reports).

COUNTY

The primary political divisions of most States are

termed "counties." In Louisiana, these divisions are

known as "parishes." In Alaska, which has no counties,

the county equivalents are the organized "boroughs"

and the "census areas" that are delineated for statisti-

cal purposes by the State of Alaska and the Census

Bureau . In four States (Maryland, Missouri, Nevada, and

Virginia), there are one or more cities that are indepen-

dent of any county organization and thus constitute

primary divisions of their States . These cities are known
as "independent cities" andaretreated as equivalentto
counties for statistical purposes. That part of Yellow-
stone National Park in Montana is treated as a county
equivalent . The District of Columbia has no primary
divisions, andtheentire area is considered equivalent to

a county for statistical purposes .

Each county and county equivalent is assigned a

three-digit FIPS code that is unique within State. These
codes are assigned in alphabetical order of county or

county equivalent within State, except for the indepen-

dent cities, which follow the listing of counties.
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COUNTY SUBDIVISION

County subdivisions are the primary subdivisions of
counties and their equivalents for the reporting of

decennial census data. They include census county
divisions, census subareas, minor civil divisions, and

unorganized territories.
Each county subdivision is assigned a three-digit

census code in alphabetical order within county and a
five-digit FIPS code in alphabetical order within State.

Census County Division (CCD)

Census county divisions (CCD's) are subdivisions of

a county that were delineated by the Census Bureau, in
cooperation with State officials and local census statis-

tical areas committees, for statistical purposes. CCD's
were established in 21 States wherethere are no legally

established minor civil divisions (MCD's), where the
MCD's do not have governmental or administrative

purposes, where the boundaries of the MCD's change

frequently, and/ or where the MCD's are not generally

known to the public. CCD'shave no legal functions, and

are not governmental units.

The boundaries of CCD's usually are delineated to

follow visible features, and in most cases coincide with
census tract or block numbering area boundaries. The

name of each CCD is based on a place, county, or
well-known local name that identifies its location . CCD's

have been established in the following 21 States : Ala-

bama, Arizona, California, Colorado, Delaware, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Kentucky, Montana, Nevada,

New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. For

the 1980 census,thecounty subdivisions recognized for

Nevada were MCD's.

Census Subarea (Alaska)

Census subareas are statistical subdivisions of bor-

oughs and census areas (county equivalents) in Alaska .

Census subareas were delineated cooperatively by the

State of Alaska and the Census Bureau . The census

subareas, identified first in 1980, replaced the various

types of subdivisions used in the 1970 census.

Mnor Civil Division (MCD)

Minor civil divisions (MCD's) are the primary political
or administrative divisions of acounty. MCD's represent
many different kinds of legal entities with a wide variety

of governmental and/ or administrative functions. MCD's

are variously designated as American Indian reserva-

tions, assessment districts, boroughs, election districts,
gores, grants, magisterial districts, parish governing
authority districts, plantations, precincts, purchases, super-
visors' districts, towns, and townships. In some States,
all or some incorporated places are not located in any
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MCD and thus serve as MOD's in their own right. In

other States, incorporated places are subordinate to
(part of) the MOD's in which they are located, or the
pattern is mixed-some incorporated places are inde-
pendent of MOD'sand others are subordinate to one or
more MOD's.
The Census Bureau recognizes MOD's in the follow-

ing 28 States : Arkansas, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Massachu-
setts, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Nebraska,
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Caro-
lina, North Dakota, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
South Dakota, Vermont, Virginia, West Virginia, and
Wisconsin. The District of Columbia has no primary
divisions, andthe entire area is considered equivalent to
an MCD for statistical purposes.
The MOD'sin 12 selected States (Connecticut, Maine,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and Wisconsin) also serve as general-purpose
local governments. The Census Bureau presents data
for these MOD's in all data products in which it provides
data for places.

Unorganized Territory (unorg.)
In nine States (Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,

Maine, Minnesota, North Carolina, North Dakota, and
South Dakota), some counties contain territory that is
not included in an MCD recognized by the Census
Bureau . Each separate area of unorganized territory in
these States is recognized as one or more separate
county subdivisions for census purposes . Each unorga-
nized territory is given a descriptive name, followed by
the designation "unorg."

GEOGRAPHIC CODE

Geographic codes are shown primarily on machine-
readable data products, such as computer tape and
compact disc-read only memory (CD-ROM), but also
appear on other products such as microfiche ; they also
are shown on some census maps . Codes are identified
as "census codes" only if there is also a Federal
Information Processing Standards (FIPS) code for the
same geographic entity . A code that is not identified as
either "census" or "FIPS" is usually a census code for
which there is no ~ FIPS. . equivalent, . or _fo_r-which the
Census Bureau does not use the FIPS code. * The
exceptions, which use only the FIPS code in census
products, are county, congressional district, and metro-
politan area (that is, metropolitan statistical area, con-
solidated metropolitan statistical area, and primary met-
ropolitan statistical area).

Census Code
Census codes are assigned for a variety of geo-

graphic entities, including American Indian and Alaska
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Native area, census division, census region, county

subdivision, place, State, urbanized area, and voting

district . The structure, format, and meaning of census

codes appear in the 1990 census Geographic Identifi-

cation Code Scheme; in the data dictionary portion of

the technical documentation for summary tape files,
CD-ROM's, and microfiche .

Federal Information Processing Standards
(FIPS) Code

Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)
codes are assigned for a variety of geographic entities,
including American Indian and Alaska Native area,

congressional district, county, county subdivision, met-
ropolitan area, place, and State. The structure, format,
and meaning of FIPS codes used in the census are
shown in the 1990 census Geographic Identification
Code Scheme; in the data dictionary portion of the
technical documentation forsLanmarytapeflies, CD-ROM's,
and microfiche .

The objective of the FIPS codes is to improvetheuse
of data resources of the FederalGovernment and avoid
unnecessary duplication and incompatibilities in the
collection, processing, and dissemination of data . More
information about FIPS andFIPS code documentation is
available from the National Technical Information Serv-
ice, Springfield, VA 22161 .

United States Postal Service (LISPS) Code

United States Postal Service (LISPS) codesforStates
are used in all 1990 data products. The codes are
two-character alphabetic abbreviations. These codes
are the same as the FIPS two-character alphabetic
abbreviations.

GEOGRAPHIC PRESENTATION

Hierarchical Presentation

A hierarchical geographic presentation shows the
geographic entities in a superior/subordinate structure
in census products . This structure is derived from the
legal, administrative, or areal relationships of the enti-
ties. The hierarchical structure is depicted in report
tables by means of indentation, and is explained for
machine-readable media in the discussion of file struc-
ture in the geographic coverage portion of the abstract
in the technical documentation. An example of hierar-
chical presentation is the "standard census geographic
hierarchy" : block, within block group, within census tract
or block numbering area, within place, within county
subdivision, within county, within State, within division,
within region, within the United States . Graphically, this
is shown as:
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United States

Region

Division

State

County

County subdivision

Place (or part)

Census tract/ block numbering area

(or part)

Block group (or part)

Block

Inventory Presentation

An inventory presentation of geographic entities is

one in which all entities of the same type are shown in

alphabetical or code sequence, without reference to

their hierarchical relationships . Generally, an inventory

presentation shows totals for entities that may be split in

a hierarchical presentation, such as place, census tract/

block numbering area, or block group. An example of a

series of inventory presentations is: State, followed by

all the counties in that State, followed by all the places

in that State . Graphically, this is shown as :

State

County "A"

County "B"

County "C"

Place "X"

Place "Y"

Place "Z"

HISTORICAL COUNTS

In a few cases, changes in the boundaries of county

subdivisions caused a place to be split into two or more

parts, or to be split differently than in the preceding

census . If historical counts for the parts of the place as

currently split did not appear in a preceding census,

"(NA)" is shown for the place in each county subdivi-

sion; however, the historical population and housing unit

counts of the place appear in tables that show the entire

place . For counties, county subdivisions, and places

formed since January 1, 1980, 1980 census population

and housing unit counts in the 1990 territory are reported

in the geographic change notes included in the "User

Notes" text section of 1990 CPH-2, Population and

Housing Unit Counts, and in the technical documenta-

tion of Summary Tape Files 1 and 3 .

In some cases, population and housing unit counts

for individual areas were revised since publication of the

1980 reports (indicated by the prefix
"r")

. In a number of

tables of 1990 CPH-2, Population and Housing Unit

Counts, 1980 counts are shown for aggregations of

individual areas, such as the number, population, and

housing unit counts of places in size groups, or urban

and rural distributions . Revisions of population and

housing unit counts for individual areas were not applied

to the various aggregations . Therefore, it may not be

possible to determine the individual areas in a given

aggregation using the historical counts ; conversely, the

sum of the counts shown for individual areas may not

agree with the aggregation .

INTERNAL POINT

An internal point is a set of geographic coordinates

(latitude and longitude) that is located within a specified

geographic entity . A single point is identified for each

entity; for many entities, this point represents the approx-

imate geographic center of that entity . If the shape of

the entity caused this point to be located outside the

boundaries of the entity, it is relocated from the center

so that it is within the entity . If the internal point for a

block falls in a water area, it is relocated to a land area

within the block . On machine-readable products, inter-

nal points are shown to six decimal places ; the decimal

point is implied .

Historical counts for total population and total hous-

ing units are shown in the 1990 CPH-2, Population and

HousingUnit Counts report series. As in past censuses,

the general rule for presenting historical data for States,

counties, county subdivisions, and places is to show

historical counts only for single, continually existing

entities . Stated another way, if an entity existed for both

the current and preceding censuses, the tables show

counts for the preceding censuses . Included in this

category are entities of the same type (county, county

subdivision, place) even it they had changed their

	

METROPOLITAN AREA (I%)

names. Also included are entitle%that merged, but-only - - -.r-

if the new entity retained the name of one of the merged

entities . The historical counts shown are for each entity

as it was bounded at each census .

In cases where an entity was formed since a preced-

ing census, such as a newly incorporated place or a

newly organized township, the symbol three dots " . . ." is

shown for earlier censuses. The three-dot symbol also

is shown for those parts of a place that have extended

into an additional county or county subdivision through

annexation or other revision of boundaries since the

preceding census.
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- The general concept of a metropolitan area (MA) is

one of a large population nucleus, together with adja-

cent communities that have a high degree of economic

and social integration with that nucleus. Some MA's are

defined around two or more nuclei .

The MA classification is a statistical standard, devel-

oped for use by Federal agencies in the production,

analysis, and publication of data on MA's . The MA's are

designated and defined by the Federal Office of Man-

agement and Budget, following a set of official pub-

lished standards . These standards were developed by
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the interagency Federal Executive Committee on Met-

ropolitan Areas, with the aim of producing definitions

that are as consistent as possible for all MA's nation-

wide .

Each MA must contain either a place with a minimum

population of 50,000 or aCensus Bureau-defined urban-

ized area and atotal MA population of at least 100,000

(75,000 in NewEngland) . An MA comprises one or more

central counties. An MA also may include one or more

outlying counties that have close economic and social

relationships with the central county. An outlying county

must have aspecified level of commutingto the central

counties and also must meet certain standards regard-

ing metropolitan character, such as population density,

urban population, andpopulation growth. In New England,

MA's are composed of cities and towns rather than

whole counties .

The territory, population, and housing units in MA's

are referred to as "metropolitan." The metropolitan

category is subdivided into "inside central city" and

"outside central city ." The territory, population, and

housing units located outside MA's are referred to as

"nonmetropolitan ." The metropolitan and nonmetropol-

itan classification cuts across the other hierarchies; for

example, there is generally both urbanandrural territory

within both metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas.

To meet the needs of various users, the standards

provide for a flexible structure of metropolitan defini-

tions that classify an MA either as a metropolitan

statistical area (MSA) or as a consolidated metropolitan

statistical area (CMSA) that is divided into primary

metropolitan statistical areas (PMSA's) . Documentation

of the MA standards and how they are applied is

available from the Secretary, Federal Executive Com-

mittee on Metropolitan Areas, Population Division, U.S .

Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233.

Central City

In each MSA and CMSA, the largest place and, in

some cases, additional places are designated as "cen-

tral cities" under the official standards. A few PMSA's
do not have central cities . The largest central city and, in

some cases, up to two additional central cities are

included in the title of the MA; there also are central

cities that are not included in an MA title. An MA central

city does not include any part of that city that extends
outside the MA boundary.
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Consolidated and Primary Metropolitan
Statistical Area (CMSA and PMSA)

If an area that qualifies as an MA has more than one
million persons, primary metropolitan statistical areas
(PMSA's) may be defined within it. PMSA's consist of a
large urbanized county or cluster of counties that dem-
onstrates very strong internal economic and social links,

in addition to close ties to other portions of the larger
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area When PMSA's are established, the larger area of

which they are component parts is designated a con-

solidated metropolitan statistical area (CMSA) .

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA)

Metropolitan statistical areas (MSA's) are relatively

freestanding MA's and are not closely associated with

other MA's. These areas typically are surrounded by

nonmetropolitan counties.

Metropolitan Area Title and Code

The title of an MSA contains the name of its largest

central city and up to two additional city names, pro-

vided that the additional places meet specified levels of

population, employment, and commuting. Generally, a

city with a population of 250,000 or more is in the title,

regardless of other criteria .

The title of a PMSA may contain up to three place

names, as determined above, or up to three county

names, sequenced in order of population . A CMSA title
also may include up to three names, the first of which
generally is the most populous central city in the area.

The second name may be the first city or county name

in the most populous remaining PMSA; the third name
may be the first city or county name in the next most

populous PMSA. A regional designation may be substi-

tuted for the second and/ or third names in a CMSA title

if such adesignation is supported by local opinionandis

deemed to be unambiguous and suitable by the Office

of Management and Budget .

Thetitles for all MA's also containthe name of each

State in which the area is located. Each metropolitan

area is assigned a four-digit FIPS code, in alphabetical
order nationwide . If thefourth digit of the code is a"2,"

it identifies a CMSA. Additionally, there is aseparate set

of two-digit codes for CMSA's, also assigned alphabet-
ically .

OUTLYING AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES

The Census Bureau treats the outlying areas as the

statistical equivalents .of States for the 1990 census.

The outlying areas are American Samoa, Guam, the
Commonwealth of theNorthern Mariana Islands (North-

ern Mariana Islands), Republic of Palau (Palau), Puerto

Rico, and theVirgin Islands of the United States (Virgin
Islands) . Geographic definitions specific to each outly-

ing area are shown in appendix A of the text in the data

products for each area.

PLACE

Places, for the reporting of decennial census data,
include census designated places and incorporated
places . Each place is assigned afour-digit census code



that is-unique within State. Each place is also assigned
a five-digit FIPS code that is unique within State. Both
the census and FIPS codes are assigned based on

alphabetical orderwithin State. Consolidated cities (see

below) are assigned a one-character alphabetical cen-
sus code that is unique nationwide anda five-digit FIPS

code that is unique within State.

Census Designated Place (CDP)

Census designated places (CDP's) are delineated for

the decennial census as the statistical counterparts of

incorporated places . CDP's comprise densely settled

concentrations of population that are identifiable by

name, but are not legally incorporated places . Their
boundaries, which usually coincide with visible features

or the boundary of an adjacent incorporated place, have

no legal status, nor do these places have officials
elected to serve traditional municipal functions. CDP

boundaries may change with changes in the settlement

pattern; a CDP with the same name as in previous
censuses does not necessarily have the same bound-

aries.

Beginning with the 1950 census, the Census Bureau,

in cooperation with State agencies and local census

statistical areas committees, has identified and delin-
eated boundaries for .CDP's. In the 1990 census, the

name of each such place is followed by "CDP." In the
1980 census, "(CDP)" was used ; in 1970, 1960, and
1950 censuses, these places were identified by "(U),"

meaning "unincorporated place."

To qualify as a CDPforthe 1990 census, an unincor-

poratedcommunity must have metthefollowing criteria :

1 . In all States except Alaska and Hawaii, the Census
Bureau uses three population size criteria to desig-
nate a CDP. These criteria are:
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a. 1,000 or more persons if outside the boundaries
of an urbanized area (UA) delineated for the
1980 census or a subsequent special census .

b. 2,500 or more persons if inside the boundaries

of a UA delineated for the 1980 census or a

subsequent special census .

c. 250 or more persons if-~Wside the boundaries-
of a UA delineated for the 1980 census or a
subsequent special census, andwithin the offi-
cial boundaries of an American Indian reserva-
tion recognized for the 1990 census.

2. In Alaska, 25 or more persons if outside a UA, and
2,500 or more persons if inside a UA delineated for
the 1980 census or a subsequent special census .

3. In Hawaii, 300 or more persons, regardless of
whether the community is inside or outside a UA .

Forthe 1990 census, CDP's qualified on the basis of
the population counts prepared for the 1990 Postcen-
sus Local Review Program. Becausethese counts were
subject to change, a few CDP's may have final popula-

tion counts lowerthan the minimums shown above.

Hawaii is the only State with no incorporated places
recognized by the Bureau of the Census . All places
shown for Hawaii in the data products are CDP's. By
agreement with theState of Hawaii, the Census Bureau
does not show data separately for the city of Honolulu,
which is coextensive with Honolulu County .

Consolidated City

A consolidated government is a unit of local govern-
ment for which the functions of an incorporated place
andits county or minor civil division (MCD) have merged.
The legal aspects of this action may result in both the
primary incorporated place and the county or MCD
continuing to exist as legal entities, even though the
county or MCD performs few or no governmental func-
tions and has few or no elected officials. Where this
occurs, and where one or more other incorporated
places in the county or MCD continue to function as

separate governments, even though they have been
included in the consolidated government, the primary

incorporated place is referred to as a "consolidated
city.

The data presentation for consolidated cities varies
depending upon the geographic presentation . In hierar-

chical presentations, consolidated cities are not shown.
These presentations include thesemi-independent places

and the "consolidated city (remainder)." Where the
consolidated city is coextensive with a county or county
subdivision, the data shown for those areas in hierar-
chical presentations are equivalent to those for the
consolidated government .

For inventory geographic presentations, the consoli-
dated city appears at the end of the listing of places .

The data for the consolidated city include places that
are part of the consolidated city. The "consolidated city
(remainder)" is the portion of the consolidated govern-

ment minusthesemi-independent places, and is shown
in alphabetical sequence with other places .

In summary presentations by size of place, the con-
-asolidated city is not included Theplaces semi-independent
of consolidated cities are categorized by their size, as is
the "consolidated city (remainder)."

Each consolidated city is assigned a one-character
alphabetic census code . Each consolidated city also is

assigned a five-digit FIPS code that is unique within
State. The semi-independent places and the "consoli-
dated city (remainder)" are assigned afour-digit census
code and a five-digit FIPS place code that are unique
within State. Both the census and FIPS codes are
assigned based on alphabetical order within State.

AREA CLASSIFICATIONS



Incorporated Place

Incorporated places recognized in 1990 census data
products are those reported to the Census Bureau as

legally in existence on January 1, 1990 underthe laws

of their respective States as cities, boroughs, towns,
and villages, with the following exceptions: the towns in

the New England States, NewYork, andWisconsin, and

the boroughs in New York are recognized as minor civil
divisions for census purposes ; the boroughs in Alaska
are county equivalents.

POPULATION OR HOUSING UNIT DENSITY

Population or housing unit density is computed by
dividing the total population or housing units of a

geographic unit (for example, United States, State,
county, place) by its land area measured in square
kilometers orsquare miles. Density is expressed as both

"persons (or housing units) per square kilometer" and
"persons (or housing units) per square mile" of land
area in 1990 census printed reports.

STATE

States are the primary governmental divisions of the

United States. The District of Columbia is treated as a
statistical equivalent of a State for census purposes .

The four census regions, nine census divisions, and

their component States are shown under "CENSUS
REGION AND CENSUS DIVISION" in this appendix .

TheCensus Bureau treatsthe outlying areas as State

equivalents for the 1990 census . The outlying areas are

American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands,

Palau, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands of the United
States . Geographic definitions specific to each outlying

area are shown in appendix A in the data products for

each area .

Each State and equivalent is assigned a two-digit
numeric Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)

code in alphabetical order by State name, followed by
the outlying area names. Each State and equivalent
area also is assigned a two-digit census code. This code
is assigned on the basis of the geographic sequence of
each State within each census division; the first digit of
the code is the code for the respective division . _Puerto
Rico, the Virgin I9lahds, and the outlying areasof - the
Pacific are assigned "0" as the division code . Each
State andequivalent area also is assigned the two-letter

FIPS/United States Postal Service (USPS) code.

In 12 selected States (Connecticut, Maine, Massa-
chusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Ver-
mont, and Wisconsin), the minor civil divisions also
serve as general-purpose local governments. The Cen-
sus Bureau presents data for these minor civil divisions
in all data products in which it provides data for places .
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TIGER

TIGER is an acronym forthe new digital (computer-

readable) geographic data base that automates the

mapping and related geographic activities required to

support the Census Bureau's census and survey pro-

grams. TheCensus Bureau developedthe Topologically

Integrated Geographic Encoding andReferencing (TIGER)

System to automate the geographic support processes

needed to meet the major geographic needs of the

1990 census: producing the cartographic products to

support data collection and map publication, providing

the geographic structure for tabulation and publication
of thecollected data, assigning residential and employer

addresses to their geographic location and relating

those locations to the Census Bureau's geographic
units, and so forth. Thecontent of theTIGER data base

is made available to the public through a variety of

"TIGER Extract" files that may be obtained from the

Data User Services Division, U.S . Bureau of the Census,

Washington, DC 20233.

UNITED STATES

The United States comprises the 50 States and the

District of Columbia. In addition, the Census Bureau

treats the outlying areas as statistical equivalents of
States for the 1990 census . The outlying areas include

American Samoa, Guam, the Northern Mariana Islands,

Palau, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands.

URBAN AND RURAL

The Census Bureau defines "urban" for the 1990

census as comprising all territory, population, andhous-
ing units in urbanized areas and in places of 2,500 or
more persons outside urbanized areas. More specifi-

cally, "urban" consists of territory, persons, andhousing

units in:

1 . Places of 2,500 or more persons incorporated as

cities, villages, boroughs (except in Alaska andNew
York), and towns (except in the six New England
States, New York, and Wisconsin), but excluding

the rural portions of "extended cities."

2. Census designated places of 2,500 or more per-
sons .

3. Otherterritory, incorporated or unincorporated, included
in urbanized areas.

Territory, population, and housing units not classified
as urban constitute "rural ." In the 100-percent data
products, "rural" is divided into "places of less than
2,500" and "not in places." The "not in places" cate-
gory comprises "rural" outside incorporated andcensus
designated places and the rural portions of extended
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cities . In many data products, the term "other rural" is

used ; "other rural" is a residual category specific to the

classification of the rural in each data product.

In the sample data products, rural population and

housing units aresubdivided into "rural farm" and "rural

nonfarm." "Rural farm" comprises all rural households

and housing units on farms (places from which $1,000

or more of agricultural products were sold in 1989);

"rural nonfarm" comprises the remaining rural.

The urban and rural classification cuts across the

other hierarchies; for example, there is generally both

urban and rural territory within both metropolitan and

nonmetropolitan areas.

In censuses prior to 1950, "urban" comprised all

territory, persons, and housing units in incorporated

places of 2,500 or more persons, and in areas (usually

minor civil divisions) classified as urban under special

rules relating to population size and density. The defini-

tion of urbanthat restricted itself to incorporated places

having 2,500 or more persons excluded many large,

densely settled areas merely because they were not

incorporated . Prior to the 1950 census, the Census

Bureau attempted to avoid some of the more obvious

omissions by classifying selected areasas "urban under

special rules." Even with these rules, however, many

large, closely built-up areas were excluded from the

urban category.

To improve its measure of urban territory, population,

and housing units, the Census Bureau adopted the

concept of the urbanized area and delineated bound-

aries for unincorporated places (now, census desig-

nated places) for the 1950 census . Urban was defined

as territory, persons, and housing units in urbanized

areas and, outside urbanized areas, in all places, incor-

porated or unincorporated, that had 2,500 or more

persons. With the following three exceptions, the 1950

census definition of urban has continued substantially

unchanged. First, in the 1960 census (but not in the

1970, 1980, or 1990 censuses), certain towns in the

New England States, townships in New Jersey and

Pennsylvania, andArlington County, Virginia, were des-

ignatedas urban. However, most of these "special rule"

areas would have been classified as urban anyway

because they were included in an_urbanized area or in

an unincorporated place of 2,500 or more persons.
Second, "extended cities" were identified for the 1970,

1980, and 1990 censuses . Extended cities primarily

affect thefigures for urban and rural territory (area), but

have very little effect on the urban and rural population

and housing units at the national and State levels-

although for some individual counties and urbanized
areas, the effects have been more evident. Third,
changes since the 1970 census in the criteria for
defining urbanized areas have permitted these areasto
be defined around smaller centers.
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Documentation of the urbanized area and extended
city criteria is available from the Chief, Geography
Division, U.S . Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC
20233.

Extended City

Since the 1960 census, there has been a trend in
some States toward the extension of city boundaries to

include territory that is essentially rural in character. The
classification of all the population and living quarters of
such places as urban would include in the urban desig-
nation territory, persons, and housing units whose envi-
ronmentis primarily rural. Forthe 1970, 1980, and 1990
censuses, the Census Bureau identified as rural such
territory and its population and housing units for each
extended city whoseclosely settled area was located in

an urbanized area. For the 1990 census, this classifica-
tion also has been applied to certain places outside
urbanized areas.

In summary presentations by size of place, theurban
portion of an extended city is classified by the popula-
tion of the entire place; the rural portion is included in

"other rural."

URBANIZED AREA (UA)

TheCensus Bureau delineates urbanizedareas (UA's)

to provide a better separation of urban and rural terri-

tory, population, and housing in the vicinity of large
places. A UA comprises one or more places ("central
place") and the adjacent densely settled surrounding

territory ("urban fringe") that together have aminimum
of 50,000 persons. The urban fringe generally consists
of contiguous territory having a density of least 1,000
persons persquare mile . The urbanfringe also includes

outlying territory of such density if it was connected to
the core of the contiguous area by road and is within 1

1/2road miles of that core, orwithin 5 road miles of the
core but separated by water or other undevelopable
territory. Other territory with a population density of

fewer than 1,000 people per square mile is included in
the urban fringe if it eliminates an enclave or closes an
indentation in the boundary of the urbanized area . The

population density is determined by (1) outside of a

place, one or more contiguous census blocks with a
population density of at least 1,000 persons per square

--mile or (2) inclusion of aplace containing census blocks

that have at least 50 percent of the population of the

placeand adensity of at least 1,000 personspersquare
mile. The complete criteria are available from the Chief,
Geography Division, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Wash-

ington, DC 20233.

Urbanized Area Central Place

One or more central places function as the dominant
centers of each UA. The identification of a UA central
place permits the comparison of this dominant center
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with the remaining territory in the UA. There is no limit

on the number of central places, and not all central

places are necessarily included in the UA title. UA

central places include :

1 . Each place entirely (or partially, if the place is an

extended city) within the UA that is a central city of

a metropolitan area (MA) .

2 . If the UA does not contain an MA central city or is

located outside of an MA, the central place(s) is

determined by population size .

Urbanized Area Title and Code

The title of a UA identifies those places that are most

important within the UA ; it links the UA to the encom-

passing MA, where appropriate. If a single MA includes

most of the UA, the title and code of the UA generally

are the same as the title and code of the MA. If the UA

is not mostly included in a single MA, if it does not

include any place that is a central city of the encom-

passing MA, or if it is not located in an MA, the Census

Bureau uses the population size of the included places,

with a preference for incorporated places, to determine

the UA title . The name of each State in which the UA is

located also is in each UA title.

The numeric code used to identify each UA is the

same as the code for the mostly encompassing MA

(including CMSA and PMSA) . If MA title cities represent

multiple UA's, or the UA title city does not correspond to

the first name of an MA title, the Census Bureau assigns

a code based on the alphabetical sequence of the UA

title in relationship to the other UA and MA titles .

VOTING DISTRICT (VTD)

A voting district (VTD) is any of a variety of types of

areas (for example, election districts, precincts, wards,
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legislative districts) established by State and local gov-

ernments for purposes of elections . For census pur-

poses, each State participating in Phase 2 of the 1990

Census Redistricting Data Program outlined the bound-

aries of VTD's around groups of whole census blocks

on census maps. The entities identified as VTD's are

not necessarily those legally or currently established

Also, to meet the "whole block" criterion, a State may

have had to adjust VTD boundaries to nearby block

boundaries . Therefore, the VTD's shown on the 1990

census tapes, listings, and maps may not represent the

actual VTD's in effect at the time of the census. In the

1980 census, VTD's were referred to as "election

precincts ."

Each VTD is assigned a four-character alphanumeric

code that is unique within each county . The code

"ZZZZ" is assigned to nonparticipating areas ; the Cen-

sus Bureau reports data for areas coded "ZZZZ."

aP CODE'

ZIP Codes are administrative units established by the

United States Postal Service (USPS) for the distribution

of mail . ZIP Codes serve addresses for the most

efficient delivery of mail, and therefore generally do not

respect political or census statistical area boundaries .

ZIP Codes usually do not have clearly identifiable

boundaries, often serve a continually changing area, are

changed periodically to meet postal requirements, and

do not cover all the land area of the United States. ZIP

Codes are identified by five-digit codes assigned by the

USPS. The first three digits identify a major city or
sectional distribution center, and the last two digits

generally signify a specific post office's delivery area or

point. For the 1990 census, ZIP Code data are tabulated

for the five-digit codes in STF 3B.
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APPENDIX B.
Definitions of Subject Characteristics

This section contains definitions for the subjects asked on the questionnaire. Most of the subjects appear
as variables on PUMS, although several may be changed because of requirements to protect the identity of
individual respondents; for example, collapsed data or recoded data . See appendix C for those variables.

DEFINITIONS OF SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS

CONTENTS Related Children (See Household Type andRelationship)
Residence in 1985 B-33

POPULATION CIMRACTERISIrICS ----------------------- E3-2
___________ _____ __________________

School Enrollment and Labor Force Status_-------------- B-34

Abilityto Speak English (See Language Spoken at Home and
School Enrollment and Type of School ----------------- B-34

Ability to speak English) Self-(are Limitation Status_____________________________ B-35
Actual Hours Worked Last Week (See Employment Status) Sex --------------------------------------------------- B-36
Age---------------------------------------------------- B-2 Spanish Origin (See Hispanic Origin)
American Indian Tribe (see Race) Stepfamily (See Household Type andRelationship)

y _______________________________________________ B-2 Subfamily Household Type and Relationship)
Carpooling (See Journey to Work) Time Leaving HomeHome to Go to Work (See Journeyto World
Children Ever Born (See Fertility)
Citizenship --------------------------------------------- B-4 Travel Time to Work (See journey to Work)

Civilian Labor Force (See Employment Status)
Type of School (See School Enrollment and Type of SchooO

Class of Worker (See Industry, Occupation, andClass of Worker)
Usual Hours Worked Per Week Worked In 1989 (See Work
Status in 1989)

Disability (See Mobility Limitation Status, see Self-Care Limitation Veteran Status ---------------------------------------- B-36
Status, see Work Disability Status) Weeks Worked In 1989 (Work Status ion 1989)

Earnings in 1989 (See Income in 1989) Work Disability Status --------------------------------- B-37
Educational Attainment _________________________________ B-4 Work Status In 1989 ----------------------------------- B-37
Employment Status ------------------------------------- B-5 Worker (See Employment status, see Industry, Occupation, and
Families (See Household Type andRelationship) Class of Worker, see Jounce to Worm see Work Status in 1989)
Family Composition (See Household Type andRelationship) Workers in Family in 1989 (See Work Status in 1989)
Family Income In 1989 (See income in 1989) Year of Entry------------------------------------------ B-38
Family Sine (See Household Type andRelationship) Years of MTutary Service (See veteran Status)
Fam~y Type (See Household Type andRelationship)
Farmpopulation Farm Residence under

Characteristics)
(See Housing

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS__________________________ B-38

Fertility ------------------------------------------------- B-7 Acreage_______________________________________________ B-39
Foreign-Born Persons (See Place of Birth) Age of Structure (See Year Structure Built)

Foster Children (See Household Type andRelationship) Agricultural Sales______________________________________ B-39
Group Quarters_________________________________________ B-7 Bedrooms--------------------------------------------- 13-39'
Hispanic Origin ________________________________________ B-13 Boarded-Up Status ------------------------------------ B-40
Household (See Household Type and Relationship) Business on Property____________________________ ._____ 8-40 ,
Household Income in 1989 (See Income in 1989) Condominium Fee ------------------------------------- B-40
Household Language (See Language Spoken At Horne and Condominium Status___________________________________ B-40
Ability to

Household
Speak

Size
English)
(See Household Type and Relationship)

Meals Included in
Contract
Congregate Housing (See

Rent_________________________________________
Rent)

B-41Household Type and Relationship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B-14

Householder (See Household Type andRelationship)
Crop Sales
Duration

(See Agricultural
of

Sales)
Vacancy___________________________________ B-41Income Deficit Income in

Income
(See

In
1989)

19139 B-16
Farm Residence B-41----------------------------------------

Income Type In 1989 (See Income in 1989)
Gross Rent-------------------------------------------- B-42

Industry, Occupation, and Class of Worker-------------- B-19 Gross Rentas aPercentage of Household Income In 1989. B-42
Institutionalized

Persons (See Group Quarters) Homeowner Vacancy Rate (See Vacancy Status)

Journey to Work . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B-22
House Heating Fuel____________________________________ B-42

Labor Force Status (See Employment Status) Housing Units (See Living Quarters)

Language Spoken at Home and Ability to Speak English _ B-24
Insurance for Fire, Hazard, and Flood------------------- B-42

Linguistic Isolation (See Language Spoken at Home andAbility Kitchen Facilities B-43to Speak English)
--------------------------------------

Living Qtarters________________________________________ B-38
Marital Status__________________________________________ B-26 Meals Included In Rent_________________________________ B-43
Married Couples (See Marital Status) Mobile Home Costs------------------------------------ B-43
Means of Transportation to Work (See journey to work) Months Vacant (See Duration of Vacancy)
Migration (See Residence in 1985) Mortgage Payment_____________________________________
Mobility Limitation Status ______________________________ B-27 Mortgage status---------------------------------------
Nativity (See Place of
Noninstitutionaized

Birth)
GroupQuarters{See GrmpQuarters) '. __.

Occupied Hourl Units
Owner-Occupied

(See Living
using Units

Quarters)
(See Tenure)

Dccupation and Class of
Dwn Children

(See Industry, Occupation, Worker] Persons in Unit---------------------------------------- B-44Household and
Per Capita

(See
Income

Type Relationship)
(See Income in 1989)

Persons Per Room_____________________________________ B-44

Period of Military Service (See veteran status)
Plumbing Facilities_____________________________________ B-45

Persons in Fam (See Household Type andRelationship)
Poverty Status of Households do 1989 ------------------ B-45-

Persons In Households (See Household Type and Relationship) Real Estate Taxes ------------------------------------- B-45
Place of Birth------------------------------------------ B-27 Rental Vacancy Rate (See Vacancy Status)
Place of Work (See Journeyto work) Renter-Occupied Housing Units (See Tenure)
Poverty StotusIn 1989_________________________________ B-28 Rooms___ B-45
Presence of Children (See Household Type and Relationship) Second or Junior Mortgage Payment ------------------- B-46
Private Vehicle Occupancy (See Journey to Work) Selected Monthhl Owner Costs_________________________ B-46
Race__________________________________________________ B-30 Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Percentage of
Reference Week --------------------------------------- B-32 Household Income do 1969.__________________________ B-46



sewage Disposal --------------------------------------

	

B--47

Source of Water . .-- . .- .- .-- . .- . . .- .-- .- .-.--.-- ..- .- . .

	

B-47

Telephone In Housing Unit -----------------------------

	

B-47

Tenure .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B-47

Type of Structure (see Units in structun)

Units in Structure--.--.- . . .- .- .-- . . . - .------- .-- .---- . -

	

B-48

Usual Home Elsewhere------------- .- .-- . .- . .-- .- .- .- . .

	

B-48

Utillues ------------------------------------------------

	

B-48

Vacancy stab--..-.----- .- .-- . . .- . .---- .-- . .----- .- .-

	

B-49

Vacant Housing Units (see Living Quarters)
Value ------------------------------------------------- B-49

Vehicles Available -------------------------------------

	

B-50

Year Householder Moved Into Unit ---------------------

	

B-50

Year Structure Built .- . ..----.-- .- .- . . .- . .----- . .-------

	

B-50

DERIVED MEASURES .. ..- . .- . ..----- . .-- .-- . . .-- . .-- .-

	

B-51

Interpolation ------------------------------------------ B-51

Mean- . .- . . .- .- .---..-- . ..-- .- . . . . . .-- .------- . .- .-- . .- B-51

Median------ ..---..- . . . .- . . -- .--- .-- .------- . - . . .- .- . . B-51

Percentages, Rates, and Ratios ------------------------

	

B-51

Quartne -----------------------------------------------

	

B-51

POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS

AGE
The data on age were derived from answers to

questionnaire item 5, which was asked of all persons.

The age classification is basedon the age of the person

in complete years as of April 1, 1990 . The age response

in question 5a was used normally to represent a per-

son's age. However, when the age response was

unacceptable or unavailable, aperson's age was derived

from an acceptable year-of-birth response in question

5b .

Data on age are used to determine theapplicability of

other questions for a person and to classify other

characteristics in census tabulations. Age data are

needed to interpret most social and economic charac-

teristics used to plan and examine many programs and

policies. Therefore, age is tabulated by single years of

age and by many different groupings, such as 5-year

age groups.

Some tabulations are shown by the age of the

householder. These data were derived from the age

responses for each householder. (For more information

on householder, see the discussion under "Household

Type and Relationship.")

Median Age-This measuredividesthe agedistribution

into two equal parts: one-half of the cases falling below

the median value and one-half above the value. Gener-

ally, median age is computed on the basis of more

detailed age intervals than are shown in some census

publications ; thus, a median based on a less detailed

distribution may differ slightly from a corresponding

median for the same population based on a more

detailed distribution. (For more information on medians,

see the discussion under "Derived Measures.")

Limitation of the Data-Counts in 1970 and 1980 for

persons 100 years old and over were substantially

overstated. Improvements were made in the question-

naire design, in the allocation procedures, and to the

respondent instruction guideto attempt to minimize this

problem for the 1990 census .
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Review of detailed 1990 census information indi-

catedthat respondents tended to provide theirage as of

the date of completion of the questionnaire, not their

age as of April 1, 1990 . In addition, there mayhave been

atendency forrespondents to roundtheir age up if they

were close to having a birthday . It is likely that approx-

imately 10 percent of persons in most age groups are

actually 1 year younger. For most single years of age,

the misstatements are largely offsetting . The problem is

most pronounced at age 0 because persons lost to age

1 may not have been fully offset by the inclusion of

babies born after April 1, 1990, and becausethere may

have been more rounding up to age 1 to avoid reporting

age as 0 years. (Age in complete months was not

collected for infants under age 1 .)

The reporting of age 1 year olderthan age on April 1,

1990, is likely to have been greater in areas where the

census data were collected later in 1990 . The magni-

tude of this problemwasmuch less in thethree previous

censuses where agewastypically derivedfrom respond-

ent data on year of birth and quarter of birth. (For more

information on the design of the age question, see the

section below that discusses "Comparability.")

Comparability-Age data have been collected in every

census. Forthe first time since 1950, the 1990 data are

not available by quarter year of age. This change was

made so that coded information could be obtained for

both age and year of birth. In each census since 1940,

the age of a person was assigned when it was not

reported . In censuses before 1940, with the exception

of 1880, persons of unknown age were shown as a

separate category. Since 1960, assignment of unknown

age hasbeen performed by ageneral procedure described

as "imputation." The specific procedures for imputing

age have been different in each census . (For more

information on imputation, see Appendix C, Accuracy of

the Data.)

ANCESTRY

The data on ancestry were derived from answers to

questionnaire item 13, which was asked of a sample of

persons. The question was based on self-identification;

the data on ancestry represent self-classification by

people according to the ancestry group(s) with which

they most closely identify. Ancestry refers to a person's

ethnic origin or descent, "roots," or heritage or the

place of birth of the person or the person's parents or

ancestors before their arrival in the United States . Some

ethnic identities, such as "Egyptian" or "Polish" can be

traced to geographic areas outside the United States,

while other ethnicities such as "Pennsylvania Dutch" or

"Cajun" evolved in the United States.
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The intent of the ancestry question was not to

measure the degree of attachment the respondent had

to a particular ethnicity. For example, a response of

"Irish" might reflect total involvement in an "Irish"

community or only a memory of ancestors several

generations removed from the individual .

The Census Bureau codedthe responsesthrough an

automated review, edit, and coding operation. The

open-ended write-in ancestry item was coded by subject-

matter specialists into a numeric representation using a

code list containing over 1,000 categories. The 1990

code list reflects the results of the Census Bureau's own

research and consultations with many ethnic experts.

Many decisions were made to determine the classifica-

tion of responses. These decisions affected the group-

ing of the tabulated data. For example, the "Assyrian"

category includes both responses of "Assyrian" and

"Chaldean."

The ancestry question allowedrespondentsto report

one or more ancestry groups . While a large number of

respondents listed a single ancestry, the majority of

answers included more than one ethnic entry. Gener-

ally, only the first tworesponses reported were coded in
1990. If a response was in terms of a dual ancestry, for
example, Irish-English, the person was assigned two
codes, in this case one for Irish andanother forEnglish.

However, in certain cases, multiple responses such

as "French Canadian," "Scotch-Irish," "Greek Cypri-
ote," and "Black Dutch" were assigned a single code
reflecting their status as unique groups. If a - person
reported one of these unique groups in addition to
another group, for example, "Scotch-Irish English,"
resulting in three terms, that person received one code
for the unique group ("Scotch-Irish") and another one
for the remaining group("English"). If a person reported
"English Irish French," only English and Irish were
coded. Certain combinations of ancestries where the
ancestry group is a part of another, such as "German-
Bavarian," the responseswere codedas asingle ances-
try usingthe smallergroup ("Bavarian") . Also, responses
such as "Polish-American" or "Italian-American" were
coded and tabulated as a single entry ("Polish" or
"Italian") .

TheCensus Bureau accepted "American" as a unique
ethnicity if it was given alone, with an ambiguous
response, or with State names. If the respondent listed
any other ethnic identity-such as "Italian _American,"
generally the "American" portion of the response was
notcoded. However, distinct groups such as "American
Indian," "Mexican American," and "African American"
were coded and identified separately because they
represented groups who considered themselves differ-
ent from thosewho reported as "Indian," "Mexican," or
"African," respectively.

In all tabulations, when respondents provided an
unacceptable ethnic identity (for example, an uncode-
able or unintelligible response such as "multi-national,"
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"adopted," or "I have no idea"), the answer was

included in "Ancestry not reported."

The tabulations on ancestry are presented using two

types of data presentations-one used total persons as

the base, and the other used total responses as the

base . The following are categories shown in the two

data presentations:

Presentation Based on Persons

Single Ancestries Reported-Includes all persons

who reported only one ethnic group. Included in

this category are personswith multiple-term responses
such as "Scotch-Irish" who are assigned a single

code.

Multiple Ancestries Reported-Includes all per-
sons who reported more than one group andwere
assigned two ancestry codes.

Ancestry Unclassified-Includes all persons who
provided a response that couldnot be assigned an
ancestry code because they provided nonsensical
entries or religious responses.

Presentations Based on Responses

TotalAncestries Reported-Includes thetotal num-
ber of ancestries reported and coded. If a person
reported a multiple ancestry such as "French
Danish," that response was counted twice in the
tabulations-once in the "French" category and
again in the "Danish" category. Thus, the sum of

the counts in this type of presentation is not the
total population but the total of all responses.

FirstAncestryReported-I nciudesthefirst response
of all persons who reported at least one codeable
entry. For example, in this category, the count for
"Danish" would include all those who reported
only Danish and those who reported Danish first
and then some other group.

SecondAncestry Reported-Includes the second
response of all persons who reported a multiple
ancestry. Thus, the count for "Danish" in this
category includes all personswhoreported Danish
as the second response, regardless of the first
response provided .

The Census Bureau identified hundreds of ethnic
groups in the 1990 census . However, it was impossible
to show information for every group in all census
tabulations because of space constraints. Publications
such as the 1990 CP-2, Social and Economic Charac-
teristics and the 1990 CPH-3, Population and Housing
Characteristics forCensus Tracts andBlock Numbering
Areas reports show a limited number of groups based
on the number reported and the advice received from
experts. A more complete distribution of groups is
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presented in the 1990 Summary Tape File 4, Supple-

mentaryReports, and a special subject report on ances-

try. In addition, groups identified specifically in the

questions on race and Hispanic origin (for example,

Japanese, Laotian, Mexican, Cuban, and Spaniard), in

general, are not shown separately in ancestry tabula-

tions.

Limitation of the Data-Although some experts con-

sider religious affiliation a component of ethnic identity,

the ancestry question was not designed to collect any

information concerning religion. The Bureau of the

Census is prohibited from collecting information on

religion. Thus, if a religion was givenas an answer to the

ancestry question, it was coded as an "Other" response.

Comparability-A question on ancestry was first asked

in the 1980 census . Although therewere no comparable

data prior to the 1980 census, related information on

ethnicity was collected through questions on parental

birthplace, own birthplace, and language which were

included in previous censuses . Unlike other census

questions, there was no imputation for nonresponse to

the ancestry question .

In 1990, respondents were allowed to report more

than one ancestry group; however, only the first two

ancestry groups identified were coded. In 1980, the

Census Bureau attempted to code a third ancestry for

selected triple-ancestry responses.

New categories such as "Arab" and "West Indian"

were addedto the 1990 question to meet important data

needs. The "West Indian" category excluded "His-

panic" groups such as "Puerto Rican" and "Cuban"

that were identified primarily through the question on

Hispanic origin. In 1990, the ancestry group, "Ameri-

can" is recognized and tabulated as a unique ethnicity.

In 1980, "American" was tabulated but included under

the category "Ancestry not specified."

A majorimprovement in the 1990 census wasthe use

of an automated coding system forancestry responses.

The automated coding system used in the 1990 census

greatly reduced the potential for error associated with a

clerical review . Specialists with a thorough knowledge

of the subject matter reviewed, edited, coded, and

resolved inconsistent or incomplete responses.

CITIZENSHIP

The data on citizenship were derivedfrom answersto

questionnaire item 9, which was asked of a sample of

persons.

Citizen-Persons who indicated that they were native-

born and foreign-born persons who indicated that they

have become naturalized. (For more information on

native and foreign born, see the discussion under

"Place of Birth.")

There are four categories of citizenship: (1) born in

the United States, (2) born in Puerto Rico, Guam, the

Virgin Islands of the United States, or the Common-

wealth of the Northern MarianaIslands, (3) born abroad

of American parents, and (4) citizen by naturalization.

Naturalized Citizen-Foreign-born persons who

had completed the naturalization process at the

time of the census and upon whom the rights of

citizenship had been conferred.

Not a Cftizen-Foreign-born persons who were not

citizens, including persons who had begun but not

completed the naturalization process at the time of the

census.

Umitation of the Data-Evaluation studies completed

after previous censuses indicated that some persons

mayhave reported themselves as citizens although they

had not yet attained the status .

Comparability-Similar questions on citizenship were

asked in the censuses of 1820, 1830, 1870, 1890

through 1950, 1970, and 1980. The 1980 question was

asked of a sample of the foreign-born population . In

1990, both native andforeign-born persons whoreceived

the long-form questionnaire were asked to respond to

the citizenship question .

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Data on educational attainment were derived from

answersto questionnaire item 12, whichwas asked of a

sample of persons. Data aretabulatedas attainment for

persons 15 years old and over. Persons are classified

according to the highest level of school completed or

the highest degree received . The question included

instructions to report the level of the previous grade

attended or the highest degree received for persons

currently enrolled in school . The question included

response categories which allowed persons to report

completing the 12th grade without receiving a high

school diploma, and which instructed respondents to

report as "highschool graduate(s)"-personswho received

either a high school diploma or the equivalent, for

example, passed theTest of General Educational Devel-

opment (G.E.D .), and did not attend college. (On the

Military Census Report questionnaire, the lowest response

category was "Less than 9th grade.")

Instructions included in the 1990 respondent instruc-

tion guide, which was mailed with the census question-

naire, further specified that schooling completed in

foreign or ungraded school systems should be reported

as the equivalent level of schooling in the regular

American system ; that vocational certificates or diplo-

mas from vocational, trade, or business schools or

colleges were not to be reported unless they were
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college level degrees; and that honorary degrees were

not to be reported. The instructions gave "medicine,

dentistry, chiropractic, optometry, osteopathic medi-

cine, pharmacy, podiatry, veterinary medicine, law, and

theology" as examples of professional school degrees,

and specifically excluded "barber school, cosmetology,

or other training for a specific trade" from the profes-

sional school category. The order in which they were

listed suggested that doctorate degrees were "higher"

than professional school degrees, which were "higher"

than master's degrees.

Persons who did not report educational attainment

were assigned the attainment of a person of the same

age, race or Spanish origin, and sex who resided in the

same or a nearby area. Persons who filled more than

one circle were edited to the highest level or degree

reported .
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High School Graduate or Higher-Includes per-

sons whose highest degree was a high school

diploma or its equivalent, persons who attended

college or professional school, and persons who

received acollege, university, or professional degree.

Persons who reported completing the 12th grade

but not receiving a diploma are not included.

NotEnrolled, NotHigh School Graduate-I ncludes

persons of compulsory school attendance age or

above who were not enrolled in school and were

not high school graduates; these persons may be

taken to be "high school dropouts ." There is no

restriction on when they "dropped out" of school,

and they may have never attended high school .

In prior censuses, "Median school years completed"

was used as a summary measure of educational attain-

ment. In 1990, the median can only be calculated for

groups of which less than half the members have

attended college. "Percent high school graduate or

higher" and "Percent bachelor's degree or higher" are

summary measures which can be calculated from the

present data and offer quite readily interpretable mea-

sures of differences between population subgroups. To

make comparisons over time, "Percent high school

graduate or higher" can be calculated and "Percent

bachelor's degree or higher" can be approximated with

data from previous censuses .

Comparability--From 1840 to 1930, the census mea-

sured educational attainment by means of a basic
literacy question . In 1940, a single question was asked

on highest grade of school completed. In the censuses

of 1950 through 1980, a two-part question asking high-
est grade of school attended and whether that grade

was finished was used to construct highest grade or

year of school completed. For persons who have not
attended college, the response categories in the 1990
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educational attainment question should produce data

which are comparable to data on highest grade com-

pleted from earlier censuses.

Theresponse categories forpersonswhohave attended

college were modified from earlier censuses because

there was some ambiguity in interpreting responses in

terms of the number of years of college completed. For

instance, it was not clear whether"completed the fourth

year of college," "completed the senior year of col-

lege," and"college graduate" were synonymous. Research

conducted shortly before the census suggests that

these terms were more distinct in 1990 than in earlier

decades, and this change may have threatened the

ability to estimate the number of "college graduates"

from the number of persons reported as having com-

pleted the fourth or a higher year of college. It was even

more difficult to make inferences about post-baccalaureate

degrees and "Associate" degrees from highest year of

collegecompleted. Thus, comparisons of post-secondary

educational attainment in this and earlier censuses

should be made with great caution.

In the 1960 and subsequent censuses, persons for

whom educational attainment was not reported were

assigned the same attainment level as a similar person

whose residence was in the same or a nearby area. In

the 1940 and 1950 censuses, persons for whom edu-

cational attainment was not reported were not allo-

cated.

EMPLOYMENT STATUS

The data on employment status were derived from

answers to questionnaire items 21, 25, and 26, which

were asked of a sample of persons. The series of

questions on employment status was asked of all

persons 15 years old and over and was designed to

identify, in this sequence : (1) persons who worked at

anytime during the reference week ; (2) persons who did

not work during the reference week butwho hadjobs or

businesses from which they were temporarily absent

(excluding layoff); (3) persons on layoff ; and (4) persons

who did not work during the reference week, but who
were looking for work during the last four weeks and

were available for work during the reference week. (For

more information, see the discussion under "Reference

Week.")

The employment status data shown in this and other

1990 census tabulations relate to persons 16 years old

and over. Some tabulations showing employment sta-

tus, however, include persons 15 years old. By defini-

tion, these persons are classified as "Not in Labor

Force." . In the 1940, 1950, and 1960 censuses, employ-
ment status data were presented for persons 14 years

old and over. The change in the universe was made in

1970 to agreewith the official measurement of the labor

force as revised in January 1967 by the U.S . Depart-
ment of Labor. The 1970 census was the last to show

employment data for persons 14 and 15 years old.
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Employed-All civilians 16 years old and over who

were either (1) "atwork"-thosewho
did

anywork at all

during the reference week as paid employees, worked

intheirown business or profession, worked on theirown

farm, or worked 15 hours or more as unpaid workers on

a family farm or in afamily business ; or (2) were "with a

job but not at work"=those whodid not work during the

reference week but had jobs or businesses from which

they were temporarily absent dueto illness, badweather,

industrial dispute, vacation, or other personal reasons.

Excluded from the employed are persons whose only

activity consisted of work around the house or unpaid

volunteer work for religious, charitable, and similar

organizations; also excluded are persons on active duty

in the United States Armed Forces.

Unemployed-All civilians 16 years old and over are

classified as unemployed if they (1) were neither "at

work" nor "with a job but not at work" during the

reference week, and (2) were looking for work during

the last 4weeks, and (3) were available to accept ajob.

Also included as unemployed are civilians who did not

work at all during the reference*week and were waiting

to be called back to ajobfrom which they had been laid

off. Examples of jobseeking activities are:

" Registering at a public or private employment office

" Meeting with prospective employers

" Investigating possibilities for starting a professional
practice or opening a business

" Placing or answering advertisements

" Writing letters of application

" Being on a union or professional register

Civilian Labor Force-Consists of persons classified

as employed or unemployed in accordance with the
criteria described above.

Experienced Unemployed-These are unemployed
persons who have worked at any time in the past.

Experienced Civilian Labor Force-Consists of the

employed and the experienced unemployed.

LaborForce-All persons classified in the civilian labor
force plus members of the U.S. Armed Forces (persons

on active duty with the United States Army, Air Force,

Navy, Marine Corps, or Coast Guard) .

Not in Labor Force-All persons 16 years old andover
who are not classified as members of the labor force.
This category consists mainly of students, housewives,

retired workers, seasonal workers enumerated in an

offseason who were not looking for work, institutional-
ized persons, and persons doing only incidental unpaid
family work (less than 15 hours during the reference
week).

Worker-Thisterm appears in connection with several
subjects : journey-to-work items, class of worker, weeks
worked in 1989, and number of workers in family in
1989. Its meaning varies and, therefore, should be

determined in each case by referring to the definition of
the subject in which it appears.

Actual Hours Worked Last Week-All persons who
reported working during the reference week were asked
to report in questionnaire item 21 bthe number of hours
that they worked. The statistics on hours worked pertain
to the number of hours actually worked at all jobs, and
do not necessarily reflect the number of hours typically
or usually worked or the scheduled number of hours.
The concept of "actual hours" differs from that of
"usual hours" described below. The number of persons
who worked only a small number of hours is probably
understated since such persons sometimes consider
themselves as notworking. Respondentswere askedto

include overtime or extra hours worked, but to exclude

lunch hours, sick leave, andvacation leave.

Limitation of the Data-The census may understate

the number of employed persons because personswho
have irregular, casual, or unstructured jobs sometimes

report themselves as not working. The number of

employed persons "at work" is probably overstated in

the census (and conversely, the number of employed

"with ajob, but not at work" is understated) since some
persons on vacation or sick leave erroneously reported
themselves as working. This problem has no effect on
the total number of employed persons. The reference
week for the employment data is not the same for all
persons. Since persons can change their employment
status from one week to another, the lack of a uniform
reference week may mean that the employment data do
not reflect the reality of the employment situation of any
given week . (For more information, see the discussion
under "Reference Week.")

Comparability-The questionnaire items and employ-

ment status concepts for the 1990 census are essen-

tially the same as those used in the 1980 and 1970
censuses . However, these concepts differ in many
respects from those associated with the 1950 and 1960
censuses .

Since employment data from thecensus are obtained

from respondents in households, they differ from statis-
tics based on reportsfrom individual business establish-
ments, farm enterprises, and certain government pro-
grams. Persons employed at more than one job are
counted only once in the census and are classified
according to the job at which they worked the greatest
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number of hours during the referenceweek . In statistics

based on reports from business and farm establish-

ments, persons who work for more than one establish-

ment may be counted more than once. Moreover, some

tabulations may exclude private household workers,

unpaid family workers, and self-employed persons, but

may include workers less than 16 years of age.

An additional difference in the data arises from the

fact that persons who hadajobbut were not at work are

included with the employed in the census statistics,

whereas many of these personsare likely to be excluded

from employment figures based on establishment pay-

roll reports. Furthermore, the employment status data in

census tabulations include persons on the basis of

place of residence regardless of where they work,

whereas establishment data report persons at their

place of work regardless of where they live . This latter

consideration is particularly significant when comparing

data for workers who commute between areas.

Census data on actual hours worked during the

reference week maydifferfrom data from othersources.

The census measures hours actually worked, whereas

some surveys measure hours paid for by employers.

Comparability of census actual hours worked data may

also be affected by the nature of the reference week

(see "Reference Week") .

Forseveral reasons, the unemployment figures of the

Census Bureau are not comparable with published

figures on unemployment compensation claims . For

example, figureson unemployment compensation claims

exclude persons who have exhausted their benefit

rights, new workers who have not earned rights to

unemployment insurance, and persons losing jobs not

covered by unemployment insurance systems (including

some workers in agriculture, domestic services, and

religious organizations, and self-employed and unpaid

family workers) . In addition, the qualifications for draw-

ing unemployment compensation differ from the defini-
tion of unemployment used by the Census Bureau.
Persons working only a few hours during the week and

persons with a job but not at work are sometimes

eligible for unemployment compensation but are classi-

fied as "Employed" in the census. Differences in the

geographical distribution of unemployment data arise

because the place where claims are filed may not

necessarily be thesame as the place of residence of the

unemployed worker.

Thefigures on employment status from the decennial
census are generallycomparable with similar data col-
lected in theCurrent Population Survey. However, some
difference may exist because of variations in enumera-
tion and processing techniques.

FERTILITY

The data on fertility (also referred to as "childrenever
born") were derivedfrom answersto questionnaire item
20, which was asked of a sample of women 15 years old
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and over regardless of marital status . Stillbirths, step-

children, and adopted children were excluded from the

number of children ever born. Ever-married women

were instructed to include all children born to them

before and during their most recent marriage, children

no longer living, and children away from home, as well

as children who were still living in the home. Never-

married women were instructed to include all children

born to them.
Data are most frequently presented in terms of the

aggregate number of children ever born to womenin the

specified category and in terms of the rate per 1,000

women. For purposes of calculating the aggregate, the

open-ended response category, "12or more" is assigned

a value of 13 .

Limitation ofthe Data-Althoughthe data are assumed

to be less complete for out-of-wedlock births than for

births occurring within marriage, comparisons of 1980
census data on the fertility of single women with other

census sources and administrative records indicate that

no significant differences were found between different
data sources; that is, 1980 census data on children ever

born to single womenwere complete with no significant

understatements of childbearing.

Comparability-The wording of the question on chil-
dren ever born was the same in 1990 as in 1980. In
1970, however, the question on children ever born was

asked of all ever-married women but only of never-

married women who received self-administered ques-

tionnaires. Therefore, rates and numbers of children

ever born to single women in 1970 may be understated.

Data presented for children ever born to ever-married

women are comparable for the 1990 census and all

previous censuses containing this question .

GROUP QUARTERS

All persons not living in households are classified by
the Census Bureau as living in group quarters . Two

general categories of persons in group quarters are

recognized: (1) institutionalized persons and (2) other
persons in group quarters (also referred to as "nonin-
stitutional group quarters") .

Institutionalized Persons-Includes personsunderfor-

mally authorized, supervised care or custody in institu-

tions at the time of enumeration. Such persons are

classified as "patients or inmates" of an institution

regardless of the availability of nursing or medical care,
the length of stay, or the number of persons in the
institution . Generally, institutionalized personsarerestricted

to the institutional buildings and grounds (or must have
passes or escorts to leave) and thus have limited
interaction with the surrounding community. Also, they
are generally under the care of trained staff who have
responsibility for their safekeeping and supervision.
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Type of Institution-The type of institution was deter-

mined as part of census enumeration activities. For

institutions which specialize in only one specific type of

service, all patients or inmates were given the same

classification . For institutions which had multiple types

of major services (usually general hospitals and Veter-

ans' Administration hospitals), patients were classified

according to selected types of wards. For example, in

psychiatric wards of hospitals, patients were classified

in "mental (psychiatric) hospitals" ; in hospital wardsfor

persons with chronic diseases, patients were classified

in "hospitals for the chronically ill." Each patient or

inmate was classified in only one type of institution.

Institutions include the following types:
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Correctional Institutions-Includes prisons, Federal

detention centers, military stockades andjails, police

lockups, halfway houses, local jails, and other con-

finement facilities, including work farms.

Prisons-Where persons convicted of crimes serve

their sentences. I n some census products, the

prisons are classified by two types of control :

(1) "Federal" (operated by the Bureau of Prisons

of the Department of Justice) and (2) "State."

Residents who are criminally insane were classi-

fied on the basis of where they resided at thetime

of enumeration: (1) in institutions (or hospital wards)

operated by departments of correction or similar

agencies ; or (2) in institutions operated by depart-

ments of mental health or similar agencies .

FederalDetention Centefs-Operated by the Immi-

gration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the

Bureau of Prisons. These facilities include deten-

tion centers used by the Park Police ; Bureau of

Indian Affairs Detention Centers; INS Centers,

such as the INS Federal Alien Detention Facility ;

INS Processing Centers ; and INS Contract Deten-

tion Centers used to detain aliens under exclusion

or deportation proceedings, as well as those aliens

who have not been placed into proceedings, such

as custodial required departures ; and INS Deten-

tion Centers operated within local jails, and State

and Federal prisons.

MilitatYStockades, Jads--Operated by military police

and used to hold persons awaiting trial or con-
victed of violating military-laviis .

Local Jails and Other Confinement Facilities-In-

cludes facilities operated by counties and cities

that primarily hold persons beyond arraignment,
usually for more than 48 hours. Also included in
this category arework farms used to hold persons

awaiting trial or serving time on relatively short
sentences and jails run by private businesses

under contract for local governments (but not by

State governments) .

Police Lockups-Temporary-holdingfacilities oper-

ated by county and city police that hold persons
for 48 hours or less only if they have not been

formally charged in court.

Halfway Houses-Operated for correctional pur-

poses and include probation and restitution cen-
ters, pre-release centers, andcommunity-residential
centers.

OtherTypes of Correctional Institutions-Privately

operated correctional facilities and correctional
facilities specifically for alcohol/ drug abuse.

Nursing Homes-Comprises a heterogeneous group

of places. The majority of patients are elderly, although

personswho require nursing care because of chronic
physical conditions may be found in these homes
regardless of their age. Included in this category are
skilled-nursing facilities, intermediate-care facilities,

long-term care rooms in wards or buildings on the
grounds of hospitals, or long-term care rooms/ nurs-

ingwings in congregate housingfacilities. Also included
are nursing, convalescent, and rest homes, such as

soldiers', sailors', veterans', and fraternal or religious
homes for the aged, with or without nursing care. In
some census products, nursing homes are classified

by type of ownership as "Federal," "State," "Private

not-for-profit," and "Private for profit ."

Mental (Psychiatric) Hospitals-Includes hospitals or
wards for the criminally insane not operated by a

prison, and psychiatric wards of general hospitals

and veterans' hospitals. Patients receive supervised

medical/ nursing care from formally-trained staff. In

some census products, mental hospitals are classi-

fied by type of ownership as "Federal," "State or

local," "Private," and "Ownership not known."

Hospitals for Chronically Ilb-Includes hospitals for

patients who require long-term care, including those

in military hospitals and wards for the chronically ill

located on military bases; or other hospitals or wards

for the chronically ill, which include tuberculosis

hospitals or wards, wards in general and Veterans'

Administration hospitals for the chronically ill, neuro-
logical wards, hospices, wardsfor patients with Hans-

en's Disease (leprosy) and otherincurable diseases,

and other unspecified wards for the chronically ill .

Patients who had no usual home elsewhere were
enumerated as part of the institutional population in

the wards of general and military hospitals. Most

hospital patients are at the hospital temporarily and

were enumerated at their usual place of residence.
(For more information, see "Wards in General and

Military Hospitals for Patients Who Have No Usual
Home Elsewhere.")
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Schools, Hospitals, or WardsfortheMentally Retard-

ed-Includes those institutions such as wards in

hospitals forthe mentally retarded, andintermediate-

care facilities for the mentally retarded that provide

supervised medical/ nursing care from formally-trained

staff. In some census products, this category is

classified by type of ownership as "Federal," "State

or local," "Private," and "Ownership not known."

Schools, Hospitals, or WardsforthePhysicallyHand-

icapped-Includes three types of institutions: institu-

tions for the blind, thoseforthe deaf, and orthopedic

wardsandinstitutions for the physically handicapped.

Institutions for persons with speech problems are

classified with "institutions for the deaf." The cate-

gory "orthopedic wards and institutions for the phys-

ically handicapped" includes those institutions pro-

viding relatively long-term care to accident victims,

and to persons with polio, cerebral palsy, and mus-

cular dystrophy. I n some census products, this cate-

gory is classified by type of ownership as "Public,"

"Private," and "Ownership not known."

Hospitals, and Wards for DrugVAlcohol Abuse-In-
cludes hospitals, and hospital wards in psychiatric

and general hospitals. These facilities are equipped

medically and designed for the diagnosis and treat-
ment of medical or psychiatric illnesses associated

with alcohol or drug abuse. Patients receive super-

vised medical care from formally-trained staff.

Wards in GeneralandMilitary Hospitals for Patients

Who Have No Usual Home Elsewhere-Includes
maternity, neonatal, pediatric (including wards for

boarder babies), military, and surgical wards of hos-

pitals, and wards for persons with infectious dis-

eases.

Juvenile Institutions-Includes homes, schools, and

other institutions providingcare for children (short- or

long-term care). Juvenile institutions include the fol-

lowing types:

Homes for Abused, Dependent, and Neglected
Children-Includes orphanages and other institu-

tions which provide long-term care (usually more

than 30 days) for children. This category is classi-

fied in some census products by type of ownership

as "Public" and "Private ."

Residential Treatment- Centers-Irncludte"s'-those

institutions which primarily serve children who, by

clinical diagnosis, are moderately or seriously dis-

turbed emotionally. Also, these institutions provide

long-term treatment services, usually supervised
or directed by a psychiatrist .

TrainingSchools forJuvenile Delinquents-Inclodes
residential training schools or homes, and indus-

trial schools, camps, or farms for juvenile delin-
quents .
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Public TrainingSchools forJuverile Delinquents-

Usually operated by a State agency (for exam-

ple, department of welfare, corrections, or a

youth authority) . Some are operated by county

and city governments. These public training

schoolsarespecialized institutions serving delin-

quent children, generally between the ages of

10 and 17 years old, all of whom are committed

by the courts.

Private Training Schools-Operated under pri-

vate auspices. Some of the children they serve

are committed by the courts as delinquents.

Others are referred by parents or social agen-

cies because of delinquent behavior. One dif-

ference between private and public training

schools is that, by their administrative policy,

private schools have control over their selection

and intake .

Detention Centers-Includes institutions providing

short-term care (usually 30 days or less) primarily

fordelinquent children pendingdisposition of their

cases by a court. This category also covers diag-

nostic centers. In practice, such institutions may

be caring for both delinquent and neglected chil-

dren pending court disposition.

Other Persons in Group Quarters (also referred to

as "noninstkutional group quarters'l-Includes all

persons who live in group quarters other than institu-

tions. Persons who live in the following living quarters

are classified as "other persons in group quarters"

when there are 10 or more unrelated persons living in

the unit; otherwise, these living quarters are classified

as housing units.

RoomingHouses-Includes persons residing in room-

ing and boarding houses and living in quarters with 10
or more unrelated persons.

GroupHomes-Includes "community-based homes"

that provide care and supportive services. Such

places include homes for the mentally ill, mentally
retarded, and physically handicapped; drug/alcohol
halfway houses ; communes; andmaternity homesfor
unwed mothers.

Homes for the Mentally ///-Includes community-

based homes that provide care primarily for the

mentally ill . In some data products, this category is
classified by type of ownership as "Federal,"

"State," "Private," and "Ownership not known."
Homes which combinetreatment of the physically
handicapped with treatment of the mentally ill are

counted as homes forthe mentally ill .

HanesforOeMentallyRetarabd-Includescomfxr*-
based homes that provide care primarily for the
mentally retarded . Homes which combine treat-

ment of the physically handicappedwith treatment
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of the mentally retarded are counted as homesfor

the mentally retarded. This category is classified

by type of ownership in some census products, as

"Federal," "State," "Private," or "Ownership not

known."

Homes for the Physically Handicapped-Includes

community-based homes for the blind, for the

deaf, and other community-based homes for the

physically handicapped. Personswith speech prob-

lems are classified with homes for the deaf. In

some census products, this category is classified

by type of ownership as "Public," "Private," or

"Ownership not known."

HanesorH&Y~vWHocsesforDnxyAboWAbcse-In-

cludes persons with no usual home elsewhere in

places that provide community-based care and

supportive services to persons suffering from a

drug/alcohol addiction and to recovering alcohol-

icsanddrug abusers. Places providingcommunity-

based care for drug and alcohol abusers include

group homes, detoxification centers, quarterway

houses (residential treatment facilities that work

closely with accredited hospitals), halfway houses,

and recovery homesfor ambulatory, mentally com-

petent recovering alcoholics and drug abusers

who may be re-entering the work force.

Maternity Homes for Unwed Mother

	

includes

persons with no usual home elsewhere in places

that provide domestic care for unwed mothers and

their children . These homes may provide social

services and post-natal care within the facility, or

may make arrangements for women to receive

such services in the community. Nursing services

are usually available in the facility .

Other Group Home

	

includes persons with no

usual home elsewhere in communes, foster care
homes, and job corps centers with 10 or more

unrelated persons. These types of places provide

communal living quarters, generally for persons

who have formed their own community in which

they have common interests and often share or

own property jointly.

Religious Group Quarters-Includes, primarily, group

quarters for nuns teaching in parochial schools and
for priests living in rectories: =1t - also includes other

convents and monasteries, except those associated

with a general hospital or an institution.

College Quarters Off Campus-Ancludes privately-

owned rooming and boarding houses off campus, if
the place is reserved exclusively for occupancy by

college students and if there are 10 or more unre-

lated persons. In census products, persons in this
category are classified as living in a college dormi-

tory.
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Persons residing in certain other types of living

arrangements are classified as living in "noninstitutional
group quarters" regardless of the number of people

sharing the unit . These include persons residing in the

following types of group quarters :

College Dormitories-Includes college students in
dormitories (provided the dormitory is restricted to
students who do not have their families living with
them), fraternity andsorority houses, andon-campus

residential quarters used exclusively for those in
religious orders who are attending college. Students

in privately-owned rooming and boarding houses off

campus are also included, if the place is reserved

exclusively for occupancy by college-level students

and if there are 10 or more unrelated persons.

Military Quarters-Includes military personnel living

in barracks and dormitories on base, in transient

quarters on base fortemporary residents (both civil-

ian and military), and on military ships. However,

patients in military hospitals receiving treatment for

chronic diseases or who had no usual home else-

where, and persons being held in military stockades

were included as part of the institutional population .

Agriculture Workers' Dormitories-Includes persons

in migratory farm workers' camps on farms, bunk-

houses for ranch hands, and other dormitories on

farms, such as those on "tree farms."

OtherWorkers' Dormitories-lncludespersons in log-

ging camps, construction workers' camps, firehouse

dormitories, job-training camps, energy enclaves (Alaska

only), and nonfarm migratory workers' camps (for

example, workers in mineral and mining camps).

Emergency Shelters for Homeless Persons (with

sleeping facilities) and Visible in Street Locations-

Includes persons enumerated during the "Shelter-

and-Street-Night" operation primarily on March20-21,

1990 . Enumerators were instructed not to ask if a

person was "homeless." If a person was at one of

the locations below on March 20-21, the person was

counted as described below. (For more information

on the "Shelter-andStreet-Night" operation, seeAppen-

dix D, Collection and Processing Procedures.) This
category is divided into four classifications:

Emergency Shelters for Homeless Persons (with

sleeping facilities)-Includes persons who stayed
overnight on March 20, 1990, in permanent and

temporary emergency housing, missions, hotels/

motels, andflophouses charging $12 or less (exclud-

ingtaxes) pernight; SalvationArmy shelters, hotels,
and motels used entirely for homeless persons

regardless of the nightly rate charged; rooms in

hotels and motels used partiallyfor the homeless;
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and similar places known to have persons who

have no usual home elsewhere staying overnight.

If notshown separately, shelters andgrouphomes

that provide temporary sleeping facilities for run-

away, neglected, andhomeless children are included

in this category in data products .

Shelters for Runaway, Neglected, and Homeless

Children-Includes shelters/ group homes which

provide temporarysleeping facilities for juveniles.

Visible in Street Locations-Includes street blocks

and open public locations designated before

March 20, 1990, by city and community officials as

places where the homeless congregate at night.

All persons found at predesignated street sites

from 2 a.m . to 4 a.m. and leaving abandoned or

boarded-up buildings from 4 am. to 8 a.m . on

March 21, 1990, were enumerated during "street"

enumeration, except persons in uniform such as

police and persons engaged in obvious money-

making activities other than begging or panhan-

dling Enumerators were instructed not to ask if a

person was "homeless."

This cannot be considered a complete count of

all persons living on the streets because those

who were so well hidden that local people did not

know where to find them were likely to have been

missed as were persons moving aboutor in places

not identified by local officials. It is also possible

that persons with homescould have been included

in the count of "visible in street locations" if they

were present when the enumerator did the enu-

meration of a particular block.

Predesignated street sites include street cor-

ners, parks, bridges, persons emerging from aban-

doned and boarded-up buildings, noncommercial

campsites (tent cities), all-night movie theaters,

all-night restaurants, emergency hospital waiting

rooms, train stations, airports, bus depots, and

subway stations .

Shelters for Abused Women (Shelters Against

Domestic Violence or Family Crisis Centers)--
Includes community-based homes or shelters that
provide domiciliary care for women who have
sought shelter from family violence and who may

have been physically- abused . Most sheiterl*also
provide care for children of abused women. These

shelters may provide social services, meals, psy-

chiatric treatment, and counseling . In some cen-
sus products, "shelters for abused women" are
included in the category "other noninstitutional
group quarters ."

Dormitories for Nurses and Interns in General and
MilitaryHospitals-Includes groupquarters fornurses
and other staff members. It excludes patients .
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Crews of Maritime Vessels-Includes officers, crew

members, and passengers of maritime U.S . flag

vessels. All ocean-going and Great Lakes ships are

included.

Staff Residents of Institutions-Includes staff resid-

ing in group quarters on institutional grounds who

provide formally-authorized, supervised care or cus-

tody for the institutionalized population .

OtherNonhouseholdLivingSituations-I ncludes per-

sons with no usual home elsewhere enumerated

during transient or "T-Night" enumeration at YMCA's,

YWCA's, youth hostels, commercial and government-

run campgrounds, campgrounds at racetracks, fairs,

and carnivals, and similar transient sites.

Living Quarters for Victims of Natural Disasters-

In-cludes living quarters for persons temporarily dis-

placed by natural disasters.

Umitation of the Data-Two types of errors can occur

in the classification of "types of group quarters":

1 . Misclassification of Group Quarters--During the

1990 Special Place Prelist operation, the enumera-

tor determined the type of group quarters associ-

ated with each special place in their assignment .

The enumerator used the Alphabetical GroupQuar-

ters Code List and Index to the Alphabetical Group

Quarters Code List to assign a two-digit code

number followed by either an "I," for institutional, or

an "N," for noninstitutional to each group quarters .

In 1990, unacceptable group quarter codes were

edited. (For more information on editing of unac-

ceptable data, see Appendix C, Accuracy of the

Data.)

2. No Classification (unknowns}-The imputation rate

for type of institution was higher in 1980 (23.5

percent) than in 1970 (3.3 percent) . Improvements

were made to the 1990 Alphabetical Group Quar-

ters Code List ; that is, the inclusion of more group

quarters categories and an "Index to the Alphat~et-

ical Group Quarters Code List." (For more informa-

tion on the allocation rates for Type of Institution,

see the allocation rates in 1990 CPA, General

Population Characteristics.)

In previous censuses, allocation rates for demo-

graphic characteristics (such as age, sex, race, and

marital status) of the institutional population were similar

to those forthetotal population . The allocation rates for

sample characteristics such as school enrollment, high-
estgrade completed, income, and veteran status forthe
institutional and noninstitutional groupquarters popula-

tion have been substantially higher than the population

in households at least as far back as the 1960 census .
The data, however, have historically presented a rea-

sonable picture of the institutional and noninstitutional
group quarters population .
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Shelter and Street Night (S-Night)-For the 1990 cen-

sus "Shelter-and-Street-Night" operation, persons well

hidden, moving about, or in locations enumerators did

not visit were likely to be missed . The number of people

missed will never be known; thus, the 1990 census

cannot be considered to include a definitive count of

America's total homeless population . It does, however,

give an idea of relative differences among areas of the

country. Other components were counted as part of

regular census procedures.

The count of persons in shelters and visible on the

street could have been affected by many factors. How

much the factors affected the count can never be

answered definitively, but some elements include:

1 . How well enumerators were trained and how well

they followed procedures .

2. How well the list of shelter and street locations

given to the Census Bureau by the local govern-

ment reflected the actual places that homeless

persons stay at night.

3. Cities were encouraged to open temporary shelters

for census night, and many did that and actively
encouraged people to enter the shelters. Thus,

people who may have been on the street otherwise

were in shelters the night of March 20, so that the

ratio of shelter-to-street population could be differ-

ent than usual.

4. The weather, which was unusually cold in some

parts of the country, could affect how likely people

were to seek emergency shelter or to be more

hidden than usual if they stayed outdoors .

5. The mediaoccasionally interfered with the ability to

do the count.

6. How homeless people perceived the census and

whether they wanted to be counted or feared the

census and hid from it .

The Census Bureau conducted two assessments of

Shelter and Street Night: (1) the quality of the lists of

shelters used for the Shelter-and-Street-Night opera-

tion, and (2) how well procedures were followed by

census- takers for the street count in parts of five cities

(Chicago, Los Angeles, New Orleans, New York, and

Phoenix) . Information about these two assessments is
available from the Chief, Cemer-for Survey Methods

Research, Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC

20233.

Comparability-For the 1990 census, the definition of

institutionalized persons was revised so that the defini-

tion of "care" only includes persons under organized
medical or formally-authorized, supervised care or cus-
tody . As a result of this change to the institutional
definition, maternity homes are classified as noninstku-
tional rather than institutional group quarters as in
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previous censuses . The following types of other group

quarters are classified as institutional rather than non-
institutional group quarters : "halfway houses (operated
for correctional purposes)" and "wards in general and

military hospitals for patients who have no usual home

elsewhere," which includes maternity, neonatal, pediat-

ric, military, and surgical wards of hospitals, other-

purpose wards of hospitals, and wards for infectious

diseases . These changes should not significantly affect

the comparability of data with earlier censuses because
of the relatively small number of persons involved.

As in 1980, 10 or more unrelated persons living
together were classified as living in noninstitutional
group quarters. In 1970, the criteria was six or more
unrelated persons.

Several changes also have occurred in the identifi-

cation of specific types of group quarters. For the first
time, the 1990 census identifies separately thefollowing
types of correctional institutions : persons in halfway
houses (operated for correctional purposes), military
stockades and jails, and police lockups. In 1990, tuber-
culosis hospitals or wardsare included with hospitals for

the chronically ill ; in 1980, they were shown separately .

For 1990, the noninstitutional group quarters category,

"Group homes" is further classified as: group homesfor

drug/alcohol abuse; maternity homes (for unwed moth-

ers), group homes for the mentally ill, group homes for

the mentally retarded, and group homes for the physi-

cally handicapped. Persons living in communes, foster-

care homes, and job corps centers are classified with
"Other group homes" only if 10 or more unrelated
persons share the unit ; otherwise, they are classified as
housing units.

In 1990, workers' dormitories were classified as

group quarters regardless of the number of persons
sharing the dorm. In 1980, 10 or more unrelated per-
sons had to share the dorm for it to be classified as a

group quarters . In 1960, data on persons in military
barracks were shown only for men. In subsequent
censuses, they include both men and women.

In 1990 census data products, the phrase "inmates

of institutions" was changed to "institutionalized per-

sons." Also, persons living in noninstitutional group
quarters were referred to as "other persons in group
quarters," andthe phrase "staff residents" wasused for
staff living in institutions .

'= In 1990, there are additional institutional categories
and noninstitutional group quarters categories com-

pared with the 1980 census. The institutional categories

added include "hospitals and wards for drug/alcohol
abuse" and "military hospitals for the chronically ill."

The noninstitutional group quarters categories added

include emergency shelters forhomeless persons; shel-

ters for runaway, neglected, and homeless children ;
shelters for abused women; and visible-in-street loca-

tions. Each of these noninstitutional group quarters
categories was enumerated on March 20-21, 1990,
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during the "Shelter-and-Street-Night" operation. (For

more information on the "Shelter-and-Street-Night" oper-

ation, see Appendix D, Collection and Processing Pro-

cedures.)

HISPANIC ORIGIN

The data on Spanish/ Hispanic origin were derived

from answers to questionnaire item 7, whichwas asked

of all persons. Persons of Hispanic origin are thosewho

classified themselves in one of the specific Hispanic

origin categories listed on the questionnaire-"Mex-

ican," "Puerto Rican," or "Cuban"-as well as those

who indicated that they were of "other Spanish/ His-

panic" origin . Persons of "Other Spanish/ Hispanic"

origin are those whose origins are from Spain, the

Spanish-speaking countries of C_ entral or South Amer-

ica, or the Dominican Republic, or they are persons of

Hispanic origin identifying themselves generally as Span-

ish, Spanish-American, Hispanic, Hispano, Latino, and

so on . Write-in responses to the "other Spanish/ His-

panic" category were coded only for sample data .

Origin can be viewed as the ancestry, nationality

group, lineage, or country of birth of the person or the

person's parents or ancestors before their arrival in the

United States. Persons of Hispanic origin may be of any

race .

Some tabulations are shown by the Hispanic origin of

the householder. In all cases where households, fami-

lies, or occupied housing units are classified by Hispanic

origin, the Hispanic origin of the householder is used.

(See the discussion of householder under "Household

Type and Relationship.")

During direct interviews conducted by enumerators, if

a person could not provide a single origin response, he
or shewas askedto select, based on self-identification,

the group which best described his or her origin or

descent. If a person could not provide a single group,

the origin of the person's mother was used . If a single

group could not be provided for the person's mother,

the first origin reported by the person was used .

If any household member failed to respond to the

Spanish/ Hispanic origin question,aresponse wasassigned

by the computer according to the reported entries of
other household members by using specific rules of
precedence of household relationship. In the process-
ing of sample questionnaires, responses to other ques-
tions on the questionnaire, ,such as ancestry and,place

of birth, were used 'toassign' an origin before any
reference was made to the origin reported by other

householdmembers. If an origin wasnot entered for any

household member, an origin wasassigned from another

household according to the race of the householder.
This procedure is a variation of the general imputation
process described in Appendix C, Accuracy of the Data .

Comparability-There maybe differences between the
total Hispanic origin population based on 100-percent

tabulations and sample tabulations. Such differences
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arethe result of sampling variability, nonsampling error,

and more extensive edit procedures for the Spanish/

Hispanic origin item on the sample questionnaires. (For

more information on sampling variability and nonsam-

pling error, see Appendix C, Accuracy of the Data.)

The 1990 data on Hispanic origin are generally

comparable with those for the 1980 census. However,

there are some differences in the format of the Hispanic

origin question between the two censuses . For 1990,

theword "descent" wasdeletedfrom the 1980 wording.

In addition, theterm "Mexican-Amer." used in 1980 was

shortened further to "Mexican-Am." to reduce misre-

porting (of "American") in this category detected in the

1980 census . Finally, the 1990 question allowedthose

who reported as "other Spanish/ Hispanic" to write in

their specific Hispanic origin group.

Misreporting in the "Mexican-Amer." category of the

1980 census item on Spanish/ Hispanic origin may

affect the comparability of 1980 and 1990 census data

for persons of Hispanic origin for certain areas of the

country. An evaluation of the 1980 census item on

Spanish/ Hispanic origin indicated that there was misre-

porting in the Mexican origin category by White and

Blackpersons in certainareas. The study results showed

evidence that the misreporting occurred in the South

(excluding Texas), the Northeast (excluding the New

York City area), andafewStates in the Midwest Region.

Also, results based on available data suggest that the

impact of possible misreporting of Mexican origin in the

1980 census was severe in those portions of the

above-mentioned regions where the Hispanic origin

population was generally sparse . However, national

1980 census data on the Mexican origin population or

total Hispanic origin population at the national level was

not seriously affected by the reporting problem. (For a

more detailed discussion of the evaluation of the 1980

census Spanish/ Hispanic origin item, see the 1980
census Supplementary Reports.)

The 1990 and 1980 census data on the Hispanic

population are not directly comparable with 1970 Span-

ish origin data because of a number of factors: (1)

overall improvements in the 1980 and 1990 censuses,

(2) better coverage of the population, (3) improved

question designs, and (4) an effective public relations

campaign by the Census Bureau with the assistance of

national and community ethnic groups .

Specific changes in question design between the

1980 and 1970 censuses included the placement of the

category "No, not Spanish/ Hispanic" as the first cate-

gory in that question . (The corresponding category

appeared last in the 1970 question.) Also, the 1970

category "Central or South American" was deleted
because in 1970 some respondents misinterpreted the
category; furthermore, the designations "Mexican-American"

and "Chicano" were added to the Spanish/ Hispanic
origin question in 1980. In the 1970 census, the ques-

tion on Spanish origin was asked of only a 5-percent

sample of the population .
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HOUSEHOLD TYPE AND RELATIONSHIP

Household

A household includes all the persons who occupy a

housing unit. A housing unit is a house, an apartment, a

mobile home, a group of rooms, or a single room that is

occupied (or if vacant, is intended for occupancy) as

separate living quarters . Separate living quarters are

those in which the occupants live and eat separately

from any other persons in the building and which have

direct access from theoutside of the building orthrough

a common hall. The occupants may be a single family,

one person living alone, two or more families living

together, or any other group of related or unrelated

persons who share living arrangements.

In 100-percent tabulations, the count of households

or householders always equals the count of occupied

housing units. In sample tabulations, the numbers may

differ as a result of the weighting process.

PersonsPerHousehold-Ameasureobtained by divid-

ingthe number of persons in households by the number

of households (or householders). In cases where per-

sons in households are cross-classified by race or

Hispanic origin, persons in the household are classified

by the race or Hispanic origin of the householder rather

than the race or Hispanic origin of each individual .

Relationship to Householder

Householder-Thedata on relationship to householder

were derived from answers to questionnaire item 2,

which was asked of all persons in housing units. One

person in each household is designated as the house-

holder . In most cases, this is the person, or one of the

persons, in whose name the home is owned, being

bought, or rented and who is listed in column 1 of the

census questionnaire. If there is no such person in the

household, any adult household member 15 years old

and over could be designated as the householder.

Households are classified by type according to the

sex of the householder and the presence of relatives.

Two types of householders are distinguished: a family

householder and a nonfamily householder. A family

householder is a householder.h-uing with one or-more

persons related to him or her by birth, marriage, or

adoption . The householderand all persons in the house-

hold related to him or her are family members. A
nonfamily householder is a householder living alone or

with nonrelatives only.

Spouse-Includes a person married to and living with a

householder. This category includes persons in formal

marriages, as well as persons in common-law mar-

riages.
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The number of spouses is equal to the number of

"married-couple families" or "married-couple house-
holds" in 100-percent tabulations. The number of spouses,

however, is generally less than half of the number of

"married persons with spouse present" in sample tab-

ulations, since more than one marriedcouple can live in

a household, but only spouses of householders are

specifically identified as "spouse." For sample tabula-

tions, the number of "married persons with spouse

present" includes married-couple subfamiliesand married-

couple families .

Child-Includes a son or daughter by birth, astepchild,

or adopted child of the householder, regardless of the

child's age or marital status. The category excludes

sons-in-law, daughters-in-law, and foster children.

Natural-Born or Adopted SonlDaughter--A son or

daughter of the householder by birth, regardless of

the ageof the child. Also, this category includes sons

or daughters of the householder by legal adoption,

regardless of theage of thechild If the stepson/ step-

daughter of the householder has been legally adopted

by the householder, the child is still classified as a

stepchild.

Stepson/Stepdaughter-A son or daughter of the

householderthrough marriage butnot by birth, regard-

less of theage of the child. If the stepson/stepdaugh-

ter of the householder has been legally adopted by

the householder, the child is still classified as a

stepchild.

Own Child--A never-married child under 18 years

who is a son or daughter by birth, a stepchild, or an

adopted child of the householder. In certain tabula-

tions, own children are further classified as living with

two parents or with one parent only. Own children of

the householder living with two parents are by defi-

nition found only in married-couple families .

. In a subfamily, an "own child" is a never-married

child under 18 years of age who is a son, daughter,

stepchild, or an adopted child of a mother in a

mother-child subfamily, a father in a father-child

subfamily, or either spouse in a married-couple sub-

family .

"Related children" in a family include own children

= and all other persons under 18 years of age in the

household, regardless of marital status, who are related

to the householder, except the spouse of the house-

holder . Foster children are not included since they are

not related to the householder.

Other Relatives-In tabulations, includes any house-

hold member related to the householder by birth, mar-

riage, or adoption, but not included specifically in another

relationship category . In certain detailed tabulations, the

following categories may be shown:
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Grandchild-The grandson or granddaughter of the

householder.

Brother/Sister-The brother or sister of the house-

holder, including stepbrothers, stepsisters, and broth-

ers and sisters by adoption . Brothers-in-law and

sisters-in-law are included in the "Other relative"

category on the questionnaire.

Parent-The father or mother of the householder,

includingastepparent or adoptive parent . Fathers-in-

law and mothers-in-law are included in the "Other

relative" category on the questionnaire.

Other Relatives-Anyone not listed in a reported

category above who is related to the householder by

birth, marriage, or adoption (brother-in-law, grandpar-

ent, nephew, aunt, mother-in-law, daughter-in-law,

cousin, and so forth) .

Nonrelatives-Includes anyhousehold member, includ-

ing foster children not related to the householder by

birth, marriage, or adoption . The following categories

may be presented in more detailed tabulations:

Roomer, Boarder, orFosterChild -Roomer, boarder,

lodger, and foster children or foster adults of the

householder.

Housemate or Roommate-A person who is not

related to the householder and who shares living

quarters primarily in order to share expenses .

Unmarried Partner-A person who is not related to

the householder, whoshares living quarters, andwho

has a close personal relationship with the house-

holder .

Other Nonrelatives-A person who is not related by

birth, marriage, or adoption to the householder and

who is not described by the categories given above.

When relationship is not reported for an individual, it
is imputed according to the responses forage, sex, and
marital status for that person while maintaining consis-
tency with responsesfor other individuals in the-house-.f :

(For more information on imputation, see Appen-
dix C, Accuracy of the Data .)

Unrelated Individual

An unrelated individual is : (1) a householder living
alone or with nonrelatives only, (2) a household member
who is not related to the householder, or (3) a person
living in group quarters who is not an inmate of an
institution.
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Family Type

A family consists of a householder and one or more

other persons living in the same household who are

related to the householder by birth, marriage, or adop-

tion . All persons in a household who are related to the

householder are regarded as members of his or her

family. A household can contain only one family for

purposes of census tabulations. Not all households

contain families since a household may comprise a

group of unrelated persons or one person living alone.

Families are classified by type as either a "married-

couple family" or "other family" according to the sex of

the householderandthe presence of relatives. The data

on family type are based on answers to questions on

sex and relationship which were asked on a 100-

percent basis.

Marriec~Couple Family-A family in whichthe house-

holder and his . or her spouse are enumerated as

members of the same household

OtherFamily.

Male Householder, No Wife Present-A family with a

male householder and no spouse of householder

present.

Female Householder, No Husband PresentA fam-

ily with a female householder and no spouse of

householder present.

Persons Per Family-A measure obtained by dividing

the number of persons in families by thetotal number of

families (or family householders). In cases where the

measure, "persons in family" or "persons per family"

are cross-tabulated by race or Hispanic origin, the race

or Hispanic origin refers to the householder rather than

the race or Hispanic, origin of each individual .

Subfamily

A subfamily is a married couple (husband and wife

enumerated as members of the same household) with

or without never-married children under 18 years old, or

one parent with one or more never-married children

under 18 years old, living in a household and related to,

but not including, either the householder or the house-
holder's spouse . The number of subfamilies is not
included in the count of families, since subfamily mem-
bers are counted as part of the householder's family.

Subfamilies are defined during processing of sample
data In selected tabulations, subfamilies are further
classified by type : married-couple subfamilies, with or

without own children; mother-child subfamilies; and
father-child subfamilies.
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Lone parents include people maintaining either one-

parent families or one-parent subfamilies. Married cou-
ples include husbands and wives in both married-couple
families and married-couple subfamilies.

Unmarried-Partner Household

An unmarried-partner household is ahousehold other
than a "married-couple household" that includes a
householder and an "unmarried partner." An "unmar-
ried partner" can be of the same sex or of the opposite
sex of the householder. An "unmarried partner" in an
"unmarried-partner household" is an adult who is unre-
lated to the householder, but shares living quarters and
has a close personal relationship with the householder.

Unmarried-Couple Household

An unmarried-couple household is composed of two

unrelated adults of the opposite sex (one of whom is the

householder) who share a housing unit with or without
the presence of children under 15 years old.

Foster Children

Foster children are nonrelatives of the householder

and are included in the category, "Roomer, boarder, or
foster child" on the questionnaire. Foster children are
identified as persons under 18 years old and living in

households that have no nonrelatives 18 years old and

over (who might be parents of the nonrelatives under 18
years old) .

Stepfamily

A stepfamily is a "married-couple family" with at least
one stepchild of the householder present, where the
householder is the husband.

Comparability-The 1990 definition of a household is
the same as that used in 1980 . The 1980 relationship
category "Son/daughter" has been replaced by two
categories, "Natural-born or adopted son/ daughter"
and "Stepson/stepdaughter." "Grandchild" has been
added as a separate category. The 1980 nonrelative
categories : "Roomer, boarder" and "Partner, room-
mate" have been replaced by the .categories "Roomer,
boarder, or foster child," "Hoii§emate, "roommate,"'drid ,
"Unmarried partner." The 1980 nonrelative category
"Paid employee" has been dropped.

INCOME IN 1989

The data on income in 1989 were derived from
answers to questionnaire items 32 and 33. Information
on money income received in the calendar year 1989
was requested from persons 15 years old and over.
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"Total income" is the algebraic sum of the amounts
reported separately for wage or salary income ; net
nonfarm self-employment income ; net farm self-employment
income ; interest, dividend, or netrental or royalty income;
Social Security or railroad retirement income ; public
assistance or welfare income; retirement or disability
income; and all other income. "Earnings" is defined as
the algebraic sum of wage or salary income and net
income from farm andnonfarmself-employment. "Earn-
ings" represent the amount of income received regu-
larly before deductions forpersonal income taxes, Social
Security, bond purchases, union dues, medicare deduc-
tions, etc.

Receipts from the following sources are not included
as income : money received from the sale of property
(unless the recipient was engaged in the business of
selling such property) ; the value of income "in kind"
from food stamps, public housing subsidies, medical
care, employer contributions for persons, etc.; with-
drawal of bank deposits ; money borrowed ; tax refunds;
exchange of money between relatives living in the same
household; gifts and lump-sum inheritances, insurance
payments, and other types of lump-sum receipts .

Income Type in 1989

The eight types of income reported in the census are
defined as follows:

1 . Wage orSalaryIncome-Includes total moneyearn-
ings received for work performed as an employee
during the calendar year 1989 . It includes wages,
salary, ArmedForces pay, commissions, tips, piece-
rate payments, and cash bonuses earned before
deductions were made for taxes, bonds, pensions,
union dues, etc.

2. Nonfarm Self-Employment Income-Includes net
money income (gross receipts minus expenses)
from one's own business, professional enterprise,
or partnership. Gross receipts include the value of
all goods sold and services rendered. Expenses
includes costsof goods purchased, rent, heat, light,
power, depreciation charges, wages and salaries
paid, business taxes (not personal income taxes),
etc.

3 . Farm Self-Employment Income-Includesnetmoney
income (gross receipts minus operating expenses)
from the operation of a farm by a person on his or
herown account, as an owner, renter, or sharecrop-
per. Gross receipts include the value of all products
sold, government farm programs, money received
from the rental of farm equipment to others, and
incidental receipts from the sale of wood, sand,
gravel, etc. Operating expenses include cost of
feed, fertilizer, seed, and other farming supplies,
cash wagespaidto farmhands, depreciation charges,
cash rent, interest on farm mortgages, farm building
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repairs, farm taxes (not State and Federal personal

income taxes), etc. The value of fuel, food, or other

farm products used for family living is not included

as part of net income.

4. Interest, Dividend, or NetRental Income-Includes

interest on savings or bonds, dividends from stock-

holdings or membership in associations, net income

from rental of property to others and receipts from

boarders or lodgers, net royalties, and periodic

payments from an estate or trust fund .

5. Social Security Income-Includes Social Security

pensions and survivors benefits and permanent

disability insurance payments made by the Social

Security Administration prior to deductions for med-

ical insurance, and railroad retirement insurance

checks from the U.S. Government. Medicare reim-

bursements are not included .

6 . PublicAssistance Income-Includes: (1) supplemen-

tary security income payments made by Federal or

State welfare agencies to low income persons who

are aged (65 years old or over), blind, or disabled ;

(2) aid to families with dependent children, and (3)

general assistance . Separate payments received

for hospital or other medical care (vendor pay-

ments) are excluded from this item .

7. Retirement orDisabilityIncome-Includes: (1) retire-

ment pensions and survivor benefits from a former

employer, labor union, or Federal, State, county, or

other governmental agency; (2) disability income

from sources such as worker's compensation ; com-

panies or unions ; Federal, State, or local govern-

ment ; and the U.S. military ; (3) periodic receipts

from annuities andinsurance; and (4) regularincome

from IRA and KEOGH plans.

8. All Otherlncome-I ncludes unemployment compen-

sation, Veterans Administration (VA) payments, ali-

mony and child support, contributions received peri-

odically from persons not living in the household,

military family allotments, net gambling winnings,

and other kinds of periodic income other than

earnings .

Income of Households-Includes the income of the

householder and all other -persons 15 -years -old-,and

over in the household, whether related to the house-

holder or not. Because many households consist of only

one person, average household income is usually less

than average family income.

Income of Families and Persons-In compiling statis-

tics on family income, the incomes of all members 15
years old and over in each family are summed and

treated as a single amount. However, for persons 15
years old and over, the total amounts of their own
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incomes are used. Although the income statistics cov-

ered the calendar year 1989, the characteristics of

persons andthe composition of families referto thetime

of enumeration (April 1990). Thus, the income of the

family does not include amounts received by persons

who were members of the family during all or part of the

calendar year 1989 if these persons no longer resided

with the family at the time of enumeration. Yet, family

income amounts reported by related persons who did

not reside with the family during 1989 but who were

members of the family at the time of enumeration are

included. However, the composition of most families

was the same during 1989 as in April 1990.

Median Income-The median divides the income dis-

tribution into two equal parts, one having incomes

above the median and the other having incomes below

the median . For households and families, the median

income is based on the distribution of the total number

of units including those with no income. The median for

persons is based on persons with income. The median

income values for all households, families, and persons

are computed on the basis of more detailed income

intervals than shownin most tabulations. Median house-

hold or family income figures of $50,000 or less are

calculated using linear interpolation. For persons, cor-

responding median values of $40,000 or less are also

computed using linear interpolation. All other median

income amounts are derived through Pareto interpola-

tion . (For more information on medians and interpola-

tion, see the discussion under "Derived Measures.")

Mean Income-This is the amount obtained by dividing

thetotal income of a particular statistical universe by the

number of units in that universe . Thus, mean household

income is obtained by dividing total household income

by the total number of households. Forthevarioustypes

of income the means are based on households having

thosetypes of income . "Per capita income" is the mean

income computed for every man, woman, and child in a

particular group. It is derived by dividingthetotal income

of a particular group by the total population in that

group.

Care should be exercised in using and interpreting

mean income values for small subgroups of the popu-

lation . Because the mean is influenced strongly by

extreme values in the distribution, it is especially sus-

ceptible to the effects of sampling variability, misreport-

ing, and processing errors . The median, which is not

affected by extreme values, is, therefore, a better

measure than the mean when the population base is

small. The mean, nevertheless, is shown in some data

products for most small subgroups because, when

weighted according to the number of cases, the means

can be addedto obtained summary measures for areas

and groups other than those shown in census tabula-

tions.
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Limitation of theData-Since questionnaire entries for

income frequently are based on memory and not on
records, many persons tended to forget minor or irreg-
ular sources of income and, therefore, underreport their
income . Underreporting tends to be more pronounced
for income sources that are not derived from earnings,
such as Social Security, public assistance, or from
interest, dividends, and net rental income .

There are errors of reporting due to the misunder-
standing of the income questions such as reporting
gross rather than net dollar amounts for the two ques-
tions on net self-employment income, which resulted in
an overstatement of these items. Another common
error is the reporting of identical dollar amounts in two of
the eight type of income items where a respondent with
only one source of income assumed that the second
amount should be entered to represent total income .

Such instances of overreporting had an impact on the
level of mean nonfarm or farm self-employment income
and mean total income published for the various geo-
graphical subdivisions of the State.

Extensive computer editing procedures were insti-
tuted in the data processing operation to reduce some
of these reporting errors and to improvetheaccuracy of
the income data These procedures corrected various
reporting deficiencies and improved the consistency of
reported income items associated with work experience
and information on occupation and class of worker. For
example, if persons reported they were self-employed
on their own farm, not incorporated, but had reported
wage and salary earnings only, the latter amount was
shifted to netfarm self-employment income . Also, if any
respondent reported total income only, the amount was
generally assigned to one of the type of income items
according to responses to the work experience and
class-of-worker questions. Another type of problem
involved nonreporting of income data . Where income
information was not reported, procedures were devised
to impute appropriate values with either no income or
positive or negative dollar amounts for the missing
entries. (For more information on imputation,seeAppen-
dix C, Accuracy of the Data .)

In income tabulations for households and families,

	

In 1980 and 1990, all nonrespondents with income
the lowest income group(e.g ., less than $5,000) includes

	

not reported (whether heads of households or other
units that were classified as having no 1989 income.

	

persons) were assigned thereported income of persons
Many of these were living on income "in kind," savings,

	

with similar characteristics. (For more information on
or gifts, were newlycreated families, or families in which

	

imputation, see Appendix C, "Accuracy of the Data.")
the sole breadwinner had recently died or --left- the* . -- =* . _ There was a difference in the method of computer
household. However, many of the households and

	

derivation of aggregate income from individual amounts
families who reported no income probably had some

	

between the two census processing operations. In the
money income which was not recorded in the census .

The income data presented in thetabulations covers
money income only. The fact that many farm families
receive an important part of their income in theform of
"free" housing and goods produced and consumed on
the farm rather than in money should be taken into
consideration in comparing the income of farm and
nonfarm residents. Nonmoney income such as business
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expense accounts, use of business transportation and
facilities, or partial compensation by business for med-
ical and educational expenses was also received by
some nonfarm residents. Many low income families also
receive income "in kind" from public welfare programs .
In comparing income data for 1989 with earlier years, it
should be notedthat an increase or decrease in money
income does not necessarily represent a comparable
change in real income, unless adjustments forchanges
in prices are made.

Comparability-The income data collected in the 1980
and 1970 censuses are similar to the 1990 census data,
but there are variations in the detail of the questions. In
1980, income information for 1979 was collected from
persons in approximately 19 percent of all housing units
andgroupquarters. Each person was required to report :

" Wage or salary income

" Net nonfarm self-employment income

" Net farm self-employment income

" Interest, dividend, or net rental or royalty income

" Social Security income

" Public assistance income

" Income from all other sources

Between the 1980 and 1990 censuses, there were
minor differences in the processing of the data In both
censuses, all persons with missing values in one or
more of the detailed type of income items and total
income were designated as allocated. Each missing
entry was imputed either as a "no" or as a dollar
amount. If total income wasreported andone or more of
the type of income fields was not answered, then the

entry in total income generally was assigned to one of
the income types according to the socioeconomic char-
acteristics of the income recipient. This person was
designated as unallocated.

1980 census, income amounts less than $100,000 were
coded in tens of dollars, and amounts of $100,000 or
more were coded in thousands of dollars; $5 was added
to each amount coded in tens of dollars and $500 to
each amount coded in thousands of dollars. Entries of
$999,000 or more were treated as $999,500 and losses
of $9,999 or more were treated as minus $9,999 . In the
1990 census, income amounts less than $999,999 were
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keyed in dollars. Amounts of $999,999 or more were

treated as $999,999 and losses of $9,999 or more were

treated as minus $9,999 in all of the computer deriva-

tions of aggregate income .

In 1970, information on income in 1969 was obtained

from all members in every fifth housing unit and small

group quarters (less than 15 persons) and every fifth

person in all other group quarters. Each person was

required to report :

" Wage or salary income

" Net nonfarm self-employment income

" Net farm self-employment income

" Social Security or Railroad Retirement

" Public assistance or welfare payments

" Income from all other sources

If a person reported a dollar amount in wage or

salary, net nonfarm self-employment income, or net

farm self-employment income, the person was consid-

ered as unallocated only if no further dollar amounts

were imputed for any additional missing entries.

In 1960, data on income were obtained from all

members in every fourth housing unit and from every

fourth person 14 years old and over living in group

quarters . Each person was required to report wage or

salary income, net self-employment income, andincome

other than earnings received in 1959. An assumption

was made in the editing process that no other type of

income was received by a person who reported the

receipt of eitherwage andsalary income orself-employment

but who had failed to report the receipt of other money

income .

For several reasons, the income data shown in

census tabulations are not directly comparable with

those that may be obtained from statistical summaries

of income tax returns. Income, as defined for Federal

tax purposes, differs somewhat from theCensus Bureau

concept. Moreover, the coverage of income tax statis-

tics is different because of the exemptions of persons

having small amounts of income andthe inclusion of net

capital gains in tax returns. Furthermore, members of

some families file separate returns and others file joint

returns; consequently, the income reporting unit is not

consistently either a family or a person.

The earnings data shown-- in census tabulations,are,

not directly comparable with earnings records of the

Social Security Administration. The earnings record

data for 1989 excluded the earnings of most civilian

government employees, some employees of nonprofit

organizations, workers covered by the Railroad Retire-

ment Act, and persons not covered by the program

because of insufficient earnings . Furthermore, earnings
receivedfrom any oneemployer in excess of $48,000 in

1989 are not covered by earnings records. Finally,

because census data are obtained from household
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questionnaires, they may differ from Social Security

Administration earnings record data, which are based

upon employers' reports and the Federal income tax

returns of self-employed persons.

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the

Department of Commerce publishes annual data on

aggregate and per-capita personal income received by

the population forStates, metropolitan areas, andselected

counties . Aggregate income estimates based on the

income statistics shown in census products usually

would be less than those shown in the BEA income

series for several reasons. The Census Bureau data are

obtained directly from households, whereas the BEA

income series is estimated largely on the basis of data

from administrative records of business andgovernmen-

tal sources. Moreover, the definitions of income are

different. The BEA income series includes some items

not included in the income data shown in census

publications, such as income "in kind," income received

by nonprofit institutions, the value of services of banks

and other financial intermediaries rendered to persons

without the assessment of specific charges, Medicare

payments, and the income of persons who died or

emigrated prior to April 1, 1990 . On the other hand, the

census income data include contributions for support

received from persons not residing in the same house-

hold and employer contributions for social insurance.

INDUSTRY, OCCUPATION, AND CLASS OF
WORKER

The data on industry, occupation, andclass of worker

were derived from answers to questionnaire items 28,

29, and 30 respectively. These questionswere asked of

a sample of persons. Information on industry relates to

the kind of business conducted by aperson's employing

organization ; occupation describes the kind of work the

person does on the job.

For employed persons, the data refer to the person's

jobduring the referenceweek . Forthosewhoworked at

two or more jobs, the data refer to the job at which the

person worked the greatest number of hours. For

unemployed persons, the data refer to their last job. The

industry and occupation statistics are derived from the

detailed classification systems developed for the 1990

census as described below. The Classified Index of

Industries andOccupationsprovided additional informa-

tion on the industry and occupation classification sys-

tems.

Respondents provided thedata for thetabulations by

writing on the questionnaires descriptions of their indus-

try and occupation. These descriptions were keyed and

passed throughautomatedcoding softwarewhichassigned

a portion of the written entries to categories in the

classification system. The automated system assigned

codes to 59 percent of the industry entries and 38

percent of the occupation entries.
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Those cases notcodedbythe computer were referred

to clerical staff in the Census Bureau's Kansas City

processing office forcoding The clerical staff converted

the written questionnaire descriptions to codes by com-

paring these descriptions to entries in theAlphabetical

Index of Industries and Occupations. For the industry

code, these coders also referred to an Employer Name

List (formerly called Company Name List). This list,

prepared from the Standard Statistical Establishment

List developed by the Census Bureau forthe economic

censuses and surveys, contained the names of busi-

ness establishments and their Standard Industrial Clas-

sification (SIC) codes converted to population census

equivalents. This list facilitated coding and maintained

industrial classification comparability.

Industry

The industry classification system developed for the

1990 census consists of 235 categories for employed

persons, classified into 13 major industry groups . Since

1940,the industrial classification has been based on the

Standard Industrial Classification Manual (SIC). The

1990 census classification was developed from the

1987 SIC published by the Office of Management and

Budget Executive Office of the President.

The SIC was designed primarily to classify establish-

ments by the type of industrial activity in which they

were engaged. However, census data, which were

collected from households, differ in detail and nature

from thoseobtained from establishment surveys. There-

fore, the census classification systems, while defined in

SIC terms, cannot reflect the full detail in all categories .

There are several levels of industrial classification found

in census products. Forexample, the 1990 CP-2, Social

andEconomicCharacteristics report includes 41 unique

industrial categories, whilethe 1990 SummaryTape File

4 (STF 4) presents 72 categories.

Occupation

Theoccupational classification system developedfor

the 1990 census consists of 500 specific occupational

categories for employed persons arranged into 6 sum-

mary and 13 majoroccupational groups. This classifica-

tion was developed to be consistent with the Standard

Occupational Classification (SOC) Manual: 1980, pub-

lished by the Office of Federal= Statistical Policy- and

Standards, U.S. Department of Commerce. Tabulations

with occupation as the primary characteristic present

several levels of occupational detail . The most detailed

tabulations are shown in a special 1990 subject report

andtape files on occupation. These products contain all
500 occupational categories plus industry or class of

worker subgroupings of occupational categories .

Some occupation groups are related closely to cer-
tain industries. Operators of transportation equipment,

farm operators and workers, and private household
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workers account for major portions of their respective

industries of transportation, agriculture, andprivate house-

holds. However, the industry categories include persons

in otheroccupations. Forexample, persons employed in

agriculture include truck drivers and bookkeepers; per-

sons employed in the transportation industry include

mechanics, freight handlers, and payroll clerks ; and
persons employed in the private household industry

include occupations such as chauffeur, gardener, and

secretary.

Class of Worker

The data on class of worker were derived from

answers to questionnaire item 30. The information on

class of worker refers to the same job as a respondent's

industry andoccupation andcategorizes personsaccord-

ingto the type of ownership of the employing organiza-

tion . The class of worker categories are defined as

follows:

PrivateWage and Salary Workers-Includes persons

who worked forwages, salary, commission, tips, pay-in-

kind, or piece rates for a private for profit employer or a

private not-for-profit, tax-exempt or charitable organiza-

tion . Self-employed personswhose business was incor-

porated are included with private wage and salary

workers because they are paid employees of their own

companies. Some tabulations present data separately

for these subcategories: "For profit," "Not for profit,"

and "Own business incorporated."

Employees of foreigngovernments, theUnited Nations,

or other formal international organizations were classi-

fied as "Private-not-for-profit."

Government Workers-Includes persons who were

employees of any local, State, or Federal governmental

unit, regardless of the activity of the particular agency.

For some tabulations, the data were presented sepa-

rately for the three levels of government .

Self-Employed Workers-Includes personswhoworked

for profit or fees in their own unincorporated business,
profession, or trade, or who operated a farm.

Unpaid Family Workers-Includes personswhoworked

15 hours or more without pay in a business or on afarm

=_ operated by a relative .

Salaried/Self-Employed-In tabulations that catego-

rize persons as either salaried or self-employed, the

salaried category includes privateand government wage

andsalary workers; self-employed includes self-employed
persons and unpaid family workers.

The industry category, "Public administration," is
limited to regular government functions such as lecjsla-

tive, judicial, administrative, and regulatory activities of
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governments. Other government organizations such as

schools, hospitals, liquor stores, and bus lines are

classified by industry according to the activity in which

they are engaged. On the other hand, the class of

worker government categories include all government

workers.

Occasionally respondents supplied industry, occupa-
tion, or class of worker descriptions which were not
sufficiently specific for precise classification or did not

report on these items at all. Some of these cases were
corrected through the field editing process and during
the coding and tabulation operations . In the coding
operation, certain types of incomplete entries were
corrected using the Alphabetical Indexof Industries and
Occupations. For example, it was possible in certain

situations to assign an industry code based on the
occupation reported .

Following the coding operations, there was a com-

puter edit and an allocation process. The edit first

determined whether a respondent was in the universe

which required an industry and occupation code. The
codes for the three items (industry, occupation, and

class of worker) were checkedto ensure they were valid

and were edited for their relation to each other. Invalid

and inconsistent codeswere either blanked or changed

to a consistent code .

If one or more of thethree codeswere blank after the
edit, a code was assigned from a "similar" person
based on other items such as age, sex, education, farm
or nonfarm residence, andweeks worked . If all the labor
force and income data also were blank, all these
economic items were assigned from one other person
who provided all the necessary data.

Comparability-Comparability of industry and occupa-

tion data was affected by a number of factors, primarily

thesystemsused to classify the questionnaire responses.

For both the industry and occupation classification

systems, the basic structures were generally the same

from 1940 to 1970, but changes in the individual cate-
gories limited comparability of the data from one census

to another. These changes were needed to recognize

the "birth" of new industries and occupations, the

"death" of others, and the growth and decline in
existing industries and occupations, as well as, the
desire of analysts and other usersfor more detail in the
presentation of the data . Probably the greatest

incomparability is the'Aovement of a segment of - a
category to a different category in the next census .
Changes in the nature of jobs and respondent terminol-
ogy, and refinement of category composition made
these movements necessary.

In the 1990 census, the industry classification had
minor revisions to reflect recent changes to the SIC.
The 1990 occupational classification system is essen-
tially the same as that for the 1980 census. However,
the conversion of the census classification to the SOC
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in 1980 meant that the 1990 classification system was

less comparable to the classifications used prior to the

1980 census.

Otherfactors that affected data comparability included

the universe to whichthedata referred (in 1970, the age

cutoff for labor force was changed from 14 yearsto 16

years) ; howthe industry andoccupation questions were

worded on the questionnaire (for example, important

changes were made in 1970) ; improvements in the
coding procedures (the Employer Name List technique

was introduced in 1960); and how the "not reported"
cases are handled. Prior to 1970, they were placed in

the residual categories, "Industry not reported" and

"Occupation not reported." In 1970, an allocation pro-

cess was introduced that assigned these casesto major

groups . In 1990, as in 1980, the "Not reported" cases

were assigned to individual categories . Therefore, the

1980 and 1990 data for individual categories included

some numbers of personswhowere tabulated in a "Not

reported" category in previous censuses .

The following publications contain information on the

various factors affecting comparability and are particu-

larly useful for understanding differences in the occupa-

tion andindustry information from earlier censuses: U.S .

Bureau of the Census, ChangesBetween the 1950 and

1960 Occc¢aation andlnaLlstryClassifications With Detailed

Adjustments of 1950 Data to the 1960 Classifications,

Technical Paper No. 18, 1968 ; U.S. Bureau of the

Census, 1970 Occupation and Industry Classification

Systemsin Termsof their 1960 Occupation andIndustry

Elements, Technical Paper No. 26, 1972 ; and U.S.
Bureau of the Census, The Relationship Between the
1970 and 1980 Industry and Occupation Classification
Systems, Technical Paper No. 59, 1988. For citations
for earlier census years, see the 1980 Census of
Population report, PC80-1-D, Detailed Population Char-
acteristics.

The 1990 census introduced an additional class of
worker category for "private not-for-profit" employers.
This category is asubset of the 1980 category "employee
of private employer" so there is no comparable data
before 1990 . Also in 1990, employees of foreign gov-
ernments, the United Nations, etc., are classified as
"private not-for-profit," rather than Federal Government
as in 1970 and 1980. While in theory, there was a
change in comparability, in practice, thesmall number of
U.S. residents working for foreign governments made
this change negligible .

Comparability between the statistics on industry and
occupation from the 1990 census and statistics from
othersources is affected by many of thefactors described
in the section on "Employment Status." These factors
are primarily geographic differences between residence
and place of work, different dates of reference, and
differences in counts because of dual job holding.
Industry data from population censuses cover all indus-
tries and all kinds of workers, whereas, data from
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establishments often excluded private householdwork-

ers, government workers, andthe self-employed Also,

the replies from household respondents may have

differed in detail and nature from those obtained from

establishments.

Occupation data from the census and data from

government licensing agencies, professional associa-

tions, trade unions, etc., may not be as comparable as

expected . Organizational listings often include persons

not in the labor force or persons devoting all or most of

their time to another occupation ; or the same person

may be included in two or more different listings . In

addition, relatively few organizations, except for those

requiring licensing, attained complete coverage of mem-

bership in a particular occupational field.

JOURNEY TO WORK

Place of Work

The data on placeof work were derivedfrom answers

to questionnaire item 22, which was asked of persons

who indicated in question 21 that they worked at some

time during the reference week . (For more information,

see discussion under "Reference Week.")

Data were tabulated for workers 16 years and over ;

that is, members of the Armed Forces and civilians who

were at work during the reference week. Data on place

of work refer to the geographic location at which

workers carried out their occupational activities during

the reference week. The exact address (number and

street) of the place of work was asked, as well as the

place (city, town, or post office); whether or not the

place of work was inside or outside the limits of that city

or town ; and the county, State, and ZIP Code . If the

person's employer operated in more than one location,

the exact address of the location or branch where the

respondent worked was requested. When the number

and street name were unknown, a description of the

location, such as the building name or nearest street or

intersection, was to be entered.

Persons who worked at more than one location

during the referenceweek were asked to report the one

at which they worked the greatest number of hours.

Persons who regularly worked in several locations each

day during the reference week were requested to give

the address at which they began--work each day: For.

cases in which daily work did not begin at a central

place each day, the person was asked to provide as

much information as possible to describe the area in

which he or she worked most during the reference

week.

In some tabulations, place-of-work locations may be

defined as "in area of residence" and "outside area of

residence." The area of residence may vary from table

to table or even within a table, and refers to the

particular area or areas shown. For example, in a table
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that provides data for counties, "in area of residence"

refers to persons who worked in the same county in

which they lived, while "outside area of residence"

refers to persons whose workplace was located in a

county different from the one in which they lived

Similarly, in a table that provides data forseveral types

of areas, such as the State and its individual metropol-

itan areas (MA's), counties, and places, the place-of-

work data will be variable and is determined by the

geographic level (State, MA, county, or place) shown in

each section of the tabulation .

In tabulations that present data for States, work-

places for the residents of the State may include, in

addition to the State itself, each contiguous State. The

category, "in noncontiguous State or abroad," includes

persons who worked in a State that did not border their

State of residence as well as persons who worked

outside the United States .

In tabulations that present data for an MSA/ PMSA,

place-of-work locations are specified to show the main

destinations of workers living in the MSA/ PMSA. (For

more information on metropolitan areas (MA's), see

Appendix A, Area Classifications.) All place-of-work

locations are identified with respectto the boundaries of

the MSA/ PMSA as "inside MSA/ PMSA" or "outside

MSA/ PMSA." Locations within the MSA/ PMSA are

further divided into each central city, and each county or

county balance. Selected large incorporated places

also may be specified as places of work.

Within New England MSA/ PMSA's, the places of

work presented generally are cities and towns. Loca-

tions outside the MSA/ PMSA are specified if they are

important commuting destinations for residents of the

MSA/ PMSA, and may include adjoining MSA/ PMSA's

and their central cities, their component counties, large

incorporated places, or counties, cities, or other geo-

graphicareas outside anyMA. Intabulations forMSA/ PM-

SA's in New England; Honolulu, Hawaii ; and certain

other MA's, some place-of-work locations are identified

as "areas" (e.g ., Area 1, Area 5, Area 12, etc.) . Such

areas consist of groups of towns, cities, census desig-

nated places (Honolulu MSA only), or counties that

have been identified as unique place-of-work destina-

tions. When an adjoining. MSA/ PMSA or MSA/ PMSA

remainder is specified as a place-of-work location, its

components are not defined. However, the components

are presented in the 1990 CP-1, General Population

Characteristics for Metropolitan Areas and the 1990

CH-1, GeneralHousing Characteristics forMetropolitan

Areas reports. In tabulations that present data for

census tracts outside MA's, place-of-work locations are

defined as "in county of residence" and"outside county

of residence."

In areas where the workplace address was coded to

the block level, persons were tabulated as working

inside or outside aspecific place based on the location

of that address, regardless of the response to question

22c concerning city/town limits . In areas where it was
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impossible to code the workplace address to the block

level, persons were tabulated as working in a place if a

place name was reported in question 22b and the

response to question 22c was either "Yes" or the item

was left blank. In selected areas, census designated

places (CDP's) may appear in thetabulations as places

of work . The accuracy of place-of-work data for CDP's

may be affected by the extent to which their census

names were familiar to respondents, and by coding

problems caused by similarities betweenthe CDP name

and the names of other geographic jurisdictions in the

same vicinity.

Place-of-work data are given forselected minor civil

divisions (generally, cities, towns, andtownships) in the

nine Northeastern States, based on the responses to

the place-of-work question. Many towns andtownships

are regarded locally as equivalent to a place and

therefore, were reported as the place of work . When a

respondent reported a locality or incorporated place

that formed a part of atownship ortown, the coding and

tabulating procedurewasdesigned to include theresponse

in the total forthetownship or town. Theaccuracy of the

place-of-work data for minor civil divisions is greatest for

the New England States . However, the data for some

New England towns, for towns in New York, and for

townships in New Jersey and Pennsylvania may be

affected by coding problems that resulted from the

unfamiliarity of the respondent with the minor civil

division in which the workplace was located or when a

township and a city or borough of the same or similar

name are located close together.

Place-of-work data may show a few workers who

made unlikely daily work trips (e.g., workerswho lived in

New York and worked in California). This result is

attributable to personswhoworked during the reference

week at a location that was different from their usual

place of work, such as persons away from home on

business.

Comparability-The wording of the question on place

of work was substantially the same in the 1990 census
as it was in 1980 . However, data on place of work from
the 1990 census are based on the full census sample,
while data from the 1980 census were based on only
about one-half of the full sample .

For the 1980 census, nonresponse or incomplete
responses to the place-of-work question were not allo-

cated, resulting in the usa_of"'not reported" categories

in the 1980 publications . However, forthe 1990 census,

when place of work was not reported or the response

was incomplete, a work location was allocated to the
person based on their means of transportation to work,
travel time to work, industry, and location of residence
and workplace of others. The 1990 publications, there-

fore, do not contain a "not reported" category for the
place-of-work data.

Comparisons between 1980 and 1990 census data
on the gross number of workers in particular commuting
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flows, or the total number of personsworking in an area,

should be made with extreme caution. Any apparent

increase in the magnitude of the gross numbers may be

due solely to the fact that for 1990 the "not reported"

cases have been distributed among specific place-of-

work destinations, instead of tallied in a separate cate-

gory as in 1980 .

Limitation of the Data-The data on place of work

relate to a reference week; that is, the calendar week

preceding the date on which the respondents com-

pleted their questionnaires or were interviewed by enu-

merators. This week is notthesame for all respondents

because theenumeration was not completed in 1 week.

However, for the majority of persons, the reference

week for the 1990 census is the last week in March

1990. The lack of a uniform referenceweek means that

the place-of-work data reported in the census will not

exactly match the distribution of workplace locations

observed or measured during an actual workweek.

The place-of-work data are estimates of persons 16

years old and over who were both employed and at

work during the reference week (including persons in

theArmed Forces). Persons who didnotwork duringthe

reference week but had jobs or businesses from which

they were temporarily absent dueto illness, badweather,

industrial dispute, vacation, or other personal reasons

are not included in the place-of-work data. Therefore,

thedata on placeof work understate the total number of

jobs or total employment in a geographic area during

the reference week . It also should be noted that per-

sons who had irregular, casual, or unstructured jobs

during thereferenceweek may have erroneously reported

themselves as not working.

The address where the individual worked most often

during the referenceweek was recorded on the census

questionnaire. If aworker held two jobs, only data about

the primaryjob (the one worked the greatest number of

hours during the preceding week) was requested. Per-

sons who regularly worked in several locations during

the reference week were requestedto give the address

at whichthey began work each day. For cases in which

daily work was not begun at a central place each day,

the person was asked to provide as much information

as possible to describe the area in which he or she

worked most during the reference week.

Means of Transportation to Work

The data on means of transportation to work were
derived from answers to questionnaire item 23a, which
was asked of personswho indicated in question 21 that

they worked at some time during the reference week.

(For more information, see discussion under "Refer-
ence Week.") Means of transportation to work refers to
the principal mode of travel or type of conveyance that

the person usually used to getfrom home to work during
the reference week.
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Persons who used different means of transportation

on different days of theweek were asked to specifythe

one they used most often, that is, the greatest number

of days . Persons who used more than one means of

transportation to get to work each day were asked to

report the one used for the longest distance during the

work trip. The category, "Car, truck, or van," includes

workersusinga car (including company cars butexclud-

ing taxicabs), a truck of one-ton capacity or less, or a

van. The category, "Public transportation," includes

workers who used a bus or trolley bus, streetcar or

trolley car, subway or elevated, railroad, ferryboat, or

taxicab even if each mode is not shown separately in

the tabulation . The category, "Other means," includes

workers who used a mode of travel which is not

identified separately within the data distribution. The

category, "Other means," may vary from table to table,

depending on the amount of detail shown in aparticular

distribution .

The means of transportation data for some areas

may show workers using modes of public transportation

that are not available in those areas (e.g., subway or

elevated riders- in an MA where there actually is no

subway or elevated service) . This result is largely dueto

persons who worked during the reference week at a

location that was different from their usual place of work

(such as personsaway from home on business in an

area where subway service was available) and persons

who used more than one means of transportation each

day but whose principal means was unavailable where

they lived (for example, residents of nonmetropolitan

areas who drove to the fringe of an MA and took the

commuter railroad most of the distance to work).

Private Vehicle Occupancy

The data on private vehicle occupancy were derived

from answers to questionnaire item 23b. This question
was askedof persons who indicated in question 21 that

they worked at some time during the reference week

and who reported in question 23a that their means of

transportation to work was "Car, truck, or van." (For
more information, see discussion under "Reference
Week.")

Private vehicle occupancy refers to the number of
persons who usually rode to work in the vehicle during
the reference week. The category, "Drove alone,"

includes persons who usually-=drove alone to-work- as
well as persons who were driven to work by someone
whothen drove back home or to a nonwork destination.
Thecategory, "Carpooled," includes workerswho reported
that two or more persons usually rode to work in the

vehicle during the reference week .

Persons Per Car, Truck, or Van-This is obtained by
dividing the number of persons who reported using a
car, truck, or van to get to work by the number of such
vehicles that they used . The number of vehicles used is
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derived by counting each person who drove alone as

one vehicle, each person who reported being in a
two-person carpool as one-half vehicle, each person

who reported being in a three-person carpool as one-

third vehicle, and so on, and then summing all the

vehicles .

Time Leaving Home to Go to Work

The data on time leaving home to go to work were
derived from answers to questionnaire item 24a. This
question was asked of persons who indicated in ques-

tion 21 that they worked at some time during the
reference week and who reported in question 23a that
they worked outside their home . The departure time
refers to the time of - day that the person usually left
home to go to work during the reference week . (For
more information, see discussion under "Reference
Week.")

Travel Time to Work

The data on travel time to work were derived from
answers to questionnaire item 24b. This question was
asked of personswho indicated in question 21 that they
worked at some time during the reference week and

who reported in question 23a that they worked outside

their home. Travel time to work refers to the total

number of minutes that it usually took the person to get

from home to work during the reference week . The
elapsed time includes time spent waiting for public

transportation, picking up passengers in carpools, and

time spent in other activities related to getting to work.

(For more information, see discussion under "Refer-

ence Week.")

LANGUAGE SPOKEN AT HOME ANDABILITY
TO SPEAK ENGLISH

Language Spoken at Home

Data on language spoken at home were derivedfrom
the answers to questionnaire items 15a and 15b, which
were asked of a sample of persons born before April 1,
1985 . Instructions mailed with the 1990 census ques-

tionnaire stated that a respondent should mark "Yes" in
question 15a if the person sometimes or always spoke

a language other than English at home and should not

mark "Yes" if a language was spoken only at school or
if speaking was limited to a few expressions or slang.
For question 15b, respondents were instructed to print
the name of the non-English language spoken at home.

If the person spoke more than one language otherthan
English, the person was to report the language spoken
more often or the language learned first.

The cover of the census questionnaire included
information in Spanish which provided a telephone

number for respondents to call to request a census
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questionnaire and instructions in Spanish. Instruction

guides were also available in 32 other languages to

assist enumerators who encountered households or

respondents who spoke no English.

Questions 15aand 15breferred to languages spoken

at home in an effort to measure the current use of

languages other than English. Persons who knew lan-

guages otherthan Englishbut did notusethem at home

or who only used them elsewhere were excluded.

Persons who reported speaking a language other than

English at home may also speak English; however, the

questions did not permit determination of the main or

dominant language of persons who spoke both English

and another language. (For more information, see dis-

cussion below on "Ability to Speak English.")

For persons who indicated that they spoke a lan-

guage other than English at home in question 15a, but

failed to specify the name of the language in question

15b, the language was assigned based on the language

of other speakers in the household; on the language of

a person of the same Spanish origin or detailed race

group living in the same or a nearby area; or on a person

of the same ancestry or placeof birth. In all caseswhere

a person was assigned a non-English language, it was

assumed that the language was spoken at home .

Persons for whom the name of a language other than

English was entered in question 15b, and for whom

question 15a was blank were assumed to speak that

language at home.

The write-in responses listed in question 15b (spe-

cific language spoken) were transcribed onto computer

files and coded into more than 380 detailed language

categories using an automated coding system. The

automatedprocedurecomparedwrite-in responses reported

by respondents with entries in a computer dictionary,

which initially contained approximately 2,000 language

names. The dictionary was updatedwith a large number

of new names, variations in spelling, and a small num-

ber of residual categories . Each write-in response was

given a numeric code that was associated with one of

the detailed categories in the dictionary. If the respond-

ent listed more than one non-English language, only the

first was coded.

The write-in responses represented the names peo-

ple used forlanguagesthey speak. They may not match

the names or categories used by linguists. The sets of

categories used are sometimes geographic and some-

times linguistic. Figure~i::provides an illustration~of-the

content of the classification schemes used to present

language data . For more information, write to the Chief,

Population Division, U.S . Bureau of the Census, Wash-

ington, DC 20233.

Household Language-In households where one or

more persons (age 5 years old or over) speak a
language other than En~ish, the household language

assigned to all household members is the non-English

language spoken by the first person with a non-English
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language in the following order. householder, spouse,

parent, sibling, child, grandchild, other relatrve, step-

child, unmarriedpartner, housemate or roommate, roomer,

boarder, or foster child, or other nonrelative. Thus,

persons who speak only English may have a non-

English household language assigned to them in tabu-

lations of persons by household language .

Figure 1 . Four- and Twenty-F'nre-Group gassifications of
7990 Census Languages Spoken at Home with
Illustrative Examples

Ability to Speak English

Persons 5 years old and over who reported that they

spoke a language other than English in question 15a
were also asked in question 15c to indicate their ability

to speak English based on one of the following catego-

ries : "Very well," "Well," "Not well," or "Not at all."

The data on ability to speak English represent the

person's own perception about his or her own ability or,

because census questionnaires are usually completed
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Four-Group
Classification Classification

Twer~ty-Five-Group
Examples

Spanish Spanish Spanish, Ladino

Other Indo- French French, Cajun,

European French Creole
Italian
Portuguese
German
Yiddish
Other West Afrikaans, Dutch,
Germanic Pennsylvania Dutch
Scandanavian Danish, Norwegian,

Swedish
Polish
Russian
South Slavic Serbocroatian,

Bulgarian, Mace-
donian,

Slovene
Other Slavic Czech, Slovak,

Ukrainian
Greek
Indic Hindi, Bengali,

Gujarathi, Punjabi,
Romany, Sinhalese

Other Indo- Armenian, Gaelic,
European, not Lithuanian, Persian
elsewhere
classified

Languages of Chinese
Asia and the Japanese
Pacific Mon-Khmer Cambodian

Tagalog
Korean
Vietnamese
Other languages Chamorro, Dravidian
(part) languages, Hawaiian,

Ilocano, Thai, Turkish

All other lan- Arabic
guages Hungarian

Native North
American languages

Other languages Amharic, Syriac,
(part) Finnish, Hebrew,

languages of
Central and South
America, Other
languages of Africa



by one household member, the responses may repre-

sent the perception of another household member. The

instruction guides and questionnaires that were mailed

to households did not include any information on howto

interpret the response categories in question 15c.

Persons who reported that they spoke a language

other than English at home but whose ability to speak

English was not reported, were assigned the English-

language ability of a randomly selected person of the

same age, Spanish origin, nativity andyear of entry, and

language group.

Linguistic Isolation-A household in which no person

age 14 years or over speaks only English and no person

age 14 years or over whospeaks a language otherthan

English speaks English "Very well" is classified as

"linguistically isolated." All the members of a linguisti-

cally isolated household are tabulated as linguistically

isolated, including members under age 14 years who

may speak only English.

Limitation of the Data-Persons who speak a lan-

guage other than English at home may have first

learned that language at school . However, these per-

sons would be expected to indicate that they spoke

English "Very well ." Persons who speak a language

other than English, but do not do so at home, should

have been reported as not speaking a language other

than English at home.

The extreme detail in which language names were

coded may give a false impression of the linguistic

precision of these data . The names used by speakers of

a language to identify it may reflect ethnic, geographic,

or political affiliations and do not necessarily respect

linguistic distinctions . The categories shown in the tab-

ulations were chosen on a number of criteria, such as

information about the number of speakers of each

language that might be expected in a sample of the

United States population .

Comparability-Information on language has been col-

lected in every census since 1890. The comparability of

data among censuses is limited by changes in question

wording, by the subpopulations to whom the question

was addressed, and by the detail that was published.

The same question on language was asked in the

1980 and 1990 censuses . Thisgiuestion on the current

language spoken at home replaced the questionsasked

in prior censuses on mother tongue ; that is, the lan-

guage other than English spoken in the person's home

when he or she was a child; one's first language ; or the

language spoken before immigrating to theUnited States .

The censuses of 1910-1940, 1960 and 1970 included

questions on mother tongue. A change in coding pro-
cedure from 1980 to 1990 should have improved accu-

racy of coding and may affect the number of persons

reported in some of the 380 plus categories . It should
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not greatly affect the 4-group or 25-group lists. In 1980,

coding clerks supplied numeric codes for the written

entries on each questionnaire using a 2,000 name

reference list . In 1990 written entries were transcribed

to acomputer file and matchedto a computer dictionary

which beganwith the 2,000 name list, but expanded as

unmatched names were referred to headquarters spe-

cialists for resolution .

The question on ability to speak English was asked

for the first time in 1980. In tabulations from 1980, the

categories "Verywell" and"Well" were combined. Data

frorb othersurveyssuggestedamajordifference between

the category "Very well" andthe remaining categories.

In tabulations showing ability to speak English, persons

who reported that they spoke English "Very well" are

presented separately from persons who reported their

ability to speak English as less than "Very well."

MARITAL STATUS

The data on marital status were derivedfrom answers

to questionnaire item 6, which was asked of all persons.

The marital status classification refers to the status at

the time of enumeration. Data on marital status are

tabulated only for persons 15 years old and over.

All persons were asked whether they were "now

married," "widowed," "divorced," "separated," or "never

married." Couples who live together (unmarried per-

sons, persons in common-law marriages) were allowed

to report the marital status they considered the most

appropriate.

Never Married-Includes all persons who have never

been married, includingpersonswhose only marriage(s)

was annulled.

Ever Married-Includes persons married at the time of

enumeration (including those separated), widowed, or

divorced.

Now Married, Except Separated-Includes persons

whose current marriage has not ended through widow-

hood, divorce, or separation (regardless of previous

marital history) . The category may also include couples

-who live together or persons in common-law marriages

if they consider this category the most appropriate. In

certain tabulations, currently married persons are fur-

ther classified as "spouse present" or "spouse absent."

Separated-Includes persons legally separatedor oth-

erwise absent from their spouse because of marital

discord. Included are persons who have been deserted

or who have parted because they no longer want to live

together but who have not obtained a divorce.
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Widowed-Includes widows and widowers who have

not remarried

Divorced-Includes persons who are legally divorced

and who have not remarried.

In selected sample tabulations, data for married and

separated persons are reorganized and combined with

information on the presence of the spouse in the same

household.

Now Married-All persons whose current marriage has

not ended by widowhood or divorce. This category

includes persons defined above as "separated"

Spouse Present-Married persons whose wife or

husband was enumerated as a member of the same

household, including those whose spouse may have

been temporarilyabsent forsuch reasons as travel or

hospitalization.

Spouse Absent-Married persons whose wife or

husband was not enumerated as a member of the

same household. This category also includes all

married persons living in group quarters.

Separated-Defined above.

Spouse Absent, Other-Married personswhose wife

or husband was not enumerated as a member of the

same household, excluding separated Included is

any person whose spouse was employed and living

away from home or in an institution or absent in the

Armed Forces.

Differences between the number of currently married

males and the number of currently married females

occur because of reporting differences and because

some husbands andwives have their usual residence in

different areas. In sample tabulations, these differences

can also occur because different weights are applied to

the individual's data. Any differences between the num-

berof "now married, spouse present" malesandfemales

are due solely to sample weighting. By definition, the

numbers would be the same.

When marital status was not reported, it was imputed

according to the relationship to the householder and
sex and age of the person . (For more information on
imputation, see Appendix C, Accuracy of the Data.)

Comparability-The 1990 marital status definitions are

the same as those used=in 1980 with the exception of

the term "never married" which replaces the term
"single" in tabulations. A general marital status question
has been asked in every census since 1880 .

MOBILITY LIMTATION STATUS

The data on mobility limitation status were derived
from answers to questionnaire item 19a, which was
asked of a sample of persons 15 years old and over .

DEFINITIONS OF SUBJECT CHARACTERISTICS

Persons were identified as having a mobility limitation if

they had a health condition that hadlasted for6 or more

months and which made it difficult to go outside the

home alone. Examples of outside activities on the

questionnaire included shopping and visiting the doc-

tor's office .

Theterm "health condition" referred to both physical

and mental conditions . A temporary health problem,

such as a broken bone that was expected to heal

normally, was not considered a health condition.

Comparability-This was the first time that a question

on mobility limitation was included in the census .

PLACE OF BIRTH

Thedata on placeof birth were derivedfrom answers

to questionnaire item 8, which was asked on a sample

basis. The place-of-birth question asked respondents to

report the U.S. State, commonwealth or territory, or the

foreign country where they were born . Persons born

outside the United States were asked to report their

place of birth according to current international bound-

aries. Since numerous changes in boundaries of foreign

countries have occurred in the last century, some

persons may have reported their place of birth in terms

of boundaries that existed at the time of their birth or

emigration, or in accordance with their own national

preference.

Persons not reporting place of birth were assigned
the birthplace of another family member or were allo-

cated the response of another person with similar

characteristics. Persons allocated as foreign born were
not assigned a specific country of birth but were classi-

fied as "Born abroad, country not specified."

Nativity-Information on place of birth and citizenship

were used to classify the population into two major
categories : native and foreign born. When information

on place of birth was not reported, nativity was assigned

on the basis of answers to citizenship, if reported, and

other characteristics.

Native-Includes persons born in the United States,

Puerto Rico, or an outlying area of the United States .

Thesmall number of persons whowere born in aforeign

country but have at least one American parent also are

included in this category.

The native population is classified in the following

groups : persons born in the State in which they resided

at the time of the census ; persons born in a different

State, by region ; persons born in Puerto Rico or an
outlying area of the U.S . ; and persons born abroad with

at least one American parent .

ForeignBarn-Includes persons not classified as "Native."

Prior to the 1970 census, persons not reportingplace of
birth were generally classified as native.
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The foreign-born population is shown by selected

area, country, or region of birth: the places of birth

shown in data products were selected based on the

number of respondents who reported that area or

country of birth.

Comparability-Data on the State of birth of the native

population have been collected in each census begin-

ning with that of 1850. Similar data were shown in

tabulations for the 1980 census and other recent cen-

suses. Nonresponse was allocated in a similar manner

in 1980; however, prior to 1980, nonresponse to the

place of birth question was not allocated. Prior to the

1970 census, persons not reporting place of birth were

generally classified as native.

The questionnaire instruction to report mother's State

of residence instead of the person's actual State of birth

(if born in a hospital in a different State) was dropped in

1990 . Evaluation studies of 1970 and 1980 census data

demonstrated that this instruction was generally either

ignored or misunderstood. Since the hospital and the

mother's residence is in thesame State for most births,

this change may have a slight effect on State of birth

data for States with large metropolitan areas that strad-

dle State lines.

POVERTY STATUS IN 1989

Thedata on poverty status were derivedfrom answers

to the same questions as the income data, question-

naire items 32 and 33. (For more information, see the

discussion under "Income in 1989.") Poverty statistics

presented in census publications were based on a

definition originated by the Social Security Administra-

tion in 1964 and subsequently modified by Federal

interagency committees in 1969 and 1980 and pre-

scribed by the Office of Management and Budget in

Directive 14 as the standard to be used by Federal

agencies for statistical purposes.

At the core of this definition was the 1961 economy

food plan, the least costly of four nutritionally adequate

food plans designed by the Department of Agriculture. It

wasdetermined from theAgriculture Department's 1955

survey of food consumption that families of three or

more persons spend approximately one-third of their

income on food ; hence, the poverty level for these

families was set at three times the cost of the economy

food plan. Forsmallerfamilies and persons living alone,

the cost of the economy food plan was multiplied by

factors that were slightly higher to compensate for the

relatively larger fixedexpenses forthese smallerhouse-

holds.

The income cutoffs used by the Census Bureau to

determine the poverty status of families and unrelated

individuals included a set of 48 thresholds arranged in a

two-dimensional matrix consisting of family size (from

one person to nine or more persons) cross-classified by

presence and number of family members under 18

years old (from no children present to eight or more

children present) . Unrelated individuals and two-person

families were further differentiated by age of the house-

holder (under 65 years old and 65 years old and over).

The total income of each family or unrelated individ-

ual in the sample was tested against the appropriate

povertythresholdto determine the poverty status of that

family or unrelated individual . If the total income was

less than the corresponding cutoff, the family or unre-

lated individual was classified as "below the poverty

level." The number of persons below the poverty level

was the sum of the number of persons in families with

incomes below the poverty level and the number of

unrelated individuals with incomes below the poverty

level.

The poverty thresholds are revised annually to allow

for changes in the cost of living as reflected in the

Consumer Price Index. The average poverty threshold

for a family of four persons was $12,674 in 1989. (For

Table A. Poverty Thresholds in 1989 by Size of Family and Number of Related Children Under 18 Years
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Size of Family Unit

Weighted
average
thresh-

olds None One Two

Related children under

Three Four

18 years

Five six Seven
Eight or
more

One person (unrelated individual) . $6,310

Under 65 years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 451 $6,451
65 years and over . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,947 - " 5',947

Two persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,076
Householder under 65 years . . . 8,343 8,303 $8,547
Householder 65 years and
over . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,501 7,495 8,515

Three persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,885 9,699 9,981 $9,990
Four persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12,674 12,790 12,999 12,575 $12,619
Five persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14,990 15,424 15,648 15,169 14,798 $14,572
Six persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16,921 17,740 17,811 17,444 17,092 16,569 $16,259
Seven persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19,162 20,412 20,540 20,101 19,794 19,224 18,558 $17,828
Eight persons . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21,328 22,830 23,031 22,617 22,253 21,738 21,084 20,403 $20,230
Nine or more persons . . . . . . . . . . 25,480 27,463 27,596 27,229 26,921 26,415 25,719 25,089 24,933 $23,973



more information, see table A below.) Poverty thresh-

olds were applied on a national basis and were not

adjusted for regional, State or local variations In thecost
of living . For a detailed discussion of the poverty defi-
nition, see U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Popula-
tion Reports, Series P-60, No. 171, Poverty in the United
States. 1988 and 1989.

Persons for Whom Poverty Status is Determined-
Poverty status was determined for all persons except
institutionalized persons, persons in military group quar-
ters and in college dormitories, and unrelated individu-
alsunder 15 years old. These groups also were excluded
from the denominator when calculating poverty rates.

Specified Poverty Levels-Since the poverty levels
currently in use by the Federal Government do not meet
all the needs of data users, some of the data are
presented for alternate levels. These specified poverty
levels are obtained by multiplying the income cutoffs at
the poverty level by the appropriate factor. Forexample,
the average income cutoff at 125 percent of poverty
level was $15,843 ($12,674 x 1 .25) in 1989 for a family
of four persons.

Weighted Average Thresholds at the Poverty
Level-The average thresholds shown its the first col-
umn of table A are weighted by the presence and
number of children . For example, the weighted average
threshold for a given family size is obtained by multiply-
ing the threshold for each presence and number of
children category within the given family size by the
number of families in that category. These products are
then aggregated across the entire range of presence
and number of children categories, and the aggregate is
divided by the total number of families in the group to

yield the weighted average threshold at the poverty
level for that family size .

Since the basic thresholds used to determine the
poverty status of families and unrelated individuals are
applied to all families and unrelated individuals, the
weighted average poverty thresholds are derived using
all families and unrelated individuals rather than just
those classified as being below the poverty level. To
obtain the weighted povertythresholds for families and
unrelated individuals below alternate poverty levels, the
weighted thresholds shown in tableA may be multiplied
directly by theappropriate factor. The weighted average
thresholds presented in the table are based on the
March 1990 Current Population Survey . However, these
thresholds would not differ significantly from those
based on the 1990 census .

Income Deficit-Represents the difference between
the total income of families and unrelated individuals
below the poverty level and their respective poverty
thresholds . In computing the income deficit, families
reporting a net income loss are assigned zero dollars
and for such cases the deficit is equal to the poverty
threshold.
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This measure provided an estimate of the amount

whichwould be required to raise the incomes of all poor

families and unrelated individuals to their respective

poverty thresholds . The income deficit is thus a mea-

sure of the degree of impoverishment of a family or

unrelated individual . However, caution must be used in

comparing the average deficits of families with different

characteristics. Apparent differences in average income
deficits may, to some extent, be a function of differ-
ences in family size.

Mean Income Defick-Represents the amount obtained

by dividing the total income deficit of a group below the
poverty level by the number of families (or unrelated

individuals) in that group.

Comparability-The poverty definition used in the1990

and 1980 censuses differed slightly from the one used

in the 1970 census . Three technical modifications were
made to the definition used in the 1970 census as

described below:

1 . The separate thresholds for families with a female

householderwith no husband present and all other

families were eliminated. For the 1980 and 1990

censuses, the weighted average of the poverty

thresholds for these two types of families was

appliedto all types of families, regardless of the sex

of the householder.

2. Farm families and farm unrelated individuals no

longer had a set of poverty thresholds that were

lowerthan the thresholds applied to nonfarm fam-
ilies and unrelated individuals. The farm thresholds
were 85 percent of the corresponding levels for
nonfarm families in the 1970 census . The same
thresholds were applied to all families and unre-
lated individuals regardless of residence in 1980
and 1990.

3. The thresholds by size of family were extended
from sevenor more persons in 1970 to nine or more
persons in 1980 and 1990.

These changes resulted in a minimal increase in the
number of poor at the national level. For a complete
discussion of these modifications andtheir impact, see
the Current Population Reports, Series P-60, No . 133.

The population covered in the poverty statistics derived
from the 1980 and 1990 censuses was essentially the
same as in the 1970 census . The only difference was
that in 1980 and 1990, unrelated individuals under 15
years old were excluded from the poverty universe,
while in 1970, only those under 14 years old were
excluded. The poverty data from the 1960 census
excluded all persons in group quarters and included all
unrelated individuals regardless of age. It was unlikely
that these differences in population coverage would
have had significant impact when comparing the pov-
erty data for persons since the 1960 censuses .
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Current Population Survey--8ecause of differences

in the questionnaires and data collection procedures,

estimates of the number of persons below the pov-

erty level by various characteristics from the 1990

census may differ from those reported in the March

1990 Current Population Survey.

RACE

The data on race were derived from answers to

questionnaire item 4, which was asked of all persons.

The concept of race as used by the Census Bureau

reflects self-identification ; it does not denote any clear-

cut scientific definition of biological stock. The data for

race represent self-classification by people according to

the race with which they most closely identify . Further-

more, it is recognized that the categories of the race

item include both racial and national origin or socio-

cultural groups.

During direct interviews conductedby enumerators, if

a person couldnot provide asingle response to the race

question, he or she was asked to select, based on

self-identification, the groupwhich best described hisor

her racial identity . If a person could not provide a single

race response, the race of the mother was used . If a

single race response could not be provided for the

person's mother, the first race reported by the person

was used . In all cases where occupied housing units,

households, or families are classified by race, the race

of the householder was used.

The racial classification used by the Census Bureau

generallyadheres to the guidelines in Federal Statistical

Directive No . 15, issued by the Office of Management

and Budget, which provides standards on ethnic and

racial categories for statistical reporting to be used by all

Federal agencies . The racial categories used in the
1990 census data products are provided below.

White-Includes persons who indicated their race as

"White" or reported entries such as Canadian, German,

Italian, Lebanese, Near Easterner, Arab, or Polish.

Black-Includes persons who indicated their race as

"Black or Negro" or reported entries such as African

American, Afro-American, Black Puerto Rican, Jamai-

can, Nigerian, West Indian, or Haitian.

American Indian,Eskimo, or Aleut-Includes persons

who classified themselves as such in one of the specific

race categories identified below.
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American Indian-Includes persons who indicated
their race as "American Indian," enteredthe name of

an Indian tribe, or reported such entries as Canadian
Indian, French-American Indian, orSpanish-American

Indian .

American InaVan Tribe--Persons who identified

themselves as American Indian were asked to
report their enrolled or principal tribe. Therefore,

tribal data in tabulations reflect the written tribal

entries reported on the questionnaires . Some of

the entries (for example, Iroquois, Sioux, Colorado

River, and Flathead) represent nations or reserva-

tions.

Theinformation ontribe isbasedon self4dentification

and therefore does not reflect any designation of

Federally- or State-recognized tribe. Information

on American Indian tribes is presentedin summary

tape files and special data products . The informa-

tion is derived from the American Indian Detailed

Tribal Classification List for the 1990 census . The

classification list represents all tribes, bands, and

clans that had a specified number of American

Indians reported on the census questionnaire.

Eskimo-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Eskimo" or reported entries such as Arctic Slope,

Inupiat, and Yupik.

Aleut-Includes persons who indicated their race as

"Aleut" or reported entries such as Alutiiq, Egegik,

and Pribilovian.

AsianorPacificIslander-Includes personswhoreported

in one of the Asian or Pacific Islander groups listed on

the questionnaire or who provided write-in responses

such as Thai, Nepali, or Tongan. A more detailed listing

of the groups comprising the Asian or Pacific Islander

population is presented in figure 2 below. In some data

products, information is presented separately for the

Asian population and the Pacific Islander population .

Asian-includes "Chinese," "Filipino," "Japanese," "Asian

Indian," "Korean," "Vietnamese," and "Other Asian."

In some tables, "Other Asian" may not be shown

separately, but is included in the total Asian population.

Chinese-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Chinese" or who identified themselves as Can-

tonese, Tibetan, or Chinese American . In standard

census reports, persons who reported as "Taiwan-

ese" or "Formosan" are included here with Chinese.

In special reports on the Asian or Pacific Islander

population, information on persons who identified
themselves as Taiwanese are shown separately .

Filipino-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Filipino" or reported entries such as Philipino,

Philipine, or Filipino American .

Japanese-Includes personswhoindicated their race

as "Japanese" and persons who identified them-
selves as Nipponese or Japanese American.
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Asian Indian-Includes persons who indicated their

race as "Asian Indian" and persons who identified

themselves as Bengalese, Bharat, Dravidian, East

Indian, or Goanese.

Korean-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Korean" and persons who identified themselves

as Korean American .

Vietnamese-Includes persons who indicated their

race as "Vietnamese" and persons who identified

themselves as Vietnamese American.

Cambocfan-Includes personswhoprovided awrite-in

response such as Cambodian or Cambodia .

Hmong-Includes persons who provided a write-in

response such as Hmong, Laohmong, or Mong.

Laotian-Includes persons who provided a write-in

response such as Laotian, Laos, or Lao.

Thai-Indudes personswhoprovidedawrite-in response

such as Thai, Thailand, or Siamese.

OtherAsian-Includes personswhoprovided awrite-in

response of Bangladeshi, Burmese, Indonesian, Paki-

stani, Sri Lankan, Amerasian, or Eurasian . Seefigure

2 for other groups comprising "Other Asian."

Pacific Islander-Includes persons who indicated their

race as "Pacific Islander" by classifying themselves into

one of the following groups or identifying themselves as

one of the Pacific islander cultural groups of Polynesian,

Micronesian, or Melanesian.

Hawaiian-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Hawaiian" as well as persons who identified

themselves as Part Hawaiian or Native Hawaiian .

Samoan-Includes persons who indicated their race

as "Samoan" or persons who identified themselves

as American Samoan or Western Samoan.

Guamanian-Includes persons who indicated their

race as "Guamanian" or persons who identified

themselves as Chamorro or Guam.

Other Pacific Islander-Includes persons who pro-

vided a write-in response of a Pacific Islander group

such as Tahitian, Northern MarianaIslander, Palauan,
Fijian, or a cultural group such as Polynesian, Micro-

nesian, or Melanesian. Seefigure 2 for other groups

comprising "Other Pacific Islander."
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Other Race-Includes all otherpersons not included in

the "White," "Black," "American Indian, Eskimo, or

Aleut," and the "Asian or Pacific Islander" race cate-

gories described above. Personsreporting in the "Other

race" category and providing write-in entries such as

multiracial, multiethnic, mixed, interracial, Wesort, or a

Spanish/ Hispanic origin group(suchas Mexican, Cuban,

or Puerto Rican) are included here.

Written entries to three categories on the race item-

"Indian (Amer.)," "OtherAsian or Pacific Islander (API),"

and "Other race"-were reviewed, edited, and coded

by subject matter specialists. (For more information on

the coding operation, see the section below that dis-

cusses "Comparability.")

Thewritten entriesunder"Indian (Amer.)" and"Other

Asian or Pacific Islander (API)" were reviewed and

coded during 100-percent processing of the 1990 cen-

sus questionnaires . A substantial portion of the entries

for the "Other race" category also were reviewed,

edited, and coded during the 100-percent processing.

The remaining entries under "Other race" underwent

review and coding during sample processing . Most of

the written entries reviewed and coded during sample

processing were those indicating Hispanic origin such

as Mexican, Cuban, or Puerto Rican.

If the race entry for a member of a household was

missing on the questionnaire, race was assigned based

upon the reported entries of race by other household

members using specific rules of precedence of house-

hold relationship. For example, if race was missing for

the daughter of the householder, then the race of her

mother (asfemale householder or female spouse)would

be assigned. If there was no female householder or

spouse in thehousehold, the daughterwouldbe assigned

her father's (male householder) race. If race was not

reported for anyone in the household, the race of a

householder in a previously processed household was

assigned. This procedure is a variation of the general

imputation procedures described in Appendix C, Accu-

racy of the Data.

Limitation of the Data-In the 1980 census, a rela-

tively high proportion (20 percent) of American Indians

did not report anytribal entry in the race item. Evaluation

of the pre-census tests indicated that changes made for

the 1990 race item should improve the reporting of

tribes in the rural areas (especially on reservations) for

the 1990 census . The results for urban areas were

inconclusive . Also, the precensus tests indicated that

there may be overreporting of the Cherokee tribe. An

evaluation of 1980 census data showed overreporting

of Cherokee in urban areas or areas where the number

of American Indians was sparse.

In the 1990 census, respondents sometimes did not

fill in a circle or filled the "Other race" circle and wrote

in aresponse, such as Arab, Polish, or African American

in the shared write-in box for "Other race" and "Other
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API" responses. During the automated coding process,

these responses were edited and assigned to the

appropriate racial designation. Also, some Hispanic

origin persons didnot fill in a circle, but provided entries

such as Mexican or Puerto Rican. These persons were

classified in the "Other race" category during the cod-

ing and editing process. There may be some minor

differences between sample data and 100-percent data

because sample processing included additional edits

not included in the 100-percent processing .

Figure 2. Asian or Pacific Islander Groups
Reported in the 1990 Census

'In some data products, specific groups listed under "Other Asian"
or "Other Pacific Islander" are shown separately. Groups not shown
are tabulated as "All other Asian" or "All other Pacific Islander,"

respectively.

'Includes entries such as Asian American, Asian, Asiatic, Amera-

sian, and Eurasian.

3Polynesian, Micronesian, and Melanesian are Pacific Islander

cultural groups .

Comparability-Differences between the 1990 census

and earlier censuses affect the comparability of data for

certain racial groups and American Indian tribes. The

1990 census was the first census to undertake, on a

100-percent basis, an automated review, edit, and cod-
ing operation for written responsesto the race item. The

automated coding system used in the 1990 census

greatly reduced the potential for error associated with a
clerical review . Specialists with a thorough knowledge

of the race subject matter reviewed, edited, coded, and
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resolved inconsistent or incomplete responses. In the

1980 census, therewas only a limited clerical review of

the race responses on the 100-percent forms with a full

clerical review conducted only on the sample question-

naires .

Another major difference between the 1990 and

preceding censuses is the handling of the write-in

responses for the Asian or Pacific Islander populations.

In addition to the nine Asian or Pacific Islander catego-

ries shown on the questionnaire under the spanner

"Asian or Pacific Islander (API)," the 1990 census race

item provided a new residual category, "Other API," for

Asian or Pacific Islander persons who did not report in

one of the listed Asian or Pacific Islander groups . During

the coding operation, write-in responsesfor"Other API"

were reviewed, coded, and assigned to the appropriate

classification . For example, in 1990, a write-in entry of

Laotian, Thai, or Javanese is classified as "Other Asian,"

while a write-in entry of Tongan or Fijian is classified as

"Other Pacific Islander." In the 1990 census, these

persons were able to identify as "Other API" in both the

100-percent and sample operations .

In the 1980 census, the nine Asian or Pacific Islander

groups were also listed separately . However, persons

not belonging to these nine groups wrote in their

specific racial group under the "Other" race category.

Persons with a written entry such as Laotian, Thai, or

Tongan, were tabulated and published as "Other race"

in the 100-percent processing operation in 1980, but

were reclassified as "Other Asian and Pacific Islander"

in 1980 sample tabulations. In 1980 special reports on

the Asian or Pacific Islander populations, data were

shown separately for "Other Asian" and "Other Pacific

Islander."

The 1970 questionnaire did not have separate race

categories for Asian Indian, Vietnamese, Samoan, and

Guamanian. These persons indicated their race in the

"Other" category andlater, through the editing process,

were assigned to aspecific group. Forexample, in 1970,

Asian Indians were reclassified as "White," while Viet-

namese, Guamanians, and Samoans were included in

the "Other" category.
Another difference between 1990 and preceding

censuses is the approach taken when persons of Span-

ish/Hispanic origin did not report in a specific race

category but reported as "Other race" or "Other."

These persons commonly provided awrite-in entry such

as Mexican, Venezuelan, or Latino. In the 1990 and

1980 censuses, these entries remained in the "Other

race" or "Other" category, respectively . In the 1970

census, most of these persons were included in the

"White" category.

REFERENCE WEEK

The data on labor force status and journey to work

were related to the reference week ; that is, thecalendar

week preceding the date on which the respondents
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Asian Pacific Islander

Chinese Hawaiian

Filipino Samoan _

Japanese Guamanian
Asian Indian Other Pacific Islander'

Korean Carolinian

Vietnamese Fijian
Cambodian Kosraean

Hmong Melanesian3

Laotian Micronesian3

Thai Northern Mariana Islander

Other Asian' Palauan

Bangladeshi Papua New Guinean

Bhutanese Ponapean fohnpeian)

Borneo Polynesian
Burmese Solomon Islander

Celebesian Tahitian

Ceram Tarawa Islander

Indochinese Tokelauan

Indonesian Tongan
Iwo-Jiman Trukese (Chuukese)
Javanese Yapese

Malayan Pacific Islander, not specified

Maldivian
Nepali

Okinawan
Pakistani
Sikkim

Singaporean
Sri Lankan
Sumatran

Asian, not specified'



completed their questionnaires or were interviewed try

enumerators. This week is not the same for all respon-

dents since the enumeration was not completed in one

week . The occurrence of holidays during the enumera-

tion period could affect thedata on actual hours worked

during the reference week, but probably had no effect

on overall measurement of employment status (see the

discussion below on "Comparability") .

Comparability--The reference weeksforthe 1990 and

1980 censuses differ in that Passover and Good Friday

occurred in the first week of April 1980, but in the
second week of April 1990. Many workers presumably

took time off for those observances. The differing

occurrence of these holidays could affect the compara-

bility of the 1990 and 1980 data on actual hours worked

for some areas if the respective_weeks were the refer-

ence weeks for a significant number of persons. The

holidays probably did not affect the overall measure-

ment of employment status since this information was
based on work activity during the entire referenceweek.

RESIDENCE IN 1985

The data on residence in 1985 were derived from

answers to question 14b, which asked for the State (or

foreign country), county, and place of residence on April
1, 1985, forthose persons reporting in question 14athat

on that date they lived in a different house than their
current residence. Residence in 1985 is used in con-
junction with location of current residence to determine
the extent of residential mobility of the population and
the resulting redistribution of the population across the

various States, metropolitan areas, and regions of the

country.

When no information on residence in 1985 was

reported for a person, information for other family

members, if available, was used to assign a location of

residence in 1985 . All cases of nonresponse or incom-

plete response that were not assigned a previous

residence based on information from other family mem-

bers were allocated the previous residence of another

person with similar characteristics who provided com-

plete information.

The tabulation category, "Same house," includes all

persons 5 years old and over who did not move during

the5 years as well as those-who_had movedbutby 1990
had returned to their 1985 residence. The category,

"Different house in the United States," includes per-
sons who lived in the United States in 1985 but in a
different house or apartment from the one they occu-
pied on April 1, 1990. These movers are then further
subdivided according to the type of move .

In most tabulations, movers are divided into three
groups according to their 1985 residence: "Different

house, same county," "Different county, same State,"
and "Different State." The last group may be further
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subdivided into region of residence in 1985. The cate-

gory, "Abroad," includes those personswhowere resid-

ing in aforeign country, Puerto Rico, or an outlying area

of the U.S . in 1985, including members of the Armed

Forces and their dependents . Some tabulations show

movers whowere residing in Puerto Rico or an outlying

area in 1985 separately from those residing in other

countries.

In tabulations for metropolitan areas, movers are

categorized according to themetropolitan status of their

currentandprevious residences, resulting in such groups

as movers within an MSA/ PMSA, movers between

MSA/ PMSA's, movers from nonmetropolitan areas to

MSA/ PMSA, and movers from central cities to the

remainder of an MSA/ PMSA. In some tabulations,

these categories arefurther subdivided by size of MSA/

PMSA, region of current or previous residence, or

movers within or between central cities andthe remain-

der of the same or a different MSA/ PMSA.

The size categories used in some tabulations for both

1985 and 1990 residence referto the populations of the

MSA/ PMSA on April 1, 1990 ; that is, at the end of the

migration interval .

Some tabulations present data on inmigrants, outmi-

grants, and net migration. "Inmigrants" are generally

defined as those persons who entered a specified area

by crossing its boundary from some point outside the

area. In some tabulations, movers from abroad are

included in the number of inmigrants ; in others, only

movers within the United States are included .

"Outmigrants" are persons who depart from a spe-

cific area by crossing its boundary to a point outside it,

butwithout leavingthe United States. "Net migration" is

calculated by subtracting the number of outmigrants
from the number of inmigrants and, depending upon the

particular tabulation, may or may not include movers

from abroad. The net migration for the area is net
inmigration if the result was positive and net outmigra-

tion if the result was negative . In the tabulations, net
outmigration is indicated by a minus sign (-).

Inmigrants and outmigrants for States include only
those persons who did not live in the same State in
1985 and 1990; that is, they exclude persons who
moved between counties within the same State. Thus,
the sum of the inmigrants to (or outmigrants from) all
counties in any State is greater than the number of
inmigrants to (or outmigrants from) that State. However,
in the case of net migration, the sum of the nets for all
thecounties within a State equalthe netfortheState. In
the same fashion, the net migration for a division or

region equals the sum of the nets for the States

comprising that division or region, while the number of
inmigrants and outmigrants for that division or region is
less than the sum of the inmigrants or outmigrants for

the individual States .

The number of persons whowere living in a different
house in 1985 is somewhat less than the total number
of moves during the 5-year period . Some persons in the
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same house at the two dates had moved during the
5-year period but by the time of the census had returned
to their 1985 residence . Other persons who were living
in a different house had made one or more intermediate
moves. For similar reasons, the number of persons
living in a different county, MSAI PMSA, or State or
moving between nonmetropolitan areas may be under-
stated.

Comparability-Similar questions were asked on all
previous censuses beginning in 1940, except the ques-
tions in 1950 referred to residence ) year earlier rather
than 5 years earlier. Although the questions in the 1940
census covered a 5-year period, comparability with that
census was reduced somewhat because of different
definitions and categories of tabulation . Comparability
with the 1960 and 1970 census is also somewhat
reduced because nonresponse was not allocated in
those earlier censuses. For the 1980 census, nonre-
sponse was allocated in a manner similar to the 1990
allocation scheme .

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND LABOR FORCE
STATUS

Tabulation of data on enrollment, educational attain-
ment, and labor force status for the population 16 to 19
years old allows for calculation of the proportion of the
age group who are not enrolled in school and not high
school graduates or "dropouts" and an unemployment
rate for the "dropout" population. Definitions of the
three topics and descriptions of the census items from
which they were derived are presented in "Educational
Attainment," "Employment Status," and "School Enroll-
ment and Type of School." The published tabulations
include both the civilian and Armed Forces populations,
but labor force status is provided for the civilian popu-
lation only. Therefore, the component labor force sta-
tuses may not add to the total lines enrolled in school,

high school graduate, and not high, school graduate.
The difference is Armed Forces .

Comparability-The tabulation of school enrollment by
labor force status is similar to that published in 1980
census reports . The 1980 census tabulation included a
single data line for Armed Forces; however, enrollment,
attainment, and labor force status-,data were shown for, .-, .
the civilian population only. In 1970, a tabulation was

	

-
included for 16 to 21 year old males not attending
school .

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT AND TYPE OF
SCHOOL

Data on school enrollment were derived from answers
to questionnaire item 11, which was asked of a sample
of persons . Persons were classified as enrolled in
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school if they reported attending a "regular" public or
private school or college at any time between February
1, 1990, and the time of enumeration. The question
included instructions to "include only nursery school,
kindergarten, elementary school, and schooling which
would lead to a high school diploma or a college
degree" as regular school . Instructions included in the
1990 respondent instruction guide, which was mailed
with the census questionnaire, further specified that
enrollment in a trade or business school, company
training, or tutoring were not to be included unless the
course would be accepted for credit at a regular ele-
mentary school, high school, or college . Persons who
did not answer the enrollment question were assigned
the enrollment status and type of school of a person
with the same age, race or Hispanic origin, and, at older
ages, sex, whose residence was in the same or a nearby
area.

Public and Private School-Includes persons who
attended school in the reference period and indicated
they were enrolled by marking one of the questionnaire
categories for either "public school, public college" or
"private school, private college." The instruction guide
defines a public school as "any school or college
controlled and supported by a local, county, State, or
Federal Government." "Schools supported and con-
trolled primarily by religious organizations or other pri-
vate groups" are defined as private . Persons who filled
both the "public" and "private" circles are edited to the
first entry, "public."

Level of School in Which Enrolled--Persons who
were enrolled in school were classified as enrolled in
"preprimary school," "elementary or high school," or
"college" according to their response to question 12
(years of school completed or highest degree received) .
Persons who were enrolled and reported completing
nursery school or less were classified as enrolled in
"preprimary school," which includes kindergarten. Sim-
ilarly, enrolled persons who had completed at least
kindergarten, but not high school, were classified as
enrolled in elementary or high -school . Enrolled persons
who reported completing high school or some college or
having received a post-secondary degree were classi-
fied as enrolled in "college." Enrolled persons who
reported completing the twelfth grade but receiving "NO
DIPLOMA" were classified as enrolled in high school .
(For more information on level of school, see the
discussion under "Educational Attainment.")

Comparabflrity-School enrollment questions have been
included in the census since 1840; grade attended was
first asked in 1940; type of school was first asked in
1960. Before 1940, the enrollment question in various
censuses referred to attendance in the preceding sic
months or the preceding year . In 1940, the reference
was to attendance in the month preceding the census,
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and in the 1950 and subsequent censuses, the question

referred to attendance in the two months preceding the

census date .

Until the 1910 census, there were no instructions

limiting the kinds of schools in which enrollment was to

be counted. Starting in 1910, the instructions indicated

that attendance at "school, college, or any educational

institution" was to be counted. In 1930 an instruction to

include "night school" was added. In the 1940 instruc-

tions, night school, extension school, or vocational

school were included only if the school was part of the

regular school system . Correspondence school work of

any kind was excluded In the 1950 instructions, the

term "regular school" was introduced, andit wasdefined

as schooling which "advances a person towards an

elementary or high school diploma or a college, univer-

sity, or professional school degree." Vocational, trade,

or business schools were excluded unless they were

graded andconsidered part of a regularschool system .

On-the-jobtrainingwas excluded, as was nurseryschool.

Instruction by correspondence was excluded unless it

was given by a regular school and counted towards

promotion.

In 1960, the question used the term "regular school

or college" and a similar, though expanded, definition of

"regular" was included in the instructions, which con-

tinued to exclude nursery school . Because of the cen-

sus' use of mailed questionnaires, the 1960 census was

the first in which instructions were written for the

respondent as well as enumerators. In the1970 census,

the questionnaire used the phrase "regular school or

college" and included instructions to "count nursery

school, kindergarten, and schooling which leads to an

elementary school certificate, high school diploma, or

college degree." Instructions in a separate document

specified that to be counted as regular school, nursery

school must include instruction as an important and

integral phase of its program, and continued the exclu-

sion of vocational, trade, and business schools. The

1980 census question was very similar to the 1970

question, but the separate instruction booklet did not
require that nursery school include substantial instruc-
tional content in order to be counted.

The age range for which enrollment data have been
obtained and published has varied over the censuses .

Information on enrollment Was recorded-for-peTsong.of
all ages in the 1930 and 1940 and 1970 through 1990 ;

for persons under age 30, in 1950 ; andfor persons age

5 to 34, in 1960 . Most of the published enrollment

figures referred to persons age 5 to 20 in the 1930
census, 5to 24 in 1940, 5to 29 in 1950, 5 to 34 in 1960,

3 to 34 in 1970, and 3 years old and over in 1980 . This

growth in the age groupwhose enrollment was reported
reflects increased interest in the number of children in
preprimary schools and in the number of older persons

attending colleges and universities .
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In the 1950 and subsequent censuses, college stu-

dents were enumerated where they lived while attend-

ing college, whereas in earlier censuses, they generally

were enumerated at their parental homes. This change

should notaffect the comparability of national figureson

college enrollment since 1940; however, it may affect

the comparability over time of enrollment figures at

sub-national levels .

Type of school was first introduced in the 1960

census, where a separate question asked the enrolled

persons whether they were in a "public" or "private"

school . Since the 1970 census, the type of school was

incorporated into the response categories forthe enroll-

ment question and theterms were changedto "public,"

"parochial," and "other private." In the 1980 census,

"private, church related" and"private, notchurch related"

replaced "parochial" and "other private."

Grade of enrollment was first available in the 1940

census, where it was obtained from responses to the

question on highest grade of school completed. Enu-

merators were instructed that "for a person still in

school, the last grade completed will be the grade

preceding the one in whichhe or shewasnowenrolled."

From 1950 to 1980, grade of enrollment was obtained

from thehighest gradeattended in thetwo-part question

used to measure educational attainment. (For more

information, see the discussion under "Educational

Attainment.") The form of the question from which level

of enrollment was derived in the 1990 census most

closely corresponds to thequestion used in 1940 . While

data from prior censuses can be aggregated to provide

levels of enrollment comparable to the 1990 census,

1990 data cannot be disaggregated to show single

grade of enrollment as in previous censuses.

Data on school enrollment were also collected and

published by other Federal, State, andlocal government

agencies . Where these data were obtained from admin-

istrative records of school systems and institutions of

higher leaming, they were only roughly comparable with

data from population censuses and household surveys

because of differences in definitions and concepts,

subject matter covered, time references, and enumera-

tion methods. At the local level, the difference between

the location of the institution and the residence of the

student may affect the comparability of census and

administrative data . Differences between the bound-

aries of school districts and census geographic units

also may affect these comparisons.

SELF-CARE LINTATION STATUS

The data on self-care limitation status were derived
from answers to questionnaire item 19b, which was

asked of a sample of persons 15 years old and over.

Personswere identified as having a self-care limitation if
they hadahealth condition that hadlasted for 6 or more

months and which made it difficult to take care of their

own personal needs, such as dressing, bathing, or
getting around inside the home.
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Theterm "health condition" referred to both physical

and mental conditions . A temporary health problem,

such as a broken bone that was expected to heal

normally, was not considered a health condition.

Comparability-This was the first time that a question

on self-care limitation was included in the census.

SEX

The data on sex were derived from answers to

questionnaire item 3, which was asked of all persons.

For most cases in which sex was not reported, it was

determined by the appropriate entry from the person's

given name and household relationship . Otherwise, sex

was imputed according to the relationship to the house-

holder andthe age and marital status of the person . For

more information on imputation, see Appendix C, Accu-

racy of the Data .

Sex Ratio-A measure derived by dividing the total

number of males by the total number of females and

multiplying by 100.

Comparability-A question on the sex of individuals

was asked of the total population in every census.

VETERAN STATUS

Data on veteran status, period of military service, and

years of military service were derived from answers to

questionnaire item 17, which was asked of a sample of

persons.

Veteran Status-The data on veteran status were

derived from responses to question 17a. For census

data products, a "civilian veteran" is a person 16 years

old or over who had served (even for ashorttime) but is

not now serving on active duty in the U.S . Army, Navy,

Air Force, Marine Corps, or the Coast Guard, or who

served as a Merchant Marine seaman during WorldWar

II . Persons who served in the National Guard or military

Reserves are classified as veterans only if they were
ever called or ordered to active duty not counting the

4-6 months for initial training or yearly summer camps.

All other civilians 16 years old and over are classified as

nonveterans.

Period of Military Service-Persons who indicated in

question 17a that they had served on active duty

(civilian veterans) or were now on active duty were
asked to indicate in question 17b the period or periods

in which they served. Persons serving in at least one

wartime period are classified in their most recent war-
time period. For example, persons who served both

during the Korean conflict and the post-Korean peace-

time era between February 1955 and July 1964 are
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classified in one of the two "Korean conflict" catego-

ries. If the same person had also served during the

Vietnam era, he or she would instead be included in the

"Vietnam eraandKorean conflict" category. Theresponses

were edited to eliminate inconsistencies betweenreported

period(s) of service and the age of the person and to

cancel out reported combinations of periods containing

unreasonable gaps (for example, a person could not

serve during World War I and the Korean conflict

without serving during World War 11). Note that the

period of service categories shown in this report are

mutually exclusive.

Years of MUitar Service-Persons who indicated in

question 17a that they had served on active duty

(civilian veterans) or were now on active duty were

asked to report the total number of years of active-duty

service in question 17c. The data were edited for

consistency with responses to question 17b (Period of

Military Service) and with the age of the person .

Limitation of the Data-There may be a tendency for

thefollowing kinds of personsto report erroneously that

they served on active duty in the Armed Forces:

(a) personswho served in the National Guard or military

Reserves but were never called to active duty;

(b) civilian employees or volunteers for the USO, Red

Cross, or the Department of Defense (or its predecessor

Departments, Warand Navy); and (c) employees of the

Merchant Marine or Public Health Service. There may

also be atendency for personsto erroneously round up

months to the nearest year in question 17c (for exam-
ple, personswith 1 year 8 months of active duty military

service may mistakenly report "2 years").

Comparability-Since census data on veterans were

based on self-reported responses, they may differ from

data from othersources such as administrative records

of the Department of Defense. Census data may also

differfrom Veterans Administration data on the benefits-

eligible population, since factors determining eligibility

forveterans benefits differ from the rules for classifying

veterans in the census.

The wording of the question on veteran status (17a)

for 1990 was expanded from the veteran/ not veteran

question in 1980 to include questions on current active
duty status and service in the military Reserves and the

National Guard. The expansion was intended to clarify

the appropriate response for persons in the Armed

Forces and for persons who served in the National
Guard or military Reserve units only. Forthe first time in

a census, service during World War II as a Merchant

Marine Seaman was considered active-duty military

service and persons with such service were counted as

veterans . An additional period of military service, "Sep-

tember 1980 or later" was added in 1990 . As in 1970
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and 1980, persons reporting more than one period of

service are shown in the most recent wartime period of

service category. Question 17c (Years of Military Serv-

ice) was new for 1990 .

WORK DISABILITY STATUS

The data on work disability were derivedfrom answers

to questionnaire Item 18, which was asked of asample

of persons 15 years old and over. Persons were identi-

fied as having a work disability if they had a health

condition that had lasted for 6 or more months and

which limited the kind or amount of work they could do

at a job or business . A person was limited in the kind of

work he or she could do if the person had a health

condition which restricted his or her choice of jobs. A

person was limited in the amount of work if he or she

was not able to work full-time. Persons with a work

disability were further classified as "Prevented from

working" or "Not prevented from working."

Theterm "health condition" referred to both physical

and mental conditions. A temporary health problem,

such as a broken bone that was expected to heal

normally, was not considered a health condition.

Comparability-The wording of the question on work

disability was the same in 1990 as in 1980. Information

on work disability was first collected in 1970. In that

census, the work disability question did not contain a

clause restricting the definition of disability to limitations

caused by a health condition that had lasted 6 or more

months ; however, it did contain a separate question

about the duration of the disability.

WORK STATUS IN 1989

The data on work status in 1989 were derived from

answers to questionnaire item 31, which was askedof a

sample of persons. Persons 16 years old and over who

worked 1 or more weeks according to the criteria

described below are classified as "Worked in 1989." All

other persons 16 years old and over are classified as

"Did notwork in 1989." Some tabulations showing work

status in 1989 include 15 year olds; these persons, by

definition, are classified as "Did not work in 1989."

Weeks Worked in 1989

The data on weeks worked in 1989 were derived-from.

responses to questionnaire item 31 b. Question 31 b

(Weeks Worked in 1989) wasaskedof persons 16 years

old and over who indicated in question 31 a that they

worked in 1989.
The data pertainto the number of weeks during 1989

in which a person did any work for pay or profit
(including paid vacation and paid sick leave) or worked

without pay on a family farm or in a family business.
Weeks of active service in the Armed Forces are also
included.
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Usual Hours Worked Per Week Worked In
1989

The data on usual hours worked per week worked in

1989 were derived from answers to questionnaire item

31 c. This question was asked of persons 16 years old

and over who indicated that they worked in 1989.

The data pertain to the number of hours a person

usually worked during the weeks worked in 1989. The

respondent was to report the number of hours worked

perweek in the majority of the weeks he or she worked

in 1989. If the hours worked per week varied consider-

ably during 1989, the respondent was to report an

approximate average of the hours worked per week.

The statistics on usual hours worked perweek in 1989

are not necessarily related to the data on actual hours

worked during the census reference week (question

21 b) .

Persons 16 years old andover who reported that they

usually worked 35 or more hours each week during the

weeks they worked are classified as "Usually worked

full time;" personswhoreported that they usuallyworked

1 to 34 hours are. classified as "Usually worked part

time."

Year-Round Fuli-Time Workers-All persons 16 years

old and over who usually worked 35 hours or more per

week for 50 to 52 weeks in 1989.

Number of Workers in Family in 1989-The term

"worker" as used forthese data is defined based on the

criteria for Work Status in 1989.

Limitation of the Data-It is probable that the number

of persons who worked in 1989 and the number of

weeks worked are understated since there was some

tendency for respondents to forget intermittent or short

periods of employment or to exclude weeks worked

without pay. There may also be atendency for persons

not to include weeks of paid vacation among their

weeks worked; one result may be that the census

figures may understate the number of persons who

worked "50 to 52 weeks."

Comparability-The data on weeks worked collected

in the 1990 census were comparable with data from the

1980, 1970, and 1960 censuses, butmaynot be entirely
comparable with data from the 1940 and 1950 cen-
suses. Since the 1960 census, two separate questions

have been used to obtain this information. The first

identified persons with any work experience during the

year and, thus, indicated those persons for whom the

questions on number of weeks worked applied. In 1940

and1950, however, thequestionnaires contained only a

single question on number of weeks worked.

In 1970, persons responded to the question on

weeks worked by indicating one of sic weeks-worked

intervals. In 1980 and 1990, persons were asked to
enter the specific number of weeks they worked.
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YEAR OF ENTRY

The data on year of entry were derived from answers
to questionnaire item 10, which was asked of a sample
of persons . The question, "When did this person come
to the United States to stay?" was asked of persons
who indicated in the question on citizenship that they
were not born in the United States. (For more informa-
tion, see the discussion under "Citizenship.")
The 1990 census questions, tabulations, and census

data products about citizenship andyear of entry include
no reference to immigration . All persons who were born
and resided outside the United States before becoming
residents of the United States have a date of entry .
Some of these persons are U.S . citizens by birth (e.g.,
persons born in Puerto Rico or born abroad of American
parents). To avoid any possible confusion concerning
the date of entry of persons who are U.S . citizens by
birth, the term, "year of entry" is used in this report
instead of the term "year of immigration."

Limitation of the Data--The census questions on
nativity, citizenship, and year of entry were not designed
to measure the degree of permanence of residence in
the United States. The phrase, "to stay" was used to
obtain the year in which the person became a resident
of the United States. Although the respondent was
directed to indicate the year he or she entered the
country "to stay," it was difficult to ensure that respon-
dents interpreted the phrase correctly.

Comparability-A question on year of entry, (alter-
nately called "year of immigration") was asked in each
decennial census from 1890 to 1930, 1970, and 1980 .
In 1980, the question on year of entry included six arrival
time intervals . The number of arrival intervals was
expanded to ten in 1990. In 1980, the question on year
of entry was asked only of the foreign-born population .
In 1990, all persons who responded to the long-form
questionnaire and were not born in the United States
were to complete the question on year of entry.

HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

LIVING QUARTERS

Living quarters are classified-,as - either housing units .
or group quarters. (For more information, see the dis-
cussion of "Group Quarters" under Population Charac-
teristics.) Usually, living quarters are in structures intended
for residential use (for example, a one-family home,
apartment house, hotel or motel, boarding house, or
mobile home) . Living quarters also may be in structures
intended for nonresidential use (for example, the rooms
in a warehouse where a guard lives), as well as in places
such as tents, vans, shelters for the homeless, dormi-
tories, barracks, and old railroad cars .
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Housing Units-A housing unit is a house, an apart-
ment, a mobile home or trailer, a group of rooms or a
single room occupied as separate living quarters or, if
vacant, intended for occupancy as separate living quar-
ters . Separate living quarters are those in which the
occupants live and eat separately from any other per-
sons in the building and which have direct access from
outside the building or through a common hall.

The occupants may be a single family, one person
living alone, two or more families living together, or any
other group of related or unrelated persons who share
living arrangements. For vacant units, the criteria of
separateness and direct access are applied to the
intended occupants whenever ,possible. If that informa-
tion cannot be obtained, the criteria are applied to the
previous occupants .

Both occupied and vacant housing units are included
in the housing unit inventory, except that recreational
vehicles, boats, vans, tents, railroad cars, and the like
are included only if they are occupied as someone's
usual place of residence. Vacant mobile homes are
included provided they are intended for occupancy on
the site where they stand. Vacant mobile homes on
dealers' sales lots, at the factory, or in storage yards are
excluded from the housing inventory.

If the living quarters contains nine or more persons
unrelated to the householder or person in charge (a
total of at least 10 unrelated persons), it is classified as
group quarters . If the living quarters contains eight or
fewer persons unrelated to the householder or person in
charge, it is classified as a housing unit .

Occupied Housing Units-A housing unit is classified
as occupied if it is the usual place of residence of the
person or group of persons living in it at the time of
enumeration, or if the occupants are only temporarily
absent ; that is, away on vacation or business . If all the
persons staying in the unit at the time of the census
have their usual place of residence elsewhere, the unit
is classified as vacant. A household includes all the
persons who occupy a housing unit as their usual place
of residence. By definition, the count of occupied hous-
ing units for 100-percent tabulations is the same as the
count of households or householders. In sample tabu-
lations, the counts of household and occupied housing
units may vary slightly because of different sample
weighting methods .

Vacant Housing Units-A housing unit is vacant if no
one is living in it at the time of enumeration, unless its
occupants are only temporarily absent. Units tempo-
rarily occupied at the time of enumeration entirely by
persons who have a usual residence elsewhere also are
classified as vacant. (For more information, see discus-
sion under "Usual Home Elsewhere.")
New units not yet occupied are classified as vacant

housing units if construction has reached a point where
all exterior windows and doors are installed and final
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usable floors are in place. Vacant units are excluded if

they are open to the elements ; that is, the roof, walls,

windows, and/or doors no longer protect the interior

from the elements, or if there is positive evidence (such

as a sign on the house or in the block) that the unit is

condemned or is to be demolished Also excluded are

quarters being used entirely for nonresidential pur-

poses, such as astore or an office, or quarters used for

the storage of business supplies or inventory, machin-

ery, or agricultural products .

Hotels, Motels, Rooming Houses, Etc.-Occupied

rooms or suites of rooms in hotels, motels, and similar

places are classified as housing units only when occu-

pied by permanent residents; that is, persons who

consider the hotel as their usual place of residence or

have no usual place of residence elsewhere. Vacant

roomsor suites of rooms are classified as housing units

only in those hotels, motels, and similar places in which

75 percent or more of the accommodations are occu-

pied by permanent residents.

If any of the occupants in a rooming or boarding

house live and eat separately from others in the building

and have direct access, their quarters are classified as

separate housing units.

Staff Living Quarters-The living quarters occupied by

staff personnel within any group quarters are separate

housing units if they satisfy the housing unit criteria of

separateness and direct access ; otherwise, they are

considered group quarters .

Comparability-The first Census of Housing in 1940

established the "dwelling unit" concept. Although the

term became "housing unit" andthe definition has been

modified slightly in succeeding censuses, the 1990

definition is essentially comparable to previous cen-

suses. There was no change in the housing unit defini-

tion between 1980 and 1990 .

ACREAGE

The data on acreage were obtained from question-
naire items H5a and H19a Question H5a was asked at
all occupied and vacant one-family houses and mobile
homes. Question H1 9a was asked on a sample basis at
occupied and vacant one-family houses and mobile
homes.

Question H5a asks--whether- .the house- or -mobile
home is located on a place of 10 or more acres. The
intent of this item is to exclude owner-occupied and
renter-occupied one-family houses on 10 or more acres
from the specified owner- and renter-occupied uni-
verses for value and rent tabulations.

Question H1 9a provides data on whether the unit is
located on less than 1 acre . The main purpose of this
item, in conjunction with question H19b on agricultural
sales, is to identify farm units. (For more information,
see discussion under "Farm Residence.")
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For both items, the land may consist of more than

one tract or plot. These tracts or plots are usually

adjoining; however, they may be separated by a road,

creek, another piece of land, etc.

Comparability-Question H5a is similar to that asked

in 1970 and 1980. This item wasaskedfor the first time
of mobile home occupants in 1990 . Question H19a is an

abbreviatedform of aquestion asked on asample basis

in 1980 . In previous censuses, information on city or
suburban lot and number of acres was obtained also .

AGRICULTURAL SALES

Data on the sales of agricultural cropswere obtained
from questionnaire item H19b, which was asked on a
sample basis at occupied one-family houses and mobile
homes located on lots of 1 acre or more. Data for this
item exclude units on lots of less than 1 acre, units
located in structures containing 2 or more units, and all
vacant units. This item refers to thetotal amount (before
taxes and expenses) received in 1989 from the sale of
crops, vegetables, fruits, nuts, livestock and livestock

products, and nursery andforest products, produced on
"this property." Respondents newto a unit were asked
to estimate total agricultural sales in 1989 even if some
portion of the sales had been made by other occupants
of the unit .

This item is used mainly to classify housing units as

farm or nonfarm residences, not to provide detailed

information on thesale of agricultural products . Detailed

information on the sale of agricultural products is pro-
vided by the Census Bureau's Census of Agriculture

(Factfinder fortheNation:Agricultural Statistics, Bureau
of the Census, 1989). (For more information, see the

discussion under "Farm Residence.")

BEDROOMS

The data on bedrooms were obtained from question-

naire item H9, which was asked at both occupied and

vacant housing units. This item was asked on a sample

basis. The number of bedrooms is the count of rooms

designed to be used as bedrooms; that is, the number of
rooms that would be listed as bedrooms if the house or

apartment were on the market for sale or for rent.
Included are all rooms intended to be used as bedrooms
even if they currently are being used for some other

purpose. A housing unit consisting of only one room,

such as a one-room efficiency apartment, is classified,
by definition, as having no bedroom.

Comparability-Data on bedrooms have been col-
lected in every census since 1960. In 1970 and 1980,
data for bedrooms were shown only for year-round
units. In past censuses, a room was defined as a
bedroom if it was used mainly for sleeping even if also
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used for other purposes . Rooms that were designed to

be used as bedrooms but used mainly for other pur-

poseswere not considered to be bedrooms. A distribu-

tion of housing units by number of bedrooms calculated

from data collected in a 1986 test showed virtually no

differences in the two versions except in the two bed-

room category, where the previous "use" definition

showed a slightly lower proportion of units.

BOARDED-UP STATUS

Boarded-up status was obtained from questionnaire

item C2 andwasdeterminedfor all vacant units. Boarded-up

units have windows and doors covered by wood, metal,

or masonry to protect the interior and to prevent entry

into the building A single-unit structure, a unit in a

multi-unit structure, or an entire mufti-unit structure may

be boarded-up in this way. For certain census data

products, boarded-up units are shown only for units in

the "Other vacant" category. A unit classified as "Usual

home elsewhere" can never be boarded up. (For more

information, see the discussion under "Usual Home

Elsewhere.")

Comparability-This item was first asked in the 1980

census and was shown only for year-round vacant

housing units. In 1990, data are shown for all vacant

housing units.

BUSINESS ON PROPERTY

The data for business on property were obtained

from questionnaire item H5b, which was asked at all

occupied and vacant one-family houses and mobile

homes. This question is usedto exclude owner-occupied

one-family houses with business or medical offices on

the property from certain statistics on financial charac-

teristics.

A business must be easily recognizable from the

outside. It usually will have aseparate outside entrance

and have the appearance of a business, such as a

grocery store, restaurant, or barber shop. It may be

either attached to the house or mobile home or be

located elsewhere on the property. Those housing units

in which a room is used for business or professional

purposes and have no recognizable alterations to the

outside are not considered as having a business . Med-

ical offices are considered/ businesses for tabulation

purposes.

Comparability-Data on business on property have

been collected since 1940.

CONDONNIUM FEE

The data on condominium fee were obtained from

questionnaire item H25, which was asked at owner-

occupied condominiums. This item was asked on a
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sample basis. A condominium fee normally is charged

monthly to the owners of the individual condominium

units by the condominium owners association to cover

operating, maintenance, administrative, and improve-

ment costs of the common property (grounds, halls,

lobby, parking areas, laundry rooms, swimming pool,

etc.) The costs for utilities and/ or fuels may be included

in thecondominiumfee if the units do not have separate

meters .

Data on condominium fees may include real estate

tax and/ or insurance payments for the common prop-

erty, but do not include real estate taxes or fire, hazard,

andflood insurance forthe individual unit already reported

in questions H21 and H22.

Amounts reportedwere theregularmonthlypayment,

even if paid by someone outside the household or

remain unpaid. Costs were estimated as closely as

possible when exact costs were not known.

The data from this item were addedto payments for

mortgages (both first and junior mortgages and home
equity loans) ; real estate taxes; fire, hazard, and flood

insurance payments; and utilities and fuels to derive
"Selected MonthlyOwnerCosts" and "Selected Monthly

Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income in

1989" for condominium owners.

Comparability-This is a new item in 1990.

CONDOIANIUM STATUS

Thedata on condominiumhousing units were obtained

from questionnaire item H18, which was asked on a

sample basis at both occupied and vacant housing

units. Condominium is a type of ownership that enables

a person to own an apartment or house in a develop-

ment of similarly owned units and to hold a common or

joint ownership in some or all of the common areas and

facilities such as land, roof, hallways, entrances, eleva-

tors, swimming pool, etc. Condominiums may be single-

family houses as well as units in apartment buildings. A

condominium unit need not be occupied by the ownerto

be counted as such . A unit classified as "mobile home

or trailer" or "other" (see discussion under "Units in

Structure") cannot be a condominium unit .

Limitation of the Data-Testing done prior to the 1980

and 1990 censuses indicated that the number of con-

dominiums may be slightly overstated .

Comparability-in 1970, condominiums were grouped

together with cooperative housing units, and the data

were reported only for owner-occupied cooperatives

and condominiums. Beginning in 1980, the census

identified all condominium units and the data were

shown for renter-occupied and vacant year-round con-

dominiums as well as owner occupied. In 1970 and

1980, the question on condominiums was asked on a

100-percent basis. In 1990, it was asked on a sample

basis.
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CONTRACT RENT

The data on contract rent (also referred to as "rent

asked" for vacant units) were obtained from question-
naire item H7a, whichwas asked at all occupied housing

units that were rented for cash rent and all vacant

housing units that were for rent at the time of enumer-
ation.

Housing units that are renter occupied without pay-

ment of cash rent are shown separately as "No cash

rent" in census data products . The unit may be owned

by friends or relatives who live elsewhereandwho allow

occupancy without charge. Rent-free houses or apart-

ments may be provided to compensate caretakers,

ministers, tenant farmers, sharecroppers, or others .

Contract rent is the monthly rent agreed to or con-

tracted for, regardless of any furnishings, utilities, fees,

meals, or services that may be included. For vacant

units, it is the monthly rent asked forthe rental unit at

the time of enumeration.

If the contract rent includes rent fora business unit or

for living quarters occupied by another household, the

respondent was instructed to report that part of the rent

estimated to be for his or her unit only. Respondents
were asked to report rent only for the housing unit

enumerated and to exclude any rent paid for additional
units or for business premises .

If arenter pays rent to theownerof acondominium or

cooperative, and the condominium fee or cooperative

carrying charge is also paid by the renter to the owner,

the respondent was instructed to include the fee or

carrying charge .

If a renter receives payments from lodgers or room-

ers who are listed as members of the household, the

respondent was instructed to report the rent without

deduction for any payments received from the lodgers

or roomers. The respondent was instructed to report the

rent agreed to or contracted foreven if paid by someone

else such as friends or relatives living elsewhere, or a

church or welfare agency.

In some tabulations, contract rent is presented for all

renter-occupied housing units, as well as specified

renter-occupied andvacant-for-rent units. Specified renter-

occupied and specified vacant-for-rent units exclude

one-family houses on 10 or more acres. (For more

information on rent, see the discussion under ."&Dss
Rent.")
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Median and Quartile Contract Rent-The median

divides the rent distribution into two equal parts. Quar-
tiles divide the rent distribution into four equal parts. In
computing median and quartile contract rent, units
reported as "No cash rent" are excluded . Median and
quartile rent calculations are rounded to the nearest
whole dollar. (For more information on medians and
quartiles, seethediscussion under"Derived Measures.")
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Aggregate Contract Rent-To calculate aggregate

contract rent, the amount assigned for the category

"Less than $80" is $50. The amount assigned to the

category "$1,000 or more" is $1,250 . Mean contract

rent is rounded to the nearest whole dollar. (For more

information on aggregates and means, see the discus-

sion under "Derived Measures.")

Limitation of the Data-In the 1970 and 1980 cen-
suses, contract rent forvacant units had high allocation

rates, about 35 percent.

Comparability-Data on this item have been collected

since 1930. For 1990, quartiles were addedbecausethe

range of rents and values in the United States has

increased in recent years. Upper and lower quartiles

can be used to note large rent and value differences

among various geographic areas.

DURATION OF VACANCY

The data for duration of vacancy (also referred to as

"months vacant") were obtained from questionnaire

item D, which was completed by census enumerators.

The statistics on duration of vacancy refer to the length

of time (in months andyears) between the date the last

occupants movedfrom the unit andthetime of enumer-

ation. The data, therefore, do not provide a direct

measure of the total length of time units remain vacant.

For newly constructed units which have never been

occupied, the duration of vacancy is counted from the

date construction was completed. For recently con-

verted or merged units, the time is reported from the

date conversion or merger was completed. Units occu-
pied by an entire household with a usual home else-
where are assigned to the "Lessthan 1 month" interval .

Comparability-Similar data have been collected since

1960 . I n 1970 and1980, thesedata were shown only for

year-round vacant housing units. In 1990, these data

are shown for all vacant housing units.

FARM RESIDENCE

The data on farm residence,were obtained from

questionnaire items H19a and H19b. An occupied one-

family house or mobile home is classified as a farm
residence if : (1) the housing unit is locatedon aproperty

of 1 acre or more, and (2) at least $1,000 worth of

agricultural products were sold from the property in
1989 . Group quarters and housing units that are in

multi-unit buildings or vacant are not included as farm
residences.

A one-family unit occupied by a tenant household
paying cash rent for land and buildings is enumerated as

a farm residence only if sales of agricultural products

from its yard (as opposed to the general property on
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which it is located) amounted to at least $1,000 in 1989.

A one4amily unit occupied by a tenant household that

does not pay cash rent is enumerated as a farm

residence if the remainderof thefarm (including its yard)

qualifies as a farm.

Farm residence is provided as an independent data

item only for housing units located in rural areas. It may

be derived for housing units in urban areas from the

data itemson acreage andsalesof agricultural products

on the public-use microdata sample (PUMS) files. (For

more information on PUMS, see Appendix F, Data

Products and User Assistance.)

The farm population consists of persons in house-

holds living in farm residences. Some persons who are

counted on a property classified as a farm (including in

some cases farm workers) are excluded from the farm

population . Such persons include those who reside in

multi-unit buildings or group quarters.

Comparability-These are the same criteria that were

used to define a farm residence in 1980. I n 1960 and

1970, afarm wasdefined as a place of 10 or more acres

with at least $50worth of agricultural sales or aplace of

less than 10 acres with at least $250 worth of agricul-

tural sales. Earlier censuses used other definitions.

Note that the definition of a farm residence differs from

the definition of a farm in the Census of Agriculture

(Factfinderfor the Nation: Agricultural Statistics, Bureau

of the Census, 1989).

GROSS RENT

Gross rent is the contract rent plus the estimated

average monthly cost of utilities (electricity, gas, and
water) andfuels (oil, coal, kerosene, wood, etc.) if these

are paid for by the renter (or paid for the renter by

someone else). Gross rent is intended to eliminate

differentials which result from varying practices with

respect to the inclusion of utilities and fuels as part of

the rental payment. The estimated costs of utilities and

fuels are reported on ayearly basis but are converted to

monthly figures for the tabulations. Renter units occu-

pied without payment of cash rent are shown separately

as "No cash rent" in the tabulations. Gross rent is
calculated on a sample basis.

Comparability-Data on gross rent have been col-

lected since 1940 for renter-occupied housing units. In
1980, costs for electricity and-=gas were collected-as'
average monthly costs. In 1990, all utility andfuel costs

were collected as yearly costs and divided by 12 to

provide an average monthly cost .

GROSS RENT AS APERCENTAGE OF
HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN 1989

Gross rent as a percentage of household income in
1989 is a computed ratio of monthly gross rent to
monthly household income (total household income in
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1989 divided by 12) . The ratio wascomputed separately

for each unit and was rounded to the nearest whole

percentage . Units for which no cash rent is paid and

units occupied by households that reported no income

or a net loss in 1989 comprise the category "Not

computed." This item is calculated on a sample basis.

HOUSE HEATING FUEL

The data on house heating fuel were obtained from
questionnaire item H14, which was asked at occupied
housing units. This item was asked on a sample basis.
The data show the type of fuel used most to heat the
house or apartment.

Utility Gas-includes gas piped through underground
pipes from a central system to serve the neighborhood.

Bottled, Tank, or LP Gas-Includes liquid propanegas

stored in bottles or tankswhichare refilled or exchanged

when empty.

Fuel Oil, Kerosene, Etc.-Includes fuel oil, kerosene,

gasoline, alcohol, and other combustible liquids.

Wood-Includes purchasedwood, woodcut by house-

hold members on their property or elsewhere, driftwood,

sawmill or construction scraps, or the like .

SolarEnergy-Includes heat provided by sunlight which
is collected, stored, and actively distributed to most of
the rooms.

Other Fuel-Includes all other fuels not specified else-
where. .

No Fuel Used-Includes units that do not use any fuel

or that do not have heating equipment.

Comparability-Data on house heating fuel have been
collected since 1940. The category, "Solar energy" is
new for 1990.

INSURANCE FOR FIRE, HAZARD, AND FLOOD

The data on fire, hazard, and flood insurance were

obtained from questionnaire item H22, whichwas asked

__at a sample of owner-occupied one-family houses,
-condominiums, andmobile homes. Thestatistics forthis
item refer to the annual premium for fire, hazard, and

flood insurance on the property (land and buildings) ;
that is, policies that protect the property and its contents
against loss dueto damage by fire, lightning, winds, hail,
flood, explosion, and so on.

Liability policies are included only if they are paid with
the fire, hazard, andflood insurance premiums and the
amountsfor fire, hazard, and floodcannot be separated.
Premiums are included even if paid by someone outside
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the household or remain unpaid. When premiums are

paid on other than a yearly basis, the premiums are

converted to a yearly basis.

The payment for fire, hazard, and flood insurance is

added to payments for real estate taxes, utilities, fuels,

and mortgages (both first and junior mortgages and

home equity loans) to derive "Selected Monthly Owner

Costs" and "Selected Monthly Owner Costs as a Per-

centage of Household Income in 1989."

Aseparate question (H23d) determines whetherinsur-

ance premiums are included in the mortgage payment

to the lender(s) . This makes it possible to avoidcounting

these premiums twice in the computations .

Comparability-Data on payment for fire and hazard

insurance were collected forthefirst time in 1980 . Flood

insurance was not specifically mentioned in the wording

of the question in 1980 . The question was askedonly at

owner-occupied one-family houses . Excluded were mobile

homes, condominiums, houses with a business or med-

ical office on the property, houses on 10 or more acres,

and housing units in mufti-unit buildings. In 1990, the

question was asked of all one-family owner-occupied

houses, including houses on 10 or more acres. It also

was asked at mobile homes, condominiums, and one-

family houses with a business or medical office on the

property.

KITCHEN FACILITIES

Data on kitchen facilities were obtained from ques-

tionnaire item H11, which was asked at both occupied

and vacant housing units. A unit has complete kitchen

facilities when it has all of the following: (1) an installed

sink with piped water, (2) a range, cook top and con-

vection or microwave oven, or cookstove, and (3) a

refrigerator. All kitchen facilities must be located in the

structure. They need not be in the same room . Portable

cooking equipment is not considered a range or cook-

stove. An ice box is not considered to be a refrigerator.

Compambfky-Dataon complete kitchen facilities were

collected for the first time in 1970. Earlier censuses

collecteddata on individual components, such as kitchen

sink and type of refrigeration equipment. In 1970 and

1980, data for kitchen facilities were shown only .for

year-round units. In1990; data a[re shownfor ail housing
units.

MEALS INCLUDED IN RENT

Thedata on meals included in the rent were obtained
from questionnaire item H7b, which was asked of all

occupied housing units that were rented forcash and all

vacant housing units that were for rent at the time of

enumeration.
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Thestatistics on mealsincluded in rent are presented

for specified renter-occupied and specified vacant-for-

rent units. Specified renter-occupied andspecified vacant-

for-rent units exclude one-family houses on 10 or more

acres. (For more information, see the discussion under

"Contract Rent.")

Comparability-This is anew item in 1990 . It is intended

to measure "congregate" housing, which generally is

considered to be housing units where the rent includes

meals and other services, such as transportation to

shopping and recreation.

MOBILE HOME COSTS

The data on mobile home costs were obtained from

questionnaire item H26, which was asked at owner-

occupied mobile homes. This item was asked on a

sample basis.

These data include the total yearly costsforpersonal

property taxes, land or site rent, registration fees, and

license fees on all owner-occupied mobile homes. The

instructions are to not include real estate taxes already

reported in question H21 .

Costs are estimated as closely as possible when

exact costs are not known. Amounts arethe total for an

entire 12-month billing period, even if they are paid by

someone outside the household or remain unpaid.

The data from this item are added to payments for

mortgages, real estate taxes, fire, hazard, and flood

insurance payments, utilities, andfuelsto derive selected

monthly owner costs for mobile homes owners.

Comparability-This item is new for 1990.

MORTGAGE PAYMENT

The data on mortgage payment were obtained from

questionnaire item H23b, which was asked at owner

occupied one-family houses, condominiums, and mobile

homes. This item was asked on a sample basis. Ques-

tion H23b provides the regularmonthly amount required

to be paid the lender for the first mortgage (deed of

trust, contract to purchase, or similar debt) on the

property. Amounts are included even if the payments

are delinquent or paid by someone else . The amounts

reported are included in the computation of "Selected

Monthly Owner Costs" and "Selected Monthly Owner

Costs as a Percentage of Household Income in 1989"

for units with a mortgage.

The amounts reported include everything paid to the

lender including principal and interest payments, real

estate taxes, fire, hazard, and flood insurance pay-

ments, and mortgage insurance premiums. Separate

questions determine whether real estate taxes andfire,

hazard, and flood insurance payments are included in
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the mortgage payment to the lender. This makes it

possible to avoid counting these components twice in

the computation of "Selected Monthly Owner Costs."

Comparability-Information on mortgage payment was

collected forthe first time in 1980. It was collected only

at owner-occupied one-family houses. Excluded were

mobile homes, condominiums, houses with a business

or medical office on the property, one-family houses on

10 or more acres, and housing units in multi-unit build-

ings . In 1990, the questions on monthly mortgage

payments were asked of all owner-occupied one-family

houses, including one4amily houses on 10 or more
acres. They were also asked at mobile homes, condo-

miniums, and one-family houses with a business or

medical office .

The 1980 census obtained total regular monthly

mortgage payments, including payments on second or

junior mortgages, from a single question . Two questions

were used in 1990; one for regularmonthlypayments on

first mortgages, and one for regular monthly payments

on second or junior mortgages or home equity loans.

(For more information, see the discussion under "Sec-

ond or Junior Mortgage Payment.")

MORTGAGE STATUS

The data on mortgage status were obtained from
questionnaire items H23a and H24a, which were asked

at owner-occupied one-family houses, condominiums,
and mobile homes. "Mortgage" refers to all forms of
debt where the property is pledged as security for

repaymentof the debt . It includes such debt instruments
as deeds of trust, trust deeds, contracts to purchase,
land contracts, junior mortgages and home equity loans.

A mortgage is considered a first mortgage if it has

prior claim over any other mortgage or if it is the only

mortgage on theproperty. All other mortgages, (second,

third, etc.) are considered junior mortgages. A home

equity loan is generally a junior mortgage. If no first

mortgage is reported, but a junior mortgage or home
equity loan is reported, then the loan is considered a
first mortgage .

In most census data products, the tabulations for

"Selected Monthly OwnerCosts" and"Selected Monthly

Owner Costs as a Percentage of Household Income in
1989" usually are shown separately for units -"with a
mortgage" andfor units "not mortgaged." Thecategory
.,
not mortgaged" is comprised of housing units owned

free and clear of debt .

Comparability-A question on mortgage status was
included in the 1940 and 1950 censuses, but not in the
1960 and 1970 censuses . The item was reinstated in
1980 along with a separate question dealing with the
existence of second or junior mortgages. In 1980, the
mortgage status questionswere asked at owner-occupied
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one-family houses on less than 10 acres. Excluded

were mobile homes, condominiums, houses with a

business or medical office, houses on 10 or more acres,
and housing units in multi-unit buildings. In 1990, the

questions were asked of all one-family owner-occupied

housing units, including houses on 10 or more acres.

They were also askedat mobile homes, condominiums,

and houses with a business or medical office .

PERSONS IN UNIT

This item is based on the 100-percent count of
persons in occupied housing units. All persons occupy-

ing the housing unit are counted, including the house-

holder, occupants related to the householder, and lodg-

ers, roomers, boarders, and so forth.

The data on "persons in unit" show the number of
housing units occupied by the specified number of
persons. The phrase "persons in unit" is used for
housing tabulations, "persons in households" for pop-
ulation items. Figures for "persons in unit" match those
for "persons in household" for 100-percent data prod-
ucts. In sample products, they maydiffer because of the
weighting process.

Median Persons in Unit-In computing median per-

sons in unit, a whole number is used as the midpoint of

an interval ; thus, a unit with 4 persons is treated as an

interval ranging from 3.5 to 4.5 persons. Median per-

sons is rounded to the nearest hundredth. (For more

information on medians, seethediscussion under"Derived

Measures.")

Persons in Occupied Housing Units-This is the total
population minusthose persons living in group quarters.

"Persons per occupied housing unit" is computed by
dividing the population living in housing units by the

number of occupied housing units.

PERSONS PER ROOM

"Persons per room" is obtained by dividing the
number of persons in each occupied housing unit by the

number of rooms in the unit. Persons per room is
rounded to the nearest hundredth. The figures shown
refer, therefore, to the number of occupied housing
units having the specified ratio of persons per room .

Mean Persons Per Room-This is computed by divid-
ing persons in housing units by the aggregate number of
rooms. This is intended to provide a measure of utiliza-

tion. A higher mean may indicate a greater degree of
utilization or crowding ; a low mean may indicate under-
utilization. (For more information on means, see the

discussion under "Derived Measures.")
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PLUMBING FACIUTIES

The data on plumbing facilities were obtained from

questionnaire item H10, whichwas asked at both occu-

pied and vacant housing units. This item was asked on

asample basis. Complete plumbing facilities include hot

and cold piped water, a flush toilet, and a bathtub or

shower. All three facilities must be located inside the

house, apartment, or mobile home, but not necessarily

in the same room. Housing units are classified as

lacking complete plumbing facilities when any of the

three facilities are not present.

Comparabirdy-The 1990 data on complete plumbing

facilities are not strictly comparable with the 1980 data .

In 1980, complete plumbing facilities were defined as

hot and cold piped water, a bathtub or shower, and a

flush toilet in the housing unit for the exclusive use of

the residents of that unit. In 1990, the Census Bureau

dropped the requirement of exclusive use from the

definition of complete plumbing facilities . Of the 2.3

million year-round housing units classified in 1980 as

lacking complete plumbing for exclusive use, approxi-

mately 25 percent of these units hadcomplete plumbing

but the facilities were also used by members of another

household. From 1940 to 1970, separate and more

detailed questionswere asked on piped water, bathing,

and toilet facilities . In 1970 and 1980, the data on

plumbing facilities were shown only foryear-round units.

POVERTY STATUS OF HOUSEHOLDS IN 1989

The data on poverty status of households were

derived from answers to the income questions. The

income items were asked on a sample basis. House-

holds are classified below the poverty level when the

total 1989 income of the family or of the nonfamily

householder is belowthe appropriate poverty threshold.

The income of persons living in the householdwho are

unrelated to the householder is not considered when

determining the poverty status of a household, nordoes

their presence affect the household size in determining

the appropriate poverty threshold. The poverty thresh-

olds vary depending upon three criteria : size of family,

number of children, and age of the family householder

or unrelated individual for one and two-persons house-

holds. (For more information, see the discussion. of

"Poverty Status in 1989" and "Income in 1989" under

Population Characteristics.)

REAL ESTATE TAXES

The data on real estate taxes were obtained from

questionnaire item H21, which was asked at owner-

occupied one-family houses, condominiums, and mobile

homes. The statistics from this question refer to the
total amount of all real estate taxes on the entire
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property (land and buildings) payable in 1989 to all

taxingjurisdictions, including specialassessments, school

taxes, county taxes, and so forth.

Real estate taxes include State, local, and all other

real estate taxes even if delinquent, unpaid, or paid by

someone who is not a member of the household

However, taxes due from prior years are not included If

taxes are paid on other than a yearly basis, the pay-

ments are converted to a yearly basis.

The payment for real estate taxes is added to pay-

mentsfor fire, hazard, andflood insurance; utilities and

fuels; and mortgages (both first and junior mortgages

and home equity loans) to derive "Selected Monthly

OwnerCosts" and"SelectedMonthly OwnerCostsas a

Percentage of Household Income in 1989." A separate

question (H23c) determines whether real estate taxes

are included in the mortgage payment to the lender(s).

This makes it possible to avoid counting taxes twice in

the computations .

Comparability-Data for real estate taxes were col-

lected forthe first time in 1980 . The question was asked

only at owner-occupied one-family houses. Excluded

were mobile homes or trailers, condominiums, houses

with a business or medical office on the property,

houses on 10 or more acres, and housing units in multi-

unit buildings. In 1990, the question was asked of all

one-family owner-occupied houses, including houses

on 10 or more acres. It also was asked at mobile homes,

condominiums, and one-family houses with a business

or medical office on the property.

ROOMS

The data on roomswere obtained from questionnaire

item H3, whichwas asked at both occupied and vacant

housing units. The statistics on rooms are in terms of

the number of housing units with a specified number of

rooms. The intent of this question is to countthe number

of whole rooms used for living purposes.

For each unit, rooms include living rooms, dining

rooms, kitchens, bedrooms, finished recreation rooms,

enclosed porches suitable for year-round use, and

lodger's rooms. Excluded are strip or pullman kitchens,

bathrooms, open porches, balconies, halls or foyers,

half-rooms, utility rooms, unfinished attics or base-

ments, or other unfinished space used for storage. A

partially divided room is a separate room only if there is

a partition from floor to ceiling, but not if the partition

consists solely of shelves or cabinets.

Median Rooms-This measure divides the room distri-

bution into two equal parts, one-half of the cases falling

below the median number of rooms and one-half above

the median. In computing median rooms, the whole

number is used as the midpoint of the interval ; thus, the

category "3 rooms" is treated as an interval ranging
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from 2.5 to 3.5 rooms. Median rooms is roundedto the

nearest tenth. (For more information on medians, see

the discussion under "Derived Measures.")

Aggregate Rooms-To calculate aggregate rooms, an

arbitrary value of "10" is assigned to rooms for units

falling within the terminal category, "9 or more." (For

more information on aggregates and means, see the

discussion under "Derived Measures.")

Comparability-Data on rooms have been collected

since 1940 . In 1970 and 1980, these data were shown

only for year-round housing units. In 1990, these data

are shown for all housing units.

SECOND OR JUNIOR MORTGAGE PAYMENT

The data on second or junior mortgage payments

were obtained from questionnaire itemsH24a andH24b,

whichwere asked at owner-occupied one-family houses,
condominiums, andmobile homes. Question H24a asks

whether a second or junior mortgage or a home equity

loan exists on the property . Question H24b provides the

regularmonthlyamount required to be paidto thelender

on all second or junior mortgages and home equity

loans. Amounts are included even if the payments are

delinquent or paid by someone else . The amounts

reported are included in the computation of "Selected

Monthly Owner Costs" and "Selected Monthly Owner

Costs as a Percentage of Household Income in 1989"

for units with a mortgage .

All mortgages other than first mortgages are classi-
fied as "junior" mortgages. A second mortgage is a

junior mortgage that gives the lender aclaim against the
property that is second to the claim of the holder of the

first mortgage. Any other junior mortgage(s) would be

subordinate to the second mortgage. A home equity

loan is a line of credit available to the borrower that is

secured by real estate . It may be placed on a property

that already has afirst or second mortgage, or it may be

placed on a property that is owned free and clear.

If the respondents answered that no first mortgage

existed, but a second mortgage did (as in the above

case with a home equity loan), a computer edit assigned

the unit a first mortgage and made the first mortgage

monthly payment the armountspeported in the- second
mortgage . The second mortgage data were then made
"No" in question H24a and blank in question H24b.

Comparability-The 1980 census obtained total regu-

lar monthly mortgage payments, including payments on

second or junior mortgages, from one single question.
Two questions were used in 1990: one for regular
monthly payments on first mortgages, and one for
regular monthly payments on second or junior mort-
gages and home equity loans.
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SELECTED MONTHLY OWNERCOSTS

The data on selected monthly owner costs were

obtained from questionnaire items H2Othrough H26 for
asample of owner-occupied one-family houses, condo-

miniums, and mobile homes. Selected monthly owner

costs is the sum of payments for mortgages, deeds of
trust, contracts to purchase, or similar debts on the

property (including payments for the first mortgage,
second or junior mortgages, and home equity loans) ;
real estate taxes; fire, hazard, and flood insurance on

the property ; utilities (electricity, gas, and water) ; and
fuels (oil, coal, kerosene, wood, etc.) . It also includes,

where appropriate, the monthly condominium fee for

condominiums and mobile home costs (personal prop-

erty taxes, site rent, registration fees, and license fees)
for mobile homes.

In certain tabulations, selected monthly owner costs

are presented separately for specified owner-occupied

housing units (owner-occupied one-family houses on
fewerthan 10 acreswithout abusiness or medical office

on the property), owner-occupied condominiums, and

owner-occupied mobile homes. Data usually are shown

separately for units "with amortgage" andfor units "not

mortgaged."

Median Selected Monthly Owner Costs-This mea-

sure is rounded to the nearest whole dollar.

Comparability-The components of selected monthly
owner costs were collected for the first time in 1980.
The 1990 tabulations of selected monthly owner costs
for specified owner-occupied housing units are virtually
identical to 1980,the primary difference wastheamounts

of the first and second mortgages were collected in
separate questions in 1990, while the amounts were

collected in a single question in 1980. The component

parts of the item were tabulated for mobile homes and

condominiums for the first time in 1990 .

In 1980, costs for electricity and gas were collected
as average monthly costs. In 1990, all utility and fuel
costs were collected as yearly costs and divided by 12
to provide an average monthly cost .

SELECTED MONTHLYOWNER COSTSAS A

PERCENTAGE OF HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN
1989

The information on selected monthly owner costs as
a percentage of household income in 1989 is the
computed ratio of selected monthly owner costs to
monthly household income in 1989 . The ratio was
computed separately for each unit and rounded to the
nearest whole percentage . The data are tabulated
separately for specified owner-occupied units, condo-
miniums, and mobile homes.
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Separate distributions are often shownforunits "with

a mortgage" and for units "not mortgaged." Units

occupied by households reporting no income or a net

loss in 1989 are included in the "not computed" cate-

gory . (For more information, see the discussion under

"Selected Monthly Owner Costs.")

Comparability-The components of selected monthly

owner costs were collected for the first time in 1980 .

The tabulations of "Selected MonthlyOwner Costs as a

Percentage of Household Income in 1989" forspecified

owner-occupied housing units are comparable to 1980 .

SEWAGE DISPOSAL

The data on sewage disposal were obtained from

questionnaire item H16, which was asked at both occu-

pied and vacant housing units. This item was asked on

a sample basis. Housing units are either connectedto a

public sewer, to a septic tank or cesspool, or they

dispose of sewage by other means. Apublic sewer may

be operated by a government body or by a private

organization. A housing unit is considered to be con-

nected to a septic tank or cesspool when the unit is

provided with an underground pit or tank for sewage

disposal . The category, "Other means" includes hous-

ing units which dispose of sewage in some other way.

Comparability-Data on sewage disposal have been

collected since 1940 . In 1970 and 1980, data were

shown only for year-round housing units. In 1990, data

are shown for all housing units.

SOURCE OF WATER

The data on source of water were obtained from

questionnaire item H15, which was asked at both occu-

pied and vacant housing units. Housing units may

receive their water supply from a number of sources. A

common source supplying waterto five or more units is

classified as a "Public system or private company." The

water may be supplied by a city, county, water district,

water company, etc., or it may be obtained from a well

whichsupplies waterto five or more housing units. If the

water is supplied from a well serving four or fewer

housing units, the units are classified as having water

supplied by either an "Individual drilled well" or an
"Individual dug well."--S~illed wells or srhall"diameter

wells are usually less than 1-1/2 feet in diameter. Dug

wells are usually larger than 1-1/2 feet wide and gen-

erally hand dug. The category, "Some other source"

includes water obtained from springs, creeks, rivers,
lakes, cisterns, etc.

Comparability-Data on source of water have been
collected since 1940. In 1970 and 1980, data were

shown only foryear-round housing units. In 1990, data

are shown for all housing units.
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TELEPHONE IN HOUSING UNIT

The data on telephones were obtained from ques-

tionnaire item H12, whichwas asked at occupied hous-

ing units. This item was asked on a sample basis. A

telephone must be inside the house or apartmentforthe

unit to be classified as having atelephone. Units where

the respondent uses a telephone located inside the

building but not in the respondent's living quarters are

classified as having no telephone.

Comparability-Data on telephones in 1980 are com-

parable to 1990 . The 1960 and 1970 censuses col-

lected data on telephone availability. A unit was classi-

fied as having a telephone available if there was a

telephone number on which occupants of the unit could

be reached. The telephone could have been in another

unit, in a common hall, or outside the building.

TENURE

The data fortenure were obtained from questionnaire

item H4, which was askedat all occupied housing units.

All occupied housing units are classified as either owner

occupied or renter occupied.

Owner Occupied-A housing unit is owner occupied if

the owner or co-owner lives in the unit even if it is

mortgaged or not fully paid for. The owner or co-owner

must live in the unit and usually is the person listed in

column 1 of the questionnaire. The unit is "Owned by

you or someone in this household with a mortgage or

loan" if it is being purchasedwith a mortgage or some

other debt arrangement such as a deed of trust, trust

deed, contract to purchase, land contract, or purchase

agreement. The unit is also considered owned with a

mortgage if it is built on leased land and there is a

mortgage on the unit .

A housing unit is "Owned by you or someone in this

household free and clear (without a mortgage)" if there

is no mortgage or other similar debt on the house,

apartment, or mobile home including units built on

leased land if the unit is owned outright without a

mortgage . Although owner-occupied units are divided

between mortgaged and owned free and clear on the

questionnaire, census data products containing 100-

percent data show only total owner-occupied counts.

More extensive mortgage information was collected on

the long-form questionnaire and are shown in census

products containing sample data . (For more informa-

tion, see the discussion under "Mortgage Status.")

Renter Occupied-All occupied housing units which

are not owner occupied, whether they are rented for

cash rent or occupied without payment of cash rent, are

classified as renter occupied . "No cash rent" units are
separately identified in the rent tabulations. Such units
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are generally provided free by friends or relatives or in

exchange for services such as resident manager, care-

taker, minister, or tenant farmer. Housing units on

military bases also are classified in the "No cash rent"

category. "Rented for cash rent" includes units in

continuing care, sometimes called life care arrange-

ments. These arrangements usually involve a contract

between one or more individuals and a health services

provider guaranteeing the individual shelter, usually a

house or apartment, and services, such as meals or

transportation to shopping or recreation .

Comparability-Data on tenure have been collected
since 1890. In 1970, thequestion on tenure also included

a category for condominium and cooperative owner-

ship. In 1980, condominium units and cooperatives

were dropped from the tenure item, and since 1980,

only condominium units are identified in a separate

question .

For 1990, the response categories were expanded to

allow the respondent to report whether the unit was

owned with a mortgage or free and clear (without a

mortgage). The distinction between units owned with a
mortgage and units owned free and clear was added in
1990 to improve the count of owner-occupied units.
Research after the 1980 census indicatedsome respon-
dents did not consider their units owned if they had a
mortgage .

UNITS IN STRUCTURE

The data on units in structure (also referred to as
"type of structure") were obtained from questionnaire

item H2, which was asked at all housing units. A

structure is a separate building that either has open

spaces on all sides or is separated from other structures

by dividing walls that extend from ground to roof . In

determining the number of units in a structure, all

housing units, both occupied and vacant, are counted.

Stores and office space are excluded.

The statistics are presented for the number of hous-

ing units in structures of specified type and size, not for

the number of residential buildings.

1-Unit, Detached-This is a 1-unit structure detached

from any other house; that is, with open space on all

four sides. Such structures are considered detached
even if they have an adjoining shed or garage: -A
one-family housethat contains a business is considered
detached as long as the building has open space on all
four sides. Mobile homes or trailers to which one or
more permanent rooms have been added or built also
are included .

1-Unit, Attached-This is a 1-unit structure that has
one or more walls extending from ground to roof sepa-
rating it from adjoining structures . In row houses (some-
times called townhouses), double houses, or houses
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attached to nonresidential structures, each house is a
separate, attached structure if the dividing or common
wall goes from ground to roof .

2or More Units-These are units in structures contain-
ing 2 or more housing units, further categorized as units
in structures with 2, 3 or 4, 5to 9, 10 to 19, 20 to 49, and
50 or more units.

Mobile Home or Trailer-Both occupied and vacant
mobile homesto which no permanent rooms have been
added are counted in this category. Mobile homes or
trailers used only for business purposes or for extra
sleeping space and mobile homes or trailers for sale on
a dealer's lot, at the factory, or in storage are not
counted in the housing inventory.

Other-This category is for any living quarters occupied
as a housing unit that does not fit the previous catego-
ries . Examples that fit this category are houseboats,
railroad cars, campers, and vans .

Comparability--Data on units in structure have been
collected since 1940 and on mobile homes and, trailers
since 1950. In 1970 and 1980, these data were shown
only for year-round housing units. In 1990, these data
are shown for all housing units. In 1980, the data were
collected on a sample basis. The category, "Boat, tent,
van, etc." wasreplaced in 1990 by the category "Other."
In some areas, the proportion of units classified as
"Other" is far larger than the number of units that were
classified as "Boat, tent, van, etc." in 1980.

USUAL HONE ELSEWHERE

The data for usual home elsewhere are obtained
from questionnaire item B, which was completed by
census employees. A housing unit temporarily occupied
at the time of enumeration entirely by persons with a
usual residence elsewhere is classified as vacant. The
occupants are classified as having a "Usual home

elsewhere" and are counted at the address of their
usual place of residence. Typical examples are people
in a vacation home, persons renting living quarters

temporarily for work, and migrant workers.

Limitation of the Data-Evidence from previous cen-
suses suggests that in some areasenumerators marked

units as "vacant-usual home elsewhere" when they
should have marked "vacant-regular."

Comparability-Data for usual home elsewhere was
tabulated for the first time in 1980 .

UTILITIES

The data on utility costs were obtained from ques-
tionnaire items H20a through H20d, which were asked
of occupied housing units. These items were asked on
a sample basis.
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Questions H20a through H20d asked for the yearly

cost of utilities (electricity, gas, water) and other fuels

(oil, coal, wood, kerosene, etc.) . For the tabulations,

these yearly amounts are divided by 12 to derive the

average monthly cost and are then included in the
computation of "Gross Rent," "Gross Rent as a Per-
centage of Household Income in 1989," "Selected

Monthly Owner Costs," and "Selected Monthly Owner
Costs as a Percentage of Household Income in 1989."

Costs are recorded if paid by or billed to occupants,
a welfare agency, relatives, or friends. Costs that are
paid by landlords, included in the rent payment, or
included in condominiumor cooperative fees are excluded

Limitation of the Data-Research has shown that
respondents tended to overstate their expenses for

electricity and gas when compared to utility company
records. There is some evidence that this overstate-
ment is reduced when yearly costs are asked rather

than monthly costs. Caution should be exercised in
using these data for direct analysis because costs are
not reported for certain kinds of units such as renter-
occupied units with all utilities included in the rent and
owner-occupied condominium units with utilities included
in the condominium fee.

Comparability-The data on utility costs have been
collected since 1980 forowner-occupied housing units,

and since 1940 for renter-occupied housing units. In
1980, costs for electricity and gas were collected as
average monthly costs. In 1990, all utility andfuel costs

were collected as yearly costs and divided by 12 to

provide an average monthly cost .

VACANCYSTATUS

The data on vacancy status were obtained from
questionnaire item C1, whichwas completed by census
enumerators. Vacancy status and other characteristics
of vacant units were determined by enumerators obtain-
ing information from landlords, owners, neighbors, rental
agents, and others. Vacant units are subdivided accord-
ing to their housing market classification as follows:

For Rent-These are vacant units offered "for rent,"
and vacant units offered either "for rent" or "for sale."

For Sale Onl~These

	

vacant units ~bbing offered-
"for sale only," including units in cooperatives and

condominium projects if the individual units are offered

"for sale only."

Rented or Sold, Not Occupied-If any money rent has
been paid or agreed upon but the new renter has not
moved in as of the date of enumeration, or if the unit has
recently been sold but the new owner has not yet
movedin, thevacant unit is classified as "rented or sold,
not occupied."
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ForSeasonal, Recreational, or Occasional Use-These

are vacant units used or intended for use only in certain
seasonsor forweekendor otheroccasional usethrough-

out the year.

Seasonal units include those used for summer or
winter sports or recreation, such as beach cottages and
hunting cabins . Seasonal units also may include quar-

ters for such workers as herders and loggers. Interval
ownership units, sometimes called shared-ownership or
time-sharing condominiums, also are included here .

ForMigrant Workers-Theseincludevacant units intended

for occupancy by migratory workers employed in farm

work during the crop season . (Work in a cannery, a

freezer plant, or a food-processing plant is not farm

work.)

Other Vacant-if a vacant unit does not fall into any of

the classifications specified above, it is classified as

"other vacant." For example, this category includes

units held for occupancy by a caretaker or janitor, and

units held for personal reasons of the owner.

Homeowner Vacancy Rate-This is the percentage

relationship betweenthe number of vacant units forsale

and the total homeowner inventory. It is computed by

dividing the number of vacant units for sale only by the

sum of the owner-occupied units and the number of

vacant units that are for sale only .

Rental Vacancy Rate-This is the percentage relation-
ship of the number of vacant units for rent to the total

rental inventory. It is computed by dividing the number
of vacant units for rent by the sum of the renter-
occupied units and the number of vacant units for rent .

Comparability-Data on vacancy status have been
collected since 1940. For 1990, the category, "season-
al/ recreational/ occasional use" combined vacant units
classified in 1980 as "seasonal or migratory" and "held
for occasional use." Also, in 1970 and 1980, housing
characteristics generally were presented only for year-
round units. In 1990, housing characteristics are shown
for all housing units.

VALUE

The data on value (also referred to as "price asked"
forvacant units) were obtained from questionnaire item
H6, which was askedat housing units that were owned,
being bought, or vacant for sale at the time of enumer-
ation. Value is the respondent's estimate of how much
the property (house and lot, mobile home and lot, or
condominium unit) wouldsell for if it were for sale. If the
house or mobile home was owned or being bought, but
the land on which it sits was not, the respondent was



asked to estimate the combined value of the house or

mobile home and the land For vacant units, value was
the price asked for the property.

Valuewastabulated separately for all owner-occupied
and vacant-for-sale housing units, owner-occupied and
vacant-for-sale mobile homes or trailers, and specified
owner-occupied and specified vacant-for-sale housing
units. Specified owner-occupied and specified vacant-
for-sale housing units include only one-family houses on
fewerthan 10 acreswithout a business or medical office
on the property. The data for "specified units" exclude
mobile homes, houses with abusiness or medical office,
houses on 10 or more acres, and housing units in
mufti-unit buildings.

Median and Quartile Value-The median divides the
value distribution into two equal parts. Quartiles divide
the value distribution into four equal parts. These mea-
sures are rounded to the nearest hundred dollars. (For
more information on medians and quartiles, see the
discussion under "Derived Measures.")

Aggregate Value-To calculate aggregate value, the
amount assigned forthe category "Lessthan $10,000"
is $9,000 . Theamount assigned tothecategory "$500,000
or more" is $600,000. Mean value is rounded to the
nearest hundreddollars. (For more information on aggre-
gates and means, see the discussion under "Derived
Measures.")

Comparability-In 1980, valuewasasked only at owner-
occupied or vacant-for-sale one-family houses on fewer
than 10 acres with no business or medical office on the
property and at all owner-occupied or vacant-for-sale
condominiumhousing units. Mobile homeswere excluded
Value data were presentedforspecifiedowner-occupied
housing units, specified vacant-for-sale-only housing
units, and owner-occupied condominium housing units.

In 1990, the question was askedat all owner-occupied
or vacant-for-sale-only housing units with no exclusions.
Data presentedfor specifiedowner-occupied and spec-
ified vacant-for-sale-only housing units will include one-
family condominium houses but not condominiums in
mufti-unit structures since condominium units are now
identified only in long-form questionnaires.

For 1990, quartiles have been added because the
range of values and rents in the United States has
increased in recent years. Upper - and lower quartiles
can be used to note large value and rent differences
among various geographic areas.

VEHICLES AVAILABLE

The data on vehicles available were obtained from
questionnaire item H13, which was asked at occupied
housing units. This item was asked on a sample basis.
These data show the number of households with a
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specified number of passenger cars, vans, and pickup
or panel trucks of one-ton capacity or less kept at home
and available for the use of household members. Vehi-
cles rented or leased for one month or more, company
vehicles,andpolice andgovernmentvehicles areincluded
if kept at home and used for nonbusiness purposes.
Dismantled or immobile vehicles are excluded. Vehicles
kept at home but used only for business purposes also
are excluded

Vehicles Per Household-This is computed by divid-
ing aggregate vehicles available by the number of
occupied housing units.

Limitation of the Data-The 1980 census evaluations
showed that the number of automobiles was slightly
overreported ; the number of vans and trucks slightly
underreported. The statistics do not measure the num-
berof vehicles privately ownedor the number of house-
holds owning vehicles.

Comparability-Data on automobiles available were
collected from 1960 to 1980 . In 1980, a separate
question also was asked on the number of tricks and
vans . The data on automobiles and trucks and vans
were presented separately and also as a combined
vehicles available tabulation. The 1990 data are com-
parable to the 1980 vehicles available tabulations.

YEAR HOUSEHOLDER MOVED INTO UNIT

The data on year householder moved into unit were
obtained from questionnaire item H8, which was asked
at occupied housing units. This item was asked on a
sample basis. These data refer to the year of the latest
move by the householder. If a householder moved back
into a housing unit he or she previously occupied, the
year of the latest move was reported. If thehouseholder
moved from one apartment to another within the same
building, the year the householder moved into the
present apartment was reported. The intent is to estab-
lish the year the present occupancy by the householder
began. The year that the householder moved in is not
necessarilythe same year othermembers of the house-
hold moved, although in the great majority of cases an
entire household moves at the same time.

Comparability-In 1960 and 1970, this question was
askedof every person andincluded in population reports.
This item in housing tabulations refers to the year the
householder moved in . In 1980 and 1990, the question
was asked only of the householder.

YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT

The data on year structure built were obtained from
questionnaire item H17, which was asked at both occu-
pied and vacant housing units. This item was asked on
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a sample basis. Data on year structure built refer to

when the buildingwas first constructed, notwhen it was

remodeled, added to, or converted For housing units

under construction that met the housing unit defini-

tion-that is, all exterior windows, doors, and final

usable floors were in place-the category "1989 or

March 1990" was used. For a houseboat or a mobile

home or trailer, the manufacturer's model year was

assumed to be the year built. The figures shown in

census data products relate to the number of units built

during the specified periods that were still in existence
at the time of enumeration.

Median Year Structure Built-The median divides the

distribution into two equal parts. The median is rounded

to the nearest calendar year. Median age of housing
can be obtained by subtracting- median year structure
built from 1990. For example, if the median year struc-
ture built is 1957, the median age of housing in that area
is 33 years (1990 minus 1957).

Limitation of the Data-Data on year structure built
are more susceptible to errors of response and nonre-

portingthan data on many other items because respon-

dents must rely on their memory or on estimates by

persons who have lived in the neighborhood a long

time . Available evidence indicates there is underreport-

ing in the older-year-structure-built categories, eslie-

cially "Built in 1939 or earlier." The introduction of the
"Don't know" category (see the discussion on "Com-
parability") may have resulted in relatively higher allo-

cation rates. Data usersshould refer to the discussion in
Appendix C, Accuracy of the Data, andto the allocation
tables.

Comparability-Data on year structure built were col-
lected forthe first time in the 1940 census . Since then,
the response categories have been modified to accom-
modate the 10-year period between each census . In
1990, the category, "Don't Know," was added in an
effort to minimize the response error mentioned in the
paragraph above on limitation of the data .

DERIVED MEASURES

Census data products include various derived mea-
sures, such as median ,.means, and percentages;-as
well as certain rates and ratios . Derived measures that
round to less than 0.1 are not shown but indicated as
zero . In printed reports, zero is indicated by a dash ().

Interpolation

Interpolation frequently is used in calculating medi-
ans or quartiles based on interval data and in approxi-
mating standard errors from tables . Linear interpolation
is used to estimate values of a function between two
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known values. "Pareto interpolation" is an alternative tc

linear interpolation. It is used by the Census Bureau in

calculating median income within intervals wider than

$2,500. In Pareto interpolation, the median is derivedby

interpolating between the logarithms of the upper and

lower income limits of the median category.

Mean

This measure represents an arithmetic average of a
set of values. It is derived by dividing the sum of a group
of numerical items (or aggregate) by the total number of
items. Aggregates are used in computing mean values .
For example, mean family income is obtained by divid-
ing the aggregate of all income reported by persons in
families by the total number of families. (Additional
information on meansand aggregates is included in the
separate explanations of many population and housing
subjects .)

Median

This measure represents the middle value in a distri-
bution. The median divides the total frequency into two
equal parts: one-half of the cases fall below the median
and one-half of the cases exceed the median . The
median is computed on the basis of the distribution as
tabulated, which is sometimes more detailed than the
distribution shown in specific census publications and
other data products.

In reports, if the median falls within the upper interval
of thetabulation distribution, the median is shownas the
initial value of the interval followed by a plus sign (+) ; if
within the lower interval, the median is shown as the
uppervalue of the category followed by a minussign (-).
For summary tape files, if the median falls within the
upper or lower interval, it is set to a specified value.
(Additional information on medians is included in the
separate explanations of marry population and housing
subjects .)

Percentages, Rates, and Ratios
These measures are frequently presented in census

products to compare two numbers or two sets of
measurements . These comparisons are made in two
ways : (1) subtraction, which provides an absolute mea-
sure of the difference between two items, and (2) the
quotient of two numbers, which provides a relative
measure of difference.

Quartile

This measure divides a distribution into four equal
parts. The first quartile (or lower quartile) is the value
that defines the upper limit of the lowest one-quarter of
the cases. The second quartile is the median . The third
quartile (or upper quartile) defines the lower limit of the
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upper one-quarter of the cases in the distribution . The

difference between the upper and lower quartiles is

called the interquartile range. This interquartile range is

B-52

less affected by wide variations than is the mean.

Quartiles are presented for certain financial character-

istics such as housing value and rent .
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H69-115

and

P127-182

This section primarily contains explanations for the treatment of certain variables in PUMS, and

should be used in conjunction with the data dictionary and appendix B.

H18-19 Tyre of Area (Area

	

1

Areatype is a description of the geographic characteristics in a PUMA. For 1990, separate codes

describe PUMAS on the 1% and 5% samples. Any county, county equivalent, place, etc., which had

more than 200,000 persons could be subdivided into more than one PUMA as long as the resultant

grouping had a miniumum of 100,000 persons.

Codes 10-50 define 1% (B) sample areas, and codes 60-82 define 5% (A) sample areas.

H20-23 MSA/PMSA Residence

Appendix Gindicates those MAs shown in their entirety on each PUMS file . In addition, MA codes
also appear in H20-23 for PUMAs entirely within an MA, even where the total MA is not shown.

H29-32 HOUSING WEIGHT

We are including weights for each housing unit. These weights can be summed to get estimates of
spec housing unit characteristics. See chapter 3 for a discussion on the proper use of these weights.

H33-34 Number of Person Records Following This Housing Unit Record

Users interested in tabulating household size or the number of persons in the housing unit unit mayuse
this item, provided that records for persons in group quarters are fast screened out. Persons-in-group-
quarters records are identified by codes of 1-2 in H35 (Group Quarters Institution) or by codes 12-13
in P9-10 (Relationship) .

H35

	

(Group Quarters Institution)

Because of disclosure concerns, the only characteristic that will be shown describing group quarters is
whether it is an institutional or noninstitutional group quarters .

Most economic items were topcoded on a national basis. The criteria used was whether the
topcode protected either 1/2 of 1% of the total universe or 3% of the cases with the
characteristic. In most instances, we used the value that was more favorable to the user . InAll

topcoded situations; ifthere were at least 30 cases above the topcoded amount we provided
the state median of all values above the topcode. Pay close attention to the period covered by
the estimate (some are monthly, others annual). A complete list of topcoded variables
and respective state medians is in the User Note chapter.

NOTES ON SELECTED DATA ITEMS
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Appendix C: Notes on Selected Data Items (continued,

H111-128

	

GROSSRENT as a % of HH Income

and
H124-128

	

Selected Monthly Owners Costs as a % of HH Income .

These variables are calculated from the topcoded components, and, in those cases where original

amounts were topcoded, either the topcode or the medians were used . In those situations, the
proportion of income represented may not match distributions found on other products from sample

data .

For those components which required monthly averages, we computed, and rounded the monthly

average from the reported annual data .

The following Recodes are provided for the users convenience. They can be constructed from original

data through manipulation of related items. See the data dictionary for values for items.

H134

	

Family Income

H141

	

Household Income

H148

	

Workers in Family in 1989

H149

	

HouseholdLanguage

H150

	

Linguistic Isolation

H151

	

Household Family Type

H153

	

Number of Natural Born/Adopted

H155

	

Number of Own Stepchildren
H157

	

Number of Persons in Family

H159

	

Number of Related Children in Household
H161

	

Presence of Nonrelatives in Household
H162

	

Presence of Persons under 18 in Household
H163

	

Presence of Persons over 60 in Household
H164

	

Presence of Persons over 65 in Household
H165

	

Presence of Subfamilies in Household

C-2
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Appendix C: Notes on Selected Data Items (cont

Number Title

P12-14 Race

For 1990 PUMS,we are showing62 detailed race codes; thesame distribution as shownin STF2 matrix

amendedwith codes for 25 larger American Indian Tribes . Check appendix I for spec descriptions

of these race groups included in codes not separately identified here, (e.g., All otherAsian(602, 620-652,

985) .
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RACE(62)

VALUE DESCRIPTION

001 White (800-869, 971)

002 Black (870-934, 972)

004 Eskimo (935-940, 974)

005 Aleut (941-970, 975)

Asian or Pacific Islander (600-699, 976-985):

Asian (600-652, 976, 977, 979-982, 985) :

Chinese (605-607, 976) :
006 Chinese, except Taiwanese (605, 976)
007 Taiwanese (606, 607)

008 Filipino (608, 977)

009 Japanese (611, 981)
010 Asian Indian (600, 982)
011 Korean (612, 979)
012 Vietnamese (619, 980)
013 Cambodian (604)
014 Hmong (609)
015 Laotian (613)
016 Thai (618)

Other Asian (601-603, 610, 614-617, 620-652, 985) :
017 Bangladeshi (601)
018 Burmese (603)
019 Indonesian (610)
020 Malayan (614)
021 Okinawan (615)
022 Pakistani (616)
023 Sri Lankan (617)
024 All other Asian (602, 620-652, 985)

Pacific-Islander (653-699, 978, 983, 984) :

Polynesian (653-659, 978, 983) :
025 Hawaiian (653, 654, 978)
026 Samoan (655, 983)
027 Tahitian (656)
028 Tongan (657)
029 Other Polynesian (658, 659)

Micronesian (660-675, 984) :
030 Guamanian (660, 984)
031 Northern Mariana Islander (661, 671, 673)
032 Palauan (663)
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P22-25 PERSON WEIGHT

We are providing weights for each person in the housing unit. Estimates for characteristics are made by summing the

weights for those persons with the characteristic. See chapter 3 for a discussion on how to use the weights.

P26-37 Thefollowing variables are recodes andwere derived for user convenience, Employment Status ofParents, Place of Birth,

Married, Spouse Present/Spouse Absent, Own Child, Presence and age of own Children, Related Child, Detailed

Relationship.
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033 Other Micronesian (662, 664-670, 672, 674, 675)

Melanesian (676-680):

034 Fijian (676)

035 Other Melanesian (677-680)

036 Pacific Islander, not specified (681-699)

037 Other race (700-799, 986-999)

American Indian (000-599, 973) :

301 Alaskan Athabaskan (000, 001, 008, 009, 014)

302 Apache (255-264)

303 Blackfoot (360)

304 Cherokee (416-422, 555-557, 562)

305 Cheyenne (361-363)

306 Chickasaw (436)

307 Chippewa (330-353, 355, 544)

308 Choctaw (226, 228, 404, 434, 520, 559)

309 Comanche (325, 523)

310 Creek (423, 425, 426, 429-432, 449, 540, 541, 558, 560)

311 Crow (322)

312 Iroquois (405-415)

313 Kiowa (276, 522)

314 Lumbee (464)

315 Navajo (275)

316 Osage (320)

317 Paiute (175-192, 542)

318 Pima (217)

319 Potawatomi (367-374)

320 Pueblo (229-254, 506, 573)

321 Seminole (428, 438-443)

322 Shoshone (195-206, 494, 518)

323 Sioux (282-312, 326, 327)

324 Tlingit (017)

325 Tohono O'Odham (218-222)

326 All other tribes (002-007, 010-013, 015, 016, 018-174, 193, 194, 207-216, 223-225, 227,

265-274, 277-281, 313-319, 321, 323, 324, 328, 329, 354, 356-359, 364-366,

375-403, 424, 427, 433, 435, 437, 444-448, 450-463, 465-493, 495-505, 507-517,

519, 521, 524-539, 543, 545-547, 550-554, 561, 563-572, 574, 575, 599)

327 Tribe not specified (548, 549. 576-598) Tribe not reported (973)
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P62-66 Migration PUMA (MIGPUMA)

and

P97-101 Place of Work PUMA (POWPUMA)

Unlike current residence, the PUMAS for migration and place-of-work data are defined only to the whole county, county

equivalent, or place level for PUMS. Therefore, it is not possible to tabulate either migration or place of work to the

"group of census tracts level" .

P85, P86,

	

Work Limitation Status (DISABL1), Work Prevented Status (DISABL2), Mobility Limitation Status (MOBILLIM),

P87, and P88 Personal Care Limitation Status (PERSCARE)

The following categories of persons are included in the (N/A) category for the variables P85 thru P88 :

Under 16 years;

In wards in general and military hospitals for patients who have no usual home elsewhere ;

In hospitals or wards for the chronically ill ;

In military stockades or jails ;

In crews of civilian vessels;

In transient quarters for temporary residents ;

In military quarters on base;

On military ships .

P183

	

Augmented Person

In rare instances during the implementation of the sample weighting process, the sample size was considered inadequate

to make estimates of sample data. In collection block groups with a designated 1-in-2 sampling rate, augmentation was

employed if the 100% housing unit count was at least 6 and the observed sampling rate was less than 1-in-12. In

collection block groups with a designated 1-in-6 or 1-in-8 sampling rate, augmentation was employed if the 100% housing

unit was at least 12 and the observed sampling rate was less than 1-in-30. Augmentation was performed separately for

group quarters persons using the same criteria as for the 1-in-6 or 1-in-8 designated sampling rates. Augmentation was

achieved by selecting a sample of housing units (or group quarters persons) to increase the observed sampling rates to

at least 1-in-12 or 1-in-30. Using the 100% characteristics, the selected households (or group quarters persons) were

matched by a hot deck procedure to similar housing units (or group quarters persons) with sample data. The sample

data were then copied to the augmented housing units (or group quarters persons) . The augmentation rate was very

small . Most augmentation occurred for group quarters persons .

Allocation of . . .

See the discussion of allocation flags beginning on page 3-16.

For o ht~r daWfms

See appendix B. Many common derived variables are explained.
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Comparing Estimates from PUMS to other census data

Users of the PUMS files should be aware that estimates derived from these files are subject to sampling variability as with
statistics derived from any sample .

Sampling variability increases as the sample size decreases. Therefore, estimates derived from the full census sample are more

reliable than the corresponding estimates from the PUMS data products. Estimates in standard sample data products, such as

summary tape files (STF 3 and 4) and the reports from the characteristics of population and housing series (CPH-3, 4, and 5)

are more adequate than the corresponding estimates from the PUMS files, particularly for rare populations and population

subgroups.

The PUMS files are produced by processing the full census sample through a second sampling operation. Given the census

sample, the PUMS estimates are unbiased . This means that the average value of the estimated characteristic over all possible
PUMS sampleswould match the estimate from the full census sample . In general, the PUMS estimates are no more biased than

the census sample estimates. Subsampling the census sample to produce thePUMS files increases the variance of the estimates
derived from these data products. In general, the variance of an estimate derived from the 5-percentPUMS is about 4 times the

variance of the same estimate derived from the full census sample . For the 1-percent PUMS, the variance increases by afactor
of about 20.

As an example, consider the census sample and the 1-percent PUMS estimate for the characteristic Number of families with
1 worker for a given metropolitan area . The total number of families is 200,000.

Census sample estimate

	

- 69,124
PUMS estimate

	

-73,570

Computing the variance of the estimates shows that the variance of the PUMS estimate is about 20 times that of the full census
estimate. The standard error of an estimate is the square root of the variance. The variance of the full census estimate is the
square root of the variance . The variance of the full census estimate is (714)2, while the corresponding PUMS estimate has
variance (3219)2. The figure in parenthesis is the standard error of the estimate. The user should refer to Chapter3 - Accuracy
of the Data - of the PUMS technical documentation for a detailed explanation on how to compute variance estimates. It is
important to note that although the ratio of the variances is about 20, the coefficient of variation (CV) of the PUMS estimate is
about 4.4 percent. The CV measures the reliability (or adequacy) of an estimate . A CV of less that 20 percent is considered
adequate in most cases.

SHOULD THEESTIMATES BE EQUAL? Is the difference between the estimate derived from the full census sample and that
derived from the PUMS -- 4,446 families with 1 worker -- due to sampling?

Confidence intervals and hypothesis testing are used to answer the above questions. We want to address the question as to
whether we should be concerned by the size of the difference between the two estimates.

If we add and subtract two standard errors from the, PJJMS-estimate, we develop a 95-percent confidence interval . If the full
census sample estimate falls in the interval, then it canbe concluded that the difference is within sampling variability. In this case,
the 95-percent confidence interval around the PUMS estimate is 67,132 to 80,008, which includes the census sample estimate,
69,124. This suggests that the difference should not be cause for concern.

Data users should be especially cautious in using estimates for rare populations or population subgroups since these estimates
can be expected to vary widely from the figures derived from the full census sample .
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ENUMERATION AND RESIDENCE RULES

In accordance with census practice dating back to

the first United States census in 1790, each person was

to be enumerated as an inhabitant of his or her "usual

residence" in the 1990 census . Usual residence is the

place where the person lives and sleeps most of the

time or considers to be his or her usual residence. This

place is not necessarily the same as the person's legal

residence or voting residence. In the vast majority of

cases, however, the use of these different bases of

classification would produce substantially the same

statistics, although there might be appreciable differ-

ences for a few areas.

The implementation of this practice has resulted in

the establishment of rules for certain categories of

persons whose usual place of residence is not immedi-

ately apparent . Furthermore, this practice means that

persons were not always counted as residents of the

place where they happened to be staying on Census

Day (April 1, 1990).

Enumeration Rules

Each person whose usual residence was in the

United States was to be included in the census, without

regard to the person's legal status or citizenship. In a

departure from earlier censuses, foreign diplomatic per-

sonnel participated voluntarily in the census, regardless

of their residence on or off the premises of an embassy.

As in previous censuses, persons in the United States

specifically excluded from the census were foreign

travelers who had not established a residence. .

Americans with a usual residence outside the United

States were not enumerated in the 1990 census. United

States military andFederal civilian employees, andtheir

dependents overseas, are included in the population
counts for States for purposes of Congressional appor-

tionment, but are excluded from all other tabulations for
States and their subdivisions . The counts of United

States military andFederal civilian employees, and their

dependents, were obtained from administrative records

maintained by Federaldepartmentsandagencies. Other

COLLECTION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Americans living overseas, such as employees of inter-

national agencies and private businesses and students,

were not enumerated, nor were their counts obtained

from administrative sources. On the other hand, Amer-

icans temporarily overseas were to be enumerated at

their usual residence in the United States.

Residence Rules

Each person included in the census was to be

counted at his or her usual residence-the placewhere

he or she lives andsleeps most of the time or the place

wheretheperson considers to be hisor her usual home.

If a person had no usual residence, the person was to

be counted where he or she was staying on April 1,

1990 .

Persons temporarily away from their usual residence,

whether in the United States or overseas, on a vacation

or on a business trip, were counted at their usual

residence. Persons who occupied more than one resi-

dence during the year were counted at the one they

considered to be their usual residence. Persons who

moved on or near Census Day were counted at the

place they considered to be their usual residence.

Personsin theArmed Forces-Members of theArmed

Forces were counted as residents of the area in which

the installation was located, either on the installation or

in thesurrounding community. Family membersof Armed

Forces personnel were countedwhere they were living

on Census Day (for example, with the Armed Forces

person or at another location).

Each Navy ship not deployed to the 6th or 7th Fleet

was attributed to the municipality that the Department of

the Navy designated as its homeport. If the homeport

included more than one municipality, ships berthed

there on Census Day were assigned by the Bureau of

the Census to the municipality in which the land imme-

diately adjacent to the dock or pier wasactually located.

Ships attributed to the homeport, but not physically

present and not deployed to the 6th or 7th Fleet, were

assigned to the municipality named on the Department

of the Navy's homeport list . These rules also apply to

Coast Guard vessels.

Personnel assigned to each Navy and Coast Guard

ship were giventhe opportunity to report a residence off

the ship . Those who did report an off-ship residence in

the communities surroundingthe homeportwere counted

there; those who did not were counted as residents of



the ship. Personnel on Navy ships deployed to the 6th

or 7th Fleet on Census Day were considered to be part
of the overseas population.

Persons on Marithne Ships-Persons aboard mari-

time ships who reported an off-ship residence were

counted at that residence. Those who did not were

counted as residents of theship, andwere attributed as

follows:

1 . The port where the ship was docked on Census

Day, if that port was in the United States or its

territories.

2. The port of departure if the ship was at sea,

provided the port was in the United States or its

territories.

3. The port of destination in the United States or its

territories, if the port of departure of a ship at sea

was a foreign port .

4. The overseas population if the ship was docked at

a foreign port or at sea between foreign ports.

(these persons were not included in the overseas

population for apportionment purposes .)

PersonsAwayat School-College studentswere counted

as residents of the area in which they were living while

attending college, as they have been since the 1950
census . Children in boarding schools belowthe college
level were counted at their parental home.

Personsin Institutions-Persons underformally autho-

rized, supervised care or custody, such as in Federal or

State prisons; local jails; Federal detention centers;

juvenile institutions ; nursing, convalescent, and rest

homesforthe aged and dependent; or homes, schools,

hospitals, or wards for the physically handicapped,

mentally retarded, or mentally ill, were counted at these

places.

Persons Away From Their Usual Residence on Cen-

sus Day-Migrant agricultural workers who did not

report a usual residence elsewhere were counted as

residents of the place where they were on Census Day.

Persons in worker camps who did not report a usual

residence elsewhere were counted as residents of the

camp where they were on Census Day.

In some parts of the country, natural disasters dis-

placed significant numbers of households from their
usual place of residence. If these persons reported a

destroyed or damaged resitidride - as -their usual - rest-

	

-

dence, they were counted at that location .

Personsaway from their usual residence were counted
by means of interviews with other members of their
families, resident managers, or neighbors.

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

The 1990 census was conducted primarily through
self-enumeration . The questionnaire packet included

'general information about the 1990 census and an

D-2

instruction guide explaining how to complete the ques-

tionnaire. Spanish-language questionnaires and instruc-

tion guides were available on request. Instruction guides

also were available in 32 other languages.

Enumeration of Housing Units

Each housing unit in the country received one of two

versions of the census questionnaire:

1 . A short-form questionnaire that contained a limited

number of basic population and housing questions;

these questions were asked of all persons and

housing units and are often referred to as 100-

percent questions.

2. A long-form questionnaire that contained the 100-

percentitemsandanumber of additional questions;

a sampling procedurewas used to determine those

housing units that were to receive the long-form

questionnaire.

Three sampling rates were employed. For slightly

more than one-half of the country, one in every six

housing units (about 17 percent) received the long-form

or sample questionnaire. In functioning local governmen-

tal units (countiesandincorporated places, andin some

parts of the country, towns andtownships) estimated to

have fewerthan 2,500 inhabitants, every other housing

unit (50 percent) received the sample questionnaire in

order to enhance the reliability of the sample data for

thesesmall areas. Forcensus tracts and block number-

ing areas having more than 2,000 housing units in the

Census Bureau's address files, one in every eight

housing units (about 13 percent) received a sample

questionnaire, providing reliable statistics for theseareas

while permitting the Census Bureau to stay within a limit

of 17.7 million sample questionnaires, or a one-in-six

sample, nationwide .

The mail-out/mail-back procedure was used mainly

in cities, suburban areas, towns, and rural areas where

mailing addresses consisted of a house number and
street name. In these areas, the Census Bureau devel-

oped mailing lists that included about 88.4 million

addresses. The questionnaires were delivered through

the mail and respondents were to return them by mail .

Census questionnaires were delivered 1 week before

Census Day (April 1, 1990)

The update/ leave/ mail-back method wasused mainly

in denselypopulatedrural areas where it was difficult to
develop mailing lists because mailingaddresses did not

use housenumber and street name. The Census Bureau

compiled lists of housing units in advance of the census .

Enumeratorsdeliveredthequestionnaires, askedrespon-

dents to return them by mail, and added housing units

not on the mailing lists. This method was used mainly in

the South and Midwest, and also included some high-

rise, low-income urban areas. A variation of this method
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was used in urban areas having large numbers of

boarded-up buildings. About 11 million housing units

were enumerated usingthis method

The list/ enumerate method (formerly called conven-

tional or door-to-door enumeration) was used mainly in

very remote and sparsely-settled areas. The United

States Postal Service deliveredunaddressedshort-form

questionnaires before Census Day. Starting a week

before Census Day, enumerators canvassedtheseareas,

checked that all housing units received aquestionnaire,

created a list of all housing units, completed long-form

questionnaires, andpicked upthe completedshortform

questionnaires . This method was used mainly in the

West and Northeast to enumerate an estimated 6.5

million housing units.

Followup

Nonresponse Followup-In areas where respondents

were to mail back their questionnaires, an enumerator

visited each address from which a questionnaire was

not received .

Coverage and Edit-Failure Followup-I n the mail-

back areas, some households returned aquestionnaire

that did not meet specific quality standards because of

incomplete or inconsistent information, or the respond-

ent had indicated difficulty in deciding who was to be

listed on the questionnaire. These households were

contacted by telephone or by personal visit to obtain the

missing information or to clarify whowas to be enumer-

ated in the household. In areas where an enumerator

picked up the questionnaires, the enumerator checked

the respondent-filled questionnaire for completeness

and consistency.

Special Enumeration Procedures

Special procedures andquestionnaires were usedfor

the enumeration of persons in group quarters, such as

college dormitories, nursing homes, prisons, military

barracks, and ships. The questionnaires (Individual Cen-

sus Reports, Military Census Reports, and Shipboard

Census Reports) included the 100-percent population

questions but did not include any housing questions. In

all group quarters, all persons were asked the basic

population questions; in most groupquarters, additional
questions were asked-of-a sample (one-ih-six) of Rer---
sons.

Shelter and Street Night (S-Night)

The Census Bureau collected data for various com-
ponents of the homeless population at different stages

in the 1990 census . "Shelter andStreet Night" (S-Night)

was a special census operation to countthe population
in four types of locations where homeless people are
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found On the evening of March 20, 1990, and during

the early morning hours of March 21, 1990, enumera-

tors counted persons in pre-identified locations:

1 . Emergency shelters for the homeless population

(public and private; permanent and temporary).

2. Shelters with temporarylodging forrunawayyouths.

3. Shelters for abused women and their children.

4. Open locations in streets or otherplaces notintended

for habitation .

Emergency shelters include all hotels and motels

costing $12 or less (excluding taxes) per night regard-

less of whether persons living there considered them-

selves to be homeless, hotels and motels (regardless of

cost) used entirely to shelter homeless persons, and

pre-identified rooms in hotels and motels used for

homeless persons and families . Enumeration in shelters

usuallyoccurred from 6 p.m . to midnight ; street enumer-

ation, from 2 a.m . to 4 a.m . ; abandonedand boarded-up

buildings from 4 a.m . to 8 a.m . ; and shelters for abused

women, from 6 p.m . on March 20 to noon on March 21 .

Other components, which some consider as part of

the homeless population, were enumerated as part of

regular census operations . These include persons dou-

bled up with other families, as well as persons with no

other usual home living in transient sites, such as

commercial campgrounds, maternity homes for unwed

mothers, and drug/alcohol abuse detoxification cen-

ters. In institutions, such as local jails and mental

hospitals, the Census Bureau does not know who has a

usual home elsewhere; therefore, even though some

are literally homeless, these persons cannot be identi-

fied separately as a component of the homeless popu-

lation .

There is no generally agreed-upon definition of "the

homeless," and there are limitations in the census

count that prevent obtaining a total count of the home-

less population under any definition . As such, the Cen-

sus Bureau does not have a definition and will not

provide a total count of "the homeless." Rather., the

Census Bureau will provide counts and characteristics

of persons found at the time of the census in selected
types of living arrangements . These selected compo-

nents can be used as building blocks to construct a

count of homeless persons appropriate to particular

purposes as long as the data limitations are taken into

account.

In preparation for "Shelter-and-Street-Night" enumer-

ation, the regional census centers (RCC's) mailed a

certified letter (Form D-33 (L)) to the highest elected

official of each active functioning government of the

United States (more than 39,000) requesting them to

identify:

1 . All shelters with sleeping facilities (permanent and

temporary, such as church basements, armories,

public buildings, andso forth, that couldbe open on

March 20).
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2. Hotels and motels used to house homeless per-

sons and families .

3. A list of outdoor locationswhere homeless persons

tend to be at night.

4. Places such as bus or train stations, subway sta-

tions, airports, hospital emergency rooms, and so

forth, where homeless persons seek shelter at

night.

5. The specific addressesof abandonedor boarded-up

buildings where homeless persons were thought to

stay at night.

The letter from the RCC's to the governmental units

emphasized the importance of listing night-time congre-

gating sites. The list of shelters was expanded using

information from administrative records and informed

local sources. The street sites were limited to the list

provided by the jurisdictions. All governmental units

were eligible for "Shelter and Street Night." For cities

with 50,000 or more persons, the Census Bureau took

additional steps to update the list of shelter and street

locations if the local jurisdiction did not respond to the

certified letter. Smaller cities and rural areas partici-

pated if the local jurisdiction provided the Census Bureau

a list of shelters or open public - places to visit or if

shelters were identified through our inventory develop-

ment, local knowledge update, or during the Special

Place Prelist operation.

The Census Bureau encouraged persons familiar

with homeless personsandthe homeless themselves to

apply as enumerators. This recruiting effort was partic-

ularly successful in larger cities.

For shelters, both long- and short-form Individual

Census Reports (ICR's) were distributed. For street

enumeration, only short-form ICR's were used . Persons

in shelters and at street locations were asked the basic

population questions. Additional questions about social

and economic characteristics were asked of a sample

of persons in shelters only .

Enumerators were instructed not to ask who was

homeless ; rather, they were told to count all persons

(including children) staying overnight at the shelters,

and everyone they saw on the street except the police,

other persons in uniform, and persons engaged in

employment or obvious money-making activities other

than begging and panhandling,:., :---.

At both shelterand street sites, personsfound sleep-

ing were not awakened to answer questions. Rather,

the enumerator answered the sex and race questions by

observation and estimated the person's ageto the best

of his or her ability. In shelters, administrative records

and information from the shelter operator were used,

when available, for persons who were already asleep.

Less than 1 percent of shelters refused to participate

in the census count at first. By the end of the census

period, most of those eventually cooperated and the
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number of refusals had been reduced to a few. Forthe

final refusals, head counts and population characteris-

tics were obtained by enumerators standing outside

such shelters and counting people as they left in the

morning

The "street" count was. restricted to persons who

were visible when the enumerator came to the open,

public locations that had been identified by local juris-

dictions . Homeless persons who were well hidden,

moving about, or in locations otherthan those identified

by the local governments were likely missed The

number missed will never be known and there is no

basis to make an estimate of the number missed from

census data. The count of persons in open, public

places was affected by manyfactors, including theextra

efforts made to encourage people to go to shelters for

"Shelter and Street Night," the weather (which was

unusually cold in many parts of the country), the pres-

ence of the media, and distrust of the census. Expec-

tations of the number of homeless persons on the street

cannot be based on the number seen during the day

because the night-time situation is normally very differ-

ent as more homeless persons are in shelters or very

well hidden.

For both "Shelter-and-Street-Night" locations, the

Census Bureau assumed that the usual home of those

enumerated was in the block where they were found

(shelter or street).

The "Shelter-and-Street-Night" operation replaced

and expanded the 1980 Mission Night (M-Night) and

Casual Count operations. These two operations were

aimed at counting the population who reported having

no usual residence. M-Night was conducted a week

after Census Day, in April 1980 . Enumerators visited

hotels, motels, and similar places costing $4 or less

each night; missions, flophouses, local jails and similar

places at which the average length of stay was30 days

or less; and nonshelter locations, such as bus depots,

train stations, and all night movie theaters . Questions

were asked of everyone, regardless of age. Enumera-

tors conducted M-Night up to midnight on April 8, 1980,

and returned the next morning to collect any forms

completed after midnight .

The Casual Count operation was conducted in May

1980 at additional nonshelter locations, such as street

corners, pool halls, welfare and employment offices.

This operation lasted for approximately 2weeks. Casual

Count was conducted during the day only in selected

large central cities. Only personswhoappeared to be at

least 15 years of age were asked if they had been

previously enumerated . Casual Count was actually a

coverage-improve-

ment operation. It was not specifically an operation to

count homeless persons living in the streets. Persons

were excluded if they said they had a usual home

outside the city because it was not cost effective to

check through individual questionnaires in another city

to try to find the person .

COLLECTION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES



PROCESSING PROCEDURES

Respondents returned many census questionnaires

by mail to 1 of over 344 census district offices or to one

of six processing offices. In these offices, the question-

naires were "checked in" and edited for completeness
and consistency of the responses. After this initial

processing hadbeen performed, all questionnaires were

sent to the processing offices.

In the processing offices, the household question-

naires were microfilmed and processed by the Film

Optical Sensing Device for Input to Computers (FOS-

DIC) . For most items on the questionnaire, the informa-

tion supplied by the respondent was indicated by filling

circles in predesignated positions. FOSDIC electroni-

cally "read" these filled circles from the microfilm copy

of the questionnaire and transferred the information to

computer tape . The computer tape did not include

individual names, addresses, or handwritten responses.
Thedata processing wasperformed in severalstages.

All questionnaires were microfilmed, "read" by FOSDIC,

COLLECTION AND PROCESSING PROCEDURES

and transferred to computer disk . Selected written

entries in the race question on both the short and long

forms were keyed from the microfilm and coded using

the data base developed from the 1980 census and

subsequent content and operational tests. Keying of

other written entries on the long forms occurred in the

seven processing offices.

Theinformation (for example, income dollar amounts

or homeowner shelter costs) on these keyed files was

merged with the FOSDIC data or processed further

through one of three automated coding programs. The

codesfor industry, occupation, place-of-birth, migration,

place-of-work, ancestry, language, relationship, race,

and Hispanic origin were merged with the FOSDIC data

for editing, weighting, and tabulating operations at Cen-
sus Bureau headquarters. All responses to the ques-

tions on Individual Census Reports (ICR's), Military

Census Reports (MCR's), andShipboardCensus Reports

(SCR's) were keyed, not processed by microfilm or

FOSDIC.



APPENDIX E.
Facsimiles of Respondent Instructions and

Questionnaire Pages

Your Guide for the

11990
U.S. Census
Form
This guide gives helpful information on
filling out your census form. If you need
more help, call the local U.S. census
office . The telephone number is on
the cover of the questionnaire . After
you have filled out your form, please
return it in the envelope we have
provided .

On the inside

	

Page

How
to fill out your census form

	

2

Your
answers are confidential

	

2

Instructions
for the census questions

	

3-11

What
the census is about

	

12

tthhecensus asks certain
questions

	

12
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How to Fill Out Your Census Form

Please usea black lead paid only. Blackhead pencil is better to use than Wlpotnt or

other pens . Most questions ask youbfin in the cfrde, or to printthe information . See

tramplebelow.

Make sure you print answers for everyone to this household. If someone in the

household, sumasaroomer or boarder, does not want to girtyou all the

information for the farm, print at least the

	

s
name

a

directly from the person.

2

and 3 . Acensus taker will rah to get the
other

Information

o

There maybeaquestion you cannot answer exactly. For example, you might not

know the age of anekWyperson or the price for which your housewould stn. Ask
someone eke In your household; tf noone knows, give your best estimate .

Instructions for individual questions begin on page 3 of this guide. They will help you

to understand the questions and answer them correctly.

If you havea question about filling out the census form or need assistance, cal the

localU .S . census office . Thetelephonenumber is givenonthecoverofthe

questionnaire.

If you donot mail back your census form, a census taker will be sent out to assist you .

But it saves timeandyour taxpayer dollars J you fill out the form yourself and mail It

back .

Example

a . Age

	

b.Yeardbirth

000000
101010
__2020

I I
_

	

I I IIIQI

	

I
ill
i

1 11W

10 8000 00
981010

20 20
13030 j

	

30 30
14 "40 1

	

4 " 40
15050 ~

	

50 50
16060 1

	

60 60
17070 1

	

70 70

18080 I

	

8 0 80
'0901.

	

90 90

Your Answers Are Confidential

Age

	

b. Yeardbirth
I I I I I

I 1Q 1
~I~101~0 191

1 I
__L_1 _1_J__L

000000 is 800000
101010 941010

---12020

	

2020
30301 3030
14040 I 0

	

4040!
150501 5050

16060 1

	

6060
17070 11
18080 1

_1909" 1

7070
8080
9090

Thelaw authorizing the census Mlle 13,U .S . Code) also provides that your

answers are
confidential

. Noone except census workers maysee your completed

form andthey can be fined and/or imprtongd forany disclosure of your answers.

	

°~~
regardless °f

	

~
should answer this question .

Only after 72 years can your individual censusformbecome available to other- " " ,

	

=Instructions for
govemmmagencies (whether federal, state, county, or local). Until then, no other

	

Question Hla through Hlb
person or business can see your individual report.

Thesamelaw that protects the confidentiality of your answers requires that you

provide the information asked in this census to the best of your knowledge.

Wormation collected from thedee=Wcensus is used for a variety of statistical

purposes. Census information is used to find out where funding is most needed for

schools, health centers, highways, and other services . Census results are used by

members of public and private groups-Ioduding community organizations--and by

businesses and industries, as well as by agencies at al levels of government.

Instructions for
Questions la through 7

la. Lk everyone who lives at this address in question la . if you are tat sure tf

you should list a person, see the rulesonpap1of the cows form. IfYOU
are still not sure, answer as best you canand fg fn "Yes"far question Fila or

Hlb, as appropriate.

7 .

I there are more than seven people in your household, please fist an the persons in

gnesdon la, complete the form for seven people, and mail it back in the enclosed

envelope.Acensus taker aril cal to obtain the Wormadorr for the additional

pew.

b . If everyone listed in question la usually lives at another address(es), print the

addres(es) in lb .

2.

	

Flit one circle to showhoweach person Is related to the person in column 1.

IE Other relative of the

	

incolumn 1, print the exact relationship such as

son-in-law, daughter-in-law,grandparent, nephew, niece, mother-in-law,

father-in-law, cousin, and soon .

If the Stepson/stepdaughter of the person in column 1 also has been legally

eel by the person in column l, markStepson/stepdaughter butdonot

Natmral-born oradoptedson/daughter. In other words,

Stepson/stepdaughter takes precedence overAdoptedson/daughter.

4.

	

Fill ONEcircle for the race each person considers himself/herself to be .

If you fill the Indian (Amer.) circle, print the nameof the tribe or tribes in

which the person is enrolled . If the person is not enrolled in a tribe, print the

name of the principal tribe(s) .

If you fin the otherAPI circle (under Asian or Pacific Islander (APP),

onlyprint the nameof the group to which the person belongs. For example,

the OtherAPIcategory includes personswho identify as Burmese, F*an,

Hmong, Indonesian, Laotian, Bangladeshi, Pakistani, Tongan, Thai,

Cambodian, Sri Lankan, and soon.

If you fill the Otherrace circle, be sure to print thenameof the rave.

If the person considers himsef/herself to beWhite, Black or Negro,

EddmoorAleut, fill one drdeonly. Pleasedo not printtherace In

the boxes.

TheBlack orNegro category also includes persons who identify as

African-American, Afro-American, Haitian, Jamaican, West Indian, Nigerian,

and so on .

Alt persons, regardless of citizenship status, should answer ills question .

5 .

	

Print age at lastbirthday to the space provided (pint "00" for babies less than 1

year old) . M in the matching circle below each box. Also, print year of birth in the

space provided. Then fnl in the matching circle below each box. For an illustration

of how to complete question 5, see the Example onpage2 of this guide .

6 .

	

Ifthe person's only marriage was annulled, markNevermarried.

Aperson is of Spanish/Hspanic origin il the person's origin (ancestry) is

Mexican, Mexican-Am ., Chicano, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Argentinean,

Colombian, Costa Rican, Dominican, Eauadoran, Guatemalan, Honduran,

Nicaraguan, Peruvian, Salvadoran, from other Spanish-speaking countries

of the Caribbean or Central or South America, or fromSpain .

If you fin the Yes, otherSpanish /Hispanic circle, print onegroup.

Aperson who is not of Spanish/Hispanic origin should answer this question

by filing theNo (not Spanish /Hispanic) circle . Note that the term

'Mexican-Am ."refers only to pesons of Mexican origin or ancestry.

H1a . Refer to the $st of persons you entered to question la onpage l . If you left

anyoneout of your list because youwerenot sure if the person(s) should be

listed, answer question Hla as Yes. ?hen enter the name(s) and reason(s) why

you did not fist the person (s) on the lnes provided . Otherwise, answer question

Hla asNo .

b . If you included anyone onyour list eventhough youwere not sure that you

should list the person(s), answer questionHlb asYes.Then enter the names)

and reason(s) whyyou listed the person(s) on the lines provided. Otherwise,

answwquestionHlb as No .
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Instructions for
Questions H2 through H7b

H2.

	

Fin only onedrdc.

H6.

b .

stores

a

	

apartments in the house or building.DoCountall led
rotcoot

	

office space.

Aetadaedmeans there is open space on all stiles, or thehome is joined

only to a shed org~ Attached means that the house isjoined to

another houseor=byat least onewagthat goes fromground to

roof. Anexample ofAone-familyhouse attached to one ormore

houses is a house in arowof houses attached toone another.

A mobile home or trailer that has hadone ormore momsadded or bush
onto k should becounted as a one-fam9yydetached house,aporch or
shed is not considered aroom.

H3.

	

Count only wholerooms in your house, apartment, or mobile home

used for trying purposes, such as Dying rooms, dining rooms, kitchens,

bedrooms, finished recrentlon rooms, family rooms, etc. Do not count

bathroouhs, kitchenettes, strip of pull= kitchens, utility morns, foyers,

halls, hair-rooms, porches, balconies, unfinished attics, unf>nished

basements, or other unfinished spaceused for storage .

H4.

	

Housing Is owned if the owner or co-owner Ives in it. Mark Ownedby

yon orsomeone In thishousehold witha mortgage orloan ifthe

house, apartment, or mobile home is mortgagedor there is a contract to

purchase . MarkOwned by you orsomeoneinthis household free

and clear (without amortgage) If there is no mortgage or other debt. If

the house, apartment, or mobile home is owned but the land is rented,

mark this question toshow the status of the house, apartment, or mobile

home .

MarkHeatedforcash teat if any moneyrent is paid, even If the rent is

paid by personswhoare notmember of your household, or by a federal,

state, or local governmentagency.

Mark Occupied withoutpaymentofcash rent_

	

if the unit is not

ybe

the

ownedbay friends
and

or r

moneyrent Is not

elatives who live~acontracted. The unit m

elsewhereandwhoallow occupancy without charge . Ahouse or

apartment maybeprovided as part ofwages or salary. Examples are :

caretaker's or janitor's houseorapartment ; parsonages; tenant farmer or

houses for which the occupants do notpaycash rent ; or

9

HSa.

	

AnswerH5a andH5b if you tire in a one-family house or a mobile

home; include only land that youownor rent .

b.

	

Abusiness is easilyreedfromthe outside ; for example, a grocery

store or barber shop.Amedical office is a dodo's or dentist's office

regularly visited by patents.

ff this is a house, Include the value of the house, the land ft is on, and any

other structuresonthesame property . if the house is ownedbut the land

is rented, estimate the combinedvalue of the houseand the land. if this
is a condominiuun unit, estimate the value for your house or apartment

including your share of the common elements . If this is a mobile home,
irxlude the value of the mobile home and the value of the land. lf you

rent the land, estimate the value of the rented land and add It to jhg_ .

value of the mobile horse: =

	

-

	

-

	

---

	

- .

H7a. Report the rent agreed to or contracted for, even if the rent for your

house, apartment, or mobilehome Is unpaid or paid bysomeone else .

AnswerYes If meats are included to the monthly rent payment, or you

must contract for meals orameal plan in order to live in this building.

Instructions for
Questions H8 through H19b
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H8. theperson Bsted to cohmm 1 refers to the person listed In the firstcomm

anpage 2 . This person should bethe household member (or one of the

member) in whose namethe house, apartment, or mobile home is

owned,being bought, or rented . If there is no such person,any adult

household member can be the person in column 1 . Marlswhen this person

last movedboo this house, apartment, or mobilehome.

H9.

	

Include erg rooms intended to beused as bedrooms in this house,

apartment, or mobile home, even 9 they are currently being used for other

purposes.

H10.

	

Marie Yes,have all threefacWties if youhave all the fadlitles

mentioned; allfad must be is your house, apartment, or mobile

home, but not
necessarily

in the same room . Consider that youhave hot

water even if you have it only part of the time. MarkNodany of the three

fadiitles is not present.

H11. Thekitchen sink, stove, and refhigerator mustbe located in the building

but do not have to be in thesameroom. Portable oooldng equipment Is

not considered asarange or cookstove.

H12.

	

AnswerYes only 9 the telephone is located In your house, apartment, or

mob0ehome.

H13.

	

Countcompany cars (including police cars and taxicabs) andcompany

trucks of one-ton capacity or less that are regularly kept athomeandused

byhouseholdmemberfor nonbusiness purposes . Donotcount cars or

trucks permanently out of working order.

H14.

	

Fill the circle for the fuel usedmost to heat your house, apartment, or

mobilehome . In buildings containing more than one apartmentyoumay

obtain tInformation from the owner, manager, orjanitor.

Solarenergy is provided by a system that collects, stores, and distributes

heat from the sun . Other fuel Includes any fuel not separately listed; for

example, purchased steam, fuel briquettes, waste material, etc.

H15 .

	

If a well provides water for five or more houses, apartments, or mobile

homes, markApublic system . If a well provides water for four or

fewer houses, apartments, or mobile homes, fill one of the circles for

Individual well .

Drilled wells, or small diameter wells, are usually less than lyz feet in

diameter. Dugwells are generally hand dugand are larger than lrh feet

wide .

H16.

	

Apublic suesmaybe operated by a governmentbody or private

organization. A septic tank or cesspool is an underground tank or pit

used for disposal of sewage .

H17.

	

Fill the circle corresponding to the period In which the original construction

was completed, not the time of any later remodeling, additions, or

conversions . In buildings containingmorethan one apartment, the owner,

manager, or janitor maybe of help in determining whenthe building was

built.

hyou live in a houseboat or a trailer or mobile home, fill the circle

corresponding to the modelyear in which k was manufactured .

If youdonotknowthe periodwhenthebullingwas first constructed, ill

the circle for Dozetknow.

H18.

	

Acondomwum is a type of ownership in which the apartments, houses,

or mobilehomesina building or development are individually owned,but

the commonareas, such as lobbies, halls, etc., are jotndy owned.

Cooperative occupants should markNo .

H19a. AnswerH19aand H19b9you live in a one-family house or mobile home.

b. Mpropertyis the acreage on which the house is located; k includes

adjoining land you rent for your use . Report salesmade In 1989from this

property by you or previous occupants.

If rent is paid : Multiply rent by :

By the day . . . . . . . . . 30

Rrent is paid : Divide rent by :

4 times a year . . . . . . . 3

By the week . . . . . . . . 4 2 times a year . . . . . . . 6

Every other week . . . . 2 Once a year . . . . . . . . 12



Instructions for

Questions H2O through H26
H20.

	

Eyour house cr apartment is rented, enter the costs for uilkies and fuels only if

youpayforthem In additionto the rent entered InH7a.

IfYOU Bye in a condominium, enter the coals for utllties and fuels only if you

pay forthem In addition to yourcondominium fee.

E your fuel and utility costs are already included in your rent or condominium

fee, fA thebcladed in rent or in condominium fee drde. Donot enter any

dollar amounts .

The amounts to be reported should be the total amount for the past 12 months.

Estimate as closely as possible when exact costs are notknown. If you have

lived in this house or apartmentless than 1 year, estimate the yearly cost.

amounts even If your bills are unpaid or paid bysomeone else . E
the bills

de utilities or fuel used also by another apartmentaa business

establishment, estimate the amounts for your own house or apartment. If gas

and electricity are baled together, enter the combined amounton the electricity

line and bracket ( I the two utilities.

H21 .

	

Report taxes for an taxingjurbdictions (city or town, county, state, sdwol

district, etc.) even if they are included In your mortgage payment, not yet paid

or paid bysomeone else, or are delinquentDonot include taxes past due from

previous
years

.

H22.

	

When premium are paid on other thana yearly basis, convert to a yearly basis .

Enter the yearly amount even If no payment was made during the past 12

mordhs .

H23a.Theword mortgage is used asa general term to Indicate all types of bans that

are secured by real estate .

b. Enter a monthly amounteven If it is unpaid or paid bysomeone eke . If the

amount Is paid onsome other periodic basis, see the Instructions for H7a

to change it to a monthly amount

Include payments on first mortgages and contracts to purchase only. Payments

for second or junior mortgages andhome equity loans should be reported in

H24b.

H24a. Asecond or junior mortgage or home equity loan is segued by real estate .

b. Enter a monthly amounteven If it is unpaid or paid bysomeone eke . If the

amountbpaid onsome other periodic basis, see instructions for H7aand

d>ange it to a monthly amount . Include payments on all second orjunior

mortgages a home equity loans .

H25.

	

Acondominium fee is normally assessed by the condominium owners'

association for the purpose of Improving and maintaining thecommon areas.

Enter a monthly amounteven if it is unpaid or paid bysomeone else. If the

amount is paid onsome other periodic basis, see the instructions for H7aon

howto change it toa monthlyamount.

H26.

	

Report amounteven If your bib are unpaid or paid bysomeone eke .

Include payments for personal property taxes, land or site rent, registration

fees and license fees. Do not include real estate taxes already reported In

H21.The amount to be reported should be the total amount for an entire 12-

month billing period evendmade in twoamore installments . Estimate as

closely as possible when exact costs are not known.

Instructions for

Question 8

8.

	

Forpersons born in theUnitedStates:
Print the name of the State to which this person was born . If the person was

born In Washington, D.C., print District of Columbia. If the person was born in

a U .S . territory or commonwealth, print Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands,

Guam,American Samoa, or Northern Marianas.

Forpesons born outside the UnyedStates:

Print thename of the foreign countryaarea where the person was born.

Use current boundaries, not boundaries at the time of the person's birth.

Sped whether Northern Ireland orthe Republic of Ireland (Eire) ; Fast or

West emmany; North or South Korea ; England, Scotland, or Wales (not

Great Britain or United Kingdom) . Specify the particular country or bland in

the Caribbean (not, for exampk,West Indies) .

Instructions for
Questions 9 through 13

9. A person should fill the Yes, U.S. citizenbynaturalization circle onlyE

he/shehas completed the naturalization process and isnow a United States

citizen. U the person was born in Puerto Rico, Guam,the U .S. Virgin Islands,

orNottern Marlanw, he/she should fill the Yes,borninPuertoRico,

Guam,theU.S . Virgin Islands, or NorthernMarianas circle . If the

person wasborn outside the United States (or at sea) and has at least one

American parent, he/she should fill the Yes, born abroad ofAmerican

parentorparents circle.

10. If the person has entered the United States (that is, the50 states and the

District of Columbia) more than once, Bthe circle for the latest year he/she

came to stay .

11. Donot Include enrollment In a trade or business school, company training,

or tutoring unless the course would be accepted for credit at a regular

elementary school, high school, or college .

A public school is any school or college that is controlled and supported

primarily by a local, county, State, or Federal Government . Schools are

private if supportedand controlled primarily by religious organizations or

other private groups.

12. Mark the category for the highest grade or level of schooling the person has

successfully completed or the highestdegree the person received. U the

person is enrolled to school, mark the category containing the highest grade

completed (the grade previous to the grade in which enrolled) . Schooling

completed in foreign or ungraded schools should be reported as the

equivalent level of schooling in the regular American school system.

Personswhocompleted high school by passing an equivalency test, such as

the General Educational Development(GED) examination, and did not

attend college, should fill the circle for high school graduate.

Do not include vocational certificates or diplomas from vocational, trade, or

business schools or colleges unless they were college level associate degrees

or higher.

Some examples of professionalschool degrees include medicine, dentistry,

chiropractic, optometry, osteopathic medicine, pharmacy, podiatry,

veterinary medicine, law, and theology . Do not include barber school,

cosmetology, or other training fora specific trade .

Donot include honorary degrees awarded by colleges and universities to

individuals for their accomplishments. Include only "earned" degrees .

13. Print the ancestry group . Ancestry refers to the person's ethnicorigin or

descent, "roots," or heritage. Ancestry also may refer to the country of birth

of the person or the person's parents or ancestors before their arrival in the

Linked States . Aapersons, regardless of citizenship status, should answer

this question.

Personswhohave more than one origin and cannot identify with a single

ancestry group may report two ancestry groups (for example, German-Irish) .

Be specific. For example, print whetherWest Indian, Asian Indian, or

American Indian. West Indian includes persons whose ancestors camefrom

Jamaica, Trinidad, Haiti, etc . Distinguish CapeVerdean fromPortuguese;

French Canadian from Canadian; and Dominican Republic from

Dominica Island.

A religious group should not be reported as a persons ancestry.
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Instructions for
Questions 14a through 19

145. MarkYes ti this person lived in this same house or apartment on April 1,

1985,even if he/shemoved awayand carne back since then. MackNo if the

person lived in the samebWWqbut ina different apartment (or in thesame

mobile hornsor trails butona dierent lot or trailer site) .

b. ff this person lived in a different houseaapartmenton April 1, 1985, give the

location of this person's usual homeat that time.

Part (1)

If the person lived to the United States on April 1, 1985, print the nameof the

State (or District of Columbia) wherehe or she lived. Continue with parts M

through (4) .

If the person lived inaU.S . territory or commonwealth, print thename of the

territoryacommonwealth, such as Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam,

AmericanSamoa, or Northern Marianas. Then go to question 15a.

ff the person lived outside the United States, print the nameof the foreign

country aarea where hea she lived . Specify whether Northern Irelanda

the Republic of Ireland (Eh) ; EastaWestGermany; NorthaSouthKorea;

England, Scotland or Wales (not Great Britain or United Kingdom) . Specify

the particular country aisland in the Caribbean (not, for example, West

hoes) . Thengoto question 15a.

Part

If the person lived in Louisiana, print the parish name. ff the person lived to

Alaska, printthe boroughname . If the person lived inNewYakcity and the

countyname is not known, print the borough name. If the person lived In an

independent city (not in any county) or in Washhgton, D.C., leave blank and

enter the city name to part (3) .

ff the person bved inNewEngland, print thename of the town rather than the

village name, messthename of the town is notknown. If the person lived

outside the limits or boundaries ofany city or town, print the nameof the post

onceor the nearest town andmark No,lived onbidethecity/town

limit to part (4) .

Part (4)

MarkYes if the location isnow Inside the city/town limits even If ti was not

inside the unitson April 1,1985; that is, if the area wasannexed by the

city/town since that time.

15.

	

MarkYes9the person sometimesa always speaks a language other than

English athome .

DonotmarkYes foralanguage spoken only at school a if speaking is limited

toafew expressions or sting .

Print thename of the language spoken athome. if this person speaks more

than one non-English language and cannot determine which is spoken mere

often, report the first language the person learned to speak.

17a. For aperson with service In the National Guard orandtary reserve unit, fm

one of thetwoYes,active daty circles If and only ff the person has ever

been called up for active duty other than training; otherwise, markYes,

service toReservesorNationalGuard only. For a person whose only

service was as a civillan employee or volunteer for the RedCross, USO,

Public Health Service, aWara Defense Department, markNo . Count

WorldWar11 MerchantMaitreSeamanservice'as alive duty ; &iaot-

count other Merchant Marine service as move duty .

IS.

	

MarkYes to part (a) iE a health condition substantially limits this person in his

aher choice of ooaupaoon or d the condition limits theamount ofwork that

canbe accomplished inagiven period of time . MarkYesto part (b) If the

health condition prevents this person from hokltng any

	

t

employment.

19.

	

Consider a person to have Mafwith these activities Iany of the following

situations apply : (1) g takes extra time aextra effort for the person to perform

oneormore ofthe activities, (2) there are timeswhenthe person cannot

perform one or more of the activities, or (3) the person is completely unable to

perform one or more of the activities .

Instructions for
Questions 20 through23b

21a. Countasworfr-Mar*Yesr
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20. Count all children bon waive, inciuang anywhohavedied (even shortly

after birth) a whono lorga five with you . Do not kuh:de miscardagesa

stillborn children or anyadopted, foster, or stepchildren .

Work for someone else for wages, salary, piece rate, aommissim, tips,

apayments Inldnd" (for exarnple, food, locAreceived as payment

for walk performed) .

0 Work in ownbusiness, professional practice, afarm.

i Anywalk in a famiy business or farm, paid orrat.

0 Anypart-tune work Including babysItting, paper routes, etc.

0 Active duty inArmedForgoes.

Do nilcnuntas work -MarkNo.

e Housework or yard work at home .

9 Unpaid volunteer work.

School work.

0 Workdone as a resident of an institution.

22a. Include the street type (for example, St., Road, Ave .) and the street

direction of a direction suchas "North" Is part of the address) . For example,

paint 1239N.MainSt. or 1239Main St ., N.W. not )ust 1239Main.

fthe onlyknownaddresshapost
office

born, give a description of the work

location. For example, print the nameof thebuilding or skwpping center

where the person works, the nearest inters

	

ion, thenearest street where

thewakplace is located, etc . DO NOT GIVEA POSTOFFICEBOX

NUMBER .

IF thepawn worked ata military installation or military base that has no

street address, report the nameof the mildary installation or base.

ifthe person worked at several locations, but reported to thesame location

each day to begin work, print the address of the location where heashe

ff the person did not report to thesamelocation eachday to

begin work, print the address of

	

e location where heashe workedmost

last week.

ftheperson's employer

	

in nonethan onekxatim (such asa

:=W=

	

stahin orpu=oolsystem), print the exact address of the

where the person worlmd . If the exact address ofa

school Is not known, print thename of the school.

if due person workedon a wDegeor university campusandthe exact
address of the workplace is not known, print thenameof the building

wherehe or sheworked.

a. Mthe person workedin NewYork city and the county is not known, print

thename of the borough where the person worked.

Mthe person waked in Louisiana, print thename of the parish wherethe

person worked .

fthe person worked in Alaska, print thenameof the borough where true

person worked .

e. ff the person worked in a foreign country or Puerto llko, Guam, etc, print

the nameof the country in22eand leave the other parts of question 22

blank .

23a, if theperson usually used more than one type oftransportation to gpt to
workftexample, rode thebusand transferred to the subway), fill the

circle of the onemethod of transportation that he/she used for most of the

distance dutlrg the trip.

b . ff thepersonwas driven toworkbysomeonewho then drovebackh"

orto a nonworkdesarmdon, fill the circle for Drovealone.

DONOTinclude persons whorode to school orsome othernonwork

destination in the count of persons who rode in the vehicle.



Instructions for
Questions 24a through 30
24a. Give the time of day the person usually left hometogo to work.DO NOT

give the time that the person usually began his or her work.

If the person usually left hometogo to worksometimebetween 1200
o'clock midnight and 1200o'docknoon, fill theam . circle .

If the person usually left hometogo to worksometime between 1200

oclodr noon and 12.00 o'dorkmifht, fill the p.m. circle.

b. Travel time is from door to door. Include time taken waiting for public

transportation of picking up passengers in a carpool .

25.

	

If the person works only during certain seasons oronaday-by-day basis

whenwork Is available, markNo .

26a. MarkYesdthe person tried to geta job or to start a business or professonal
practice at any time In the last 4weeks; for example, registered at an

employment
office,

went to a job interview, placed or answered ads, or did

anything toward starting a business or professional practice .

b. MarkNo, alreadyhasajob ifthe person wason layoff or was ecpecKhrg

to report toa job within 30days .

Mark No,tempomlly III if the person expects to be able to work within
30 days.

MardiNo,other reasons If the person could not havetaken a job

because he or shewasgoing to school, taking care of children, etc .

27.

	

Look at the instructions for question 21a to see what to count a s work . Mark
Neverworkeddthe person : (1) neverworked at any kind of job or

business, either full or part time, (2) never did any work, with or without
pay, In a family business or farm, and (3) never served in theArmedForces .

28a. If the person worked for a company, business, orgovernment agency,

print the nameof the company,not the name of the person's supervisor.
If the person worked for an Individual or a business that hadno company

name, paint thename of the individual worked for. If the person worked

in his/herown business, print "self-employed."

b. Print two or morewords to tell what the business, industry, or individual
employer named In 28a did. If there is more than one activity, describe

only the major activity at the place where the person worked. Enter what
Is made, what is sold, awhat service b given .

Some examples of what to enter.

Faster a description like
the fotlout" -

	

Donotenter -

Metal furniture manufacturing

	

Furniture company

Retail grocery store

	

Grocery store

Petroleum refining

	

00company

Cattle ranch

	

Ranch

29.

	

Print two ormorewords to describe the kind of work the person did . If the
person wasa trainee, apprentice, or helper, include that in the description .

Someexamples of what to enter:

FAter a description like

the following -

	

Do motrata-

Production clerk

	

Clerk

Carpenter's helper

	

Helper

Auto engine mechanic

	

Mechanic

Registered nurse

	

---Cwur~¢

	

-

30.

	

Mark Employee of a PRIVATENOT-FOR-PROFIT . . . organization

d the person worked for a cooperative, credit union, mutual insurance
company, or similes organization .

Employees of foreign governments, the United Nations, and other

international organizations should markPRIVATENOT-FOR-PROFIT . . .
organization .

For personswho worked at a public school, college or university, mark

the appropriate governmentzxtegcxy ; for example, mark State

GO

GOVERNMENT

VERNMENT employee
fora state university, or markLocal

employee fora county-run community college ora
city-run public school .

Instructions for

Questions 31a through 32h

31a. Look at the instructions for question 21a to see what to mumas work.

b. Counteveryweek in whichthe person didmywork at all, even for an hour .

32.

	

Fill theYes orNo circle for each part and enter theamount received during

1989 .

a.

b .

If income fromany source was received jointly by household members,

report, If possible, the appropriate share for each person ; otherwise, report

the whole amount for only one person and fill theNocycle for the other

person .

Include wages and salaries from alljobs before deductions. Be sure to Include

any tips, commissions, or bonuses. Owners of

	

businesses should

enter their salary here . Military personnel shou=base pay plus cash

housing and/or subsistence allowance, flight pay, uniform allotments,

reenlistment bonuses, etc.

Include NONFARMprofit (or loss) from self-employment In sole

etorships and partnerships. Excludeprofit (or loss) of Incorporated

asses you own.

C. Include FARMprofit (or toss) from self-employment in sole proprietorships

and partnerships . Exclude profit (or loss) of Incorporated farm businesses you

own. Also exclude amounts from land rented for cash but include amounts

from land rented forshares.

d. Include interest received or credited to checking and savings accounts, money

market funds, certificates of deposit (CDs), IRAs, KEOGHS, and government

bonds .

Include dividends received, credited, or reinvested from ownership of stocks

or mutual funds.

Include profit (or loss) from royalties and the rental of land, buildings orreal

estate, or fromroomers or boarders. Income received by self-employed

persons whose primary source of Income is from renting property or from

royalties should be included in questions 32bor32c above. Include regular

payments from an estate or trust fund .

e . Include Social Security (and/or Railroad Retirement) payments to retired

persons, to dependents of deceased insured workers, and to disabled workers

before Medicare deductions.

f . Include Supplemental Security Income received by aged, blind, or disabled

persons, Aid to Families with Dependent Children, or income from other

governmentprograms such as general oremergency assistance.Donot

include assistance received from private charities. Exclude assistance to pay

for heating (cooling) costs .

Include retirement, disability, or survivor benefits received fromcompanies

and unions ; Federal, State, and local governments, and the U.S. military.

Include regular incomefrom annuities andIRAorKEOGHretirement plans .

h. Include Veterans' (VA) disability compensation and educational assistance

payments NEAP), unemployment compensation, child support or alimony,

and all other regular paymentssuch asArmed Forces transfer payments;

assistance from private charities; regular contributions from persons not living

in the household, etc.

Donot include the following asincome in any item :

0Refunds or rebates of any kind

a Withdrawals from savings of any kind

0 Capital gains or losses from the sale of homes, shares of stock, etc.

0Inheritances or insurance settlements

0 Any type of loan

0 Pay in-kind such as food, free rent, etc .
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Whatthe Census Is About
Some Questions and Answers
Why are we taking a census?

The most importantreason for taking a decennial census is to determine how

many representatives each state will have in Congress.

What doesthe Census Bureau do with the information you provide?

The individual information collected in the census is groupedtogether into
statistical totals . Information such as the number ofpersons in a given area,

their ages, educational background, the characteristics of their housing, etc .,

enable government, business, and industry to plan moreeffectively .

How long havewe been taking the census?

The first census was taken In 1790 in accordance with the requirement in the

first article of the constitution . A census has been taken every 10 years since .

The 1990 Decennial Census marks the 200th anniversary of thecensus .

How are you being counted?

Census forms are delivered to all households a few days before census day .
Households are requested to fill outthe form and mail it backto the census

office .

Whythe Census Asks
Certain Questions
Here are a fewreasons for asking some ofthe questions .

It isas importantto getinformation aboutpeople and theirhouses asit is

to countthem.

Name?
Names help make sure that everyone in a household is counted, but that

no one Is counted twice .

Value or rent?

Government and planning agencies use answers to these questions in

combination with other information to develop housing programs to

meet the needs of people at different economic levels .

Complete plumbing?

This question gives information on the quality of housing . The data are

used with other statistics to show how the "level of living" compares in
various areas and how it has changed over time .

Place ofbirth?

This question provides information used to study long-term trends as to
where people move and to study migration patterns and differences in
growth patterns .

Job?

...::Answers to the questions about the jobspeople hold provide information
on the extent and types of employment in different areas ofthe country .
From this information, training programs can be developed and the need
for new Industries can be determined.

Income?

Income, more than anything else, determines how families or persons
live . Income information makes it possible to compare the economic
levels of different areas .
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OFFICIAL 1990
U.S. CENSUS FORM

CENSUS '90

Thank you fortaking time to complete andreturn this
census questionnaire. It's important to you, your
community, andthe Nation.

The law requires answersbutguarantees privacy.

By law (Title 13, U.S. Code), you're required to answer the
census questions to thebest of your knowledge. However,
the same law guarantees that your census form remains
confidential. For 72 years-or until theyear 2062-only
Census Bureau employees canseeyour form. No one
else-noothergovernment body, no police department,no
court system or welfare agency-is permittedto see this
confidential information under any circumstances.

Howto get started-andgethelp.

Start by listing on thenext page the names of all the
people wholive in your home. Please answer all questions
with ablack lead pencil. You'll find detailed instructions
foransweringthe census in the enclosed guide. If you
need additional help, call the toll-free telephonenumber to
theleft, near your address.

Please answer andreturn your form promptly.

Complete your form andreturn it by April 1, 1990 in the
postage-paid envelope provided. Avoidthe inconvenience
of having a census takervisityour home.

Again, thankyou for answeringthe 1990 Census.
Remember:Return thecompleted form by April 1, 1990.

Para personas de habla hispana-
(For Spanish-apealdng persona)

'M-usted deseauncaestioiaarivdelcenso
en espanol, llamasincargo alguno al
siguienteniumero:

	

1-800-CUENTAN
(osea 1-80a28s-6826)

U.S. Department of Commerce
BUREAU OF THECENSUS

OMBNo. 0607-0628
Foxes D-2

	

Approval Expires 07/81/91
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Page 1

The 1990 census must count every person at his or her "usual residence." This means the place where the

person lives and sleeps most of the time .

Ia. List on the numbered lines below the name of each person living here on Sunday,

April 1, including all persons staying here who have no other home. If EVERYONE at

this address is staying here temporarily and usually lives somewhere else, follow the

instructions given in question Ib below.

Include

" Everyone who usually lives here such as family

members, housemates and roommates, foster

children, roomers, boarders, and live-in

employees

" Persons who are temporarily away on a business

trip, on vacation, or in a general hospital

" College students who stay here while

	

'

attending college

" Persons in the Armed Forces who live here

" Newbom babies still in the hospital

" Children In boarding schools below the
college level

" Persons who stay here most of the week

while working even if they have a home
somewhere else

" Persons with no other home who are staying
here on April 1

Print last name, first name, and middle initial for each person . Begin on fine 1 with the household
member (or one of the household members) in whose name this house or apartment is owned, being
bought, or rented . If there is no such person, start on line 1 with any adult household member .

LAST FIRST

1b. If EVERYONE is staying here only temporarily and usually lives somewhere
else, list the name of each person on the numbered lines above, fill this circle -_

and print their usual address below. DONOTPRINT THEADDRESS LISTED

ON THEFRONTCOVER.

INITTAL LAST

Do NOTinclude

" Persons who usually live somewhere else

" Persons who are away in an institution such as a

prison, mental hospital, or a nursing home

" College students who live somewhere else while

attending college

" Persons in the Armed Forces who live somewhere

else

" Persons who stay somewhere else most of the

week while working

House number

	

Streetor road/Rural route and box number

city

	

State

	

ZIP Code

Countyor foreign country

	

Namesof nearest intersecting street or roads

FIRST INMAL

O

Apartment number

NOWPLEASEOPEN THEFLAP TO PAGE2ANDANSWER ALL QUESTIONS FOR THEFIRST 7
PEOPLE LISTED. USEA BLACK LEAD PENCIL ONLY.
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1 7

8

3 9

4 10

5 11

6 12



Page 2

	

PLE4SEALSOANSWERHOUSING_OUESTIONS ONPAGE3

	

-

Please All onecohnnn -)0-
for each person listed in

Question laon page1.

2. Hoax is this person related

to PERSON 1?

Fig ONEcircle for each person .

If Other rdathveof person in column 1,

Mcircle andprintwadrelationship, such

as mother-in-law, grandparent, son-to-law.

niece. cousin, andsoon .

3. Sex

Fill ONEcircle foreach person .

4. Race

Fm ONEcircle fortherace that the person

considers himself/hersel to be.

if Indian (Amer.), print the name of
the enrolled or principaltribe.

If Other Asian or Pacific Islander (API),

print one group, forexample: Hmong,

FVan . Laotian, Thal . Tongan, Pakistani,

Cambodian, andso on.

7. Is thisperson ofSpanish/Hispanicorigin?

FillONEcircle for each person .

If Yes, other Spanish/Hbpanic,
printone group.

FORCENSUS USE -

PERSON 1
UdomM

STARTin this column with the household

member (or oneofthemember) inwhosename

the home is owned, being bought, or rented .

If time isnosuch person, start in this column with

anyadulthousehold member.

0 We

	

O Female

0 White

0

	

Black or Negro
0 Indian (Amer.) (Print the nameofthe

enrolled or principaltribe.)

____

	

I

0 Eskimo

..---------------------- -,
I

	

1
1

0 No (not Spanish/Hispanic)

O- Yes;Mexicad,Mexican-Am., Chicano

O Yes, Puerto Pican

O Yes,Cuban
O Yes, otherSpanish/Hispanic

(Pit one group, forexample:Argentinean,
Colombian, Dominican, Nicaraguan,
Salvadoran, Spaniard . andso on .)

vL________________-_______J

0

PERSON 2

0

a.

0 Never married

h/Hispanic)

Mexican-Am . . Chicano

E-t0
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Age
k

1 i I

000000

101010

b. Year of birth
I

I
` k 1

10800000
901010

2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

3 0 3 O 3030

4040 4040

5050 5050
6 0 6 0 6 0 6 0

7 0 7 O 7070

8080 8080

9 0 9 0 909 0

0 Separated

If Other race, print race . L_____________-
0 Other race (Print race)

5. Ageand yearofbirth

a . Printeach person's age at last bhtbday.

a. Age

I

j

I 1

b. Year of birth

1
0 o

Fill to thematching circle beloweachbox.
000000 10800000

101010 901010

b. Print each person's year of birth and fill the 2 O 2 O 2 0 2 O

matching circle beloweachbox. 3 0 30 3 0 3 0

4040 . 4040

5050 5050

6 O 6 0 6 0 6 0

7 O 70 7 0 7 O

8080 80)80

9 0 9 0 9 0 9 O

6. Marital status 0 Nowmarried 0 Separated

Fill ONEcircle for each person . 0 Widowed 0 Never married

0 Divorced

0 Aksut
Asian or Padfic Islander (API)

0 Chinese 0 Japanese

0 Filipino / 0 Asian Indian
O Hawaiian O Samoan
O Korean 0 Guamanian
0 Vietnamese 0 Other API



b . Yea of birth

1 " 800000

9010 1 0

2020

3030

4040

5050

6060

7 O 7 O

8080

9090

NOWPLEASEANSWFB QUES710NSMa-H26FOR7NSHOUSMOLD
Hla. Did you lave anyone oatdywlistdpaaaosbr

	

/Brr lraOWFAIQLYH0M-

Qtretrrion la as page 1 becaouyouwennotanf[

	

HSa. Is this boost an ten ar'mae acres?

the penoa drould beNW-for e:anpk, wmeoae

temporafly stray as a bedoeae tripa-canna,a

	

O Yes

	

U NO

newbarri babyst2 fa the bospitat,aapenanwho
stays here onceb a whileand here no otherhome?

	

b" btherea bcsioeaa (sor$t asa stareabarbs shop)
here

a mescalamoe an this property?

b. Did you bdlude anvooe in yore test dpetacaeix

Question la on page 1 even thovOyouwas notsum
. that the personW=W be listed - for aampie, a

vhhtmwhobstaying hentemporarilyaapersonwho
Usually am aomewhers else?

FOR CENSUS USE

8

9

O Yes pisses print the narnr

	

O No,

andrasorsW.}

	

"

	

0 Yes

	

0 No

-----------------------------------

---------------------------

C2. Is this nsdt boarded up?

0 Yes

	

0 No O lb O la 0 7 O Hl

Mrweranlytfyrw asoa>lons h tbb bandndiOWNS
0R1SBIlYMtkrAoaseor -

H6 . What is the value dthisproperty; that is, howmocb

'~ doyou thioh this bone sad lotacoodoml~rmmdt

wouldadforg Itsae for sale?

O Las than $10,000

	

0 $70,000b $74,999

U $10,000 to $14,999

	

0 $75,000b $79,999

sssasst;sss
9 ~ ~ ~ ~) 9 9 ~~ 9

Pap s
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E-11

A .

v

v ,

Total

persons

v

B . Type of unit

OccuvW

0 First form 0

0 Cont'n 0

Vaunt

Regular

Usual borne

D. Months vacant

0 Lasthan 1 0 6 upb12

C lupto2 O 12 up io24

C 2up to 6 0 24amore

G .

v

00

t t

t

~

i

t

t

ID

i
v

i

v i

i

i

0 O
ahewhae E . Complete after

0 O k! 0 0 O O O O C'1

I I C1 . Vacancy status 0LR () TC Q QA I I I I T I I I I I

2 2
0 For rat 0 For seas/

O P/F O RE O UT O 2 ?. 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 i 2

3
_O _For sate enly_ sec/occ

O MV 0_m O_ EN . 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

. 4"
U Renteor ' 3 For migrard

4 .̂ " 4 + 4 4 ~l- 4 4 k" 4

S
not workers

O PO U P3 O P6 S S S 3 ~ S S 3 S S S

G oaupied O P1 OP40IA'~ G G G G G G G G G G G
O Other vacant OP20PSoSM o ?

0 Yet, please pcbt the naraeW 0 No

and rabon(s). ;?

-------------------------------- -

------------------ -----------------

0 $15,00010$19 .999 0 $80.00010$89.999

0 $20,000 to $24,999 0 $90,000 10 $99.999
0 $25,000 b$29.99'9 0 $100,000b$124,999

0 530 .000b534,999 0 S125,0001o $149.999

0 $35,000b $39,999 0 5150,000b $174,999

H2. Which best desebes this buiif? hsrjnds a1 O $40,000b $44,999 O $175,000b$199,999 9__

apabnanb, flats, ek., even if vacant. 0 545 .000b $49,999 0 5200.000b$249.999 b

O Anwbkhomeabarer
O $50000.to554,999 O 5250,000t05M999 2

O Aau-famDy house detached 5ommyother house
O $56,000b$59,999 O $300.000b $399.999 G

O Aone4amry house afaehed to one or amore homes
O $60,000 to $64,999 0 $400.000 to $499,999 3

O Abutldtg wills 2 aparbnastr
0 $65 .000 to $69,999 0 $500.000amss 4

U Abuilding with 3a4 apabnerf
3

2
0 AbAding vuah 5 to 9 aparbrnenh

0 A butldtrg with 10b19 apartrnara Arowr"ardyttyaaPAYRFMla this hosesauprbrwrr-
0

O A bcdidirry with 20b49 aparbnents H7a. Whatb the monthly red?

U Abutit v+rh 50 cc more aparbnads
0 Less than $80 0 $375b1399

0 Other
0 $8010$99 0 $400b$424 c)

_H3. Has many rooms do you have is thishom a aparbaeat? 0 $100b$124 0 $425 b$449 8

DoNOTcoast bathrooms, pocches . balconies� foyers, hart. 0 $1251o$149 0 $450b $474

ahas-rooms. 0 3150b $174 0 $475b$499 G

O 1 N O 4 O 7
0 1175b $199 0 $500b1524 S

room rooms rooms
0 $200b$224 . 0 $525 b $549 4

0 2 roans U 5 rooms 0 8rooms
O $225b5249 0 $5b0b $59'9

U 3morns 0 6rooms O 9amore
rooms 0 $250b $274 0 $600b$649 2

H4 . b this horse or t - 0 $275b $299 0 $650b$699 I

O Owned by you asomeone in tide household
0 $300b$324 0 5700b $749 O

wth a morktege or ban?
O 5325b$349 U 5750b >a999

O Owned by you or saneone in tlds household free
O 1350b $374 O $1,000 a errors

and dun (without a modgag) ? b . Does the monthly real Ind de any meals?
O Rated for cash rent?

0 Oavpied widwut paymentd cash me 0 Yes 0 No
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0 Yes, have allthreefa~tses

0 No H17. AbwAwhengasthis bulkingto btrgt?

0 1989a1990

O 1985 to 1

OR

0 WudWIn rentahcondominiumfor

0 Nocharor gasnetused

3

O

H11. DoyouhaveCOMP'IE7E kkehwb~ 0 1980 to 1984

that is, l) asink with pipedwater, 2)arange 0 1970 to 1979
Waterc.

0

or eookstove.and3) a refrigerator? 0 1960 to 1969 8

O 1950 to 1959 2

0 Yes
0 1940 to 1949

0 No
0 1939 aearlier ___-____ 5

0 Don'tIcaw

~5 00ll 3
Yearl--------

cost-Dohn 2
H18. hthis houseaapartmentpart ofa I

H12. Do youhave atdephwe inthkhorsea
condomWum? OR 0

apartoent? 0 Yes
0 No

0 bxtudedin rentain oondondnsumis

O Nodraw

0 Yes

0 No
Ifyou Ivein an aparonent&aft, skip to HZO.

Hl9a . kthis houseon less than1 acre? d. Oit.coal.kaosaw,wood, etc.

H13. Howmatyaabmobdes, vans, sadtrucks of 0 Yes-Skp to H20

--toncapadtyaleaarekptathomeis 0 No

webytaembeaotyourhomdtoW?

b. In 1989,what sire theictual salesof altagrkvhuW ~5Yemf--------00"

0 None products from this property? cot Dolars

1

0 2 0 None
OR

0 3 0 $1 to $999

0 4 0 31.000lo52,499
0 5 0 $2 .500 to $4,999 O bxiided ln rentaln oardomtntum foe 10 6 0 $5,000 io $9,999 O No dtimgeathesetueh notused

0 7amare 0 $10,000mmore

Paw4

H8. When&dtheperaoo Bdod inwhumal co

pre2swveiaEo thishomeaapatmect?

H14. WbichFUEL iswedMOSTiw6catiegtdtis
homeaapartment?

PLFASEALSOANSWF.R

H20. Whataretheyearly oosbdsculls sad

Wsforthis home aapartimmd

7NESE

if youhmIved herekathan l ywa,
0 1989a1990 O Gaskora mrdagrovnd plea ednratetheyearly coat. 10 1985 to 1988 wvkgdwnd&bmhwd

0 1980101984 0 Gas: bolded,tank,aLP

0 1970 to 1979 0 FJectr"y a .E3~idty

0 1960 to 1969 0 Fudat kaoame,etc.

0 1959 cr earlier 0 Coalacoke

0 Wood r
0 Sawamw v

Ls M.
How moraybedroom do port have: that is, how 0 Other fnd -----------

Yealycoat-Dollars
maybedroomswmWyonBdYfhomea 0 Nofuel teed

apatmastweeonthemarled forsale great? OR

0 No bedroom H15. Doyou getwateriron -

0 11-1 ." 0 bxdndedin reMain sondomtr*umis

0 21-4 coans
0 Apubicsystem such as adtywda 0 Noclwradedttily notused

0 3 bedroom
depat<aad,mprivate=Many?

0 4 bedrooms
0 An individual deedwW

0 5amanbedrooms
O An kavidua) dugweV

b. Gas0 Some dher sourmsuch as aspft

aeck.river, dam, etc.?

HI0. Do post haveCOMPf.E7Ep>umblngkdBtes
H16. Is thbi buddfag connectedto apahbcsaga? 8

fm thishow Or aparmtmt:that 10,1) hotand
COWpiped Water, 2)afish toilet,and 3) a 0 Yes, cavwcted to pubicsewer

i

Ls 00i
2

Gbathtubashoroa? 0 No,connedad to sepllc tank mcespool
________:

Yealycoat -Dobn 5
0 No,useothermeans



QUES710NSFORYOURHOUSEHOLD i pagers

INSTRUc'TION.

Amw*r9lmrH2ITOHM,id*r
a ww4mllyhomq, a aondmatdum, a
a mottle homer datsomea» im tMr
hcuwhofd OWfkS OR15 Bt1YM,
od en6s, so to Pve6.

H21 . Wbatwere themal eafatc tasa onTHIS
propavbdY-?

L= ___

	

J
Ya*amount-Dol~es

OR

O NOW

H23a.Do ymhaveamortgage, deeddtreat, aootrad
bptachase, errdm0u debt anTHIS property?

O Ya, raoctpgs, deeddtnd,
a etrodec debt

	

G*bH23b

O Yes. oonbadbpunolws

O No-SkobtM

b.Howmuch !s yarrcgdar nwahiy mortgage
payment onTHIS property? inchAe paymentW.V
on fleet morb"aeontrad to purdwe.

d. Does y0irregdamonthly mortgage payment
Include paymentIm ire, haard.afood
!assn" onTHIS property?

O Yea, bsuranoe included la paymad
O No, insuaame paid wparatfymno tnt~aanor

H24a.Doqoabmamooedajnalot
mat~aatome equlRy banoa
THIS property?

0 yes
O No-Skot0Hn

b.Howmode isymrearmootWyr
payment ere all sewed orImdw
mmtgagaand all bansegdtytaw?

--------------

anmwOt+ILYrditrtraMOBUHOW-

H26 . What was the total cost for paaooal
properly tsus. dtnat.nlttradae ins.
and Ifueas kmon thf, mob&boasand
ft dte lntymr? Eadude rolubk taxis.

Ls __ '?D

Yaady amount-Doles

Pleas clan bpgprk -4
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i
_ J

i

t
____________

Mm*amaad-Doles
aarowd -Doles 9

v v
i i OR

8

Ls qoJ
OR

___
Ymlymourd-Dopes C NongAwp"nerd mqu*W

G
O NoMufti payment teq&W-Si*bHP4a s

4
3

OR 2

0
C None c . Don your regular moathfymot~payment

bcJude payment fqna1staletunonTHIS MmerOt&YLdlr is a MYDOMAIIfX-
property?

HIS . What is the monthly aoodomtr"tm fee? 9
ft

G

0 Ya, lagers tnduded in paymend i
rr

0 No,tun paid mepara*almca rwt neq&W 3
H22 . Whatwas the anotWpaymentfw&e. hawd,

andGoodcanoeonTHIS property?
Honddy amount -Doles

I
0



Page6 PLEASEANSWR THESEQUES77ONS
PERSON1

8. In whatU.S.Stateorbrdgncountrywas dds

?-z
----------------_______

a

	

a
r

pkamio?3jtea3aejn oosaitiv: «~ueitoffioo;Mam;seq.)
9. Is this personaCnUENoftheUnited Stata?

O Yet, bum In the Unified States-SAO to 11

	

.

O Yo, ban in Pueto Rico,Gum, the

U.S .Wonbinds, aNonhem Maclanas

11. At anytime sinceFebruary 1, 1990, hasthis
person attended regularschool or college?
Include only nursery school, Wdagwten,Mary

school, and schoo&V whichleads to a high school diploma

aacdega degree.

O No, has not attended sloe F&ruay 1

0 Yes, public school, public edcge

O Yes, private school, private college

12. Howmuch school hasthis person COMPLETED
FIB ONE

	

kfhNkdCOMPLETEDducorte *ad va

O HIGHSCHOOLGRADUATE - high school

DIPLOMAathe equivalent O~cr example: GFD)

U Some c6lege but no degree

o Associate degree in college - Oaupational tmrgram

O Associate degree in college - Academic program

0 Bachelor's degree (For exanpk: BA, AB, BS)

O Madaes degree (For example : MA, MS, MFrng,

MEd,MSW,MBA)

0 Professional school degree ftexample : MD,

DDS, DVM, IlB, JD) .

0 Dodaawdo"

(r-exam*: PhD, EdD)

13 . Whatb this person's ancestry a ethnic origin?

(See brtrsction acdde hoc iuaiba,ufoessarion.)

L------------__.,______..__________J
(Fora

	

Gamnrt, ltalan, Aho-Amer., Cmabn,
CapeV

	

, Domrdcan, Faadocan. Haft, Cajrm,
French Canadian, Jamaica,, Kororeao, Lebernae, Mexican,

N4atan, 6hh, PdBih,Sbv*Tdwwsse, Thai,

Ubatuian, e1-)

14a. Did this person Vo to this howaapartment

	

18. Doer this person ha ra physical, mental, orother

5 y-ago (an April 1,1985)?

	

healthcawldm that has lasted for 6 or mere

0 Bana$eApd 1,1985-Go to quesbomfar

	

monthsandwhich -

ned f-.-

	

a. flak: the kindaamounto(work this ; esoscan

0 Yes-Skip to1%

	

doata)ob?

0 No

	

I

	

0 Yet

	

O No

b. What did this person Bve 5 yearsago

(oa April 1,1985)?

( f) NamedU.S. Stateafoeehgn eaarttry

	

__~

r

	

n

_----------------------
Of outsideU.S ., print maws above andftto 15a .)

15a . Doesftperson speakalanguage other than

English athome?

0 Yes

	

O No-Step to 16

b . What Is this language?

---------------
3------------------i

i

(For example : Chines!, Italian, Spanish, Vlttrhaarese)

c. Horn well does this person speak Engbsh?

0 Very well

	

0 Notwd

0 Yes, now onadve duty

o

	

Yes, on active duty in past, but not now

o Yes, arvice 1nRoamaNational

Guard only-Skip to 18

0 No -Sldpto18

b. Was active-duty military service during-

FAa drr3e for each period in which this parson served.

0 September 1980 or later

0 May 1975 to Augu t 1980-

0 Vietnamas (August 1964-=Apt 1975)

O Febnhery 1955-July 1964

O Korean con%dWwhe 1950-January 1955)

O WorldWar II (Scpta,ba 1940-July 1947)

O WorldWar 1 (April 1917-November 1918)

o Any other time

C. In total, bowtansy years ofacthoe-dgty mg(tay

service has ids person had?

r
a

	

. Years
a
L___________-

b. Preeenb this pernon from working at a )rob?

0 Yet

	

0 No

19 .

	

Baause ofa beaith condition that has lasted for

6amore months, don this person haveany

*-

a.Going outside thehomealonefor exampleto,

	

,

shehas adopted.

?lone l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 loll l 2 or ,,m

O OUOOOOOUO O O 0

21a. Did this persoawork at any timeLASTWEEK?

0 Yes - Fill this drde 9ft person waked ful

timea part time . !Count part-tune oak such

as ddvafig paper:, or DingwdhoA pay

in a family Wdussafarm . Also cour4 adve

duty in theAnnaFeat.)

where heashe waked moat lastoak.

a. Address (Numberand street)
--------------

----------

	

L-____________-__-______J
(If the exact address Is noth hown, give a daarOdon of

the location such as thebum nameathe mars:

streeta Wasecdon.)

b . Name o(dty, town, or post office-3
.

i
i

	

i
L----------------------------------J

c . Is the work location inside the limb of

that city or town?

O Yea

	

0 No,oubide

- the city/to- lab

d.
County

7-------------______________-

I

	

1
L----------------__________________J

e . State-~
_

	

f. ZlpCode
__L t_______7______

r

	

n

	

i

	

a

L______________-_J

	

L--------------J

J
8

G
S
4
3
2

0

9
8

5

3

T
0
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0 Yes, ban abroad

O Yes, U.S .dbmby
0 No, not a cben of

10. Whendid this

to stay?

"

of Amatraa parenta parents

n*n1ation

the United States

person coneto the United Statea

(2) Nameof county in theU.S.
____________--_f ----------

h
L _____________________ .._-__-_____J

(3)Name of dry ortown in theU.S .
_____________________

--------

i i

shop or visitadodoes office?

O Yes O No

b . Taking areofhis ahaownpersonal needs, such

as bathing, dressing,agetting around inside the

home? .
O 1987 to 1990 C 1970b 1974 L------ -------------_____J

0 1985 a1986 0 1965 to 1969 (4) Did this person live inside the city 0 Yes 0 No

0 1982 b 1984 C 1960 to 1964 or townImb?
Xfposon is a female-

0 1980 a1981 C 1950 to 1959 0 Yes 20. Howaurybabies has she ever had, that counting
0 1975b 1979 C Before 1950 0 No, lived outodt the city/town kmb stillbirths? Do not count her OVchildmnadAdrm

degree RECEIVED . If carendy ahroDtd, mark *4 level

dpreviousgrade attended or highs! dagrre madved .

O Well 0 Not at al

16. When was this person born?

0 No - fit this drdt If ft patron did not work,

a did only own housework, %drool oak, a

volu >teerwork. -Skob2S

O No school completed 0 Bom before April 1,1975 - Go to 17a b. Howmanybores did this person workLASTWEEK
O Nursery school . O Ban

Aid
1 . 1975 or hate:- Gobquessons (at al jobs)?Subtract any ams off, add ovadme aoft

0 Kindegmten for the nerd person ______

O 1st, 2nd, 3rd,a 4th grade

O 5th, 6(h, 7th, a 8th grade
17a . Has this person everhem on attire-duty military

i
i Hon»
a

;

service in theArmed Forces of the United States L___________ .~
O 9th grade

O loth grade
or ever beta in the United States military Reserves 22 . At what locadoa did this person work

O 11th grade
at the Natlonel Guard?ksovtu was in Roamor LASTWEEK?

0 12th grade, NODMDM
National Guard ably, see irutnncdm guide . If thisperson waked at more than one location, print



FORPERSON 1 ONPAGE2
23a. Hour did that person usually get to stockLAST

WEEK? N this person tmially used more than one

methodd traroportation duZirg the trip, 61 the dodo

d the one used for moadthe dktarmoe.

0 Car, buck or van

	

0 MotoerAe

0 Bus of trolley bar=

	

O Bieyek

O Skeeica cc troley ear O Walked

0 Subway aekvaied

	

O Worked at home

0 Railroad

	

Zb28

0 Ferryboat

	

.

	

O Other method

0 Taxicab

d "car, truck, or wn "Ir marindtr 23a, go to23h.Odmwim,

skip io 24a.

b . Howmany people, including this person,

nsaally rode to work in the car, truck, avan

LASTWEEK?

O Drove alone

	

O 5people

O 2 people

	

O 6 people

O 3 people

	

O 7 to 9 people

0 4 people

	

O 10amore people

25 . Was this personIE74MRARII.Y absent cc on

layoff from a job or badness LASTWEEK?

O Yes, on layoff

0 Yes . on vacation, temporary Ilness,

labor dispute. etc.

O No

26a. Has this prrambeen looking fawork during the

last 4 weeks?

O Yes

0 No- Skip iu 27

b . Could this person have taken a jobLASTWEEK

I( one had
been

offered?

0 No, &heady h u ajob .

O No, ternporardy d

O No, other reaoom Our school, etc.)

O Yes, could have taken a)ob

27.

	

Whendid this person lad work, even for a few

days?

0 1991)

O 1989

0 1988

Go

to

28
0 1985 to 19871

O 19®0 b 1994

O 1979aearlier

O Never worked

	

to

28-30. CURRENTOR.MOSTRECFNTJOB

	

--

ACTMTY . Lksabe dwiy*mpaaons chief

Job adlvky or business last week. If this person had

rnoce tun one job, daatbe the one at which this

permworked the most hours . If this person had

no jobabudneu lad week, gin infammtton for

hbAa last )ob a busfixw since 19135.

28. Iadustrry or Emp4a

a . ForWhomdid this person Week?

N roaron adke duty in the Armed

Forces, N thiselude-} O and print the

branch d the Armed Farces.

----------
-______________-______

r

	

r

_

	

_ _

	

_

	

'

	

Nnet income was a low, wilelow" abors

(Name of company, business. or other anpbyeri

	

the dolorsmart.

b . What kind ofb~aindustry eras this?

	

a. Wages, Way, oomnriolooa, bourses a, cps

De=***4 aetivly at location where enrpbyed.~

	

from all jobs -Repatamount before dedrdons
______________________~____ _~

foc bus.
bonds,

	

,oro)a Mom

Yes-

	

___------------------------

(For

	

O Ya-~-

ommph: hoapkak new4operp

	

9,

	

.

	

O No

	

!

matt order house, auto agtne maru&ctalng,

	

Armedamok - Doffs

retail bakery)

	

b. S-ttapLoyment Ineaouimmearn aoshfanm

c. Is this mat*-FIR ONE circle

	

-

	

bumliawcklu

	

and

O Mandactulkmg

	

0 Other (agrtadtue,

	

partnership - RqxxtNET Income after

0 Wholesale trade

	

oor- hiction servke

	

b

	

'

0 Retalbade

	

goverruna* rte.)

	

0 Yes-
.00O No

Annual amount-DoCat

b . Wbatwas this person's mod tmportant wdvides

	

d. lateresk dividends, net ants) Income err royafy

adueller? tmcame� or income tirom estates and trusts -
_____7________________________

	

Report even small amounts eedltedioanacmuurtr____

L

	

Yas

(For exahnpk : patient css, directing Wi;g pokes.

	

J

	

O No

supervidtg order clerk:, assanbtkg a+

	

s,

	

/

	

Amudamount-Dollars

kbv ales)

	

e. SocialSeamy of Railroad Retirement_
r-

30. Was this person - F"ONE circle

	

0 Yes --+-

0

O

O

O

0

O

O

0

Empioyee of a PRIVATE FOR PROFrrcompany or

budnestaof an tmwidual, br wages, salary,a

comrniWoru

EmployeedaPRIVATE NOT4:OR-PROFTT,

tax-nanpt, ofdwbbie organtrWon

Lon100VER104fNNTear0oyee (city, aoumty, ek.)

StaleGOVMNM2(T employee

Fed" GO'VE7li'AIEM'emQlloycs

SELF-FXPLOYED in own NOT INCORPORATED

buAws. pr'oksiond practja, or farm

SELF-EMPLOYEDin own INCORPORATED

	

.

buskwU, professional pradtoe. or farm

Wmidng WITHOUTPAY in hamgy barriers or farm

31a . Lad year (1989), did this person work, even for a

few days, ata pall job or In a businessafarm?

O Yes

0 No-Slop to 32

b. How manyweeks did this person work in 1989?

Count paid vacation, paid sick

)cave . amt milkwy sesvtm .
______

.1

	

1
r

	

r
Weeks

c. During the weeks WORKED in 1989, howmany

horses did this person usually workeach Week?

__-________

'

	

i
Hours

L___________-

r
a

FACSIMILES OF RESPONDENT INSTRUCTIONS AND QUESTIONNAIRE PAGES

32. NCONEIN1989 -

Mto"Yes" dudebdw for acb lnoomr saga

teceknd dsieg1999. 0&rm6t, N tbe *!b" code.

	

'

NYa,'ruck thebdmount rceJmd dndrg 1999.

Fa tooame aodndj*Y, sae wonguide.

Iexed amoratr not fmoss, pleaseynbat attrrref.

c . Farce seg4mploymeat tocame -Report NET

trrcome alter operating e~aeses. Inchhds serrdnpt

as a truant formaa

0 Yes --;-

O No

0 No
Annulamount-Dolan

f.

	

talS',rtty Income (SSr6 Aidb

Families with Depasdent Children(AFUn a

adbc publ c assidaoeeapublic

-g-Paym-ts________________.,

t'.) Yes ----+- i i

0 No
Annual amount - Dotaa

33. What was this person's tots tacome In 1999?

. Addworm in quallons 32a through 32h; subtract

any losses. N total amount was a lots, wrfk "Loa"

above amount.

-----------------

0 None

	

OR ~ _

	

.0011
.

.. .

_______ .
Annual amount- Ltolars

Please than thepageandanswer questions brPawn 2lfsted onpage 1. Ilthfs la the lastpasor&te+d in question Inonpage 1,goto the badeofthebum.

9

G

3

ac

3

2

0

y

8

6

9

4

3

2

I

0
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F-4

The 1990 census data products, being released

during 1991-93, are available in a variety of new and

traditional media. The Census Bureau has increasedthe

product options available to data users in an effort to

meet a variety of requirements and maximize the use-

fulness of the data . For example, laser discs, called

CD-ROM (compact disc-read-only memory), are a new

data delivery medium .

The Census Bureau also has expanded services and

sources of assistance available to data users. For

example, the State - Data Center Program has been

expanded to include over 1,400 organizations to provide

data and services to the public .

This appendix provides a detailed introduction to the

1990 census data products and related materials, such

as maps and reference publications . It concludes by

describing sources of assistance and other Census

Bureau data available to the public .

DATA PRODUCTS

Printed reports and computer tape files traditionally

arethe most widely used products. The Census Bureau

also offers data on microfiche, on CD-ROM laser discs,

and through its online service, CENDATATm . These

various products are described below. For information

about prices and how to order, write or call Customer

Services. (See the "Sources of Assistance" section for

the address and phone number.)

The data products present statistics about the sub-

jectscovered in the 1990 census questionnaires . These

subjects are listed in figure 1, page F-8. As the figure

shows, there are 100-percent subjects (those covered

in questions asked of everyone or about -every housing

unit) and sample subjects (those covered in questions

asked at about one out of every six housing units) .

Generally, a data product presents either 100-percent

data prepared by tabulating the responses to the 100-
percent questions from all questionnaires, or sample

data prepared by tabulating only the responses to the
100-percent and sample questions from the "long-
form" questionnaires. Two report series, 1990 CPH-3

and 1990 CPH-4 (see figure 2, page F-9), present both
100-percent and sample data .
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APPENDIX F.
Data Products and User Assistance

Printed Reports

Printed reports are the most convenient and readily

available source of data for most census users. The

Census Bureau releases the reports in several series

(see figure 2) that are grouped underthree broad titles:

1990 Census of Population and Housing (1990 CPH),
1990 Census of Population (1990 CP), and 1990 Cen-

sus of Housing (1990 CH). There also are reports, not

reflected in figure 2, for the outlying areasof the Pacific.

The reports are sold by the Superintendent of Docu-

ments, U.S. Government Printing Office. (See the "Sources

of Assistance" section for the address and phone

number.)

In several series, there are separate reports for each

State. The geographic coverage of the State reports is

listed in figure 2. The United States summariesforthese

report series contain, for the most part, data for the

United States, regions, divisions, States, metropolitan

areas (MA's), urbanized areas (UA's), counties, Ameri-

can Indian andAlaska Native areas, places with 10,000

or more persons, and other large substate areas (for

example, county subdivisions, such as towns andtown-

ships, with 10,000 or more persons in selected States).

Report series that present data for small areas, such

as census tracts, contain limited subject-matter detail

(for example, counts of people by age ranges-under 5

years, 5 to 9 years, etc.-rather than by single years) .

Report series that include greater amounts of subject-

matter detail include less geographic detail .

Computer Tape Files

The Census Bureau provides more data on tape and

othermachine-readable products than in printed reports.

These products are sold by the Census Bureau's Cus-

tomerServices . There are several general types of data

files released on computer tape (available on both reels

and cartridges). They are introduced below, and more

information is presented in figures 3 and 4, pages F-12

through F-14 .

Public Law 94-171 Data-This data file presents the
counts designed and formatted for use in legislative re-
districting. These counts also are available on CD-ROM

and paper listings. Excerpts are available on

CENDATAT". The counts, for areas as small as blocks,
census tracts, and voting districts, include totals for

population, race groups, persons of Hispanic origin,
population 18 years and over, and housing units. (See
figure 4.)



Summary Tape Flies (STIFs)- These computer tape

files provide statistics with greater subject-matter detail

than printed reports. They also present statistics for

some types of areas, such as block groups and blocks,

that are not included in the reports. (See figure 3.)

Here are some important features of STF's:

" Each STF presents a particular set of data tables for

specific types of geographic areas.

" Each STF hasthree or more file types (indicated by a

letter suffer attached to the STF number) that differ in

the geographic levels reported, but contain the same

data detail.

" STF's 1 and 2 contain 100-percent data, and STF's3

and 4 offer sample data.

" STF's 1 and 3 report on smaller areas and offer less

data detail than STF's 2 and 4.

" STF's 1 through 4 offer greater data detail than the

1980 STF's 1 through 4.

Subject Summary Tape Files (SSTF's)-These files

are the source of the subject reports and provide

greater subject-matter detail than theSTF's. They present

data for the United States, regions, anddivisions, and, in

some cases, also for States, counties, and large cities .

(See figure 4.)

Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) Files-These

computer tape files (see figure 4) contain data from

samples of long-form housing-unit records ("micro-

data") for large geographic areas. Each sample housing-

unit record includes essentially all the 1990 census data

collectedabout each person in asample householdand

the characteristics of the housing unit . Information that

could be used to identify an individual or a housing unit

is not included in the file.

Microdata files enable users to prepare customized

tabulations and cross-tabulations of most items on the

census questionnaire. There are two PUMS files:

" A file presenting a 5-percent sample of housing units

in which each household record includes codesto let

the user know in what area, such as a group of

counties, asingle county, or a place, the household is

located. Each area identified must have a population

of at least 100,000 and boundaries that do not cross

State lines.

" A file presenting a 1-percent sample of housing units.

Its household records include codes associating them

with MA's and other large areas, the boundaries of

which may cross State lines. (For the 1980 census,

there were two files with 1-percent samples. The

1-percent sample showing data for selected urban-

ized areas and other large areas will not be produced

for the 1990 census .)

OtherSpecialComputer Tape Fifes-Otherfiles include
the Census/Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Spe-

cial File and the County-to-County Migration File. (See

figure 4.) The Census Bureau may prepare additional

special files.

N6crofiche

Block statistics are available on microfiche as they

were for the 1980 census . The microfiche present, in

table format, a subset of the tabulations for census
blocks found in STF 1B (see figure 3) . In the 1990

census, for the first time, the entire land area of the

Nation and its possessions was block-numbered This

increased the number of blocks for which the Census

Bureau provides data from 2.5 million in 1980 to 7

million for 1990. The cost and storage of block data of

this magnitude would be prohibitive if the data were

published in printed reports.

STF's 1A and3A are available on microfiche, as well .

As noted in figure 3, they provide data for a variety of

geographic areas. Also, all printed reports are offered

on microfiche from Customer Services soon after they

are published.

Compact Disc-Read-Only Memory (CD-ROM)

For the 1990 census, the Public Law (P.L.) 94-171

file ; an extract of STF 1B that presents selected statis-

tics for blocks ; and STF's 1 A, 1 C, 3A, 3B, and 3C are

also available on CD-ROM. (One 4 3/4-inch CD-ROM, a

type of optical or laser disc, can hold the contents of

approximately 1,600 flexible diskettes, or three or four

high-density computer tapes.)

Online Information Systems

The Census Bureau began CENDATATm , its online

information service, in 1984 . CENDATATm is accessible

through two information vendors, CompuServe and

DIALOG. A number of Census Bureau reports, in whole

or in part, are offered online . For the 1990 census,

CENDATATm provides up-to-date information about the

availability of data products and carries selections of

State, county, MA, and place data from the P.L. 94-171

tape file and STF's 1 and 3.

Custom Data Products

These products are for users who require unique

tabulations that are not included in standard products ;

for example, information for locally defined geographic

areas. Users also can order special microdata files.

The cost of preparing custom products must be paid

by the users who request them . Any data that the

Census Bureau provides in these products are subject

to the same standards applied to other data to ensure

that confidential individual information is not revealed.
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User-Defined Areas Program (UDAP) Tabulations-

UDAP can provide a set of predefined data tables for

locally definedareasthat do not correspond to standard

1990 census geographic areas. Users identify the geo-

graphic areas of interest to them by delineating bound-

aries around groupings of census blocks on 1990

census County Block Maps or by electronically submit-

ting thegeographic components oftheir area of interest.

(A contact formore information is given in the "Sources

of Assistance" section.)

SpecialTabulations-TheCensus Bureau can prepare

special data tabulations for any specific geographic or

subject-matter area Users should rely on standard

reports, tapes, microfiche, or user-defined area tabula-

tions whenever possible, since special tabulations tend

to be substantially more expensive and take time to

arrange and produce. (Contacts for more information

are given in the "Sources of Assistance" section.)

GEOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS

Maps

Census Bureau maps are necessary for virtually all

uses of small-area 1990 census data. They are needed

to locate the specific geographic areas for which the

census provides data and to study the spatial relation-

ship of the data for analytic purposes. The Census
Bureau prepares avariety of 1990 census maps . Among

the most useful are these four series :

County BlockMaps-These maps show census blocks
and their numbers; boundaries for statistical and gov-
ernmental entities, such as census tracts and places ;
and physical features . The P.L . 94-171 version of these

maps also shows voting district boundaries in those

States that furnished them . The maps are prepared on
electrostatic plotters by county (or equivalent entity)

with one or more map sheets each, depending on the

size and shape of the area andthe density of the block

pattern. An average county requires 20 map sheets .

The maps may be purchased from Customer Services .

County Subdivision Outline Maps-Mapsin this State-

based series present the boundaries of the counties,

county subdivisions, places, American Indian andAlaska
Native areas (including off-reservation trust lands);tribal
designated statistical areas, andtribal jurisdiction statis-
tical areas. Electrostatic-plotter copies are available for
purchase from Customer Services . Also, they appear on
multiple page-size sheets in the State reports of these
series : 1990 CPH-1, 1990 CPH-2, 1990 CPH-5, 1990
CPA, 1990 CP-2, 1990 CH-1, and 1990 CH-2.

Census Tract/ Block Numbering Area (BNA) Outline
Maps-Maps in this county-based series depict census
tract or BNA boundaries and numbers, andthefeatures
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underlying the boundaries . They also show governmen-

tal units in relation to the census tracts/ BNA's. Cus-

tomer Services sells electrostatic-plotter copies, and

the Superintendent of Documents sells printed copies.

Voting District Outline Maps-Maps in this county-

basedseries depict voting district boundaries (for those

counties for which States furnished boundary informa-

tion) and the features underlying the boundaries. They

also show governmental unit boundaries in relation to

the voting districts. They are prepared on electrostatic

plotters and sold by Customer Services .

Geographic Publications

The Geographic Identification Code Scheme report in

the 1990 CPH-R series shows the 1990 census geo-

graphic area codes and Federal information processing

standards (FIPS) codes, as appropriate, for States,

metropolitan areas, counties, county subdivisions, places,
American Indian and Alaska Native areas, and other

entities, along with some descriptive information about
the codes. The code scheme also is offered on com-
puter tape.

Machine-Readable Geographic Files

All 1990 census summary tape files include 1990

census geographic area codes, FIPS codes, certain

area names, land and inland water area in square

kilometers, geographic coordinates for an internal point
for each entity, and other geographic information.

The Census Bureau developed an automated geo-

graphic data base, known as the TIGER (Topologically

Integrated Geographic Encoding and Referencing) Sys-

tem, to produce the geographic products for the 1990

census . TIGER provides coordinate-based digital map

information for the entire United States, Puerto Rico, the

U.S . Virgin Islands, andthe Pacific territories over which

the United States has jurisdiction .

The TIGER System has significantly improved the

utility of 1990 census maps and geographic reference

products . Extract files generated from the TIGER Sys-

tem permit users, with appropriate software, to perform
such tasks as linking the statistical data in the P.L .

94-171 file or the STF's and displaying selected char-

acteristics on maps or avideo display screen at different
scales andwith whatever boundaries they select forany
geographic area of the country. For example, a mapfor
a particular county could show the distribution of the
voting age population by city block.

The first extract of selected geographic and carto-
graphic information intended for computer applications,
such as plotting maps and building geographic informa-
tion systems, is called the TIGER/ Liner "' files. TIGER-
/Liner"` files contain attributes for thesegments of each

boundary andfeature (for example, roads, railroads, and
rivers), including 1990 census geographic codes for



adjacent areas, latitude/ longitude coordinates of seg-

ment end points and the curvature of segments, the

name and type of the feature, and the relevant census

feature class code identifying the feature segment by

category. TIGER/ LineTm files also furnish address ranges

and associated ZIP Codes for each side of street

segments in major urban areas; provide the names of

landmarks, such as lakes and golf courses; and include

other information.

TIGER/ LineTm files andotherTIGER System extracts,

such as TIGER/ BoundaryTm and TIGER/ DataBaseT"",

are released on computer tape and, in some cases,

CD-ROM. For information on TIGER extract files, con-

tact Customer Services .

REFERENCE MATERIALS

The Census Bureau issues several reference publi-

cations for data users. Some are sold by the Superin-

tendent of Documents; others are distributed free by

Customer Services. Addresses and phone numbers for

the Superintendent of Documents and Customer Ser-

vices are given in the following section.

" 1990 Census of Population and Housing; Guide. This
guide, in the 1990 CPH-R report series, provides

detailed information about all aspects of the census

and a comprehensive glossary of census terms. Sold

by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

ment Printing Office .

" 1990 Census of Population and Housing Tabulation
and Publication Program. A free report describing

1990 census products, comparing 1990 products with

those of 1980, and more . Request from Customer

Services .

" Census '90 Basics. Afree booklet covering how the

1990 census data were collected and processed, the

full range of data products, the maps and geographic

files, and more, but with less detail than .the Guide

(above). Request from Customer Services .

Census ABC'sApplications in Business and Com-
munity. A free booklet that highlights key information

about the 1990 census and illustrates a variety of

ways the data can be used. Request from Customer

Services .

Strength in Numbers A free, tabloid-size booklet

designed to assist people in using 1990 census data

in redistricting. Among other features, it includes
illustrations of maps and Public Law 94-171 counts.

Request from Customer Services .

TIGER: The Coast-to-Coast Digital Map Data Base. A
free booklet describing the structure and uses of the
Census Bureau's TIGER System . Request from Cus-

tomerServices .

Census and You The Census Bureau's monthly

newsletter for data users. It reports on the latest 1990

census developments, selected new publications and

computer tape files, other censuses and surveys,

developments in services to users, and upcoming

conferences and training courses. Subscriptions are

sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-

ernment Printing Office .

" MonthlyProductAnnouncement. A free monthly list-

ing of all new Census Bureau publications ; microfiche ;

maps; data files on tape, diskettes, or CD-ROM; and
technical documentation. To subscribe, contact Cus-

tomer Services.

" Census Catalog and Guide. A comprehensive annual

description of data products, statistical programs, and

services of the Census Bureau . It provides abstracts

of the publications, data files, microfiche, maps, and

items online . In addition, the Catalog/ Guide offers

such features as information about censuses and

surveys and telephone contact lists of data special-

ists at the Census Bureau, the State Data Centers,

and other data processing service centers. It is sold

by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

ment Printing Office.

Users also can get listings of new Census Bureau

products, updateddaily, by subscribing to the Daily List.

This information and selected statistics are available

online through CENDATAT"", the Census Bureau's online

information service. For more information, contact Cus-

tomer Services .

SOURCES OF ASSISTANCE

U.S. Bureau of the Census

The Census Bureau's Customer Services sells most

of the machine-readable data products, microfiche, and

maps described earlier. (The 1990 census printed reports

are sold by the Superintendent of Documents, as noted

below.) Also, users may consult with specialists at the

Census Bureau's Washington headquarters and its 12
regional offices. From time to time, the specialists also

conduct workshops, seminars, and training courses.

Washington, DC, Contacts-To order products, for a

telephone contacts list of Census Bureau specialists,

and for general information: Customer Services, U.S .

Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233, tele-
phone 301-763-4100 (FAX number, 301-763-4794) .

For User-Defined Areas Program (UDAP) informa-

tion : UDAP Staff, Decennial Planning Division, U.S .

Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233, tele-

phone 301-763-4282.
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Forspecial tabulation information: Population-Rose-

marie Cowan, Population Division, U.S. Bureau of the

Census, Washington, DC 20233, telephone 301-763-

5476 ; Housing-William Downs, Housing and House-

hold Economic Statistics, U.S . Bureau of the Census,

Washington, DC 20233, telephone 301-763-8553 .

Regional Office Contacts-

Atlanta, GA

Boston, MA

Charlotte, NC

Chicago, IL

Dallas, TX

Denver, CO

Detroit, MI

Kansas City, KS

Los Angeles, CA

New York, NY

Philadelphia, PA

Seattle, WA

404-347-2274

617-565-7078

704-371-6144

312-353-0980

214-767-7105

303-969-7750

313-354-4654

913-236-3711

818-904-6339

212-264-4730

215-597-8313

206-728-5314

Superintendent of Documents, U.S.

Government Printing Office

The Superintendent of Documents handles the sale

of most of the Federal Government's publications,

including 1990 census reports. To order reportsand for

information: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402, tele-
phone 202-783-3238 .

Other Sources of Products and Services

State Data Centers-The Census Bureau furnishes
data products, training in data access anduse, technical

assistance, and consultation to all States, the District of

Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin

Islands. State Data Centers, in turn, offer publications

for reference, printouts from computer tape, specially

prepared reports, maps, and other products and assis-

tanceto data users. Fora list of theState Data Centers,

see the Census CatalogandGuide or contact Customer
Services . The list also notes organizations in States
participating in the Census Bureau's Business/ Industry
Data Center (BIDC) Program. The BIDC's help business
people, economic development planners, and other
data users obtain and use data.

National Services Program-The National Services
Program(NSP) provides data-related services for nation-
ally based nonprofit organizations that represent minor-
ities or othersegments ofthe population who have been
historically undercounted in decennial censuses. The
participants include social service, business, profes-
sional, civil rights, educational, and religious groups .
Through a pilot project, the National Services Informa-
tion Center (NSIC) Initiative, three of these nonprofit
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groups now offer their clientele reports, computer tape

printouts, andotherinformation from theCensus Bureau

To learn more aboutthe NSP andthe NSIC, write to the

National Services Program, Data User Services Divi-

sion, Bureau of the Census, Washington, DC 20233, or

call 301-763-1384.

National Clearinghouse-The National Clearinghouse

for Census Data Services is a listing of private compa-

nies and other organizations that offer assistance in

obtaining andusingdata released by the Census Bureau

For a list of participants in the National Clearinghouse,

seethe Census Catalog andGuide or contactCustomer

Services .

Depository Libraries-There are 1,400 libraries that
receive (from the Government Printing Office) Federal
publications that they think their patrons will need Often
some of these publications are Census Bureau reports.

The Census Bureau provides free reports to an addi-

tional 120census depository libraries. Also, many librar-
ies purchase census reports and maps for their areas.

The Census Catalog and Guide includes a list of all
depository libraries.

OTHERCENSUS BUREAU RESOURCES

The Census Bureau has more to offer than just the

results of the census of population andhousing. Through

other censuses, surveys, and estimates programs, it

compiles and issues (in reports, computer tape, and

other media) data on subjects as diverse as appliance
sales, neighborhood conditions, and exports to other

countries. Here are examples of the information pub-

lished about-

People: Age, race, sex, income, poverty, child care,

child support, fertility, noncash benefits, education,
commuting habits, pension coverage, unemployment,
ancestry.

" Business and industry: Number of employees, total

payroll, sales and receipts, products manufactured or
sold.

" Housing and construction. Value of new construc-

tion, numbers of owners and renters, property value
or rent paid, housing starts, fuels used, mortgage
costs.

" Farms: Number, acreage, livestock, crop sales.

" Governments. Revenues and expenditures, taxes,
employment, pension funds.

" Foreign trade: Exports and imports, origin and desti-
nation, units shipped.

" Other nations. Population, birth rates, death rates,
literacy, fertility.



The othercensuses, such as agriculture, retail trade,

manufactures, and governments, arecollected foryears

ending in "2" and"7." Surveysandestimates programs

generate results as often as every month.

Many of the monthly' "economic indicators" that

measure how the Nation is doing come directly or

indirectly from the Census Bureau Examples : employ-

ment andunemployment ; housing starts ; wholesaleand

retail trade; manufacturers' shipments, inventories, and

orders; export and import trade; and sales of single-

family homes.

The other statistical activities of the Census Bureau

are described below. Data users will find more informa-

tion about them and descriptions of their data products

in the annual Census Catalogand Guide. Also, special

guides and brochures are prepared for most of them.

Contact the Census Bureau's Customer Services for

more information.

Current Demographic and Housing Programs

Two types of current programs complement the

10-year census : population estimates and surveys. The

total population oftheUnitedStates is estimated monthly;

the population of States, counties, and metropolitan

areas is estimated annually ; and the population of

places and other governmental units is estimated every

2years. Projections of future population are made at the

national and State levels .

TheCensus Bureau's many householdsurveys update

population and housing characteristics at the national

level andsometimes for States and metropolitan areas,

as well . These surveys also obtain many characteristics

not included in the 10-year census. The Current Popu-

lation Survey is taken monthly; the American Housing

Survey national sample is taken biennially; the Ameri-

can HousingSurvey metropolitan sample is taken in 44

areas, 11 peryear in a 4-year cycle; most other surveys

are annual or less frequent .

Economic Censuses and Surveys

Theeconomic censuses provide statistics aboutbusi-

ness establishments once every 5years, covering years

ending in "2" and "7." The 1987 Economic Censuses

include the censuses of retail trade, wholesale trade,

service industries, transportation ;..manufactures, -min-

eral industries, andconstruction industries . Also included

are relatedprograms, such as statistics on minority- and

women-owned businesses, enterprise statistics, and

censuses of economic activity in Puerto Rico andsome

of the outlying areas under U.S . jurisdiction .

Several key statistics are tabulated for all industries

covered in the censuses . They are number of establish-

ments, number of employees, payroll, and measure of

output (sales or receipts, and value of shipments or of

work done). Other items vary from sector to sector.

F-6

The Census Bureau also has programs that provide

current statistics on such measures as total sales of

particular kindsof businesses or production of particular

products . These programs include monthly, quarterly,

and annual surveys, the results of which appear in

publication series such as Current Business Reports
and Cwent Industrial Reports The County Business

Patterns program offers annual statistics based on data

compiled primarily from administrative records.

Agriculture Census and Surveys

The agriculture census is conducted concurrently

with the economic censuses . It is the only source of

uniform agriculture data at the county level. It provides

data on such subjects as the number and size of farms

land use and ownership; livestock, poultry, and crops;

and value of products sold

Results of three surveys-the 1988 Farm and Ranch

Irrigation Survey, 1988 Census of Horticulture Special-

ties, and 1988 Agricultural Economics and Land Own-

ership Survey-are published in conjunction with the

1987 Census of Agriculture. Also, the Census Bureau

regularly issues reports from a survey on cotton gin-

nings.

Governments Census and Surveys

The census of governments, also foryears ending in

"2" and "7," covers all types of governments: Federal,

State, county, municipal (place), township (county sub-

division), school district, and special district . It provides

data on such subjects as number of public employees,

payrolls, revenue, and expenditures.

Annual and quarterly surveys cover the same princi-

pal subjects but generate data only for States and the

largest local governments.

Foreign Trade Statistics

Monthly U.S. merchandise trade data compiled by

the Census Bureau summarize export and import trans-

actions and are based on the official documents filed by

shippers and receivers. These figures reflect the flow of

merchandise but not intangibles like services and finan-

cial commitments. The trade figures trace commodity

movements out of and into the U.S . Customs jurisdic-

tion, which includes Puerto Rico and the U.S . Virgin

islands as well as the 50 States and the District of

Columbia Data arepublished separately on trade between

the United States and Puerto Rico, the U.S . Virgin

Islands, and other U.S. possessions.

Other Statistical Activities

The Census Bureau also offers international data. It

maintains an international data base which is available

to the public on computer tape and is used to produce
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the biennial WorldPopulation Profile report. It prepares

studies dealing with the demographic and economic

characteristics of other countries and world regions.

Statistical compendia are another important data

product. These publications (sometimes also offered in

machine-readable form) draw data from many sources
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and reorganize them for convenient use. The most

widely used compendiaaretheannual StatisticalAbstract
of the United States, the County and City Data Book

(published every 5 years), and the State andMetropol-

itan Area Data Book (published approximately every 4

years) .



Figure 1 . 1990 Census Content
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Marital status
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Social characteristics:

Education-enrollment and attainment

Place of birth, citizenship, and year of entry into U.S .

Ancestry

Language spoken at home

Migration (residence in 1985)

Disability

Fertility

Veteran status

Economic characteristics:

Labor force

Occupation, industry, and class of worker

Place of work andjourney to work

Work experience in 1989

Income in 1989

Year last worked

100-PERCENT COMPONENT

SAMPLE COMPONENT

NOTE: Questions dealing withthe subjects covered in the 100-percent componentwere askedof all persons and housing units . Those covered

by the sample component were asked of a sample of the population and housing units.

Housing

Number of units in structure

Number of rooms in unit

Tenure-owned or rented

Value of home or monthly rent

Congregate housing (meals included in rent)

Vacancy characteristics

Housing

Year moved into residence

Number of bedrooms

Plumbing and kitchen facilities

Telephone in unit

Vehicles available

Heating fuel

Source of water and method of sewage disposal

Year structure built

Condominium status

Farm residence

Shelter costs, including utilities
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Figure 2. 1990 Census Printed Reports
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Description

-Percent Data

ample Data

Total population and
housing unit counts for
1990 and previous cen-
suses

nt and Sample Data

100-Percent Data

Population and housing
unit counts, and summary
statistics on age, sex,
race, Hispanic origin,
household relationship,
units in structure, value
and rent, number of
rooms, tenure, and
vacancy characteristics

Statistics on 100-percent
and sample population
and housing subjects

Statistics on 100-percent
and sample population
and housing subjects

Statistics generally on
sample population and
housing subjects

1990 CENSUS OF POPULATION (1990 CP)

Detailed statistics on age,
sex, race, Hispanic origin,
marital status, and house-
hold relationship charac-
teristics

Geographic areas

Local governmental units
(i.e ., counties, places, and
towns and townships), other
county subdivisions, and
American Indian and Alaska
Native areas

States, counties, county sub-
divisions, places, State com-
ponent parts of metropolitan
areas 's) and urbanized
areas UA's), andsummary
geographic areas (for exam-
ple, urban and rural)

In MA's : census tracts/ block
numbering areas (RNA's),
laces of 10,000 or more

Pnhabitants, and counties . In
the remainder of each State:
census tracts/ RNA's, places
of 10,000 or more, and coun-
ties

Congressional districts (CD's)
and, within CD's, counties,
places of 10,000 or more
inhabitants, county subdivi-
sions of 10,000 or more
inhabitants in selected
States, and American Indian
andAlaska Native areas

Local governmental units
(i .e ., counties, places, and
towns and townships), other
county subdivisions, and
American Indian and Alaska
Native areas

States, counties, places of
1,000 or more inhabitants,
county subdivisions of 1,000
or more inhabitants In
selected States, State parts
of American Indian areas,
Alaska Native areas, and
summary geographic areas
such as urban and rural

Series Title
(s)

issued
Report

for

1990 CENSUS OF POPU

10

1990 Summary Popula- U.S ., States, DC,
CPH-1 tion and Housing Puerto Rico, and

Characteristics U.S . Virgin
Islands

1990 Population and U.S ., States, DC,
CPH-2 Housing Unit Puerto Rico, and

Counts U.S . Virgin
Islands

1990 Population and

100-Perc

MA's, and the
CPH-3 Housing Charac- nonmetropolitan

teristics for Cen- balance of each
susTracts and State, Puerto
Block Numbering Rico, and U.S .
Areas Virgin Islands

1990 Population and States and DC
CPH-4 Housing Charac-

teristics for Con-
gressional Districts
of the 103rd Con-
gress

1990 Summary Social, U.S ., States, DC,
CPH-5 Economdc, and Puerto Rico, and

Housing Charac- U.S . Virgin
teristics Islands
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Description

Detailed statistics on age,
sex, race, Hispanic origin,
marital status, and house-
hold relationship charac-
teristics

Detailed statistics on age,

sex, race, Hispanic origin,
marital status, and house-

hold relationship charac-
teristics

Detailed statistics on age,
sex, race, Hispanic origin,
marital status, and house-
hold relationship charac-
teristics

Statistics generally on
sample population sub-
jects

Statistics generally on
sample population sub-
jects

Statistics generally on
sample population sub-
jects

Statistics generally on

sample population sub-
jects

Approximately 30 reports
on population census sub-
jects such as migration,
education, income, the
older population, and
racial and ethnic groups

Geographic areas

American Indian and Alaska
Native areas ; i .e ., American
Indian reservations, off-
reservation trust lands, tribal
jurisdiction statistical areas
(Oklahoma), tribal designated
statistical areas, Alaska
Native village statistical
areas, and Alaska Native
Regional Corporations

Individual MA's . For MA's
split by State boundaries,
summaries are provided both
for the parts and for the
whole MA

Individual UA's . For UA's
split by State boundaries,
summaries are provided both
for the parts and for the
whole UA

States (including summaries
such as urban and rural),
counties, places of 2,500 or
more inhabitants, county sub-
divisions of 2,500 or more
inhabitants in selected
States, Alaska Native areas,
and the State portion of
American Indian areas

American Indian and Alaska
Native areas, as for CPA -1A

Individual MA's, as for
CPA -1 B

Individual UA's, as for
CPA -1 C

Generally limited to the U.S .,
regions, and divisions ; for
some reports, other highly
populated areas such as
States, MA's, counties, and
large places

DATA PRODUCTS AND USER ASSISTANCE

Series Title =ro1r,

1990 CENSUS of

100-Pe

1990 General Population U.S .

CPA -1A Characteristics for
American Indian
and Alaska Native
Areas

1990 General Population U.S .

CPA -1 B Characteristics for
Metropolitan Areas

1990 General Population U.S .

CP-1-1 C Characteristics for
Urbanized Areas

1990 Social and Eco-

S

U.S ., States, DC,

CP-2 nomic Characteris- Puerto Rico, and

tics U.S . Virgin
Islands

1990 Social and Eco- U.S.

CP-2-1A nomic Characteris-
tics for American
Indian and Alaska
Native Areas

1990 Social and Eco- U.S.

CP-2-1 B nomic Characteris-
tics for Metropoli-
tan Areas

1990 Social and Eco- U.S.
CP-2-1 C nomic Characteris-

tics for Urbanized
Areas

1990 Population Subject Selected subjects
CP-3 Reports

F-10
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1990
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OF HOUSING (1990 CH)

-percent Data

Sample Data

Description

Detailed statistics on units

in structure, value and

rent, number of rooms,
tenure, and vacancy char-

acteristics

Detailed statistics on units
in structure, value and
rent, number of rooms,
tenure, and vacancy char-

acteristics

Detailed statistics on units
in structure, value and
rent, number of rooms,
tenure, and vacancy char-
acteristics

Detailed statistics on units
in structure, value and
rent, number of rooms,
tenure, and vacancy char-
acteristics

U.S ., States, DC,

	

Statistics generally on
Puerto Rico, and

	

sample housing subjects
U.S. Virgin
Islands

Geographic areas

States, counties, places of
1,000 or more inhabitants,
county subdivisions of 1,000
or more inhabitants in
selected States, State parts
of American Indian areas,
Alaska Native areas, and
summary geographic areas
such as urban and rural

American Indian and Alaska

Native areas; i.e., American
Indian reservations, trust
lands, tribal jurisdiction statis-
tical areas (Oklahoma), tribal
designated statistical areas,
Alaska Native village statisti-
cal areas, and Alaska Native
Regional Corporations

Individual MA's. For MA's
split by State boundaries,
summaries are provided both
for the parts and for the
whole MA

Individual UA's. For UA's
split by State boundaries,
summaries are provided both
for the parts and for the
whole UA

States (including summaries
such as urban and rural),
counties, places of 2,500 or
more inhabitants, county sub-
divisions of 2,500 or more
inhabitants in selected
States, Alaska Native areas,
and State parts of American
Indian areas

American Indian and Alaska
Native areas, as in 1990
CH-1-1A

Individual MA's, as in 1990

CH-1-1 B

Individual UA's, as in 1990
CH-1-1 C

Generally limited to U.S.,
regions, and divisions ; for
some reports, other highly
populated areas such as
States, MA's, counties, and
large places

1990 General Housing U.S .

CH-1-1A Characteristics for
American Indian
and Alaska Native
Areas

1990 General Housing U.S .
CH-1-1 B Characteristics for

Metropolitan Areas

1990 General Housing U.S .

CH-1-1 C Characteristics for
Urbanized Areas

1990 Detailed Housing U.S. Statistics generally on
CH-2-1A Characteristics for sample housing subjects

American Indian
and Alaska Native
Areas

1990 Detailed Housing U.S. Statistics generally on
CH-2-1 B Characteristics for sample housing subjects

Metropofrtan_AFeas--

1990 Detailed Housing U.S . Statistics generally on
CH-2-1 C Characteristics for sample housing subjects

Urbanized Areas

1990 Housing Subject Selected subjects Approximately 10 reports
CH-3 Reports on housing census sub-

jects such as structural
characteristics and space
utilization

Series Tdle issued
Report)

or

1990 CENSUS

10

1990 General Housing U.S ., States, DC,

CH-1 Characteristics Puerto Rico, and
U.S . Virgin
Islands
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Description

Over 900 cells/ items of 100-
percent population and hous-
ing counts and characteris-
tics for each geographic area

Over 2,100 cells/ items of
100-percent population and
housing counts and charac-
teristics for each geographic
area Each of the STF 2 files
will Include a set of tabula-
tions for the total population
and separate presentations
of tabulations by race and
Hispanic origin

Over 3,300 cells/ items of
sample population and hous-
ing characteristics for each
geographic area

DATA PRODUCTS AND USER ASSISTANCE

and data
(100

type
or

sample)'
percent

Geographic areas

AQ 3 States, counties, county subdivisions, places, census
tracts/ block numbering areas (BNA's), block groups
(BG's) . Also Alaska Native areas and State parts of Ameri-
can Indian areas

B2 3 States, counties, county subdivisions, places, census
tracts/ BNA's, BG's, blocks. Also Alaska Native areas and
State parts of American Indian areas

STF 1 C3 U.S ., regions, divisions, States including summaries such
(100 percent) as urban and. rural), counties, paces of 10,000 or more

inhabitants, county subdivisions of 10,000 or more inhabit-
ants in selected States, metropolitan areas (MA's), urban-
ized areas (UA's), American Indian and Alaska Native
areas

D Congressional districts (CD's) of the 103rd Congress by
State; and within each D : counties, places of 10,000 or
more Inhabitants, county subdivisions of 10,000 or more
inhabitants in selected States, Alaska Native areas, and
American Indian areas

A In MA's : counties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants,
and census tracts/ RNA's. In the remainder of each State:
counties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants, and cen-
sus tracts/ BNA's

STF 2 B States (including summaries such as urban and rural),
(100 percent) counties, places of 1,000 or more inhabitants, county sub-

divisions, State parts of American Indian areas, and Alaska
Native areas

C U.S ., regions, divisions, States (including summaries such
as urban and rural), counties, places of 10,000 or more
inhabitants, county subdivisions of 10,000 or more inhabit-
ants in selected States, all county subdivisions in New
England MA's, American Indian and Alaska Native areas,
MA's, UA's

Az 3 States, counties, county subdivisions, places, census
tracts/ BNA's, BG's. Also Alaska Native areas and State
parts of American Indian areas

B3 Five-digit ZIP Codes within each State

STF 3 C3 U.S ., regions, divisions, States, counties, places of 10,000
(Sample) or more inhabitants, county subdivisions of 10,000 or more

Idhatiitants -in selected States, ARieucan Indian and Alaska
Native areas, MA's, UA's

D CD's of the 103rd Congress by State; and within each CD:
counties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants, county
subdivisions of 10,000 or more inhabitants in selected
States
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(STF 11A, e~
"M

eQ

a"(100d00

	

~r

santime)

STF 4
(Sample)

Geographic areas

A

	

In MA's : counties, places of 10,000 or more Inhabitants,
and census tracts/ BNA's. In the remainder of each State :
counties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants, and cen-
sus tracts/BNA's

B

	

State (including summaries such as urban and rural), coun-
ties, places of 2,500 or more inhabitants, county subdivi-
sions of 2,500 or more inhabitants in selected States, all
county subdivisions in New England MA's, State parts of
American Indian areas, and Alaska Native areas

C

	

U.S., regions, divisions, States (including urban and rural
and metropolitan and nonmetropolitan components), coun-
ties, places of 10,000 or more inhabitants, county subdM-
sions of 10,000 or more Inhabitants In selected States, all
county subdivisions in New England MA's, American Indian
and Alaska Native areas, MA's, UA's

'Similar STF's will be prepared for Puerto Rico and the U.S . Virgin Islands .
Also available on microfiche . STF 1 B microfiche provides only part of the data for blocks and other areas in the tape file .
,Also available on laser disc (CD-ROM) . STF 1 B CD-ROM presents the same file extract as STF 1 B microfiche.

DATA PRODUCTS AND USER ASSISTANCE

Description

Over 8,500 cells,/ items of
sample population and hous-
ing characteristics for each
geographic area Each of the
STF 4 files will include a set
of tabulations for the total
population and separate pre-
sentations of tabulations by
race and Hispanic origin .
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Figure 4. Other 1990 Census Data Products

Tale

	

Description

Subject Summary

	

About 20 computer tope files used to produce

Tape Files

	

the subject reports (1990 CP-3 and 1990 CH-3

series) . On the average, a file is the source of

two subject reports

Public Law 94-171

	

Counts by total, race, and Hispanic origin for
Data File (redistricting

	

the total population and population 18 years

data)

	

old and over, and counts of housing units.
Available on tape, CD-ROM, and paper listings

Census/ Equal Employ-

	

Sample tabulations showing detailed occupa-
ment Opportunity

	

tions and educational attainment data by age ;
(EEO) Special File

	

cross tabulated by sex, Hispanic origin, and
race

County-to-County

	

Summary statistics for all Intro-state county-to-

Migration File

	

county migration streams and significant inter-

state county-to-county migration streams . Each

record will include codes for the geographic

area of destination, and selected characteris-

tics of the persons who made up the migration

stream

Public Use Microdata

	

Machine-readable files containing a sample of

Sample (PUMS) Files

	

individual long-form census records showing

most population and housing characteristics

but with identifying information removed

5 Percent-PUMS
Areas

1 Percent-Metro-
politan Areas (1990)

User-Defined Areas

	

A set of standard tabulations provided on print
Tabulations

	

outs, tapes, or other products with maps and
narrative (if requested)

Special Tabulations

	

User-defined tabulations for specified geo-
graphic areas provided on printouts, tapes, or
other products

F-1 4

Geographic areas

U.S ., regi~ons, divisions, States, metropolitan
areas (MA'S), and large counties and
places

States, counties, county subdivisions,
places, census tracts/ block numbering
areas (BNA's), block groups (BG's), and
blocks ; voting districts where States have

identified them for the Census Bureau ; and
American Indian and Alaska Native areas

Counties, MA's, places of 50,000 or more
Inhabitants

States, counties

County groups, counties, county subdivi-
sions, and places with 100,000 or more
inhabitants

MA's and other large areas with 100,000 or
more inhabitants

User-defined areas created by aggregating
census blocks

User-defined areas or standard areas

DATA PRODUCTS AND USER ASSISTANCE



Data dictionary lines are 80 characters . The character in the first position
determines the type of line . Each variable may have the following lines :

FORMAT

"V"

1 . COMMENTS ("*") lines
2 . DATA DICTIONARY ("D") ; line and DATA DESCRIPTION
3 . VALUE DESCRIPTION ("V") lines
4 . One blank line at the end

Line - Comments

a . "*" in the first position indicates that this is a comment line . This
line can appear any place in the dictionary . It will be used for short
comments or to nullify any value codes .

Line - Data Dictionary

APPENDIX H

Machine-Readable Data Dictionary Layout

This line contains the following information :

Text describing the variable will follow this
COL . 5-65 for as many lines as are needed .

Line - Value Description

This line contains the value description .

line, and appears in

(Any value description exceeding column 80 is continued in COL . 14-80 for as
many lines as are,_needed .)

MACHINE READABLE DICTIONARY

	

H-1

ID "D" COL . 1
BLANK COL. 2
NAME Variable name COL. 3-10
BLANK COL. 11
SIZE Size of data field COL . 12-14
BLANK COL. 15
BEGIN Begin position of data COL. 16-19

ID "V" COL. 1
BLANK COL. 2
VALUE Value code-right justified COL. 3-29
BLANK COL. 30

" ." COL. 31
DESCRIPTION Value description - left justified COL. - 32-80



CONTENTS
Ancestry------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ I-1

Group Quarters-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-23

Hispanic Origin-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-28

Industry-------------------------------- :--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-30
Language---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-37
Occupation-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-45

Place of Birth----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-59

Race- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- I-63

ANCESTRY

APPENDIX I.

Code Lists

This section contains a modified code list for ancestry categories for the PUMS. Some categories have been grouped.

Each person enumerated in the census had the opportunity to enter two distinct ancestry identities which indicated his or her

ethnic origin . Each entry received one of the unique three-digit codes listed below. All codes are listed below. However, not
all ancestry entries are listed . The ancestry codes can be aggregated to create commonly recognized national groupings. For

example, the code for Walloon has been collapsed with other "Belgian" entries to form a national grouping representative of an
area in Europe . National groupings can also be collapsed to represent continental areas. For example, Belgium can be added

to France and other European clusters to form a representation of that continent. "n .e.c." is the abbreviation for not elsewhere
classified.

001-099 WESTERNEUROPE (EXCEPT SPAIN) 007
007

Vasca
Vasco

001 ALSATIAN

001 Alsace Lorraine 008 BELGIAN
008 Belgium

002 ANDORRAN 009 Flemish
002 Andorra 009 Flamand

009 Flanders
003 AUSTRIAN 009 Fleming

003 Austria 009 Vlamand
010 Walloon

004 TIROL

004 Tirolean 011 BRITISH
004 Tirolese 011 Britain
004 Tyrol 011 Briton
004 Tyrolean 011 G B
004 Tyrolese 011 GB

011 Great Britain
005 BASQUE 011 U K

005 Euskalduna 011 UK
005 Euzkadi 011 United Kingdom

012 British Isles
006 FRENCH BASQUE 013 Channel Islander

006 Basque French 013 Guernsey Islander
013 Jersey Islander

007 SPANISH BASQUE 014 Gibraltan
007 Basque Spanish 014 Gibraltar

CODE LISTS



015

016

017 CYPRIOT

018

019

020

021

022

023

GREEK CYPRIOTE

024

026

CODE LISTS

018 Cypriote Greek 029 FRISIAN

TURKISH CYPRIOTE

019 Cypriote Turk

DANISH

029

029
029

029

Friesian

Friesian Islands
Friesland

North Friesland

020 Dane 030 FRIULIAN

020 Denmark 030 Friulan

DUTCH 030 Friulia
021 Amsterdam 030 Furlan

021 Dutchman 030 Furland
021 Holland 031 Ladin
021 Hollander 031 Ladini

021 Netherlander
021 Netherlandian 032 GERMAN

021 Netherlandic 032 Germany
021 Netherlands 034 Berliner

035 Hamburger
ENGLISH 036 Hannover
022 Anglican 036 Hanover

022 England 037 Hessian
022 Mayflower 038 Lubecker

039 Pomeranian

FAEROE ISLANDER 039 Pommern
023 Faeroe Islands 042 Sudetenlander
023 Faeroes 042 Sudeten
023 Faroe Islands 042 Sudetes

043 Westphalian
FINNISH 043 Westfalen
024 Finland 044 East German
024 Fin 045 West German

025 Karelian 045 Palatinate
045 Rhineland

FRENCH
026 France 033 BAVARIAN
026 Franco 033 Bavaria

CORNISH 026 Gascon

015 Cornishman 026 Guienne

015 Cornwall 026 Guyenne
026 Hugenot

CORSICAN 026 Norman

016 Corse 026 Normandy

016 Corsica 026 Wallis Islander

016 Corsu 027 Lorrainian
027 Lorraine

017 Cyprian 028 BRETON

017 Cypriote 028 Breizh

017 Cyprus 028 Bretagne_
028 Brittany
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I-3

040 PRUSSIAN 051 ITALIAN
051 Istria

041 SAXON 051 Italo

041 Sachsen 051 Italy

041 Saxony 052 Trieste

053 Abruzzi

045 GREEK 054 Apulian

046 Greece . 054 Apulia

047 Cretan 055 Basilicata

047 Crete 055 Lucania

048 Cycladic Islander 056 Calabrian

048 Cyclades 056 Calabria

048 Dodecanese Islander 057 Amalfian

048 Peloponnesian 057 Amalfi

057 Amalfitani

049 ICELANDER 057 Campania

049 Iceland 057 Campanian

049 Icelandic 058 Emilia Romagna

059 Rome

049 IRISH 059 Lazio

050 Black Irish 059 Vatican City

050 Clare 060 Ligurian
050 Cork 060 Liguria

050 Donegal 061 Lombardian

050 Dublin - 061 Lombard
050 Dubliner 061 Lombardy

050 Eire 062 Marche
050 Erin 062 Marches
050 Galway 063 Molise

050 Ireland 064 Neapolitan
050 Irish Free State 064 Naples
050 Kerry 065 Piedmontese
050 Kildare 065 Piedmont

050 Kilkenny 066 Puglia
050 Laoighis 067 Sardinian
050 Leitrim 067 Sardegna
050 Leix
050 Limerick 068 SICILIAN

050 Longford 068 Sicily
050 Louth 069 Toscana
050 . _Mayo 069 Tuscan
050 Meath 069 Tuscany
050 Monagham 070 Trentino
050 Offaly 071 Umbrian
050 Roscommon 071 Umbria
050 Sligo 072 Valle Daosta
050 Tipperary 073 Venetian
050 Waterford 073 Venice
050 Westmeath 073 Veneto
050 Wexford 073 Venezia
050 Wicklow 073 Venezia Giulia

074 San Marino



CODE LISTS

074 Venice 083 OCCITAN

083 Occitanie

075 LAPP 083 Provencal

075 Lapland 083 Provence

075 Laplander
075 Lappish 084 PORTUGUESE

075 Samelat 084 Lusitania

084 Lusitanian

076 LIECHTENSTEINER 084 Luso

076 Liechennstein 084 Portugal

076 Liechtenstein
085 AZOREAN

077 LUXEMBURGER 085 Azores Islander

077 Luxembourg 085 Azorian

077 Luxembourgeois 016 086 Madeiran

077 Luxembourger 086 Madeira Islander

077 Luxemburg
087 SCOTCH IRISH

078 MALTESE 087 Scot Irish

078 Gozo
078 Malta 088 SCOTTISH

088 Orkney Islander

079 MANX 088 Pict

079 Isle of Man 088 Pictish

079 Manx Islander 088 Scot

088 Scotch

080 MONEGASQUE 088 Scotland

080 Monacan 088 Scots

080 Monaco 088 Scottie
088 Shetland

081 NORTHERNIRELANDER 088 Shetland Islander

081 Antrim

081 Armagh 089 SWEDISH

081 Derry 089 Swede

081 Down 089 Sweden

081 Fermanagh 090 Aland Islander

081 Londonderry

081 Northern Ireland 091 SWISS

081 Orangeman 091 Switzerland

081 Tyrone 092 Suisse

081 Ulster 093 Switzer
081 Ulsterite 093 Schweiz
081 Ulsterman 095 Romansch

095 Romansh

082 NORWEGIAN 096 Suisse Romane

082 Jan Meyen Islander 096 Ticino

082 Norse
082 Norsk 097 WELSH

082 Norway 097 Wales

082 Spitsbergen 097 Welch

082 Svalbard Islander

1-4



098 SCANDINAVIAN 108 COSSACK

098 Nordic
098 Scandinavia

099 CELTIC

099 Celt
099 Celtish 109

108 Don Cossack
108 Orenburg Cossack

108 Terek Cossack
108 Ural Cossack

CROATIAN
109 Croat

100-180 EASTERN EUROPE ANDSOVIET UNION 109 Croatia

109 Dalmatian

100 ALBANIAN 109 Zadar

100 Albania 109 Zara
100 Arberesh

100 Geg 111 CZECH

100 Gheg 111 Chech
100 Italo Albanian 111 Chekh

100 Kossovo 112 Bohemian
100 Tosc 113 Moravian
100 Tosk

114 CZECHOSLOVAKIAN
101 AZERBAIJANI 114 Czechoslovak

.iu.i Aajeruaijani 114 Czechoslovakia
101 Aderbaijaniah 114 Tczechoslovakia
101 Azerbaidzhan 114 Tczechoslovakian
101 Azeri
101 Azeris 115 ESTONIAN

115 Estonia
102 BELOURUSSIAN 116 Livonian

102 Bielorus 116 Liv
102 Byelorussian

117 FINNO UGRIAN
103 BULGARIAN 117 Komi

103 Bulgar 117 Mari
103 Bulgaria 117 Udmurt
103 Bulgaro Macedonian 118 Mordovian
103 Eastern Rumelian 118 Mordva

118 Mordvin
104 CARPATHO RUSYN 119 Voytak

104 Carpatho Rus
104 Carpatho Russian 120 GRUZIIA
104 . .Q--arpatho.Ruthenian '120 ' Gruzinets
105 Carpathian
105 Carpatho 122 GERMAN FROM RUSSIA

123 Volga
106 RUSYN 123 Black Sea German

106 Rus 123 Volga German
106 Rusin 123 Volhynian German
106 Rusnak

124 ROM
107 RUTHENIAN 124 Boyash

107 Ruthenia 124 Cali
124 Churara

CODE LISTS
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124 Send 142 POLISH

124 Xoraxaya 142 Gorali
142 Masurian

125 HUNGARIAN 142 Poland
125 Hungary 142 Pole

125 Szekler 142 Polonia
126 Magyar 142 Polska

143 Kashubian
127 KALMYK 143 Kashube

127 Kalmuck
144 ROMANIAN

128 LATVIAN 144 Roman
128 Latvi 144 Romania

128 Latvia 144 Roumanian

128 Lett 144 Rumanian
128 Lettish 144 Transylvanian

144 Transylvania

129 LITHUANIAN 145 Bessarabian

129 Jmoud 145 Dobruja

129 Lithuania 146 Moldavian
147 Wallachian

130 MACEDONIAN 147 Vlach

130 Macedonia

L30 Slavophone 148 RUSSIAN
131 Montenegrin 148 Black Russian
131 Orna Gora 148 Great Russian

148 Rossiya
132 NORTHCAUCASIAN 148 Russia

132 Abkhazian 148 Red Russian
132 Adyge 150 Muscovite

132 Avar 150 Moscow
132 Caucasus Mountains 150 Moskva
132 Chechen

132 Dagestan 152 SERBIAN

132 Dagestani 152 Serb
132 Daghestan
132 Darghinian 153 SLOVAK
132 Gortsy 153 Slovakian

124 Dom 132 Ingush

124 Gitanos 132 Kabardinian

124 Gypsy 132 Lezghian

124 Kalderash 132 Tavlintsy

124 Lowrara 133 North Caucasian Turkic

124 Luri 133 Adzharian

124 Machwaya 133 Balkar

124 Manouche 133 Cherkess

124 Melungeon 133 Circassian

124 Nat 133 Karacay

124 Romany 133 Karachay

124 Romany 133 Kumyk
124 Rommany 140 Ossetian
124 Romnichal



153 Slovjak 168

168

Kazak
Kazakh

154 SLOVENE 168 Kirghiz

154 Slovenc 168 Kirgiz

154 Slovenian 168 Turcoman
154 Slovenski 168 Turkmen

155 Sorbian/Wend 168 Turkmenian
155 Lusatia 168 Turkmenistan

155 Lusatian Serb 168 Turkoman

155 Lusatian Sorb 168 Turkomen
155 Sorb 168 Turkuman

155 Sorbian 168 Uiger

155 Wend 168 Uigur
155 Wenden 168 Uygur
155 Wendish 169 Uzebeg

169 Usbeg

156 SOVIET TURKIC 169 Usbek
157 Bashkir 169 Uzbek
158 Chuvash

158 Chevash 171 UKRAINIAN
159 Gagauz 171 Little Russian
160 Mesknetian 171 Malo Russian
161 Tuvinian 171 Ukraine
161 Tuva 172 Lemko
163 Yakut 172 Lemkian

173 Bioko
164 SOVIET UNION N.E.C. 173 Boyko

164 US S R 174 Husel
164 Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
164 USSR 175 WINDISH

175 Prekmurje
165 TATAR 175 Vind

165 Crimean 175 Wind
165 Crimean Tatar 175 Windisch
165 Kazan Tatar

165 Nogay Tatar 176 YUGOSLAVIAN
165 Volga Tatar 176 Yugoslavia
167 Soviet Central Asia 176 Yugoslav
167 KurilIslander 176 Yugoslavia
167 Kurile Islander 177 Hercegovinian
167 ,Kyrilian . 177 Bosanci
167 Saghalien 177 Bosnian
167 Sakhalin Islander 177 Bosnjaci
167 Siber 177 Bosnjak
167 Siberian 177 Hercegovinian
167 Tadjik

167 Tadzhik 178 SLAVIC
167 Tadzik 178 Koakslav
167 Tajik 178 Slav

178 Slavish
168 TURKESTANI 178 Slavonic

168 Karakalpak 179 Slavonian

CODE LISTS
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190 Byzantine
190 East Europe

208 Canario

Canary Islander

191 BUCOVINA 210 MEXICAN
191 Bukovina 210 Mex

211 MexicanAmerican
193 SILESIAN 211 MexAm

193 Silesia 211 MexAmerican
211 Mexam

195 EUROPEAN 211 MexicanAm
195 Euro-White 211 Mexican Amer
195 Europe 211 Mexican USA

211 Mexicanam
196 GALICIAN 212 Mexicano

196 Galicia 212 Mexicana
213 Chicano

200-299 HISPANIC CATEGORIES (WITH SPAIN) 213 Chicana
214 La Rata

200 SPANIARD 218 Mexican State
200 Espana 218 Aguascalientes

200 Espanol 218 Baja California
200 Espanola 218 Campeche
200 Iberan 218 Chiapas
200 Iberian 218 Chihuahua
200 Ibero '218 Coahuila
200 Spain 218 Colima
201 Andalusian 218 Distrito Federal
202 Asturian 218 Durango
203 Castillian 218 Guanajuato
203 Castellana 218 Guerrero
203 Castellano 218 Hidalgo
203 Castile 218 Jalisco
203 Castlllian 218 Mexico

218 Michoacan
204 CATALONIAN 218 Morelos

204 Catalan 218 Nayarit

I-8

181-199 EUROPE N.E.C . 204 Catalana

204 Catalonia
181 CENTRAL EUROPEAN 205 Balearic Islander

181 Central Europe 205 Majorca
181 Middle European 205 Majorcan

205 Mallorca
183 NORTHERN EUROPEAN 205 Mallorcan

183 North Europe 205 Mallorquin
205 Mallorquina

185 SOUTHERN EUROPEAN 206 Gallego
185 South Europe 206 Gallega

207 Valencian
187 WESTERNEUROPEAN 207 Valenciana

187 West Europe 207 Valenciano

208 Canarian
190 EASTERN EUROPEAN 208 Canaria
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218 Nuevo Leon 227 CENTRALAMERICAN

218 Oaxaca 227 America Central

218 Puebla 227 Central America

218 Querataro 227 Centroamericana

218 San Luis Potosi 227 Centroamericano

218 Sinaola

218 Sonora 229 CANALZONE

218 Tobasco 229 Zonian

218 Tamaulipas

218 Tlaxcala 231 ARGENTINEAN

218 Tlaxkala 231 Argentina

218 Vera Cruz 231 Argentine

218 Veracruz 231 Argentinian

218 Yucatan 231 Argebtino

218 Zacatecas
232 BOLIVIAN

221 COSTA RICAN 232 Bolivia

221 Costa Rica 232 Boliviana

221 Costarricense 232 Boliviano

221 Costarriquena
221 Costarriqueno 233 CHILEAN

233 Chile

222 GUATEMALAN 233 Chilena

222 Guatemala 233 Chileno

222 Guatamalteca
222 Guatemalteco 234 COLOMBIAN

234 Antiochio

223 HONDURAN 234 Colombia
223 Honduras 234 Colombiana
223 Hondurena 234 Colombiano

223 Hondureno
235 ECUADORIAN

224 NICARAGUAN 235 Ecuador
224 Nicaragua 235 Ecuadoran
224 Nicaraguena 235 Ecuatoriana
224 Nicaragueno 235 Ecuatoriano
224 Nicaraguense 235 Galapagos Islander

225 PANAMANIAN 236 PARAGUAYAN
225 Panama 236 Paraguay
225 Panamena_ 236 Paraguaya
225 Panameno 236 Paraguayana

236 Paraguayano
226 SALVADORAN 236 Paraguayo

226 El Salvador
226 El Salvadorean 237 PERUVIAN
226 El Salvadorian 237 Peru
226 Salvador 237 Peruana
226 Salvadorean 237 Peruano
226 Salvadorena
226 Salvadoreno 238 URUGUAYAN
226 Salvadorian 238 Uruguay



239

248

249

250

261

271

275

I-10
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238 Uruguaya

238 Uruguayo

VENEZUELAN

290 HISPANIC
290 Hispana
290 Hispano

239 Venezolana 291 SPANISH

239 Venezolano 291 Spanish

239 Venezuela 292 Californio
293 Tejano

CRIOLLO 293 Tejana

248 Criolla 294 Nuevo Mexicano
295 Spanish American

SOUTHAMERICAN
249 America Del Sur 300-359 WEST INDIES

249 SouthAmerica
249 Sudamerica 300 BAHAMIAN
249 Sudamericana 300 Bahama Islander

249 Sudamericano 300 Bahamas

LATINAMERICAN 301 BARBADIAN

250 American Latina 301 Barbados
250 Latinoamericana

250 Latinoamericano 302 BELIZEAN
251 Latin 302 Belice
252 Latino 302 Belicean
252 Latina 302 Beliceno

302 Belize
PUERTO RICAN 302 British Honduran
261 Boricua

261 Borinquena 303 BERMUDAN
261 Borinqueno 303 Bermuda
261 New York Puerto Rican 303 Bermuda Islander
261 P R 303 Bermudas
261 PR 303 Bermudian '
261 Puerto Rico

261 Puertorriquena 304 CAYMAN ISLANDER
261 Puertorriqueno

308 JAMAICAN
CUBAN 308 Jamaica
271 Cuba
271 Cubana 310 DUTCHWEST INDIES
271 Cubano 310 Black Dutch
271 Guajira 310 Netherlands Antilles
271 Guajiro 311 Aruba Islander

311 Aruban
DOMINICAN 311 Bonaire Islander
275 DR 311 Curacao Islander
275 Dominican Republic . 312 St Maartem Islander
275 Dominicana 312 Saba Islander
275 Dominicano 312 St Eustatius Islander
275 Espanola Island 312 St Martin Islander
275 Hispaniola

275 Santo Domingo



314

	

TRINIDADIAN TOBAGONUkN

	

329

	

Grenada Islander

322

	

BRITISH WEST INDIES

	

360-399 CENTRAL&SOUTHAMERICA

322

	

British West Indien

	

(EXCEPT HISPANIC)

323

	

Turks and Caicos Islander

323

	

Caicos Islander

	

360

	

BRAZILIAN
323

	

Grand Turk Islander

	

360

	

Brazil
323

	

Turks Islander

324

	

Anguilla Islander

	

365

	

SANANDRES
324 Anguillian

325

	

Antigua and Barbudd

	

370

	

GUYANESE
325

	

Angigua Islander

	

370

	

British Guiana

325 Antiguan

	

370 Guyana
325

	

Barbuda Islander

	

375

	

Providencia
325 Barbudan

325

	

Redonda Islander._

	

380

	

SURINAM
326

	

Montserrat Islander

	

380

	

Dutch Guiana
326

	

Montserratian

	

380

	

Netherlands Guiana

327

	

Kitts/Nevis Islander

	

380

	

Suriname
327 Kittitian
327

	

Nevis Islander

	

400-499 NORTH AFRICAN AND

327

	

Nevisian

	

SOUTHWEST ASIA
327

	

Sombrero Islander
327

	

St Christopher Islander

	

400

	

ALGERIAN
327

	

St Kitts Islander

	

400

	

Algeria
328

	

Dominica Islander
329 Grenadian

CODE LISTS

315
315

316
316

US

Trinidadian
Trinidad
Tobagonian

Tobago

VIRGIN ISLANDER

330
330

330
330
331

Vincent/Grenadine Islander

Grenadities Islander

St Vincent Islander

Vincentian
St Lucia Islander

317 US Virgin Islander 332 FRENCH WEST INDIES

317 Virgin Islander 333 Guadeloupe Islander

318 St Croix Islander 333 Martinicois

318 Crucian 333 Martinique Islander

318 Crucan 334 Cayenne

318 Santa Cruz 334 French Guiana

319 St John Islander 334 French Guianese

319 St Johnian Islander 334 Guyane

319 St Jon Islander

320 St Thomas Islander 335 WEST INDIAN

320 St Thomian 335 Arawak

320 St Tomas Islander 335 Carib
335 Caribbean

BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDER 335 Garfiuna

321 Anegada 335 West Indies

321 Jost Van Dyke

321 Peter and Norman Islands 336 HAITIAN

321 Tortolan 336 Haiti

321 Virgin Gorda 336 Hayti



402

404

406

408

411

412

413

414
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CODE LISTS

EGYPTIAN 417 Iraq

402 Copht
402 Copt 419 ISRAELI
402 Egypt 419 Israel

402 Fellaheen
402 Fellahin 421 JORDANIAN

402 United Arab Republic 421 Hashemite

421 Hsahimite
LIBYAN 421 Jordan

404 Libya 422 Transjordan

404 Tripoli
404 Tripolitanian 423 KUWAITI

423 Kuwait

MOROCCAN
406 Moor 425 LEBANESE

406 Moorish 425 Beirut

406 Morocco 425 Lebanon

406 Tangier 425 Maronite

407 Ifni
427 SAUDI ARABIAN

TUNISIAN 427 Saudi

408 Tunis 427 Saudi Arabia

408 Tunisia
429 SYRIAN

NORTH AFRICAN 329 Webel Druze

429 Drusean

ALHUCEMAS 429 Jebel Druse

412 Ceuta 429 Djebel Druze

412 Chafarinas 429 Jebel Ed Druz

412 Melilla 429 Latakia

429 Latakian

BERBER ' ' 429 Syria

RIO DE ORO 431 ARMENIAN

414 Ssguia El Hamra 431 Armenia

BAHRAINI 434 TURKISH

415 Bahrain 434 Turk

415 Bahrayn 434 Turkey

415 Bahrein 434 Hatay

415 Bahreini
435 YEMENI

IRANIAN 435 Yemen

416 Iran 435 Yemen Arab Republic

416 Irani 435 Yemenite

416 Parsi
416 Persia 436 OMANI

416 Persian 436 Oman

416 Teheran 437 Muscan

438 Trucial States

IRAQI 438 TrucialOman

417 Irak 439 Qatar



500 ANGOLAN

500 Angola

CODE LISTS

441 Bedouin 500 Cabinda

442 KURDISH 502 BENIN

442 Kurd 502 Dahoman

444 Kuria Muria Islander 502 Dahom
502 Dahomey

465 PALESTINIAN 502 Dahomeyan

465 Palestine 502 Fon

466 Gaza Strip

466 Gazan 504 BOTSWANA

467 West Bank 504 Bechuana

504 Bechuanaikand

470 SOUTHYEMEN 504 Botswanaland

470 Peoples Democratic Republic of Yemen

471 Aden 506 BURUNDIAN

471 Aden Protectorate 506 Burundi

506 Urundi

480 UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
480 Abu Dhabi 508 CAMEROONIAN
480 Ajman 508 Cameroon

480 Dubai 508 Cameroun

480 Fujairah 508 Fako
480 Ras al Kaimah

480 Sharjah 510 CAPE VERDEAN

480 UmmAl Qaiwain 510 Brava
510 Caba Verdian

482 ASSYRIAN 510 Cape Verde Islander
482 Aramean

482 Assyria 512 CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
482 Chaldean 512 Ubangii Shari
482 Chaldo
482 Jacobite 513 CHADIAN
482 Kaldany 513 Chad
482 Kaldu

482 Kasddem 515 CONGOLESE
482 Kasdu 515 Congo
482 Nestorian 516 Congo Brazzaville
482 Telkeffee

519 DJIBOUTI
490 MIDEAST 519 Afars and Issas

490 Middle Eastern 519 Jibuti

495 ARAB 520 EQUATORIAL GUINEA
495 Arabia 520 Rio Muni
495 Arabian 521 Corsico Islander

521 Annobon Islander
496 Arabic 521 Bioko Islander

521 Elobeis Islander
500-599 SUBSA~ AFRICA 521 Fernando Po Islander



CODE LISTS

522 ETHIOPIAN 549 MOZAMBICAN

522 Abyssinia 549 Mozambique

522 Abyssinian
522 Ethiopia 550 NAMIBIAN

523 Eritrean 550 Namibia

525 GABONESE 551 NIGER

525 Gabon
525 Gaboon - 553 NIGERIAN

525 Gabun 553 Nigeria
554 Fulah

527 GAMBIAN 554 Fulani

527 Gambia 555 Hausa

556 Ibo

529 GHANIAN 557 Tiv

529 Ashanti 558 Yoruba

529 Ghana
529 Ghanese 561 RWANDAN

529 Ghanian 561 Rwanda

529 Gold Coast

529 Twi 564 SENEGALESE
564 Dakar

530 GUINEAN 564 Senegal

530 Guinea
566 SIERRA LEONEAN

531 GUINEA BISSAU 566 Sierra Leone

531 IVORY COAST 568 SOMALIAN
568 Somali Republic

534 KENYAN 568 Somalia
534 Kenya

569 SWAZILAND

538 LESOTHO
538 Basuto 570 SOUTH AFRICAN

538 Basutoland 570 Republic of South Africa

538 Basutoland 570 South Africa
571 Union of South Africa

541 LIBERIAN 571 Orange Free State
541 Liberia 571 Pretoria

571 Transkei

543 MADAGASCAN 571 Transvaal
543 Madagascar 572 Afrikaner

572 Boer

545 MALAWIAN 573 Natal

545 Malwai 573 Natalian

546 MALIAN _ 574 ZULU

546 Mali 574 Zululand

547 MAURITANIAN 576 SUDANESE

547 Mauritania 576 Soudan
576 Soudanese
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576 Sudan

	

595 Mauritian

577

	

Dinka

	

595

	

Mairitius Islander

578 Nuer

CODE LISTS

	

I-15

579 Fur

579 Darfur

580 Baggara

596-599 SUBSAHARA AFRICA N.E.C.

596 CENTRAL AFRICAN

c:entrai Anca

582 TANZANIAN 596 Middle Congo

582 Tanzania 597 Eastern African

583 Tanganyikan 597 East Africa

583 Tanganyika 597 Galla

584 Zanzibar Islander 597 Kikuyu

584 Zanzzbaai 597 Masai

598 Western African

586 TOGO 598 West Africa

586 Togoland 599 African

586 Togolander 599 Africa

586 Togolese
600-699 SOUTH ASIA

588 UGANDAN

588 Lugbara 600 AFGHANISTAN

588 Uganda 600 Afghan
601 Baluchistan

589 UPPERVOLTAN 601 Baluchi

589 Upper Volta 602 Pathan
590 Volta

603 BANGLADESHI

591 ZAIRIAN 603 Bangladesh
591 Belgian Congo 603 Bungaladese

591 Congo Kinshasa 603 East Pakistan
591 Kinshasa
591 Zaire 607 BHUTANESE

607 Bhotan
592 ZAMBIAN 607 Bhutan

592 Zambia
609 NEPALI

593 ZIMBABWEAN 609 Nepal
593 Rhodesia 609 Nepalese
593 Rhodesian 609 Nepalis

593 Southern Rhodesian

593 Zimbabwe 615 ASIAN INDIAN
593 Zimbabwe Rhodesia 615 Behar

615 Bharat
594 AFRICANISLANDS(EXCEPTMADAGASCAR) 615 Bharati

594 Comoros Islander 615 Bihar
594 Principe Islander 615 Delhi
594 Reunion Islander 615 Dravidian
594 Sao Tome Islander 615 Dravidic
594 Seychelles Islander 615 Hindoo
594 St Helena Islander 615 Hindu
594 St Pierre Islander 615 India
594 Tristan De Cunha Islander 615 Indian Asian
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615 Indian Hindu 648 Pondichery

615 Indic 650 Punjabi

615 Indo Aryan 650 Punjab

615 Indo Asian 652 Rajasthani

615 Indo Dravidian 652 Rajasthan

615 Indoaryan 654 Sikkim

615 Indoasian 654 Sikkimese

615 Indodravidian 656 Tamil Nadu

615 Kashuuri 656 Tamil

615 Khalistan 656 Tamilian

615 Pacific Asian 656 Tamilic

615 Sikh 658 Uttar Pradesh

615 SouthAsian 675 East Indies

615 VizPorsi

616 Kashmir 680 PAKISTAN

616 Kashmiri 680 Pakistani

616 Kashmirian 680 Jammu

618 Bengali 680 Sind

618 Bangoli 680 West Pakistan

618 Bangoli

618 Bengal 690 SRI LANKAN

618 Bengalee 690 Ceylon

618 Bengalese 690 Ceylonese

620 East Indian 690 Shri Lanka

620 Indian East 690 Shri Lankan

622 Andamanese 690 Sri Lanka

622 Andaman 691 Singhalese

622 Andaman Islander 691 Sinhalese

622 Nicobar Islander 692 Veddah

624 Andhra Pradesh 692 Vedda

626 Assamese 692 Veddoid

626 Assam

628 Goanese 695 MALDIVIAN

628 Goa 695 Maldive Islander

628 Goan 695 Maldives

630 Gujarati

630 Gujarat 700-799 OTHER ASIA

632 Karnatakan
632 Karnataka 700 BURMESE

634 Keralan 700 Burma

634 Kerala 700 Burman

636 Madhya Pradesh 700 Cachin

638 Maharashtran 700 Chin

638 Maharashtra 700 Karen

640 Madrasi 700 Mon

640 Madras 700 Palaung

642 Mysore 702 Shan
642 Mizoran

644 Nagaland 703 CAMBODIAN

644 Naga 703 Cambodia

646 Orissa 703 Kampuchean

648 Pondicherry 704 Khmer
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740 JAPANESE

712 MONGOLIAN 740 Japan

712 Buriat 740 Nippon

712 Buryat 740 Nipponese

712 Mongol 741 Issei

712 Mongolia 742 Nisei
743 Sansei

714 TIBETAN 744 Yonsei

714 Thibet 745 Gosei

714 Tibet
746 RYUKYU ISLANDER

716 HONG KONG 746 Northern Ryukyu Islander
716 Hong Kong Chinese

716 Eastern Archipelago 748 OKINAWAN

716 Riau Islander 748 Okinawa
748 Onik

718 MACAO
718 Portuguese Macao 750 KOREAN

750 Chosen

720 FILIPINO 750 Korea
720 Cebuanos 750 North Korean

750 South Korean
720 Illocanos
720 Philipino 765 LAOTIAN
720 Philippines 765 Lao
720 Philippino Islander 765 Laos
720 Pilipino 766 Meo
720 Tagalog
720 Visayan 768 HMONG

768 Hmongtana
730 INDONESLAN 768 Laohmong

730 Ascension Islander 768 Mong
730 Bangka
730 Banka 770 MALAYSIAN
730 Billiton 770 Malay
730 Celebes Islander 770 Malayan
730 Celebesian 770 Malaysia
730 Dutch East Indian 770 Sakai
730 Indonesia 770 Semang
730 Molucca Islander 770 Senoi
730 Moluccan
730 Pangdangan

706 CHINESE 730 Portuguese Timor

730 Spice Islander

706 Chino 730 Sulawesi Islander

706 Jehol 730 Tampango

706 Sino Chinese 732 Boreno

706 Yao 734 Java

707 Cantonese 734 Javanese

708 Manchurian 736 Sumatran

708 Manchuria 736 Sumatra

709 Mandarin



771

774

776

785

790

792

793

794

I-18

782

783

CODE LISTS

NORTHBORNEO

771 Brunei
771 Sabah

771 Sarawak

SINGAPOREAN

795 ASIAN
795 Asia
795 Asiatic
795 Orient

795 Oriental

774 Singapore 800-899 PACIFIC

THAI 800 AUSTRALIAN

776 Siam 800 Australia
776 Siamese 800 Moen

776 Tai 800 New South Wales
776 Thailand 800 Northern Territory
776 Thialander 800 Queensland

777 Black Thai 800 SouthAustralia
777 Thai Dam 800 Victoria

777 Thaidam 800 Western Australia
778 Western Lao 800 Tasmanian

801 Tasmania
TAIWANESE 802 Australian Aborigine

782 Taiwan

803 NEWZEALANDER
FORMOSAN 803 New Zealand

783 Formosa

808 POLYNESIAN
VIETNAMESE 808 Ellis

785 Anam 808 Norfolk Islander
785 Annam 808 Polynesia
785 Annamese 808 Polynesia Islander
785 Annamite 808 Satuvaluan
785 North Vietnamese 808 Tulo Anese
785 South Vietnamese 808 Tuvalu
785 Vietnam 808 Tuvalauan
786 Katu 809 Kapinagamarangan
787 Ma 809 Nukoroan
788 Mnong 810 Maori

MONTAGNARD 811 HAWAIIAN
790 Cham 811 Hawaiian Islander
790 Chom 811 Hawaiian Native

811 Mixed Hawaiian
INDO CHINESE 811 Native Hawaiian
792 Indo China 813 Part Hawaiian
792 Indochina
792 Indochinese 814 SAMOAN

814 American Samoan
EURASIAN 814 Samoa
793 Indo European 814 Swains Island
793 Indoeuropean 814 Tutuila

AMERASIAN 815 TONGAN
815 Niukro



815 Tonga

	

827 Ngatikese

815

	

Tonga Islander

	

827

	

Pingelapese
827 Pohnpeian

827 Mokilese

CODE LISTS
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816 TOKELAUAN

816 Toelau
816 Tokelau Islander

827 Ponape

827 Ponape Islander
827 Prohnpen
827 Pronpen

817 COOK ISLANDER
828 CHUUKESE

818 TAHITIAN 828 Chuuk

818 French Polynesia 828 Chuukian

818 Society Islander 828 Hall Islander
818 Tahiti 828 Mortlockese

828 Namanouito
819 NIUEAN 828 Pulapese

828 Pulasukese
820 MICRONESIAN 828 Pulwaatese

820 FSM 828 Tamatamian
820 Micronesia Islander 828 Truk
820 US Trust Territory of the Pacific 828 Truk Islander

828 Trukese
821 GUAMANIAN 828 Ulul

821 Gu
821 Guam 829 YAPESE
822 Chamorro 829 Yap
822 Chamorro Islander 829 Yap Islander

823 SAIPANESE 830 CAROLINIAN
823 Micanina 830 Caroline Islander
823 Northern Marianas Islander 830 Eauripikese
823 Saipan Islander 830 Faisian
823 Rota 830 Ifalukese
823 Rotanese 830 Lamotrekese
823 Rotinian 830 Satawalese

830 Ulithian
824 PALAUAN 830 Woleaian

824 Belau
824 Belauan 831 KIRIBATESE
824 Puloanese 831 Gilbertese
824 RP
824 R.P. 832 NAURUAN
824 RP
824 Sonsorolese 833 TARAWA ISLANDER
824 Tulo Anese 833 Tarawa

825 MARSHALLESE 834 TINIAN ISLANDER
825 Marshall Islander 834 Tinian

826 KOSRAEAN 840 MELANESIAN ISLANDER
840 Melanesia

827 PONAPEAN
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841 FIJIAN 914 SAINDIAN

841 Fiji
841 Fiji Islander 920 AMERICAN INDIAN

920 Blackfoot

843 NEW GUINEAN 920 Cherokee

844 Papuan 920 Mayan
844 Papua 920 Native American

920 Navajo
845 SOLOMON ISLANDER

845 British Solomons 921 ALEUT

921 Aleutian

846 NEWCALEDONIAN ISLANDER 921 Aleutian Islander

846 New Caledonia
922 ESKIMO

847 VANUATUAN
847 New Hebrides Islander 923 INUIT
847 NHB

847 Ni Vanuatu 924 WHITE

924 Caucasian

850 PACIFIC ISLANDER 924 Swamp Yankee

850 Campbell Islander 924 Wasp

850 Christmas Islander 924 Yankee

850 Kermadec Islander 925 Anglo

850 Midway Islander 925 Anglo Saxon

850 Phoenix Islander 925 Anglosaxon

850 Pi 927 Applachian

850 Wake Islander 927 Hillbilly
860 PacificN.E.C. 928 Aryan

860 Oceania
860 Oceanica 929 PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN

860 Paccian 929 Amish

860 Pacific 929 Hutterite
861 Part Samoan 929 Mennonite

862 Chamolinian 929 Pennsylvania Dutch

863 RESERVED CODES 930 GREENLANDER

900 AFRO AMERICAN 931 CANADIAN

900 Afroamerican 931 Albertan

900 Afro 931 British Canadian

902 African American : 931 British Columbia

902 AfricanAmer 931 British Columbian

903 Black 931 Canada
904 Negro 931 English Canadian
905 Nonwhite 931 Labrador
906 Colored 931 Labradorean

906 Bilalian 931 Labradorian

906 Nigritian 931 Manitoba
907 Creole 931 Manitoban
908 Mulatto 931 New Brunswick

931 Ontarian

913 CAINDIAN 931 Ontario
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931 Prince Edward Islander 952 Illinoisan

931 Saskatchewan 953 Indiana

931 Yukon 953 Indianan

931 Yukoner 954 Iowa

933 Newfoundland 955 Kansan

934 Nova Scotian 955 Kansas

934 Nova Scotia 956 Kentucky

957 Louisiana

935 FRENCH CANADIAN 958 Maine

935 Canadien 959 Maryland

935 Franco American 959 Marylander

935 Quebec 960 Massachusetts

935 Quebecois 961 Michigan
961 Michigander

936 ACADIAN 962 Minnesota

936 Acadia 962 Minnesotan

937 Cajun 963 Mississippi

963 Mississippian
939 AMERICAN 964 Missouri

939 America 964 Missourian
939 Americans 965 Montana

965 Monranan

940 UNITED STATES 966 Nebraska
940 US 966 Nebraskan

940 USA 967 Nevada
940 Unites States of America 967 Nevadan

940 US 968 NewHampshire
940 USA 969 New Jersey
941 Alabama 969 NewJerseyite
941 Alabaman 970 New Mexican
941 Albamian 970 NewMexico
942 Alaska 971 New York
942 Alaskan 971 New Yorker
943 Arizona 972 North Carolina
943 Arizonan 972 North Carolinian
943 Arizonian 973 North Dakota
944 Arkansan 973 North Dakotan
944 Arkansas 974 Ohio
945 California 974 Ohioan
945 Californian 976 Oklahoma
946 Coloradan 976 Oklahoman
946 "C61orado 977 Oregon
947 Connecticut 977 Oregonian
948 DC 978 Pennsylvania
948 DC 979 Rhode Island
948 District of Columbia 979 Rhode Islander
948 Washington DC 980 South Carolina
949 Delaware 980 South Carolinian
950 Florida 981 South Dakota
950 Floridian 981 South Dakotan
951 Idaho 982 Tennessean
952 Illinois 982 Tennessee
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983 Texan 998 OTHER RESPONSES

983 Texas 998 Adventist

984 Utah 998 Agnostic

985 Vermont 998 Apostolic

985 Vermonter 998 Ashkenazim

986 Virginia 998 Ashkenazim Jew

986 Virginian 998 Atheist

987 Washington 998 Bahai

987 Washingtonian 998 Baptist

988 West Virginia 998 Black Muslim

988 West Virginian 998 Brethren

989 Wisconsin 998 Buddhist

990 Wyoming 998 Catholic

991 Georgia 998 Christian

991 Georgian 998 Christian Scientist

993 Southerner 998 Congregationalist
998 Episcopal

994 NORTH AMERICAN 998 Evangelist

994 North America 998 Hebrew
998 Holiness

959-999 RESIDUAL AND NO RESPONSE 998 Islam

998 Islamic

995 MIXTURE 998 Jain

995 Bi Racial 998 Jehovahs Witnesses

995 Biracial 998 Jehovah's Witnesses

995 Combination 998 Jewish

995 Everything 998 Latter Day Saints

995 Heinz57 998 Lutheran

995 Homo Sapien 998 Methodist

995 Human Being 998 Mormon

995 Many 998 Moslem

995 Mixed 998 Muslem

995 Multi National 998 Muslim

995 Multiple 998 Orthodox

995 Several 998 Pentecostal

995 Various 998 Presbyterian
998 Protestant

996 UNCODABLE ENTRIES 998 Quaker

996 Adopted 998 Roman Catholic

996 Do Not Know 998 Salvation Army

996 Dont Know 998 Sephardic
996 Gery 998 SephardicJew

996 Kuttuse 998 Sephardim

996 None 998 Seventh Day Adventist

996 PigLatin 998 Shiite

996 Refused 998 Unitarian

996 Roc 998 Yiddish

996 Tianglap 998 Zoroastrian

996 Tobian 999 NOTREPORTED

996 Unknown
997 Deferred Cases
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GROUP QUARTERS

This section contains the alphabetical code list for group quarters . The group quarters code list was used by special place

prelist enumerators to classify each type of group quarters . Each group quarters code is a two-digit number followed by either
an "I" (institutional) or "N" (noninstitutional) suffix. The group quarters codes listed in the second column are for staff residing
in group quarters .

CODE LISTS

	

1-23

GQ

codes

Staff

residents

GQ codes

87-N -- A. College Quarters Off Campus

(Code only if occupied by 10 or more unrelated persons. If less than 10, these are classified as a housing
unit .) _ _

B. Correctional Institutions

22-I 22-N 1 . Federal Detention Centers : Including Park Police, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS) centers, INS detention centers operated within local jails, and State and

Federal prisons. INS detention centers also include INS Federal Alien Detention Facilities, INS

Service Processing Centers, and INS Contract Detention Centers used to detain aliens under ex-
clusion or deportation proceedings and aliens who require custodial departures.

21-1 21-N 2 . Federal Prisons: Including criminally insane wards operated by a Federal prison within a mental or

general hospital . If ward is not operated by a prison, code according to paragraph H4. For

detention centers within Federal prisons, see B1 above .

23-I 23-N 3. Halfway Houses: Operated for correctional purposes, including probation and restitution centers,
prerelease centers, and community-residential treatment centers.

27-1 27-N 4 . Local (County/City) Jails and Other Local Confinement Facilities : Including work farms used to hold

persons awaiting trial or serving time on relatively short sentences (usually of a year or less), and

jails run by private businesses under contract .

95-1 95-N 5 . Military Stockades, Jails

28-I 28-N 6 . Police Lockups : Temporary-holding facilities or other facilities that hold persons only if they

have not been formally charged in court (usually detained less than 48 hours) .

24-1 24N 7. State Prisons : Prisons run by private businesses (under contract) ; including criminally insane wards
operated by a State prison within a mental or general hospital . If ward is not operated by a prison,
code according to paragraph H4.

20-1 20-N S . Other Types of Correctional Institutions: Including private correctional facilities and correctional

facilities specifically for alcohol/drug abuse . (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)

91-N -- C . Crews of Civilian Vessels

D. Dormitories

92-N -- 1 . Agriculture Workers' Domitories on Farms : Including migratory farm workers' camps on farms,
bunkhouses for ranch hands, and other dormitories on farms including those on "tree farms ."

87-N -- 2 . College Student Dormitories, and Fratemity and Sorority Houses (on campus) : Including residential
quarters for those in religious orders.

86-N -- 3 . Donnitoriesfor Nurses and Intems in General andMilitary Hospitals

97-N -- 4 . 'Military Quarters on Base : Including barracks, bachelor officers quarters, unaccompanied officer
personnel housing, unaccompanied enlisted personnel housing, and similar noninstitutional group
living quarters for military personnel.

93-N -- 5 . Other Workers' Domitories: Including logging camps, construction workers' camps, firehouse dor-
mitories, job-training camps, energy enclave (Alaska only), Alaskan pipeline camps, nonfarm migra-
tory workers' camps, such as workers who lay oil and gas pipelines .

6 . Runaway, Neglected, and Homeless Children : Including emergency shelters/group homes which
provide temporary sleeping facilities for juveniles, see paragraph F2.



Staff

GQ residents

codes

	

GQcodes

E. Elderly: Skilled nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities, long-term care rooms in wards or

buildings on the grounds of hospitals, nursing, convalescent, and rest homes including soldiers',

sailors', veterans', and fraternal or religious homes for the aged, with or without nursing care.

NOTE: Do not include dormitories for nurses' and interns' ; see paragraph D3.

1 . Public Ownership

62-1 62-N a. Federal ownership: Including Veterans' Administration, domiciliary homes, and U.S. Naval

homes.

63-1 63-N b. State ownership

64-1 64N c. County or city ownership

65-I 65-N d. Don't know if Federal, State, or county-city ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type

code applies .)

2. Private Ownership

66-1 66-N a . Private not-for-profit

67-I 67-N b. Private for profit

60-1 60-N c. Don't know if for profit or not (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)

61-1 61-N 3. Don't Know ifFedera4 State, Local; or Private Ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type

code applies).

F. Emergency Shelter/Street Night Enumeration ("S-NIGHT")

82-N - 1 . Shelters for the Homeless with Sleeping Facilities : Including emergency housing, missions and flop-

houses, Salvation Army shelters, hotels and motels charging $12 or less a night (excluding taxes),

hotels and motels used entirely for homeless persons, the group of rooms in hotels and motels used
partially for the homeless, and similar places known to have persons with no usual home elsewhere
who stay overnight .

83-N - 2 . Runaway, Neglected, and Homeless Children : Including emergency shelters/group homes which

provide temporary sleeping facilities forjuveniles.

3 . Street Enumeration - Predesignated Sites

84-N - a . Nonstructure locations, other than commerce places : Including street corners, parks, bridges,

abandoned and boarded-up buildings, noncommercial campsites ("tent cities"), and similar sites.

85-N - b. Commerce places : Including railroad stations, airports, bus depots, subway stations, all-night

movie theaters, all-night restaurants, emergency hospital waiting rooms, and other similar predes-

ignated sites .

75-N - 4. SheltersforAbused Women (Shelters against domestic violence)

G. Group Homes : Including those providing community-based care and supportive services such as

halfway houses for the groups listed below. (Code only if occupied by 10 or more unrelated persons. If

less than 10, these are classified as a housing unit .)

76-N - 1 . Drug/Alcohol Abuse : Including group homes, detoxification centers, quarterway houses such as
residential treatment facilities that work closely with an accredited hospital, halfway houses, recovery

homes for ambulatory, and mentally competent recovering alcoholics who may be re-entering the

work force. (Ask usual home elsewhere in these places . Include as living there only persons who

havelib"usual home
elsewhere.)

'- --

29-N - 2 . Maternity (Homes for unwed mothers) (Ask usual home elsewhere in these places. Include as living

there only persons who have no usual home elsewhere.)

3 . Mentally Ill

16-N - a. Federal

17-N - b. State

18-N - c . Private

19-N - d . Don't know ifpublic/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)
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GQ residents

codes

	

GQ codes

G. Group Homes--Con.

4 . Mentally Retarded

56-N

	

--

	

a. Federal

57-N

	

--

	

b. State

58-N

	

-

	

c. Private

59-N

	

--

	

d. Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)

S . Physically Handicapped

72-N

	

--

	

a. Public ownership

73-N

	

--

	

b. Private ownership

74N

	

--

	

c. Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)

6 . Runaway, Neglected, and Homeless Children : Including emergency shelters/group homes which
provide temporary sleeping facilities forjuveniles, see paragraph F2 .

79-N

	

-

	

7. Other Group Homes : Including communes, foster care homes and job corps centers with 10 or more

unrelated children . Do not include emergency housing for persons with no other home . See para-

graph Fl . (Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies .)

H. Hospitals/Schools for the Handicapped

86-N

	

--

	

1. Dormitoriesfor Nurses andIntems in General andMilitary Hospitals

70-1

	

70-N

	

2. Drug/Alcohol Abuse : Including hospitals, and hospital wards in psychiatric and general hospitals .

These facilities/wards are in a medical setting equipped and designed for the diagnosis and

treatment of medical or psychiatric illnesses associated with alcohol or drug abuse. Patients

receive supervised medical/nursing care from a formally trained staff. For group homes, see para-

graph G.

3 . Hospitalsfor Chronically 111

541

	

86-N

	

a. Military hospitals or wards for chronically ill

55-I

	

86-N

	

b. Other hospitals or wards for chronically ill: Including tuberculosis hospitals or wards, wards in
general and Veterans' Administration hospitals for the chronically ill, neurological wards,

hospices ; wards for patients with Hansen's Disease (leprosy) and other incurable diseases ; and

other unspecified wards for the chronically ill . Do not include mental or alcohol/drug abuse

hospitals or wards.

4. Mentally 111 (Psychiatric) : Hospitals or wards, including wards for the criminally insane not operated
by a prison and psychiatric wards of general hospitals and veterans' hospitals . This is a medical set-
ting designed for the treatment of mental illness. Patients receive supervised and medical/nursing
care from a formally trained staff. Code wards for the mentally retarded according to paragraph H5.
Do not include hospitals or wards for alcohol/drug abuse ; see paragraph H2.

46-1

	

46-N

	

a. Federal ownership

47-1

	

47-N

	

b. State or local ownership

48-I

	

48-N

	

c. Private ownership

45-1

	

45-N

	

d. Don't know if Federal, State, local, or private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type

code applies

S . Mentally Retarded: Schools, hospitals, wards, including wards in hospitals for the mentally ill, and in-
termediate care facilities for the mentally retarded . This is in a suitably-equipped setting and with
supervised and medical/nursing care from a formally trained staff.

41-1

	

41-N

	

a. Federal ownership

43-1

	

43-N

	

b. State or local ownership

42-1

	

42-N

	

c. Private ownership

40-1

	

40-N

	

d. Don't know if Federal, State, local, or private ownership (Use only as a last resort ifno other type
code applies.)
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GQ residents
codes

	

GQ codes

H. Hospitals/Schools for the Handicapped--Con.

6 . Physically Handicapped: Including schools, hospitals, or wards in a suitably-equipped medical set-
ting and designed primarily for the physically handicapped who receive supervised care and
medical/nursing care from a formally trained staff

a. Institutions for the deaf

38-I

	

38-N

	

(1) Public ownership

39-1

	

39-N

	

(2) Private ownership

37-I

	

37-N

	

(3) Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code
applies .)

b. Institutions for the blind

35-I

	

35-N

	

(1) Public ownership

36-1

	

36-N

	

(2) Private ownership

341

	

34-N

	

(3) Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code
applies .)

32-1

	

32-N

	

(1) Public ownership

33-1

	

33-N

	

(2) Private ownership

c. Orthopedic wards and institutions for physically handicapped: Including accident victims, and
persons with polio, cerebral palsy, and muscular dystrophy.

31-1

	

31-N

	

(3) Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code
applies .)

53-1

	

86-N

	

7. Wards in General and Military Hospitalsfor Patients Who Have No Usual Home Elsewhere : Including
maternity, neonatal, pediatric (including wards for boarder babies), military, surgical wards, and
other purpose wards of hospitals and wards for infectious diseases .

Note : Do not include long-term care rooms for the elderly in wards or buildings on the grounds of
hospitals, see paragraph E.

1. Hotels/Motels: "S-Night" locations, see paragraph F.

J . Juvenile Institutions : Including homes, schools, and hospitals .

1. Long-Term Care (length ofstay usually more than 30 days)

a. Neglected, abused, and dependent children: Including orphanages, homes, or residential care.

03-1

	

03-N

	

(1) Public ownership

041

	

04-N

	

(2) Private ownership

02-I

	

02-N

	

(3) Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code
applies.)

05-1

	

05-N

	

b. Emotionally disturbed children:

	

Including residential treatment centers (psychiatric care
provided) .

c . Delinquent children : Placed by court, parents, or social service agency, in residential training

school or home, including-industrial schools, camps, or farms.

12-I

	

12-N

	

(1) Public ownership : Committed by courts.

15-1

	

15-N

	

(2) Private ownership : Some are committed by courts, others are referred by parents or social
service agencies because of delinquent behavior .

11-1

	

11-N

	

(3) Don't know if public/private ownership (Use only as a last resort if no other type code
applies .)



J. Juvenile Institutions : Including homes, schools, and hospitals-Con.

2 . Short-term (length of stay usually 30 days or less)

a . Delinquent children: Including those receiving temporary care in detention or diagnostic centers

pending court disposition of case.

b . Runaway, neglected, and homeless children : Including emergency shelters/group homes which

provide temporary sleeping facilities forjuveniles, see paragraph F2.

3 . Don't Know Type of Juvenile Institution : Including homes, schools, hospitals, or wards for children.

(Use only as a last resort if no other type code applies.)

IL Military Quarters

1. On Base

a. Barracks, bachelor officers quarters, unaccompanied officer personnel housing, unaccompanied

enlisted personnel housing, and similar noninsftutional group living quarters for military person-

nel

b . Transient quarters (noninstitutional) for temporary residents (military or civilian)

c . Dormitories for nurses and interns in general military hospitals

d . Hospitals or wards for chronically ill

e. Stockades and jails

2 . Military Ships

L. Natural Disaster: Including those temporarily displaced by a natural disaster, such as "Hurricane

Hugo."

M. Religious Group Quarters:

	

Including convents, monasteries, and rectories.

	

Members of religious

orders who live in a dormitory at a hospital or college were classified according to the type of place
where they live, such as 86-N if at a general hospital, or 87-N if at a college . (Code only if occupied by

10 or more unrelated persons. If less than 10, these are classified as a housing unit .)

N. Rooming and Boarding Houses
(Code only if occupied by 10 or more unrelated persons. Ifless than 10, these are classified as a housing
unit .)

O. Schools for the Handicapped: See paragraphs H5 and H6.

P. Shelter/Street Night Enumeration ("S-Night") : See paragraph F .

Q. Other Nonhousehold Living Situations : Including places not covered by other GO codes shown herei ,

such as commercial or public campgrounds, campgrounds at racetracks, fairs, and carnivals, hostels, and

similar transient sites . (Ask usual home elsewhere in these places . Include as living there only persons
who have no usual home elsewhere.)

R. Staff of Institutions : Including staff personnel residing in group quarters. Code according to the
appropriate type of group quarters shown under the column "Staff residents GO codes ." Staff residents
are coded with an "N" suffix.

Note : Do not assign GO codes to staff residents in group quarters where a "-" is shown.

CODE LISTS
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Staff
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GQ codes

10-I 10-N

01-I 01-N

97-N -

96-N -

86-N -

541 86-N

95-1 95-N

98-N -

90-N -

89-N -

80-N --

94N --



HISPANIC ORIGIN

This section contains the list used for both the write-in entries andtheFOSDIC circle entries for the Hispanic origin

question in PUMS. The list of origins with their associated three-digit codes is shown below. "n.e.c ." is the

abbreviation for not elsewhere classified .

000, NOT SPANISH/HISPANIC 236 Paraguayan

006-199 231-249 SOUTHAMERICAN-Con.

000 Not Spanish/Hispanic (FOSDICcircle) 237 Peruvian
006-199 NotSpanish/Hispanic 238 Uruguayan

239 Venezuelan
200-209 SPANIARD 240 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 6

200 Spaniard 241 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 7
201 Andalusian 242 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 8

202 Asturian 243 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 9
203 Castillian 244 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 10

204 Catalonian 245 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 11

205 Balearic Islander 246 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 12
206 Gallego 247 South American Indian

207 Valencian 248 Criollo

208 Canarian 249 South American

209 Spanish Basque
002,261-270 PUERTO RICAN

001, 210-220 MEXICAN
002 Puerto Rican (FOSDIC circle)

001 Mexican (FOSDIC circle) 261 Puerto Rican

210 Mexican 262 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 21
211 Mexican American 263 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 22
212 Mexicano 264 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 23
213 Chicano 265 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 24
214 La Raza 266 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 25
215 MexicanAmerican Indian 267 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 26
216 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 1 268 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 27

217 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 2 269 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 28
218 Mexico 270 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 29
219 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 3
220 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 4 003, 271-274 CUBAN

221-230 CENTRALAMERICAN
003 Cuban (FOSDIC circle)
271 Cuban

221 Costa Rican 272 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 30
222 Guatemalan 273 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 31
223 Honduran 274 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 32
224 Nicaraguan

225 Panamanian 275-289 DOMINICAN
226 Salvadoran 275 Dominican
27 CentralAmerican 276 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 33
228 Central American Indian 277 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 34
229 Canal Zone

278 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 35
230 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 5 279 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 36

231-249 SOUTH AMERICAN
280 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 37
281 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 38

231 Argentinean 282 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 39
232 Bolivian 283-289 Reserve Spanish/Hispanic 40
233 Chilean

234 Colombian
235 Ecuadorian
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004-005,

	

OTHERSPANISH/HISPANIC

250-260,
290-ass
004-005

	

Other Spanish/Hispanic (FOSDIC
circle)

250-260

	

Latin American
290 Hispanic
291 Spanish
292 Callfomlo

293 Tejano
294

	

Nuevo Mexicano
295

	

Spanish American

296

	

Spanish American Indian
297

	

Meso American Indian
298 Mestizo

299-999

	

OtherSpanish/Hispanic, n.e.c .

CODE LISTS
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INDUSTRY

The list presents the industrial classification developed for the 1990 Census of Population and Housing. There are 235
categories for the employed, with 1 additional category for the experienced unemployed, and 7 additional categories for the
Armed Forces . These categories are aggregated into 13 major groups. The classification is developed from the 1987 Standard
Industrial Classification . "n .e .c." is the abbreviation for not elsewhere classified.

1990

Census

code

	

Industry category

AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND FISHERIES

010

	

Agricultural production, crops (01)

011

	

Agricultural production, livestock (02)

012

	

Veterinary services (074)

020

	

Landscape and horticultural services (078)

030

	

Agricultural services, n.e .c. (071, 072, 075, 076)

031

	

Forestry (08)

032

	

Fishing, hunting, and trapping (09)

MINING

040

	

Metal mining (10)

041

	

Coal mining (12)

042

	

Oil and gas extraction (13)

050

	

Nonmetallic mining and quarrying, except fuels (14)

060

	

CONSTRUCTION (15,16,17)

MANUFACTURING

Nondurable Goods

Food and kindred products

100

	

Meat products (201)

101

	

Dairy products (202)

102

	

Canned, frozen, and preserved fruits andvegetables (203)

110

	

Grain mill products (204)

111

	

Bakery products (205)

112

	

Sugar and confectionery products (206)

120

	

Beverage industries (208)

121

	

Miscellaneous food preparations and kindred products (207,209)

122

	

Not specified food industries

130

	

Tobacco manufactures (21)

Textile mill products

132

	

Knittingm&f225)
140

	

Dyeing and finishing textiles, except wool and knit goods (226)

141

	

Carpets and rugs (227)

142

	

Yarn, thread, and fabric mills (221-224,228)

150

	

Miscellaneous textile mill products (229)

Apparel and other finished textile products

151

	

Apparel and accessories, except knit (231-238)

152

	

Miscellaneous fabricated textile products (239)
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1990

Census

code Industry category

MANUFACTURING-Con.

Nondurable Goods--Con-

Paper and allied products

160 Pulp, paper, and paperboard mills (261-263)

161 Miscellaneous paper and pulp products (267)

162 Paperboard containers and boxes (265)

Printing, publishing, and allied industries

171 Newspaper publishing and printing (271)

172 Printing, publishing, and allied industries, except newspapers (272-279)

Chemicals and allied products

180 Plastics, synthetics, and resins (282)

181 Drugs (283)

182 Soaps and cosmetics (284)

190 Paints, varnishes, and related products (285)

191 Agricultural chemicals (287)

192 Industrial and miscellaneous chemicals (281, 286, 289)

Petroleum and coal products

200 Petroleum refining (291)

201 Miscellaneous petroleum and coal products (295,299)

Rubber and miscellaneous plastics products

210 Tires and inner tubes (301)

211 Other rubber products, and plastics footwear and belting (302-306)

212 Miscellaneous plastics products (308)

Leather and leather products

220 Leather tanning and finishing (311)

221 Footwear, except rubber and plastic (313, 314)

222 Leather products, except footwear (315-317, 319)

Durable Goods

Lumber and wood products, except furniture

230 Logging (241)

231 Sawmills, planing mills, and millwork (242,243)

232 Wood buildings and mobile homes (245)

241 Miscellaneous wood products (244,249)

242 Furniture and fixtures (25)

Stocie ; clay, glass, and'cbnrrete products

250 Glass and glass products (321-323)

251 Cement, concrete, gypsum, and plaster products (324,327)

252 Structural clay products (325)

261 Pottery and related products (326)

262 Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral and stone products (328, 329)

Metal industries

270 Blast furnaces, steelworks, rolling and finishing mills (331)

271 Iron and steel foundries (332)

272 Primary aluminum industries (3334, part 334,3353-3355,3363,3365)
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1990
Census

code

	

Industry category

MANUFACTURING-con.

Durable Goods--Con.

280

	

Otherprimary metal industries (3331, 3339, part 334, 3351,1356, 3357, 3364, 3366, 3369, 339)
281

	

Cutlery, handtools, andgeneral hardware (342)
282

	

Fabricated structural metal products (344)
290

	

Screwmachine products (345)
291

	

Metal forgings and stampings (346)
292

	

Ordnance (348)
300

	

Miscellaneous fabricated metal products (341, 343,347,349)
301

	

Notspecified metal industries

Machinery and computing equipment
310

	

Engines and turbines (351)
311

	

Farm machinery and equipment (352)
312

	

Construction andmaterial handling machines (353)
320

	

Metalworking machinery (354)
321

	

Office andaccounting machines (3578, 3579)
322

	

Computers and related equipment (35713577)
331

	

Machinery, except electrical, n.e.c . (355, 356, 358, 359)
332

	

Notspecified machinery

Electrical machinery, equipment, andsupplies
340

	

Household appliances (363)
341

	

Radio, TV, and communication equipment (365,366)
342

	

Electrical machinery, equipment, andsupplies, n.e.c. (361,362,364,367,369)
350

	

Notspeed electrical machinery, equipment, and supplies

Transportation equipment
351

	

Motorvehicles andmotorvehicle equipment (371)
352

	

Aircraft and parts (372)

360

	

Ship andboat building and repairing (373)
361

	

Railroad locomotives and equipment (374)
362

	

Guided missiles, space vehicles, and parts (376)
370

	

Cycles and miscellaneous transportation equipment (375, 379)

Professional andphotographic equipment, and watches
371

	

Scientific andcontrolling instruments (381, 382 exc. 3827)
372

	

Medical, dental, and optical instruments and supplies (3827,384,385)
380

	

Photographic equipment andsupplies (386)
381

	

Watches, clocks, andclockwork operated devices (387)
390

	

Toys, amusement, andsporting goods (394)
391

	

Miscellaneous maiuficturing industries-(39 eitc~394)
392

	

Not specified manufacturing industries

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS, AND OTHERPUBLIC UTILITIES

Transportation
400

	

Railroads (40)
401

	

Busservice andurban transit (41, except 412)
402

	

Taxicab service (412)
410

	

Trucking service (421, 423)
411

	

Warehousingand storage (422)
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Census
code

	

Industry category

TRANSPORTATION, COMMUNICATIONS,ANDOTHER PUBLIC n.

412 U.S. Postal Service (43)

420 Water transportation (44)

421 Air transportation (45)
422 Pipe lines, except natural gas (46)
432 Services incidental to transportation (47)

Communications
440 Radio andtelevision broadcasting and cable (483,484)
441 Telephone communications (481)

442 Telegraphand miscellaneous communications services (482,489)

Utilities andsanitary services

450 Electric light and power (491)

451 Gasand steam supply systems (492, 496)
452 Electric and gas, and other combinations (493)
470 Watersupply and irrigation (494, 497)

471 Sanitary services (495)
472 Notspeed utilities

WHOLESALE TRADE

Durable Goods

500 Motor vehicles and equipment (501)
501 Furniture and home furnishings (502)
502 Lumber and construction materials (503)

510 Professional andcommercial equipment and supplies (504)
511 Metals and minerals, except petroleum (505)
512 Electrical goods (506)
521 Hardware, plumbing and heating supplies (507)

530 Machinery, equipment, andsupplies (508)
531 Scrapandwaste materials (5093)
532 Miscellaneous wholesale, durablegoods (509 exc. 5093)

Nondurable Goods

540 Paperand paper products (511)
541 Drugs, chemicals and allied products (512, 516)
542 Apparel, fabrics, and notions (513)
550 Groceries and related products (514)
551 Farm-product rawmaterials (515)
552 Petroleum products (517)
560 Alcoholic beverages (518)_
561 l~aim supplies (5191)
562 Miscellaneous wholesale, nondurable goods (5192-5199)
571 Notspecified wholesale trade

RETAIL TRADE

580 Lumber andbuilding material retailing (521, 523)
581 Hardware stores (525)
582 Retail nurseries and garden stores (526)
590 Mobile home dealers (527)
591 Department stores (531)
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Census

code

	

Industry category

RETAIL TRADE--Con.

592

	

Variety stores (533)

600

	

Miscellaneous general merchandise stores (539)

601

	

Grocery stores (541)
602

	

Dairyproducts stores (545)

610

	

Retail bakeries (546)

611

	

Food stores, n.e.c. (542,543,544,549)

612

	

Motorvehicle dealers (551, 552)
620

	

Auto andhome supply stores (553)

621

	

Gasoline service stations (554)

622

	

Miscellaneous vehicle dealers (555, 556, 557, 559)

623

	

Apparel and accessory stores, except shoe (56, except 566)

630

	

Shoe stores (566)
631

	

Furniture andhome furnishings stores (571)

632

	

Household appliance stores (572)

633

	

Radio, TV, and computer stores (5731, 5734)

640

	

Musicstores (5735, 5736)

641

	

Eating and drinking places (58)

642

	

Drug stores (591)

650

	

Liquor stores (592)

651

	

Sporting goods, bicycles, and hobby stores (5941, 5945, 5946)

652

	

Book andstationery stores (5942, 5943)

660

	

Jewelry stores (5944)

661

	

Gift, novelty, and souvenir shops (5947)

662

	

Sewing, needlework andpiece goods stores (5949)

663

	

Catalog and mail order houses (5961)

670

	

Vending machine operators (5962)

671

	

Direct selling establishments (5963)

672

	

Fuel dealers (598)

681

	

Retail florists (5992)

682

	

Miscellaneous retail stores (593,5948,5993-5995,5999)

691

	

Notspeedretail trade

FINANCE, INSURANCE, AND REAL ESTATE

700

	

Banking(60exc. 603and606)

701

	

Savings institutions, including credit unions (603, 606)

702

	

Credit agencies, n.e.c. (61)

710

	

Security, commoditybrokerage, and investment companies (62, 67)

711

	

Insurance (63, 64)
712

	

Real estate, including real estate-insurance offices (65)

BUSINESS AND-REPAIR SERVICES

721

	

Advertising (731)
722

	

Services to dwellings and other buildings (734)

731

	

Personnel supply services (736)

732

	

Computer anddata processing services (737)

740

	

Detective and protective services (7381, 7382)

741

	

Business services, n.e.c. (732,733,735,7383-7389)

742

	

Automotive rental andleasing, without drivers (751)

750

	

Automobile parking and carvwashes (752, 7542)
751

	

Automotive repair andrelated services (753, 7549)
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1990

Census

code Industry category

BUSINESS AND REPAIR SERVICES-Con .

752 Electrical repair shops (762, 7694)

760 Miscellaneous repair services (763, 764, 7692, 76'99)

PERSONAL SERVICES

761 Private households (88)

762 Hotels and motels (701)

710 Lodging places, except hotels and motels (702,703, 704)

771 Laundry, cleaning, and garment services (721 e= part 7219)

772 Beauty shops (723)

780 Barber shops (724)

781 Funeral service and crematories (726)

782 Shoe repair shops (725)

790 Dressmaking shops (part 7219)

791 Miscellaneous personal services (722,729)

ENTERTAINMENT AND RECREATION SERVICES

800 Theaters and motion pictures (781-783, 7'92)

801 Video tape rental (784)

802 Bowling centers (793)

810 Miscellaneous entertainment and recreation services (791, 794, 799)

PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED SERVICES

812 Offices and clinics of physicians (801, 803)

820 Offices and clinics of dentists (802)

821 Offices and clinics of chiropractors (8041)

822 Offices and clinics of optometrists (8042)

830 Offices and clinics of health practitioners, n.e .c. (8043, 8049)

831 Hospitals (806)

832 Nursing and personal care facilities (805)

840 Health services, n.e .c. (807, 808, 809)

841 Legal services (81)

842 Elementary and secondary schools (821)

850 Colleges and universities (822)

851 Vocational schools (824)

852 Libraries (823)

860 Educational services, n.e.c . (829)

861 Job training and vocational rehabilitation services (833)

862 Child day care services (part 835)

863 Family child care homes (part 835)

870 Residential care facilities,without~nursing (836)

871 Social services, n.e.c. (832, 839)

872 Museums, art galleries, and zoos (84)

873 Labor unions (863)

880 Religious organizations (866)

881 Membership organizations, n.e.c . (861,862,864,865,869)

882 Engineering, architectural, and surveying services (871)

890 Accounting, auditing, and bookkeeping services (872)

891 Research, development, and testing services (873)

892 Management and public relations services (874)

893 Miscellaneous professional and related services (899)
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1990
Census
code

	

Industry category

900
901
910
921
922

930
931

932

940

941
942
950
951

952
960

992

11-36

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Executive and legislative offices (911-913)
General government,n.e .c. (919)
Justice, public order, and safety (92)
Public finance, taxation, andmonetary policy (93)
Administration of human resources programs (94)
Administration of environmental quality andhousing programs (95)
Administration of economic programs (96)
National security andinternational affairs (97)

ACTIVE DUTY MILITARY

ArmedForces
Army
AirForce
Navy
Marines

Coast Guard
Armed Forces, Branch not specified

Military Reserves or National Guard

EXPERIENCED UNEMPLOYED NOTCLASSIFIED BY INDUSTRY

Last worked 1984 or earlier
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LANGUAGE

This section contains the code list oflanguages other than English spoken at home. Each entry wasgiven a three-digit code.
If more than one language was reported, only the first language reported was coded. The languages were coded originally into
nearly 400 different language categories . The following list contains the principal name for each code. Since many
andlanguage groups are knownby several names, additional illustrative names are shown for some languages. A complete '
ofall reported language namesand categories into which they were coded maybe obtained from the Census Bureau at the cost
ofreproduction .
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1-37

000-600 NOTIN UNIVERSE 632 RHAETO-ROMANIC

601 JAMAICAN CREOLE 632 Romansch
602 KRIO

603 HAWAIIAN PIDGIN 633 WELSH

604 PIDGIN 634 BRETON
605 GULLAH 635 l9USH GAELIC

606 SARAMACCA 636 SCOTTIC GAELIC

637 GREEK
607 GERMAN 638 ALBANIAN
607 Austrian 639 RUSSIAN

607 Swiss 640 BIELORUSSIAN
641 UKRAINIAN

608 PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH 642 CZECH
609 YIDDISH 643 KASHUBIAN

610 DUTCH 644 LUSATIAN
610 Flemish 644 Sorbian

644 Wendish
611 AFRIKAANS
612 FRISIAN 645 POLISH
613 LUXEMBOURGIAN 646 SLOVAK
614 SWEDISH 647 BULGARIAN
615 DANISH 648 MACEDONIAN
616 NORWEGIAN

617 ICELANDIC 649 SERBOCROATIAN
618 FAROESE 649 Slavic
619 ITALIAN 649 Yugoslav

620 FRENCH 650 CROATIAN
620 Walloon 651 SERBIAN

652 SLOVENE
621 PROVENCAL 653 LITHUANIAN
622 PATOIS 654 LETTISH

655 ARMENIAN
623 FRENCH CREOLE
623 Haitian Creole 656 PERSIAN

656 Farsi
624 CAJLN 656 Pushto
625 SPANISH
626 CATALONIAN 657 PASHTO
627 LADINO 657 Afghan
628 PACHUCO
629 PORTUGUESE 658 KURDISH
630 PAPIAMENTAE 659 BALOCHI
631 RUMANIAN 660 TADZHIK

661 OSSETE



CODE LISTS

662 SANSKRIT 6'96 Georgian

663 HINDI AND RELATED 697 BASQUE
663 Hindi 698 DRAVIDIAN
663 . India 699 BRAHUI
663 Urdu 700 GONDI

701 TELUGU
664 BENGALI 702 KANNADA
665 PANJABI 703 MALAYALAM
666 MARATHI 704 TAMIL
667 GUJARATHI 705 KURUKH
668 BIHARI 706 MUNDA
669 RAJASTHANI 707 BURUSHASKI
670 ORIYA
671 BHILI 708 CHINESE
672 ASSAMESE 708 Cantonese
673 KASHMIRI 708 Yueh
674 NEPALI 708 Min
675 SINDHI
676 MALDIVIAN 709 HAKKA
677 SINHALESE 709 Fukien
678 ROMANY 709 Wechia
679 FINNISH
680 ESTONIAN 710 KAN
681 LAPP 710 Nan Chang
682 HUNGARIAN

711 HSIANG
683 OTHERURALIC LANGUAGES 711 Hunan
683 Cheremis
683 Mordvin 712 MANDARIN
683 Samoyed 712 Honan
683 Ugric 712 Hopei
683 Yenisei 712 Pei

684 CHUVASH 713 FUCHOW
685 KARAKALPAK 713 Min Pei
686 KAZAKH
687 KIRGHIZ 714 FORMOSAN

714 Min Nan
688 KARACHAY
688 Tatar 715 WU

716 TIBETAN
689 UIGHUR
689 Uzbek 717 BURMESE

717 Tonkin
690 AZERBAIJANI
691 TURKISH 718 KAREN
692 TURKMEN 719 KACHIN
693 YAKUT
694 MONGOLIAN 720 THAI
695 TUNGUS 720 Kam

720 Lao
696 CAUCASIAN 720 Laotian
696 Avar 720 Tung
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nl MIAO-YAO 758 NAURUAN
759 PALAU

722 MIAO 760 PONAPEAN
722 Hmong 761 TRUKESE

762 ULITHEAN
723 JAPANESE
724 KOREAN 763 WOLEAI-ULITHI
725 AINU 763 Eauripik

763 Ifaluk
726 MON-KHMER
726 Cambodian 764 YAPESE
726 Khmer
726 Mon 765 INI)O-PACIFIC LANGUAGES,

not elsewhere classified
727 SIBERIAN LANGUAGES, 765 Melanesian

not elsewhere classified
728 VIETNAMESE 766 POLYNESIAN
729 MUONG 767 SAMOAN
730 BUGINESE 768 TONGAN
731 MOLUCCAN 769 NIUEAN
732 INDONESIAN 770 TOKELAUAN
733 ACHINESE 771 FIJIAN
734 BALINESE 772 MARQUESAN
735 CRAM 773 RAROTONGAN
736 JAVANESE 774 MAORI
737 MADURESE 775 NUKUORO
738 MALAGASY 776 HAWAIIAN
739 MALAY 777 ARABIC
740 MINANGKABAU 778 HEBREW
741 SUNDANESE

779 SYRIAC
742 TAGALOG 7'79 Aramaic
742 Filipino 77'9 Assyrian

77'9 Chaldean
743 BISAYAN
743 Ilongo 780 AMHARIC

780 Tigre
744 SEBUANO
745 PANGASINAN 781 BERBER

746 ILOCANO 782 CHADIC
746 Igorot 782 Hamitic

782 Hausa
747 BIKOL
748 PAMPANGAN 783 CUSHITE
749 GORONTALO 783 Beja
750 MICRONESIAN 783 Somali
751 CAROLINIAN
752 CHAMORRO 784 SUDANIC
753 GILBERTESE 784 Dinka
754 KUSAIEAN 784 Gambai
755 MARSHALLESE 784 Sudanese
756 MOKILESE
757 MORTLOCKESE 785 NILOTIC
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785 Acholi 801 PACIFIC GULF YUPIK
785 Lao 801 Pacific Eskimo
785 Nuer

802 ESKIMO
786 KILO-HAMITIC
786 Bari 803 INUPIK
786 Masai 803 Inuit

787 NUBIAN 804 SAINT LAWRENCE ISLAND YUPIK
788 SAHARAN 805 YUPIK

806 ALGONQUIAN
789 NILO 807 ARAPAHO
789 Fur
789 Songhai 808 ATSINA

808 Gros Ventre
790 KHOISAN
790 Bushman 809 BLACKFOOT

810 CHEYENNE
791 SWAHILI 811 CREE

792 BANTU 812 DELAWARE
792 Bembe 812 Lenni-Lenape
792 Botswana
792 Chaga 813 FOX
792 Fan 813 Sac
792 Kikuyu 814 KICKAPOO
792 Kongo 815 MENOMINI
792 Luganda
792 Naebele 816 FRENCHCREE
792 Xhosa 816 Metis
792 Zulu

817 MIAMI
793 MANDE 818 MICMAC
793 Kpelle
793 Mandingo 819 OJIBWA

819 Chippewa
794 FULANI

820 OTTAWA
795 GUR
795 Dagomba 821 PASSAMAQUODDY

821 Malecite
796 KRU
796 Damomeen 822 PENOBSCOT
796 Egbo 823 ABNAIU
796 Ibo - 824 POTAWATOMI
796 Nigerian 825 SHAWNEE
796 Yoruba 826 WIYOT

827 YUROK
797 EFIK 828 KUTENAI
797 Ibibio 829 MAICAH

798 MBUM ANDRELATED 830 KWAKIUTL
799 AFRICAN, not further speed 830 Quileute
800 ALEUT
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831-832 NOOTKA 857 Tetlin
833 LOWER CHEHALIS

858 TUTCHONE
834 UPPER CHEHALIS
834 Chehalis 859 CHASTA COSTA
834 Satsop 859 Chetco

859 Coquille
835 CLALLAM 859 Smith River Athapascan

836 COEUR D'ALENE 860 HUPA
836 Skitsamish

- 861 OTHER ATHAPASCAN-EYAK
837 COLUMBIA LANGUAGES
837 Chelan 861 Cahto
837 Wenatchee 861 Mattole

861 Wailaki
838 COWLITZ

862 APACHE
839 SALISH 863 KIOWA
839 Flathead 864 NAVAHO

865 EYAK
840 NOOTSACK
841 OKANOGAN 866 TLINGIT

866 Chilkat
842 PUGETSOUND SALISH 866 Sitka
842 Duwamish 866 Tongass
842 Nisqualli 866 Yakutat
842 Puyallup
842 Skagit 867 MOUNTAINMAIDU
842 Snohomish 867 Maidu
842 Suquamish

868 NORTHWEST MAIDU
843 QUINAULT 868 Concow
843 Queets 869 SOUTHERN MAIDU

869 Nisenan
844 TILLAMOOK
845 TWANA 870 COASTMIWOK
846 HAIDA 870 Bodega
847 ATHAPASCAN 870 Marin
848 AHTENA
849 HAN 871 PLAINS MIWOK
850 INGALIT
851 KOYUKON 872 SIERRA MIWOK
852 KUCHIN 872 Miwok
853 UPPER KUSKOKWIM'
854 TANAINA 873 NOMLAKI

873 Tehama
855 TANANA
855 Minto 874 PATWIN

874 Colouse
856 TANACROSS 874 Suisun

857 UPPERTANANA 875 WINTUN
857 Nabesna 876 FOOTHILL NORTHYOKUTS
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CODE LIS'T'S

877 TACHI
905 HIDATSA

878 SANTIAM 906 MANDAN
878 Calapooya
878 Wapatu 907 DAKOTA

907 Br le
879 SIUSLAW 907 Lakota
879 Coos 907 Oglala
879 Lower Umpqua 907 Sioux

880 KLAMATH 908 CHIWERE
880 Modoc 909 VANNEBAGO

881 NEZPERCE 910 KANSA
910 Kaw

882
882 Celilo 911 OMAHA
882 Klikitat 912 OSAGE
882 Palouse 913 PONCA
882 Tenino
882 Umatilla 914 QUAPAW
882 Warm Springs 914 Arkansas
882 Yakima

915 ALABAMA
883 UPPER CHINOOK
883 Chinook 916 CHOCTAW
883 Clackamas 916 Chickasaw
883 Multnomah
883 Wasco 917 MIKASUKI
883 Wishram

918 HICHITA
884 TSIMSHIAN 918 Apalachicola
885 ACHUMAWI
886 ATSUGEWI 919 KOASATI
887 KAROK
888 POMO 920 MUSKOGEE
889 SHASTAN 920 Creek
890 WASHO 920 Seminole
891 UP RIVERYUMAN 921 CHETEMACHA
892 COCOMARICOPA 922 YUKI
893 MOHAVE 923 WAPPO
894 YUMA 924 KERES
895 DIEGUENO 925 IROQUOIS
896 DELTA RIVERYUMAN 926 MOHAWK
897 UPLAND YUMAN 927 ONEIDA
898 HAVASUPAI 928 ONONDAGA
899 WALAPAI 929 CAYUGA
900 YAVAPAI 930 SENECA
901 CHUMASH 931 TUSCARORA
902 TONKAWA
903 YUCHI 932 WYANDOT

932 Huron
904 CROW
904 Absaroke 933 CHEROKEE
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934 ARIKARA 962 TEWA
935 CADDO 962 Hano
936 PAWNEE 962 Hopi-Tewa
937 WICHITA 962 San Ildefonso
938 COMANCHE 962 San Juan

962 Santa Clara
939 MONO
939 Owens Valley Paiute 963 TOWA

964 ZUNI
940 PAIUTE 965 CHINOOK JARGON

966 AMERICAN INDIAN
941 NORTHERN PAIUTE
941 Bannock 967 MISUMALPAN
941 Num 967 Matagalpa
941 Snake 967 Miskito

967 Sumu
942 SOUTHERN PAIUTE
943 CHEMEHUEVI 968 MAYAN LANGUAGES
944 KAWAIISU 968 Cakchiquel .
945 UTE 968 Chol
946 SHOSHONI 968 Guastec
947 PANAMINT 968 Guatemala
948 HOPI 968 Iadl
949 CAHUILLA 968 Kechi
950 CUPENO 968 Mam
951 LUISENO 968 Maya
952 SERRANO 968 Queche
953 TUBATULABAL 968 Yucateca

954 PIMA 969 TARASCAN
954 Papago

970 MAPUCHE
955 YAQUI 970 Araucanian

970 Chilote
956 AZTECAN
956 Meadcano 971 OTO-MANGUEN
956 Nahua 971 Ixatec

971 Mixtec
957-958 SONORAN, not elsewhere classified 971 Otomi
957 Cahita 971 Popoloc
957 Guasave 971 Zapoteca
957 Huichole
957 Nayit 972 QUECHUA
957-958 Tarahumara 973 AYMARA

959 PICURIS 974 ARAWAKIAN
959 Northern Tiwa 974 Araua
959 Taos 974 Carib

974 Guajiro
960 TIWA 974 Kitemoca
960 Isleta 974 Tatu
960 Ysleta

975 CHIBCHAN
961 SANDIA 975 Boruca
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975 Cuna 979 SAN CARLOS
975 Guaymi 979 Cibecue
975 Ica 97'9 San Carlos

979 San Carlos Apache
976 TUPI-GUARANI 979 White Mountain
976 Guajibo
976 Guarani 980 KIOWA-APACHE
976 Siriono 981 KALISPEL

982 SPOKANE
977 HCARILLA 983-998 LANGUAGE SPECIFIED, NOT LISTED
977 Lipan _ 999 NOT REPORTED

978 CHIRICAHUA
978 Mescalero
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OCCUPATION

The list presents the occupational classification developed for the 1990 Census of Population and Housing. There are 501
categories for the employed with 1 additional category for the experienced unemployed and 3 additional categories for the
ArmedForces. These categories areTrouped into 6 summarygroups and 13 major groups. The classification is developed from
the 1980 Standard Occupational Classification. "n.e.c." is the abbreviation for not elsewhere classified .

In theTable (Matrix) Outlines andtheTable (Matrix) Section, many occupation codes are presented as ranges, for example,
legislators (001-003). In this appendix, the Occupation Code List includes single census occupation codes and comparable
Standard Occupational Classification SOC) code equivalents. Single census occupation codes in this appendix are equivalent to
corresponding census code ranges in

	

eTable (Matrix) Outlines and Table (Matrix) Section.

1990
Census

	

-

code

	

Occupation category

MANAGERIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPECIALTYOCCUPATIONS

Executive, Administrative, andManagerial Occupations

003 Legislators (111)
004 Chief executives and general administrators, public administration (112)

005 Administrators and officials, public administration (1132-1139)
006 Administrators, protective services (1131)
007 Financial managers (122)

008 Personnel andlabor relations managers (123)
009 Purchasing managers (124)
013 Managers, marketing, advertising, and public relations (125)
014 Administrators, education andrelated fields (128)
015 Managers, medicine and health (131)
016 Postmasters andmail superintendents (1344)
017 Managers, food serving andlodging establishments (1351)
018 Managers, properties andreal estate (1353)
019 Funeral directors (pt 1359)
021 Managers, service organizations, n.e .c. (127,1352,1354, pt 1359)
022 Managers andadministrators, n.e.c . (121, 126,132-1343,136-139)

Management Related Occupations
023 Accountants and auditors (1412)
024 Underwriters (1414)
025 Other financial officers (1415, 1419)
026 Management analysts (142)
027 Personnel, training, and labor relations specialists (143)
028 Purchasing agents and buyers, farm products (1443)
029 Buyers, wholesale andretail trade except farm products (1442)
033 Purchasing agents and buyers, n.e.c. (1449)
034 Business and promotion agents (145)
035 Const,itiction inspectors (1472) - '- -_ ; _.

036 Inspectors and compliance officers, except construction (1473)
037 Management related occupations, n.e .c. (149)

Professional Specialty Occupations

Engineers, Architects, and Surveyors
043 Architects (161)

Engineers
044 Aerospace (1622)
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1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

MANAGERIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPECIALTY OCCUPATIONS-Con.

Professional Specialty Occupations--Con.

045

	

Metallurgical and materials (1623)

046

	

Mining (1624)

047

	

Petroleum (1625)

048

	

Chemical (1626)

049

	

Nuclear (1627)

053

	

Civil (1628)

054

	

Agricultural (1632)

055

	

Electrical and electronic (1633, 1636)

056

	

Industrial (1634)

057

	

Mechanical (1635)

058

	

Marine and naval architects (1637)

059

	

Engineers, n.e .c. (1639)

063

	

Surveyors and mapping scientists (164)

Mathematical and Computer Scientists

064

	

Computer systems analysts and scientists (171)

065

	

Operations and systems researchers and analysts (172)

066

	

Actuaries (1732)

067

	

Statisticians (1733)

068

	

Mathematical scientists, n.e.c. (1739)

Natural Scientists

069

	

Physicists and astronomers (1842, 1843)

073

	

Chemists, except biochemists (1845)

074

	

Atmospheric and space scientists (1846)

075

	

Geologists and geodesists (1847)

076

	

Physical scientists, n.e.c. (1849)

077

	

Agricultural and food scientists (1853)

078

	

Biological and life scientists (1854)

079

	

Forestry and conservation scientists (1852)

083

	

Medical scientists (1855)

Health Diagnosing Occupations

084

	

Physicians (261)

085

	

Dentists (262)

086

	

Veterinarians (27)

087

	

Optometrists (281)

088

	

Podiatrists (283)

089

	

Health diagnosing practitioners, n.e .c. (289)

Health Assessment And Treating Occupations--

095

	

Registered nurses (29)

096

	

Pharmacists (301)

097

	

Dietitians (302)

Therapists

098

	

Respiratory therapists (3031)

099

	

Occupational therapists (3032)

103

	

Physical therapists (3033)

104

	

Speech therapists (3034)
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1990
Census

code

	

Occupation category

MANAGERIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPECIALTYOCCUPATIONS-Con.

Professional Specialty Occupations-Con.

105

	

Therapists, n.e .c. (3039)

106

	

Physicians' assistants (304)

Teachers, Postsecondary

113

	

Earth, environmental, and marine science teachers (2212)

114

	

Biological science teachers (2213)

115

	

Chemistry teachers (2214)
116

	

Physics teachers (2215)

117

	

Natural science teachers, n.e.c. (2216)

118

	

Psychology teachers (2217)
119

	

Economics teachers (2218)
123

	

History teachers (2222)

124

	

Political science teachers (2223)

125

	

Sociology teachers (2224)
126

	

Social science teachers,n.e .c. (2225)

127

	

Engineering teachers (2226)

128

	

Mathematical science teachers (2227)
129

	

Computer science teachers (2228)

133

	

Medical science teachers (2231)

134

	

Health specialties teachers (2232)

135

	

Business, commerce, and marketing teachers (2233)

136

	

Agriculture andforestry teachers (2234)

137

	

Art, drama, and music teachers (2235)

138

	

Physical education teachers (2236)

139

	

Education teachers (2237)
143

	

English teachers (2238)

144

	

Foreign language teachers (2242)

145

	

Lawteachers (2243)
146

	

Social work teachers (2244)

147

	

Theology teachers (2245)
148

	

Trade andindustrial teachers (2246)
149

	

Home economics teachers (2247)

153

	

Teachers, postsecondary, n.e .c . (2249)
154

	

Postsecondary teachers, subject not specified

Teachers, Except Postsecondary
155

	

Teachers, prekindergarten and kindergarten (231)
L56

	

Teachers, elementary school (232)

157

	

Teachers, secondary school (233)
158

	

Teachers, special education (235)
159

	

_ , Teachers,.n.e .c. (236,239}

	

_
163

	

Counselors, educational andvocational (24)

Librarians, Archivists, and Curators
164

	

Librarians (251)
165

	

Archivists and curators (252)

Social Scientists and UrbanPlanners
166

	

Economists (1912)
167

	

Psychologists (1915)
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1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

MANAGERIAL AND PROFESSIONAL SPECIALTY OCCUPATIONS-Con.

Professional SpecialtyOccupaaoos-Con.

168

	

Sociologists (1916)

169

	

Social scientists, n.e .c. (1913,1914,1919)

173

	

Urban planners (192)

Social, Recreation, and Religious Workers

174

	

Social workers (2032)

175

	

Recreation workers (2033)

176

	

Clergy (2042)

	

_

177

	

Religious workers, n.e.c. (2049)

Lawyers and Judges

178

	

Lawyers (211)

179

	

Judges (212)

183

184

185

186

187

188

189

193

194

195

197

198

199

203

204

205

206

207

208

213

214

215

216

217

218

223

224

Writers, Artists, Entertainers, and Athletes

Authors (321)

Technical writers (398)

Designers (322)

Musicians and composers (323)

Actors and directors (324)

Painters, sculptors, craft-artists, and artist printmakers (325)

Photographers (326)

Dancers (327)

Artists, performers, and related workers, n.e.c . (328, 329)

Editors and reporters (331)

Public relations specialists (332)

Announcers (333)

Athletes (34)

TECHNICAL, SALES, AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS

Technicians and Related Support Occupations

Health Technologists and Technicians

Clinical laboratory technologists and technicians (362)

Dental hygienists (363)

Health record technologists and technicians (364)

Radiologic technicians (365)

Licensed practical nurses (366)

Health technologists and technicians, n.e.c . (369)

Technologists and Technicians, Except Health

Engineering and Related Technologists and,Technicians

Electricaland electronic technicians (3711)

Industrial engineering technicians (3712)

Mechanical engineering technicians (3713)

Engineering technicians, n.e .c. (3719)

Drafting occupations (372)

Surveying and mapping technicians (373)

Science Technicians

Biological technicians (382)

Chemical technicians (3831)

I-48
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1990
Census

code

	

Occupation category

TECHNICAL, SALES, AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORTOCCUPATIONS-Con.

Technicians andRelated Support Occupations--Con.

225 Science technicians, n.e.c . (3832, 3833, 384, 389)

Technicians; Except Health, Engineering, andScience

226 Airplane pilots and navigators (825)

227 Air traffic controllers (392)

228 Broadcastequipment operators (393)

229 Computer programmers (3971, 3972)

233 Tool programmers, numerical control (3974)

234 Legal assistants (396)

235 Technicians, n.e.c. (399)

Sales Occupations

243 Supervisors andproprietors, sales occupations (40)

Sales Representatives, Finance andBusiness Services

253 Insurance sales occupations (4122)

254 Real estate sales occupations (4123)

255 Securities and financial services sales occupations (4124)

256 Advertising and related sales occupations (4153)

257 Sales occupations, other business services (4152)

Sales Representatives, CommoditiesExcept Retail

258 Sales engineers (421)

259 Sales representatives, mining, manufacturing, andwholesale (423, 424)

Sales Workers, Retail andPersonal Services

263 Sales workers, motorvehicles andboats (4342, 4344)

264 Sales workers, apparel (4346)

265 Sales workers, shoes (4351)

266 Sales workers, furniture and home furnishings (4348)

267 Sales workers; radio, TV, hi-fi, and appliances (4343, 4352)

268 Sales workers, hardware andbuilding supplies (4353)

269 Sales workers, parts (4367)
274 Sales workers, other commodities (4345, 4347, 4354, 4356, 4359,4362, 4369)

275 Sales counter clerks (4363)

276 Cashiers (4364)
277 Street anddoor-to-door sales workers (4366)

278 News vendors (4365)

Sales Related Occupations

283

._

' 'Demonstrators, promofers and-models, sales (445)

284 Auctioneers (447)
285 Sales support occupations, n.e.c (444,446, 449)

Administrative Support Occupations, Including Clerical

Supervisors, Administrative Support Occupations
303 Supervisors, general office (4511, 4513, 4514, 4516, 4519, 4529)
304 Supervisors, computer equipment operators (4512)

305 Supervisors, financial records processing (4521)
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1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

TECHNICAL, SALES, AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS-Con .

Administradve Support Occupations, Including ClerkaF-Con.

306

	

Chief communications operators (4523)

307

	

Supervisors; distribution, scheduling, and adjusting clerks (4522, 4524-4528)

Computer Equipment Operators

308

	

Computer operators (4612)

309

	

Peripheral equipment operators (4613)

Secretaries, Stenographers, and Typists

313

	

Secretaries (4622)

314

	

Stenographers (4623)

315

	

Typists (4624)

Information Clerks

316

	

Interviewers (4642)

317

	

Hotel clerks (4643)

318

	

Transportation ticket and reservation agents (4644)

319

	

Receptionists (4645)

323

	

Information clerks, n.e .c. (4649)

Records Processing Occupations, Except Financial

325

	

Classified-ad clerks (4662)

326

	

Correspondence clerks (4663)

327

	

Order clerks (4664)

328

	

Personnel clerks, except payroll and timekeeping (4692)

329

	

Library clerks (4694)

335

	

File clerks (4696)

336

	

Records clerks (4699)

Financial Records Processing Occupations

337

	

Bookkeepers, accounting, and auditing clerks (4712)

338

	

Payroll and timekeeping clerks (4713)

339

	

Billing clerks (4715)

343

	

Cost and rate clerks (4716)

344

	

Billing, posting, and calculating machine operators (4718)

345

346

347

348

353

354

355

356

357

Duplicating, Mail and Other Office Machine Operators

Duplicating machine operators (4722)

Mail preparing and paper handling machine operators (4723)

Office machine operators, n.e.c. (4729)

Communications -E.

	

quipment Operators .

Telephone operators (4732)

Communications equipment operators, n.e.c. (4733, 4739)

Mail and Message Distributing Occupations

Postal clerks, exc. mail carriers (4742)

Mail carriers, postal service (4743)

Mail clerks, exc. postal service (4744)

Messengers (4745)

I-0
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1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

TECHNICAL, SALES, AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT OCCUPATIONS-Con.

Administrative Support Occupations, Including

	

n.

Material Recording, Scheduling, and Distributing Clerks

359

	

Dispatchers (4751)

363

	

Production coordinators (4752)

364

	

Traffic, shipping, and receiving clerks (4753)

365

	

Stock and inventory clerks (4754)

366

	

Meter readers (4755)

368

	

Weighers, measurers, checkers and samplers (4756, 4757)

373

	

Expediters (4758)

374

	

Material recording, scheduling, and distributing clerks, n.e.c. (4759)

Adjusters and Investigators

375

	

Insurance adjusters, examiners, and investigators (4782)

376

	

Investigators and adjusters, except insurance (4783)

371

	

Eligibility clerks, social welfare (4784)

378

	

Bill and account collectors (4786)

Miscellaneous Administrative Support Occupations

379

	

General office clerks (463)

383

	

Bank tellers (4791)

384

	

Proofreaders (4792)

385

	

Data-entry keyers (4793)

386

	

Statistical clerks (4794)

387

	

Teachers' aides (4795)

389

	

Administrative support occupations, n.e.c . (4787, 4799)

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

Private Household Occupations

403

	

Launderers and ironers (503)

404

	

Cooks, private household (504)

405

	

Housekeepers and butlers (505)

406

	

Child care workers, private household (506)

407

	

Private household cleaners and servants (502, 507, 509)

Protective Service Occupations

Supervisors, Protective Service Occupations

413

	

Supervisors, firefighting and fire prevention occupations (5111)

414

	

Supervisors, police and detectives (5112)

415

	

Supervisors, guards (5113)

Firefighting and Fire Prevention Occupations

416

	

Fire-inspection and.fire prevention occupations (5122)

417

	

Fuefighting occupations (5123)

Police and Detectives

418

	

Police and detectives, public service (5132)

423

	

Sheriffs, bailiffs, and other law enforcement officers (5134)

424

	

Correctional institution officers (5133)

Guards

425

	

Crossing guards (5142)

CODE LISTS

	

I-Si



1990
Census
code

	

Occupation category

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS-Con.

Protective Service Occupations--Con .

426

	

Guards andpolice, exc. public service (5144)
427

	

Protective service occupations, n.e .c. (5149)

Service Occupations, Except Protective andHousehold

Food Preparation andService Occupations
433

	

Supervisors, food preparation andservice occupations (5211)
434

	

Bartenders (5212)

435

	

Waitersandwaitresses (5213)
436

	

Cooks (5214, 5215)
438

	

Food counter, fountain andrelated occupations (5216)
439

	

Kitchen workers, food preparation (5217)
-

	

443

	

Waiters'/waitresses' assistants (5218)
444

	

Miscellaneous food preparation occupations (5219)

Health Service Occupations
445

	

Dental assistants (5232)
446

	

Health aides, except nursing (5233)
447

	

Nursing aides, orderlies, and attendants (5236)

Cleaning and Building Service Occupations, except Household
448

	

Supervisors, cleaning andbuilding service workers (5241)
449

	

Maidsand housemen (5242, 5249)
453

	

Janitors and cleaners (5244)
454

	

Elevator operators (5245)
455

	

Pest control occupations (5246)

Personal Service Occupations

456

	

Supervisors, personal service occupations (5251)
457

	

Barbers (5252)

458

	

Hairdressers and cosmetologists (5253)
459

	

Attendants, amusement andrecreation facilities (5254)
461

	

Guides (5255)

462

	

Ushers (5256)
463

	

Public transportation attendants (5257)

464

	

Baggage porters andbellhops (5262)

465

	

Welfare service aides (5263)
466

	

Family child care providers (pt 5264)

467

	

Early childhood teacher's assistants (pt 5264)

468

	

Child care workers, n.e .c. (pt 5264)
469

	

Personal service occupations, n.e.c. (5258, 5269)

FARMING, FORESTRY,AND FISHINGOCCUPATIONS

Farm Operators andManagers

473

	

Farmers, except horticultural (5512-5514)
474

	

Horticultural specialty farmers (5515)
475

	

Managers, farms, except horticultural (5522-5524)
476

	

Managers, horticultural specialty farms (5525)

OtherAgricultural and Related Occupations
Farm Occupations, Except Managerial

1-52
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1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

FARMING, FORESTRY, AND FISHING OCCUPATIONS--Con.

477 Supervisors, farm workers (5611)

4'79 Farm workers (5612-5617)

483 Marine life cultivation workers (5618)

484 Nursery workers (5619)

Related Agricultural Occupations

485 Supervisors, related agricultural occupations (5621)

486 Groundskeepers and gardeners, except farm (5622)

487 Animal caretakers, except farm (5624)

488 Graders and sorters, agricultural products (5625)

489 Inspectors, agricultural products (5627)

Forestry and Logging Occupations

494 Supervisors, forestry, and logging workers (571)

495 Forestry workers, except logging (572)

496 Timber cutting and logging occupations (573, 579)

Fishers, Hunters, and Trappers

497 Captains and other officers, fishing vessels (pt 8241)

498 Fishers (583)

499 Hunters and trappers (584)

PRECISION PRODUCTION, CRAFT, AND REPAIR OCCUPATIONS

Mechanics and Repairers

503 Supervisors, mechanics and repairers (60)

Mechanics and Repairers, Except Supervisors

Vehicle and Mobile Equipment Mechanics and Repairers

505 Automobile mechanics (pt 6111)

506 Automobile mechanic apprentices (pt 6111)

507 Bus, truck, and stationary engine mechanics (6112)

508 Aircraft engine mechanics (6113)

509 Small engine repairers (6114)

514 Automobile body and related repairers (6115)

515 Aircraft mechanics, exc. engine (6116)

516 Heavy equipment mechanics (6117)

517 Farm equipment mechanics (6118)

518 Industrial machinery repairers (613)

519 Machinery maintenance occupations (614)

Electrical and Electronic Equipment Repairers

523 Electronic repairers, communications and industrial equipment (6151, 6153, 6155)

525 Data processirig~ equipment repairers (6154)

526 Household appliance and power tool repairers (6156)

527 Telephone line installers and repairers (6157)

529 Telephone installers and repairers (6158)

533 Miscellaneous electrical and electronic equipment repairers (6152, 6159)

534 Heating, air conditioning, and refrigeration mechanics (616)

Miscellaneous Mechanics and Repairers

535 Camera, watch, and musical instrument repairers (6171,6172)

CODE LISTS 1--5,3



1990

Census

code

	

Occupation category

PRECISION PRODUCTION, CRAFT, AND

REPAIR OCCUPATIONS-Con .

536

	

Locksmiths and safe repairers (6173)

538

	

Office machine repairers (6174)

539

	

Mechanical controls and valve repairers (6175)

543

	

Elevator installers and repairers (6176)

544

	

Millwrights (6178)

547

	

Speed mechanics and repairers, n.e.c. (6177, 6179)

549

	

Not specified mechanics and repairers

Construction Trades

	

-

Supervisors, Construction Occupations

553

	

Supervisors; brickmasons, stonemasons, and tile setters (6312)

554

	

Supervisors, carpenters and related workers (6313)

555

	

Supervisors, electricians and power transmission installers (6314)

556

	

Supervisors ; painters, paperhangers, and plasterers (6315)

557

	

Supervisors ; plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitters (6316)

558

	

Supervisors, construction n.e.c. (6311, 6318)

Construction Trades, Except Supervisors

563

	

Brickmasons and stonemasons (pt 6412, pt 6413)

564

	

Brickmason and stonemason apprentices (pt 6412, pt 6413)

565

	

Tile setters, hard and soft (pt 6414, pt 6462)

566

	

Carpet installers (pt 6462)

567

	

Carpenters (pt 6422)

569

	

Carpenter apprentices (pt 6422)

573

	

Drywall installers (6424)

575

	

Electricians (pt 6432)

576

	

Electrician apprentices (pt 6432)

577

	

Electrical power installers and repairers (6433)

579

	

Painters, construction and maintenance (6442)

583

	

Paperhangers (6443)

584

	

Plasterers (6444)

585

	

Plumbers, pipefitters, and steamfitters (pt 645)

587

	

Plumber, pipefitter, and steamfitter apprentices (pt 645)

588

	

Concrete and terrazzo finishers (6463)

589

	

Glaziers (6464)

593

	

Insulation workers (6465)

594

	

Paving, surfacing, and tamping equipment operators (6466)

595

	

Roofers (6468)

596

	

Sheetmetal duct installers (6472)

597

	

Structural metal workers (6473)

598

	

Drillers, earth (6474)

599

	

Construction-trades, n.e .c. (6467,-6475; - 6476_,6479)

Extractive Occupations

613

	

Supervisors, extractive occupations (632)

614

	

Drillers, oil well (652)

615

	

Explosives workers (653)

616

	

Mining machine operators (654)

617

	

Mining occupations, n.e.c. (656)

11-54
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1990
Census

code

	

Occupation category

PRECISION PRODUCTION,CRAFT, AND
REPAIR OCCUPATIONS-Con.

Precision Production Occupations

628

	

Supervisors, production occupations (67,71)

Precision MetalWorking Occupations

634

	

Tool anddie makers (pt 6811)

635

	

Tool and die maker apprentices (pt 6811)

636

	

Precision assemblers, metal (6812)

637

	

Machinists (pt 6813)

639

	

Machinist apprentices (pt 6813)

643

	

Boilermakers (6814)

644

	

Precision grinders, filers, and tool sharpeners (6816)

645

	

Patternmakersand modelmakers, metal (6817)

646

	

Lay-out workers (6821)

647

	

Precious stones and metals workers (Jewelers) (6822,6866)

649

	

Engravers, metal (6823)

653

	

Sheet metal workers (pt 6824)

654

	

Sheet metal worker apprentices (pt 6824)

655

	

Miscellaneous precision metal workers (6829)

Precision WoodworkingOccupations

656

	

Patternmakers and modelmakers, wood (6831)

657

	

Cabinetmakers andbenchcarpenters (6832)

658

	

Furniture andwood finishers (6835)

659

	

Miscellaneous precision woodworkers (6839)

Precision Textile, Apparel, and Furnishings Machine Workers

666

	

Dressmakers (pt 6852, pt 7752)

667

	

Tailors (pt 6852)

668

	

Upholsterers (6853)

669

	

Shoe repairers (6854)

674

	

Miscellaneous precision apparelandfabric workers (6856, 6859, pt 7752)

Precision Workers, Assorted Materials

675

	

Hand molders and shapers, except jewelers (6861)

676

	

Patternmakers, lay-out workers, and cutters (6862)

677

	

Optical goodsworkers (6864, pt 7477, pt 7677)

678

	

Dental laboratory and medical appliance technicians (6865)

679

	

Bookbinders (6844)
683

	

Electrical and electronic equipment assemblers (6867)

684

	

Miscellaneous precision workers, n.e .c. (6869)

. -Precision-Food Production Occupations

686

	

Butchers andmeat cutters (6871)

687

	

Bakers (6872)

688

	

Food batchmakers (6873, 6879)

Precision Inspectors, Testers, andRelated Workers

689

	

Inspectors, testers, andgraders (6881, 828)

693

	

Adjusters and calibrators (6882)

CODE LISTS
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1990
Census

code

	

Occupation category

Plant and System Operators
694

	

Water and sewage treatment plant operators (691)
695

	

Power plant operators (pt 693)
696

	

Stationary engineers (pt 693, 7668)
699

	

Miscellaneous plant and system operators (692, 694, 695, 696)

Machine Operators andTenders, Except Precision
Metalworking andPlastic WorkingMachine Operators

703

	

Latheand turning machine set-up operators (7312)
704

	

Lathe andturning machine operators (7512)
705

	

Milling and planing machine operators (7313, 7513)

706

	

Punching andstamping press machine operators (7314, 7317,7514, 7517)
707

	

Rollingmachine operators (7316, 7516)
708

	

Drilling and boring machine operators (7318, 7518)

709

	

Grinding, abrading, buffing, and polishing machine operators (7322, 7324, 7522)

713

	

Forging machine operators (7319, 7519)
714

	

Numerical control machine operators (7326)
715

	

Miscellaneous metal, plastic, stone, andglass workingmachine operators (7329, 7529)

717

	

Fabricating machine operators, n.e .c. (7339, 7539)

MetalandPlastic Processing Machine Operators
719

	

Moldingand casting machine operators (7315, 7342, 7515,7542)
723

	

Metalplating machine operators (7343, 7543)

724

	

Heat treating equipment operators (7344, 7544)

725

	

Miscellaneous metaland plastic processing machine operators (7349, 7549)

WoodworkingMachine Operators
726

	

Wood lathe, routing, andplaningmachine operators (7431,7432, 7631, 7632)

727

	

Sawing machine operators (7433, 7633)

728

	

Shapingandjoining machine operators (7435, 7635)
729

	

Nailing and tacking machine operators (7636)

733

	

Miscellaneous woodworking machine operators (7434, 7439, 7634, 7639)

Printing Machine Operators

734

	

Printing press operators (7443, 7643)

735

	

Photoengravers andlithographers (6842, 7444, 7644)

736

	

Typesetters and compositors (6841, 7642)

737

	

Miscellaneous printing machine operators (6849, 7449, 7649)

Textile, Apparel, and Furnishings Machine Operators

738

	

Winding and twisting machine operators (7451, 7651)

739

	

Knitting, looping, taping, and weavingmachine operators (7452, 7652)

743

	

Textile cutting machine operators (7654)
744

	

Textile sewing machine operators (7655)
745

	

Shoe machine operators (7656)
747

	

Pressing machine operators (7657)
748

	

Laundering and dry cleaning machine operators (6855, 7658)

749

	

Miscellaneous textile machine operators (7459, 7659)

1-56

PRECISION PRODUCTION,CRAFT, AND
REPAIR OCCUPATIONS--Con.

OPERATORS, FABRICATORS, ANDLABORERS

Machine Operators, Assemblers, andInspectors

CODE LISTS



1990

Census
code occupation category

OPERATORS, FABRICATORS, AND LABORER.&--Con.

MachineOperators, Assemblers, andInspectors-~

Machine Operators, Assorted Materials

753 Cementing andgluing machine operators (7661)

754 Packagingandfilling machine operators (7462, 7662)

755 Extrudingandformingmachine operators 7463, 7663)

756 Mixing andblending machine operators (7664)

757 Separating, filtering, and clarifying machine operators (7476, 7666, 7676)

758 Compressing and compacting machine operators (7467, 7667)

759 Painting and paint spraying machine operators (7669)

763 Roasting andbaking machine operators, food (7472, 7672)

764 Washing, cleaning, andpickling machine operators (7673)

765 Foldingmachine operators (7474, 7674)

766 Furnace, kiln, and oven operators, exc. food (7675)

768 Crushing andgrinding machine operators (pt 7477, pt 7677)

769 Slicing and cutting machine operators (7478, 7678)

773 Motion picture projectionists (pt 7479)

774 Photographic processmachine operators (6863, 6868, 7671)

777 Miscellaneous machine operators, n.e .c. (pt 7479, 7665, 7679)

779 Machine operators, notspeed

Fabricators, Assemblers, and Hand Working Occupations

783 Weldersand cutters (7332, 7532, 7714)

784 Solderers and brazers (7333, 7533, 7717)

785 Assemblers (772,774)

786 Hand cutting andtrimming occupations (7753)

787 Hand molding, casting, andforming occupations (7754,7755)

789 Hand painting,, coating, anddecorating occupations (7756)

793 Hand engraving and printing occupations (7757)

795 Miscellaneous hand working occupations (7758, 7759)

Production Inspectors, Testers, Samplers, andWeighers

796 Production inspectors, checkers, and examiners (782, 787)

797 Production testers (783)
798 Production samplers andweighers (784)

799 Graders and sorters, exc. agricultural (785)

Transportation and Material Moving Occupations

Motor Vehicle Operators
803 Supervisors, motorvehicle operators (8111)

804 Truck drivers (8212-8214)

806 Driver-sales workers (8218)
808 - - . -__ _- -Bus drivers (8215) _.___

809 Taxicab drivers andchauffeurs (8216)

813 Parking lot attendants (874)

814 Motortransportation occupations, n.e.c . (8219)

Transportation Occupations, Except Motor Vehicles
Rail Transportation Occupations

823 Railroad conductors andyardmasters (8113)

824 Locomotive operating occupations (8232)
825 Railroad brake, signal, and switch operators (8233)
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Census
code

	

Occupation category

OPERATORS, FABRICATORS, AND LABORERS-Con.

Transportation andMaterial Moving Occupations--Con.

826

	

Rail vehicle operators, n.e.c . (8239)

Water Transportation Occupations
828

	

Ship captains and mates, except fishing boats (pt 8241, 8242)
829

	

Sailors and deckhands (8243)
833

	

Marine engineers (8244)
834

	

Bridge, lock, andlighthouse tenders (8245)

Material Moving EquipmentOperators
843

	

Supervisors, material moving equipment operators (812)
844

	

Operating engineers (8312)
845

	

Longshore equipment operators (8313)
848

	

Hoist andwinch operators (8314)
849

	

Crane and tower operators (83L5)
853

	

Excavating andloadingmachine operators (8316)
855

	

Grader, dozer, and scraper operators (8317)
856

	

Industrial truck and tractor equipment operators (8318)
859

	

Miscellaneous material moving equipment operators (8319)

864

	

Supervisors, handlers, equipment cleaners, and laborers, n.e .c. (85)
865

	

Helpers, mechanics and repairers (863)

Helpers, Construction and Extractive Occupations
866

	

Helpers, construction trades (8641-8645, 8648)
867

	

Helpers, surveyor (8646)
868

	

Helpers, extractive occupations (865)
869

	

Construction laborers (871)
874

	

Production helpers (861, 862)

Freight, Stock, and Material Handlers
875

	

Garbage collectors (8722)
876

	

Stevedores (8723)

877

	

Stockhandlers andbaggers (8724)
878

	

Machine feeders and offbearers (8725)
883

	

Freight, stock, andmaterial handlers, n.e.c . (8726)
885

	

Garage and service station related occupations (873)
887

	

Vehicle washers andequipment cleaners (875)
888

	

Hand packers and packagers (8761)
889

	

Laborers, except construction (8769)

MILITARY OCCUPATIONS

903

	

Commissioned Officers andWarrant Officers
904

	

Non-commissioned Officers and OtherEnlisted Personnel
905

	

Military occupation, rank notspeed

EXPERIENCED UNEMPLOYED NOTCLASSIFIED BY OCCUPATION

909

	

Last worked 1984 or earlier



PLACE OF BIRTH

This section contains the code list for place ofbirth. An alphabetical list of U.S. States andterritories, foreign countries, and
other areas was used to assign athree-digit code to the birthplace reported by each person. The alphabetical list used in coding
included abbreviations and alternate names, including some historical names for countries and names of States, provinces,
counties, or other subdivisions of countries.

The following list does not includeany of these alternate names, but does include continent and area namesused as defaults
if a spec country wasnot namedbut abroader region or area ofbirth was reported . The names for foreign countries shown

on this list and in the publications reflect the most commonly used namesin this country, not their official or legal names. Each
entry shown on the following list has a unique code.

The U.S . States and territories were assigned their Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) code preceded by a
zero . For foreign countries, codes were generally assigned by listing the countries or areas in alphabetical order (followed by
default codes) within eight broad continent or regional areas: (1) Europe, (2) Asia, (3) NorthAmerica, (4) Central America, (5)
Caribbean, (6) SouthAmerica, (7) Africa, and (8) Oceania. The entries for theUSSR andthe Baltic States are listed following
the other entries for Europe for convenience in combining with either Europe or Asia. The entries for Germany also do not
follow strict alphabetical order; codes 110-114 can be combined to tabulate an overall figure including Germany (not specified),
East Germany, West Germany, and Berlin. The entries for the United Kingdom also do not follow strict alphabetical order;
codes 1.38-145 can be combined to tabulate an overall figure including United Kingdom (not specified), England, Scotland,
Wales, Northern Ireland, Guernsey, Jersey, and the Isle of Man. The codes for Asia also include a code for Korea (not
specified) since it is often reported in that fashion.
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1-59

001-059 United States 001-059 United States-Con.

001 Alabama 038 NorthDakota

002-003 Alaska , 039 Ohio

004 Arizona 040 Oklahoma

005 Arkansas 041 Oregon

006-007 California 042-043 Pennsylvania

008 Colorado 044 RhodeIsland

009 Connecticut 045 South Carolina

010 Delaware 046 SouthDakota

011 District of Columbia 047 Tennessee
012 Florida 048 Texas
013-014 Georgia 049 Utah
015 Hawaii 050 Vermont
016 Idaho 051-052 Virginia

017 Illinois 053 Washington
018 Indiana 054 West Virginia
019 Iowa 055 Wisconsin

020 Kansas 056-059 Wyoming
021 Kentucky
022 Louisiana 060-099 U.S . Outlying Areas and

023 Maine Puerto Rico

024 Maryland 060-065 American Samoa
025 Massachusetts 066 Guam
026 Michigan 067-068 Johnston Atoll
027 Minnesota 069-070 Northern Mariana Islands
028 Mississippi 071 Midway Islands
029 Missouri 072-075 Puerto Rico
030 Montana 076-47 Navassa Island
031 Nebraska 0'78 U.S . Virgin Islands
032 Nevada 079.080 Wake Island
033 NewHampshire 081-083 BakerIsland
034 NewJersey 084.085 Howland Island
035 NewMexico 086-088 Jarvis Island
036 New York 089-094 KingmanReef
037 North Carolina



CODE LISTS

060-099 U.S. Outlying Areas and 100-199 Europe-Con .
Puerto Rico--Con.

151 Lapland, not specified
095 Palmyra Atoll 152 Northern Europe, not speed
096-099 U.S. territory, not specified 153 Southern Europe, not specified

154179 Western Europe, not specified
100-199 Europe 180 Union ofSoviet Socialist Republics

100 Albania (USSR)

101 Andorra 181 Baltic States, not specified

102 Austria 182 Estonia

103 Belgium 183 Latvia

104 Bulgaria 184-199 Lithuania

105 Czechoslovakia
106 Denmark _

1,00-299 Asia

107 FaroeIslands 200 Afghanistan
108 Finland 201 Bahrain
109 France 202 Bangladesh
110 Germany, not speed 203 Bhutan
111 West Germany 204 Brunei
112 West Berlin 205 Burma
113 East Berlin 206 Cambodia
114 East Germany 207 China
115 Gibraltar 208 Cyprus
116 Greece 209 Hong Kong
117 Hungary 210 India
118 Iceland 211 Indonesia
119 Ireland 212 Iran
120 Italy 213 Iraq
121 Jan Mayen 214 Israel
122 Liechtenstein 215 Japan
123 Luxembourg 216 Jordan
124 Malta 217 Korea, not specified
125 Monaco 218 South Korea
126 Netherlands 219 NorthKorea
127 Norway 220 Kuwait
128 Poland 221 Laos
129 Portugal 222 Lebanon
130 Azores Islands 223 Macau
131 Madeira Islands 224 Malaysia
132 Romania 225 Maldives
133 SanMarino 226 Mongolia
134 Spain 227 Nepal
135 Svalbard 228 Oman
136 Sweden 229 Pakistan
137 Switzerland 230 Paracel Islands
138 United Kingdom, not specified 231 Philippines
139 England -232- Qatar
140 Scotland 233 Saudi Arabia
141 Wales 234 Singapore
142 Northern Ireland 235 Spratley Islands
143 Guernsey 236 Sri Lanka
144 Jersey 237 Syria
145 Isle of Man 238 Taiwan
146 Vatican City 239 Thailand
147 Yugoslavia 240 Turkey
148 Europe, not specified 241 United Arab Emirates
149 Central Europe, not speed 242 Vietnam
150 Eastern Europe, not specified 243 Yemen, People's Democratic Republic



20(1-299 Asia-Con. 330-374 Caribbean--Con.

244 YemenArab Republic 351 Trinidad and Tobago

245 Asia, not specified 352 Turks and Caicos Islands

246 Asia Minor, not specified 353 Caribbean, not specified

247 East Asia, not specified 354 Antilles, not specified

248 Gaza Strip 355 British West Indies, not specified

249 Indochina, not specified 356 Latin America, not specified

250 Iraq-Saudi Arabia NeutralZone 357 Leeward Islands, not specified

251 Mesopotamia, not specified 358 West Indies, not specified

252 Middle East, not specified 359-374 Windward Islands, not specified

253 Palestine, not specified

254 Persian Gulf States, notspeed 375-399 South America

255 Southeast Asia, not specified 375 Argentina
256-299 West Bank 376 Bolivia

377 Brazil
300-399 America

378 Chile

300-309 NorthAmerica 379 Colombia

300 Bermuda
380 Ecuador

301 Canada
381 Falkland Islands

302 Greenland
382 French Guiana

303 St . Pierre and Miquelon
383
384

Guyana
Paraguay

304-309 NorthAmerica, notspeed
385 Peru

310-329 Central America 386 Suriname

387 Uruguay
310 Belize 388 Venezuela
311 CostaRica 389-399 SouthAmerica, notspeed
312 El Salvador

313 Guatemala 400-499 Africa

314 Honduras
400 Algeria

315 Mexico
401 Angola

316 Nicaragua
402 Bassas da India

317 Panama
403 Benin

318-329 Central America, not specified
404 Botswana

330-374 Caribbean 405 British Indian OceanTerritory

406 Burkina Faso
330 Anguilla 407 Burundi
331 Antigua andBarbuda 408 Cameroon
332 Aruba 409 Cape Verde
333 Bahamas 410 Central African Republic
334 Barbados 411 Chad
335 British Virgin Islands 412 Comoros
336 Cayman Islands 413 Congo
337 Cuba 414 Djibouti
338 Dominica 415 Egypt
339 Dominican Republic 416 Equatorial Guinea
340 Gidnada 417 Ethiopia
341 Guadeloupe 418 Europa Island
342 Haiti 419 Gabon
343 Jamaica 420 Gambia
344 Martinique 421 Ghana
345 Montserrat 422 Glorioso Islands
346 Netherlands Antilles 423 Guinea
347 St . Barthelemy 424 Guinea-Bissau
348 St. Kitts-Nevis 425 Ivory Coast
349 St. Lucia 426 Juan de Nova Island
350 St. Vincent and theGrenadines 427 Kenya

CODE LISTS



Africa-Con . 400-499 Africa-Con.

CODE LISTS

Lesotho
Liberia

Libya
Madagascar

469

470-499

500-553

Western Africa, not speed
Southern Africa, notspecified

Oceania
Malawi
Mali

500 Ashmore andCartier Islands

Mauritania
501 Australia

Mayotte
502 Christmas Island, Indian Ocean

Morocco
503 Clipperton Island

Mozambique
504 Cocos Islands_

Namibia
505 Cook Islands

Niger
506 Coral Sea Islands

Nigeria
507 Fiji

Reunion
508 French Polynesia

Rwanda
509 Kiribati

SaoTome and Principe
510 Marshall Islands

Senegal
511 Micronesia

Mauritius
512 Nauru

Seychelles
513 New Caledonia

Sierra Leone
514 New Zealand

Somalia
515 Niue

South Africa
516 Norfolk Island

St . Helena
517 Palau

Sudan
518 Papua New Guinea

Swaziland
519 Pitcairn Islands

Tanzania
520 SolomonIslands

Togo
521 Tokelau

Tromelin Island
522 Tonga

Tunisia
523 Tuvalu

Uganda
524 Vanuatu

Western Sahara
525 Wallis andFutuna Islands

Zaire
526 Western Samoa

Zambia
527 Oceania, not specified

Zimbabwe
528 Polynesia, not specified

Africa, not specified
529-549 Melanesia, not specified

Central Africa, not specified
550 Antarctica

Eastern Africa, not specified
551 Bouvet Island

Equatorial Africa, not specified
552 French Southern andAntarctic Lands

French Equatorial Africa,
553 Heard and McDonald Islands

not speed 554-999 At Sea/Abroad, Not Specified
French West Africa, not specified
NorthAfrica, not specified 554 At sea

555-999 Abroad, not specified



RACE

This section contains the alphabetical code list for race andAmerican Indian tribes. Thelist of race groups andAmerican

Indian tribes with their associated 3-digit numerical code wasused to code the Asian or Pacific Islander, American Indian,

Eskimo, or Aleut, andthe Other race write-in entries. A separate set of

	

numerical codes were used to identify FOSDIC
circles for the race categories listed in the race item on the questionnaire.

	

ese codes and their respective race categories are:
White-971, Blackor Negro-972, Indian (Amer.)-973, Eskimo-974, Aleut-975, Chinese-976, Filipino-977, Hawaiian-978, Korean-

979, Vietnamese-980, Japanese-981, AsianIndian-982, Samoan-983, Guamanian-984, OtherAsianor Pacific Islander-985, and

Other race-986 .

CODE LISTS I-63

000-599,973 American Indian 000-599,973 American Indian--Con.

000-001 Ahtna 044 Steilacoom

002 Biorka 045 Stillaguamish

003 Reserve American Indian 1 046 Suquamish

004-005 Bristol Bay 047 Swinomish

006 Chaneliak 048 Tulalip

007 Chugach 049 Port Madison

008 Tanaina 050 Quinault

009 Doyon 051 Quileute

010 Kodiak 052 Hoh

011 ReserveAmerican Indian 2 053 Makah

012 Sealaska 054 Talakamish

013 Umpqua 055 Chinook

014 AlaskanAthabaskan 056 Clatsop

015 Alaska Native 057 Kathlamet

016 Haida 058 Columbia River Chinook

017 Tlingit
059 Upper Chinook
060 Wakiakum Chinook

018 Tsimshian 061 Willapa Chinook
019 Alaska Indian 062 Alsea
020 Chehalis 063 Cayuse
021 Chemakum 064 Celilo
022 Klallam 065 Coos
023 Jamestown 066 Kalapuya
024 Lower Elwha 067 Klamath
025 Port Gamble Klallam 068 Molala
026 Coquilles 069 Oregon Athabaskan
027 Cowlitz 070 Siuslaw
028 Lummi 071 Takelma
029 Nooksack 072 Tenino
030 Puget Sound Salish 073 Tillamook
031 Duwamish 074 Tygh
032 Kikiallus 075 Umatilla
033 Lower Skagit 076 Walla-Walla
034 Muckleshoot 077 Yahooskin
035 Nisquafly 078 Yakima
036 Puyallup 079 Skokomish
037 Samish 080 Agua Caliente Cahuilla

038 Sauk-Suiattle 081 Augustine

039 UpperSkagit 082 Cabazon

040 Skykomish 083 Cahto

041 Snohomish 084 Cahuilla

042 Snoqualmie 085 Campo

043 Squaxin Island 086 Capitan Grande
087 Chemehuevi



I-64 CODE LISTS

000-599,973 American Indlan-Con. 000-599,973 American 1ndWt-Con.

088 Chimariko 140 Kern River
089 Chumash 141 Tule River
090 Costanoan 142 Twenty-Wine Palms
091 Cupeno 143 Wailaki
092 Cuyapaipe 144 Wappo
093 Diegueno 145 Whilkut
094 Digger 146 Wintu
095 Gabrieleno 147 Wiyot
096 Hoopa 148 Yana
097 Inaja Cosmit 149 Yokuts
098 Karok - 150 Tachi
099 Kawaiisu 151 Chukchansi
100 La Jolla 152 Yuki
101 Lass; 153 Yurok
102 La Posta 154 ReserveAmerican Indian 3
103 Luiseno 155 Columbia
104 Maidu L56 Kalispel
105 Manzanita 157 Salish
106 Mesa Grande L58 Coeur D'Alene

107 Mountain Maidu 159 Colville

108 Nishinam 160 Spokane

109 Konkow 161 NezPerce

110 Mattole 162 Washo

111 Miwok 163 Alpine

112 CoastMiwok 164 Carson

113 Modoc 165 Dresslerville

114 Mono 166 Stewart

115 Nomalaki 167 Wishram

116 Pala 168 HoopaExtension

117 Pechanga 169 Trinity

118 Pauma 170 Ute

119 Pit River 171 Allen Canyon

120 Pomo 172 Uintah Ute

121 Dry Creek 173 Ute Mountain Ute

122 Northern Pomo 174 Shoshone Paiute

123 Kashaya 175 Paiute

124 CentralPomo 176 Northern Paiute

125 Stonyford
177
178

Cedarville
PyramidLake

126 Eastern Pomo 179 Fort Bidwell
127 Sulphur Bank

180 Las Vegas
128 Salinan 181 Lovelock
129 San Manual 182 UtuUtu Gwaitu Paiute
130 San Pascual 183 Fort Independence
131 SantaRosa Cahuilla 184 Bridgeport
132 SantaYnez 185 Burns Paiute
133 Santa Ysabel 186 Yerington Paiute
134 Serrano 187 Walker River
135 Shasta 188 Southern Paiute
136 Soboba 189 Kaibab
137 Sycuan 190 Moapa
138 Tolowa 191 Owens Valley
139 Torres-Martinez 192 Summit Lake



CODE LISTS

000-599, 973 American Indtaa-Con . 000-599,973 American Indian-Con.

193 Aroostook 246 San Ildefonso
194 ReserveAmerican Indian 5 247 SanJuan Pueblo
195 Shoshone 248 SantaClara
196 Battle Mountain 249 Tesuque
197 Duck Water 250 Arizona Tewa
198 Elko 251 Jemez
199 Ely 252 Hopi
200 Goshute 253, Zuni
201 Panamint 254 SanJuan de
202 Ruby Valley 255 Apache
203 South Fork Shoshone 256 Oklahoma Apache
204 Washakie 257 Jicarilla Apache
205 Yomba 258 LipanApache
206 Te-Moak Western Shoshone 259 Mescalero Apache
207 Bannock 260 Chiricahua

208 Kootenai 261 Fort Sill Apache

209-210 Havasupai 262 San Carlos Apache

211 Hualapai 263 Payson Apache

212 Yavapai
264 White Mountain Apache

213 Maricopa
265 ReserveAmerican Indian 7
266 ReserveAmerican Indian 8

214 Quechan 267 ReserveAmerican Indian 9
215 Cocopah

268 ReserveAmerican Indian 10
216 Mohave

269 ReserveAmerican Indian 11
217 Pima

270 ReserveAmerican Indian 12
218 Tohono O'Odham 271 ReserveAmerican Indian 13
219 Gila Bend

272 ReserveAmerican Indian 14
220 Ak-Chin

273 ReserveAmerican Indian 15
221 SanXavier 274 Reserve American Indian 16
222 Sells

275 Navajo
223 Yaqui 276 Kiowa
224 Pascua Yaqui

277 Tonkawa
225 Barrio Libre

278 Oklahoma Caddo
226 Mississippi Choctaw 279 Ankara
227 ReserveAmerican Indian 6

280 Oklahoma Pawnee
228 Jena Choctaw

281 Wichita
229 Pueblo

282 Sioux
230 Tigua

283 Cheyenne River Sioux
231 Taos

284 Crow Creek Sioux
232 Picuris

285 Devils Lake Sioux
233 Sandia

286 Flandreau Santee
234 Isleta

287 Fort Peck
235
236

Keres _
Acoma

288 Standing Rock Sioux

237 Cochiti
289 Lake Traverse Sioux

238 Laguna
290 LowerSioux
291 Pine Ridge Sioux

239 San Felipe 292 Pipestone Sioux
240 SantaAna 293 Prairie Island Sioux
241 Santo Domingo 294 Prior Lake
242 Zia 295 Rosebud Sioux
243 Tewa 296 UpperSioux
244 Nambe 297 Sisseton-Wahpeton Sioux
245 Pojoaque 298 Teton Sioux



1-66 CODE LISTS

000-599,973 American Indian-Con . 000-599,973 American Indiaa-Con .

299 Brule Sioux 351 St. Croix Chippewa
300 Lower Brule Sioux 352 Sokoagon Chippewa
301 Sans ArcSioux 353 Turtle Mountain

302 Two Kettle Sioux 354 RockyBoy's Cree
303 Blackfoot Sioux 355 Burt Lake Chippewa
304 Oglala Sioux 356 Burt Lake Band

305 Miniconjou 357 ReserveAmerican Indian 19

306 Yanktonai Sioux 358 ReserveAmerican Indian 20

307 Yankton Sioux 359 Burt Lake Ottawa
308 Santee Sioux 360 Blackfoot
309 Sisseton Sioux 361 Cheyenne

310, Mdewakanton Sioux 362 Northern Cheyenne

311 WahpekuteSioux 363 Southern Cheyenne
312 Wahpeton Sioux 364 Arapaho

313 Assiniboine 365 Atsina
314 Iowa 366 Menominee

315 Otoe-Missouria 367 Potawatomie

316 Winnebago 368 Citizen Band Potawatomi

317 Kaw 369 Forest County
318 Omaha 370 Hannahville

319 Ponca 371 HuronPotawatomi

320 Osage 372 Pogagon Potawatomi

321 Quapaw 373 Prairie Band
322 Crow 374 Wisconsin Potawatomi

323 Hidatsa 375 Ottawa

324 Mandan 376 Miami

325 Comanche 377 SacandFox

326 Dakota Sioux 378 Peoria

327 Wazhaza Sioux 379 Sacand Fox-Mesquakie

328 Nebraska Winnebago 380 Kickapoo

329 WisconsinWinnebago 381 Shawnee

330 Chippewa 382 Algonquian

331 Bay Mills Chippewa 383 Micmac

332 Sault Ste. Marie Chippewa 384 Mailseet

333 SaginawChippewa 385 Passamaquoddy

334 Keweenaw 386 Pleasant Point Passamaquoddy

335 LacVieuxDesert Chippewa 387 Indian Township

336 Ontonagon 388 Penobscot

337 Leelanau 389 Abenaki

338 Minnesota Chippewa 390 Wampanoag

339 Boise Forte 391 Nipmuc

340 GrandPortage 392 Narragansett

341 Fond Du Lac 393 Pequot

342 Leech Lake 394 Mohegan

343 Mille Lac 395 Paugussett

344 White Earth 396 Schaghticoke

345 RedLake Chippewa 397 Brotherton

346 Lake Superior 398 Shinnecock

347 Bad River 399 Stockbridge

348 LacCourte Oreilles
400 Munsee

349 LacDu Flambeau 401 Delaware

350 Red Cliff Chippewa 402 Sand Hill



CODE LISTS

000-599,973 American Indtarw-Con. 000-599,973 American Indlar-Con.

403 Absentee Shawnee 456 Rappahannock
404 Clifton Choctaw 457 Attacapa
405 Iroquois 458 Biloxi
406 Seneca 459 Catawba
407 Seneca Nation 460 Chitimacha
408 TonawandaSeneca 461 Coharie
409 Seneca-Cayuga

462 Croatan
410 Cayuga
411 Onondaga 463 Haliwa

412 Oneida 464 Lumbee

413 Mohawk 465 Moor

414 Tuscarora 466 Powhatan

415 Wyandotte 467 Tunica

416 Cherokee 468 Wesort

417 Eastern Cherokee 469 Southeastern Indians

418 Western Cherokee 470 Cajun

419 Etowah Cherokee 471 Coushatta

420 United Keetoowah Band 472 ReserveAmerican Indian 23

421 Tuscola 473 ReserveAmerican Indian 24

422 Northern Cherokee 474 ReserveAmerican Indian 25

423 Eastern Muskogee 475 ReserveAmerican Indian 26

424 Agua Caliente 476 Colorado River

425 Creek 477 Duck Valley

426 Thlopthlocco 478 Fallon

427 Yuchi 479 Fort Belknap

428 Hitchiti 480 Fort Berthold

429 Eastern Creek 481 Fort Hall

430 Principal CreekIndian Nation 482 Fort McDermitt

431 Poarch Band 483 Fort McDowell

432 Lower Muskogee 484 Cow CreekUmpqua

433 AlabamaCoushatta 485 Gila River

434 Choctaw 486 Grand Ronde

435 Houma 487 Los Coyotes

436 Chickasaw 488 Mission Indians

437 Miccosukee 489 Morongo

438 Seminole 490 Reno-Sparks

439 Oklahoma Seminole 491 RoundValley

440 Florida Seminole 492 Shoalwater
441 Bid Cypress 493 Siletz
442 Brighton 494 Skull Valley
443 Hollywood Seminole 495 Susanville
444 Natchez 496 Table Bluff
445 Matinecock 497 Wascopum
446 Montauk 498 Wind River
447 Poospatuck 499 Winnemucca
448 Setauket 500 YavapaiApache
449 Tuckabachee 501 ReserveAmerican Indian 27
450 Nanticoke 502 Gros Ventres
451 Piscataway 503 Scott Valley
452 Nansemond 504 Warm Springs
453 Chickahominy 505 Santa Rosa
454 Pamunkey 506 SanJuan
455 Mattaponi 507 Red Wood



I-68 CODE LISTS

000-599,973 American Indian-Con . 000-599,973 American Indlaw-Con.

508 Salish and Kootenai 560 Star Clan of Muskogee Creeks
509 Georgetown 561 Eastern Delaware
510 ClearLake

562 Cherokee Alabama
511 Yakima Cowlitz

563 ReserveAmerican Indian 36
512 Scotts Valley 564 ReserveAmerican Indian 37
513 CheyenneArapaho 565 Mexican Indian Cherokee
514 Northern Arapaho 566 Eastern Chickahominy
515 Southern Arapaho

567 Western Chickahominy
516 MashpeeWampanoag 568 Waccamaw-Siouan
517 GayHead Wampanoag 569 NausuWaiwash
518 Timbi-Sha Shoshone 570 Pocomoke Acohonock
519 Juaneno

571 Susquehanock
520 Oklahoma Choctaw 572 Wicomico
521 Oklahoma Modoc 573 Piro
522 Oklahoma Kiowa

574 Illinois Miami
523 Oklahoma Comanche 575 Tunica Biloxi
524 Oklahoma Iowa 576-597 American Indian
525 Canadian Indian 598 Tribal response, not elsewhere
526 Oklahoma Ponca classified
527 Oklahoma Ottawa

599 ReserveAmerican Indian 38
528 Oklahoma Miami 973 American Indian (FOSDIC circle)
529 Oklahoma Peoria
530 Oklahoma SacandFox 600-699,976-985 Asian or Pacific Islander
531 Oklahoma Kickapoo
532 Oklahoma Delaware

600652, 976, 977, 979-982, 985 Asian

533 Caddo 600 AsianIndian
534 Pawnee 601 Bangladeshi
535 Michigan Ottawa

602 Bhutanese
536 IndianaMiami

537 Missouri Sacand Fox
603 Burmese

538 Eastern Shawnee
604 Cambodian (Kampuchean)

539 Cherokee Shawnee 605 Chinese

540 Kialegee
606 Taiwanese

541 Alabama Quassarte
607 Formosan

542 Malheur Paiute 608 Filipino

543 Wenatchee
609 Hmong

544 Little Shell Chippewa
610 Indonesian

545 Illinois 611 Japanese

546 Rampough Mountain
612 Korean

547 Leani-Lenipe 613 Laotian

548 AmerindWhite 614 Malayan

549 Amerind Black 615 Okinawan

550 MexicanAmericamhidian- . ,616 Pakistani

551 CentralAmerican Indian
617 Sri Lankan

552 SouthAmerican Indian 618 Thai

553 French American Indian 619 Vietnamese

554 SpanishAmerican Indian 620 Amerasian

555 Cherokees ofSoutheast Alabama 621 Asian

556 Cherokees of NortheastAlabama 622 Asiatic

557 Echota Cherokee 623 Eurasian
558 MaChis Lower Creek Indian 624 Mongolian
559 MOWA Band of Choctaw 625 Oriental



600-652, 976, 977, 979-982, 985 Asian-Con.

	

660-67S, 984 Micronesian-Con.

626 Whello
627 Yellow
628 Borneo
629 Celebesian
630 Ceram
631 Indo-Chinese
632

	

Iwo Jiman

633 Javanese
634 Maldivian
635 Nepali
636 Sikkim
637 Singaporean
638 Sumatran
639 Madagascar
640

	

ReserveAsian 2
641

	

ReserveAsian 3
642

	

ReserveAsian 4
643

	

ReserveAsian 5
644

	

ReserveAsian 6
645

	

ReserveAsian 7
646

	

ReserveAsian 8
647

	

ReserveAsian 9
648

	

ReserveAsian 10
649

	

ReserveAsian 11
650

	

Reserve Asian 12
651

	

Reserve Asian 13
652

	

ReserveAsian 14
976

	

Chinese (FOSDIC circle)

	

681

	

Pacific Islander
977

	

Filipino (FOSDIC circle)

	

682

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 1
979

	

Korean (FOSDIC circle)

	

683

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 2
980

	

Vietnamese (FOSDICcircle)

	

684

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 3
981

	

Japanese (FOSDIC circle)

	

685

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 4
982

	

Asian Indian (FOSDIC circle)

	

686

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 5
985

	

Other Asian or Pacific Islander

	

687

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 6
(FOSDIC circle)

	

688

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 7
689

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 8

653-699,978,983,984 Pacific Islander

	

690

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 9

653-659,978,983 Polynesian

	

691

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 10
692

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 11
653

	

Hawaiian

	

693

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 12
654

	

Part Hawaiian

	

694

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 13
655

	

Samoan

	

695

	

Reserve Pacific Islander 14
656

	

Tahitian

	

696

	

Asian or Pacific Islander
657

	

Tongan

	

697

	

ReserveAsian or Pacific Islander 1
658

	

Polynesian

	

698

	

ReserveAsian or Pacific Islander 2
659

	

Tokelauan

	

699

	

Reserve Asian or Pacific Islander 3
978

	

Hawaiian (FOSDICcircle)
983

	

Samoan (FOSDIC circle)

660-675, 984 Micronesian

660 Guamanian

661

	

Mariana Islander
662 Marshallese
663 Palauan
664 Bikinian
665 Carolinian
666 Eniwetok
667 Kosraean
668 - Kwajalein

669 Micronesian
670

	

Ponapean (Ponapean)
671 Saipanese
672

	

Tarawa Islander
673 Tinian
674

	

Trukese (Chuukese)
675 Yapese
984

	

Guamanian (FOSDIC circle)

676-680 Melanesian

676 Fijian

677 Melanesian
678

	

Papua New Guinean
679

	

SolomonIslander
680

	

NewHebrides

681-699 Other Pacific Islander

700-799, 986, 987-999 OtherRace

700-748 Hispanic Origin

700 Argentinian
701 Bolivian

CODE LISTS

	

I-69



1-70 CODE LISTS

700-748 Hispanic Origin-Con . 749-799,986,'987-999 Not of Hispanic
Origin-Con.

702 Boricua
703 Californio 754 Cajun

704 CentralAmerican 755 Cape Verdean
705 Chicano 756 Chocolate

706 Chilean 757 Coo Clan

707 Colombian 758 Coffee

708 CostaRican 759 Cosmopolitan
709 Cuban 760 Issues

710 Dominican 761 JacksonWhite

711

_

Ecuatorian (Ecuadorian) 762 Lapp

712 Salvadoran 763 Melungeon

713-714 Galapagos 764 Mixed

715 Guajiro 765 Ramp

716 Guatemalan 766 Tunica
717 Hispanic 767 Wesort

718 Honduran 768 Mulatto

719 La Raza 769 Moor

720 Latin American 770 Biracial/Interracial

721 Mestizo 771 Creole

722 Mexican 772 Indian

723 Nicaraguan 773 Turk
724 Panamanian 774 Half-Breed

725 Paraguayo 775 Rainbow

726 Peruvian 776 Octoroon

727 Puerto Rican 777 Quadroon
728 Morena 778 Reserve Non-Hispanic 3
729 SouthAmerican 779 Reserve Non-Hispanic 4
730 Spanish 780 Reserve Non-Hispanic 5
731 Spanish-American 781 Reserve Non-Hispanic 6
732 Spanish-Mexican 782 Reserve Non-Hispanic 7
733 Sudamericano 783 Reserve Non-Hispanic 8
734 Uruguayan 784 Reserve Non-Hispanic 9
735 Venezuelan 785 Reserve Non-Hispanic 10
736 Reserve Hispanic 2 786 Reserve Non-Hispanic 11
737 Reserve Hispanic 3 787 Reserve Non-Hispanic 12
738 Reserve Hispanic 4 788 Reserve Non-Hispanic 13
739 Reserve Hispanic 5 789 Reserve Non-Hispanic 14
740 Reserve Hispanic 6 790 Reserve Non-Hispanic 15
741 Reserve Hispanic 7 791 Reserve Non-Hispanic 16
742 Reserve Hispanic 8 792 Reserve Non-Hispanic 17
743 Reserve Hispanic 9 793 Reserve Non-Hispanic 18
744 Reserve Hispanic:10- 794 Reserve Non-Hispanic 19
745 Reserve Hispanic 11 795 Reserve Non-Hispanic 20
746 Reserve Hispanic 12 796 Reserve Non-Hispanic 21
747 Reserve Hispanic 13 797 Reserve Non-Hispanic 22
748 Reserve Hispanic 14 798 Trinidad

749-799,986,987-999 Not of Hispanic Origin
799
986

Other race, not elsewhere classified
Other race (FOSDICcircle)

749-750 Brava 987-999 Reserve Other race

751 Brazil
752 Brown 800-869,971 White

753 Bushwacker 800 White



CODE LISTS

800-869, 971 White-Con. 800-869,971 White-Con.

801 Arab 853 ReserveWhite 16
802 English 854 ReserveWhite 17
803 French 855 Reserve White 18

804 German 856 ReserveWhite 19
805 Irish 857 ReserveWhite20
806 Italian 858 Reserve White 21
807 Near Easterner 859 Reserve White22
808 Polish 860 Reserve White 23
809 Scottish 861 Reserve White 24
810 White andBlack 862 Reserve White25
811 WhiteAmerind 863 Reserve White 26
812 White Chinese 864 Reserve White 27
813 White Formosan/Taiwanese 865 ReserveWhite 28
814 White Filipino 866 Reserve White 29
815 White Hawaiian 867 Reserve White 30
816 White Korean 868 Reserve White 31
817 White Vietnamese 869 White Cherokee
818 WhiteJapanese 971 White (FOSDIC circle)
819 WhiteAsianIndian

820 White Samoan 870-934, 972 Blackor Negro

821 White Guamanian 870 Black
822 White Bangladeshi

871 African
823 WhiteBurmese 872 African American
824 White Cambodian (Kampuchean)

873 Afro-American
825 WhiteHmong

874 Nigritia
826 WhiteIndonesian

875 Black and White
827 WhiteLaotian 876 Black Amerind
828 WhiteMalayan

877 Black Chinese
829 White Okinawan

878 Black Formosan/Taiwanese
830 WhitePakistani

879 Black Filipino
831 WhiteSri Lankan 880 Black Hawaiian
832 WhiteThai

881 Black Korean
833 WhiteFijian

882 Black Vietnamese
834 WhitePalauan 883 Black Japanese
835 White Tahitian 884 Black Asian Indian
836 WhiteTongan

885 Black Samoan
837 White OtherAsian or Pacific Islander 886 Black Guam *an
838 WhiteEskimo

887 Black Bangladeshi
839 WhiteAleut

888 BlackBurmese
840 ReserveWhite 3 889 Black Cambodian(Kampuchean)
841 ReserveWhite 4 890 BlackHmong
842 ReserveWhite 5

891 Black Indonesian
843 Re$efwe:White- 6

892 BlackLaotian
844 Reserve White 7 893 BlackMalayan
845 Reserve White 8

894 BlackOkinawan
846 Reserve White 9

895 Black Pakistani
847 Reserve White 10 896 Black Sri Lankan
848 Reserve White 11 897 Black Thai
849 Reserve White 12 898 Black Fijian
850 Reserve White 13

899 Black Palauan
851 Reserve White 14

900 Black Tahitian
852 ReserveWhite 15 901 BlackTongan



987-999 Reserve Other Race

* U .S . G .P .0 . :1993-341-833:60780

1-72

	

CODE LISTS

910 Reserve Black 8 - -

911 Reserve Black 9 941-970, 975 Mast
912 Reserve Black 10

913 Reserve Black 11 941 Aleut

914 Reserve Black 12
942 Reserve Aleut 1

943 Reserve Aleut 2
915 Reserve Black 13

944 Reserve Aleut 3
916 Reserve Black 14 945 Reserve Aleut 4
917 Reserve Black 15 946-970 Reserve Aleut 5

918 Reserve Black 16 975 Aleut(FOSDIC circle)

919 Reserve Black 17

920 Reserve Black 18 971-986 FOSDIC Circle Codes

921 Reserve Black 19 971 See White
922 Reserve Black 20 972 See Blackor Negro

923 Reserve Black 21 973 SeeAmerican Indian

924 Reserve Black 22 974 See Eskimo

925 Reserve Black 23 975 SeeAleut

926 Reserve Black 24 976 SeeAsian

927 Reserve Black 25
977 SeeAsian

978 See Pacific Islander
928 Reserve Black 26 979 SeeAsian

929 Reserve Black 27 980 SeeAsian

930 Reserve Black 28 981 SeeAsian

931 Reserve Black 29 982 SeeAsian

932 Reserve Black 30
983 See Pacific Islander

984 SeePacific Islander
933 Reserve Black31

985 SeeAsian
934 BlackCherokee 986 SeeOtherrace

972 Blackor Negro (FOSDIC circle)

870-934, 972 Blackor Nego-Con. 935-940, 974 Eskimo

902 BlackOtherAsian or Pacific Islander 935 Eskimo

903 BlackEskimo 936 Reserve Eskimo 1

904 BlackAleut 937 ReserveEskimo 2
905 Reserve Black 3 9938 Reserve Eskimo 3
906 Reserve Black 4 939 Reserve Eskimo 4
907 Reserve Black 5

940 Wales
908

909

Reserve Black 6

Reserve Black 7 974" Eskimo (FOSDICcircle)


